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Important! 
All our guests here agreed with: 
Anti-plagiarism statement-   Everybody   has declared on his / her own 

responsibility that the documents / materials sent to this symposium is the result of their 
work and that the sources used are indicated in the work, respecting the rules of avoiding 
plagiarism. 

  
Publishing agreement- By doing so, all agree that their work should be included 

with the others in a book distributed in various media (in electronic format, on the 
Internet and CD / in traditional printed format), thus participating in the promotion of 
good practice in European education. They will not request copyright for their material, 
but they still reserve the right to use it at any time in other contexts. 

All have learned of the conditions of participation and, by sending this sheet 
electronically, they declare that they agree with them. 

 
 
 
THIS BOOK IS A UNIQUE ONE SINCE IT IS 100 PER CENT GENUINE AND 

BECAUSE IT CONTAINS MATERIALS AND PHOTOS TAKEN DURING THE 
ACTIVITIES DESCRIBED  HERE, BEING A REAL HELPER FOR US ALL, 
INSPIRING US IN OUR FUTURE EDUCATIONAL PURSUIT ( especially under this 
lockdown due to the virus) 

 
A FRIEND 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ISSN: 2668-6686  
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YES, I have learned of the conditions of participation and , by sending this sheet 
electronically, I declare that I agree with them. 
 
 
Here are some photos with the 1st issue shared to our colleagues and partners: 
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EFFECTIVE LEARNING WITHIN ERASMUS EXPERIENCE 
 

Prof. Mariana Cornelia Ciurbe 
Școala Gimnazială ,,Lucian Blaga” Jibou, jud. Sălaj, ROMANIA 

 

 How to be a good teacher? Sometimes we consider ourselves teachers, as the person who 

provides the instructions, but there are also variables that are relevant due to their impact on the 

development and result of the teaching process. It develops important functions that are related to 

the students (performance evaluator, behavior model), content and context, organizing it at the same 

time. 

 Effective teaching is based on two fundamental pillars: professional knowledge and skills 

on the part of the teacher as well as their commitment and motivation. That is, a good command of 

the subject and teaching skills backed by educational planning and good classroom control. 

 During our career as teachers we struggle to stay up-to-date, to be in continuous challenge 

with ourselves and with the world around us, be lifelong learners and do our best in order to get 

good results. 

 In this article I would like to share details about my first Erasmus story. First of all, I 

would like to introduce myself. I am Mariana Ciurbe, English teacher at a secondary school in the 

northwest of Romania. I first started teaching in 2000 and after eight years I decided to experience 

life abroad, between 2008-2016. Nevertheless, "home is where your heart is", so I returned. 

Freshly reintroduced to the learning process in 2016, my curiosity about the Erasmus programme 

had kept me looking for information day and night. I hadn´t had a clue about Etwinning or other 

platforms. At that moment, I found out that various people could be contacted within the Etwinning 

platform, regarding access to the projects. I got more messages back and started to get more 

confidence. I was really keen to living the Erasmus experience alongside with my students and 

fellow teachers. 

 At one point I got into a more detailed conversation with a female teacher from Greece, 

who seemed to be interested in our school. I asked many questions, I received many explanations, I 

answered many questions and in the summer of 2018 I had the great surprise of being accepted in 

the project School Is the Flame, whose title is related to the flame of the ancient Olympia. 
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In October of the school year I had my first transnational meeting - my first visit to Greece. 

Of course, all went above and beyond my expectations; I had never had to deal with Greeks, nor did 

I know what was going on in a transnational meeting. My emotions were quite difficult to control. I 

felt overwhelmed and amazed in equal measure every moment, every place I visited and every 

person I interacted with. I still remember that when leaving a museum, after listening to the events 

provided by the excellent guide, I had such an expression on the face that Katerina, the project 

coordinator, asked me: "Can I take a picture of your face?" �  

The week in Greece was very well organized, starting from Saturday, when we landed in 

Athens, until the following Saturday, when we returned home. We visited museums and 

representative places in the Pyrgos region, the town hall, we had trips to the ancient Olympia, we 

enjoyed the Greek gastronomy, we took part in workshops organized by famous local personalities, 

we lived a small part of the Greek social life. What really caught my attention was the atmosphere 

in the school. Although there were not many students (about 150 kindergarten and primary school 

students), they all seemed to want to be around us and delight us with their dances and songs. 

At the same time, we had the opportunity to meet our partners from Turkey and Bulgaria – 

great people, very calm, charming and wise. We felt as if we had been friends for a lifetime. We 

immediately found what we have in common and what we can do to carry out the project activities 

so that we make the best of the experience for each of us. At the end of the week I had a sense of 
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fulfillment and pride. I felt that my confidence in myself had grown, that I could influence and 

make progress and development possible, to initiate in the school where I teach a road leading to the 

opening of new horizons, to start with my colleagues and students. 

And now, after almost two years since the first meeting, we keep in touch, talk at any time of 

the day, both about professional and personal life, and we are closer than ever. The story goes on ... 

and I am convinced that it will continue after the School is the Flame project reaches its end. 

Erasmus connects lives! 
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I would like to share with you some of our results: lesson plans on CLIL and outdoor games, 

photos, videos and other resources that you might find of good help in your path as effective 

teachers. 

https://twinspace.etwinning.net/71735/materials/files 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7UofbsSVAE 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbXGKGX1D1E 

 

LEARNING WITH “STORY TELLING METHODOLOGY” 
 

Teacher : Ali Şahin Sarızeybek 
Organisation : Magnesia Eğitim ve Kültür Derneği 

                                                             Countrt: Turkey 
                                                             City: Manisa 

                                                             Mail: sarizeybeksahin@hotmail.com.tr  
 

This is very innovative and new technique for learning second language in classes. In fact, 
this technique can be used in any branch for teaching. We will give the positive effects of this 
technique for learning language at schools. First of all, this should be in a group of learners in order 
to get the best success. 

First, we need to explain what is “story telling” The word storytelling pretty much speaks for 
itself and “Storytelling” is about telling stories. It is about using stories to impress your audience, or 
to make something clearer. Photos, pictures and a video of course really help to tell a good story as 
well. Stories have always been a way to communicate. Before people learned how to write, they 
would tell each other stories. Stories are much easier to remember than simple facts. That’s why 
learners from the story remember everything for a long time, maybe a life time. Moreover, stories 
are enjoyable; they may stimulate your imagination. This is the reason why parents tell their 
children stories. That’s why we like to see movies and read books. People and also language 
learners love stories, because people are addicted to stories. 
 

 

 
      
     The language teacher is giving the 
instructions for one group of learners. After 
everything is clear, they will start to work “Story 
Telling Methodology” from beginning to the 
end.  
     The time can be one week to complete to 
whole work. 

 
     You can choose any topic to teach and then give the instructions, So, as a language teacher 

I have chosen someone’s biography as an example. After explaining all the details what and how 
the students prepare their work, they would start their work. I told them they will prepare biography 
of someone who they know best. For doing this work at least 5 students should be in a group work. 
Each learner will have their own responsibility, for example one learner will find the person to 
interview to make his/her story. The other one should write the script, other group member should 
make a visual issue such as photos and shooting videos, the other learner must complete and adapt 
every data on computer to make the work finish in order to see the final version. 
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All the groups can choose different topic. And in the end when they finish their work, 
the important part comes. All the members who worked for this activity need to explain what 
they did for this project in the second language they are learning. The teacher gives them 
certain time to do that. This learning methodology improves the learners; 

a. Ability of working team work, 
b. Understanding their creativeness, 
c. Developing their digital skills, 
d. Learning second language much better,  

 
 

TEACHING ENGLISH WITH THE LEARNING DESIGNER 
 

 Teacher of English: Monica-Petruta Arotaritei 
 School: Colegiul de Arta “Ciprian Porumbescu” Suceava 

   
Technology helped people become more independent, free, get access to the latest 

innovations, forms of entertainment, customization but at the same time it drastically modified the 
concepts related to self, privacy or sharing. Now we live in a real and virtual world at the same 
time, we have become on and offline individuals 

Multimedia tools and technology may bring uncertainty for some teachers or they may be a 
world that provides endless growth possibilities for passionate, well trained and creative 
individuals.   

 The learning process does not end when the school bell rings! There so many things that 
can help us improve our students’ learning with the help of multimedia tools and the internet that 
we do not realize. Being able to access information anytime, anywhere to keep up to date with the 
latest news and information which travel at the speed of sound, enjoy the freedom of speech and 
exchange of opinions is a sign of democracy. “The more we learn the more we are aware of what 
we need to do.” 

Learning Designer is a great tool which has been developed by the London Institute of 
Education in 2013. Teachers can access the page be following the link- 

 

In the photo our learners preparing their work 
after they collected all the data and material for 
the biography of some one’s they did before. They 
found a person named Yakup Sayılır. After they 
completed the interview, scripts and video 
shooting, they are working for the final version of 
their work. If you want to see the completed work 
you can visit the following link to see what they 
succeeded in the end. Here is the link; 
https://youtu.be/8MFvE9DYbDE  

 

     Storytelling is a practical and powerful teaching 
tool, especially for language learning. Teachers in 
language classrooms, however, may hesitate to 
incorporate storytelling into language instruction 
because of an already overloaded curriculum but 
Story Telling Methodology gains the facilities such 
as enjoying team work, improve their skills, 
learning better. 
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http://learningdesigner.org/. At first they need to set up an account which is free and then they 
can start creating their own lesson plans. What is so great about this site is the fact that it enables 
teachers to share teaching ideas with teachers from all over the world. Subject teachers are helped to 
see how a certain pedagogical approach may be used successfully across different educational 
topics. Teachers can access sample patters which help them browse, edit or make designs from 
scratch. 

Before using this online tool teachers should watch the video in which they are shown all the 
steps related to the creation on a lesson plan using Learning Designer. The video can be watch by 
following the link: https://youtu.be/nkxLkSaTdck 

The “Browser” tool is in fact a collection of several pedagogical patters that can be 
incorporated in redesigning and improving the teaching practice while the “Designer” tool 
illustrates the pedagogical pattern template used by teachers to present further their own teaching 
ideas for certain parts of the lesson such as student’s preparation, interaction, class activities or 
homework. 

In order to create a lesson plan the teachers need to access the DESIGNER and open a new 
session. 

 
The Designer is page where the teachers fill in the necessary information about a lesson such 

as the session’s name, the topic, learning time, number of students, the description of the learning 
activity, the aim and the outcomes of the activity. While choosing an outcome of the lesson the 
teachers are required to select a category from Bloom’s taxonomy which includes: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 Once this information is filled in the teachers go on to the activity which includes the 
stages of the lesson- the TLA- the teaching and learning activities.. Each stage has a name and the 
teachers have to choose the kind of activity from six learning types: read/ watch/ listen, collaborate, 
discuss, investigate, produce or practice, the duration of the activity, add the number of students 
involved and mention whether or not the teacher is also going to take part in the activity, The 
teachers can add extra materials by attaching a resource from an URL or their personal computer. 
At the end of the lesson plan the teachers need to check a few details such as the amount of time to 
see if they have underestimated or not the necessary time for the learning activities and make the 
necessary adjustments. 

 The new teaching design of the lesson can be imported, exported or shared. At the end the 
teachers are encouraged to save their online work.The BROSER offers teachers a Directory of 
designs where they can find and access curated designs by pedagogy or topic, submitted designs 
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which were already submitted and reviewed by other teachers, and the personal space -where the 
teachers can publish their designs, the education sector and the list of designs. 

 Here is an example of learning design lesson plan created by one of the teachers. The 
lesson plan illustrates the use of technology. Students are encouraged to talk about their use of 
technology. The activity is designed for 36 students and it lasts for about 240 minutes. 

 

 
 As you can see there are three stages of the lesson. The first one invites the students to 

prepare their contribution to the class. They have to use approximately 100 words to talk about a 
digital tool or a technology device and its use. Moreover the students are asked to a slide 
presentation to illustrate the theoretical presentation and to describe the context in which the device 
was used. Student are also encouraged to talk about the pros and cons related to technology either 
by using their past experience or by including excerpts from an evaluation report or an expert’s 
opinion. Since it is a lesson about technology, learners are encouraged to mention the source of the 
information or to provide the link that they used.After the personal presentation, the second stage 
encourages students to discuss their peer’s presentation and the issues they may raise. Of course 
before starting a personal comment the student has to read the other comments made by the teacher 
and other classmates.  

 The last part of the activity is called “Follow-through”. Here the students are encouraged to 
think about their experience and to think haw they can use technological devices further in 
developing their personal study.  

  The site Learning Designer also includes a lesson plan where teachers are encouraged to 
use wikis as a tool for teaching and learning. This lesson plan aims to give trainee teachers the 
possibility to find out more about the creation of collaborative resources and to use them as 
appropriate learning devices for their won teaching. 
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Personally, I found this site quite difficult to use at the beginning because it was something 
new and challenging. It offers many advantages such as you can always modify and improve your 
last work or other lesson plans by using the button” Turn editing on”, you can create a library with 
all the lessons plans that you have created or search for other lesson plans created by other teachers 
and compare the information and the structure of the activities. It is always challenging to start new 
things but there is always the feeling of satisfaction once you get a hold of it. 

Multimedia helps learners of all ages study and acquire knowledge in an interactive way. 
The teaching materials that can be provided by the teachers or found on the internet can incorporate 
animation, moving pictures, sounds or links to other useful sites. Students can watch experiments or 
simulations, take part in online tests. Moreover they can save time and energy by creating a 
database where they can access the needed materials whenever, where ever via a digital device. 
These materials can be updated, improved, adapted; they are not anything like the textbooks used in 
schools, textbooks which have been used yearly for 10 or 15 years. 

 
Webography: 
https://youtu.be/nkxLkSaTdck 
http://learningdesigner.org/viewer.php?uri=/shared/fid/44a6747a777d61b2b99729ba7 

cfa486cb8afccd8830ed70a727ada77b5797d53 
 Bibliography: 
Oblinger, Diana G and Oblinger, James L., Ed. 2005 – Educating the Net Generation, 

Educause, available at www.educause.edu/educatingthenetgen/ 
visited on July 5,2013  
Peachey, Nik – Web 2.0 Tools for Teachers, Copyright Nik Peachey, at 
http://www.scribd.com/doc/19576895/Web-20-Tools-for-Teachers 
visited on July 5,2013  
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THE EXPERIMENT, THE PERFECT METHOD FOR LEARNING 
 

Teacher: Nițescu Emilia-Elisabeta 
Institution: Secondary School ,,Georg Daniel Teutsch” Agnita, Sibiu, Romania 

 
"You can never know what results your actions will produce, but if you do nothing, there will 

be no results." 
Mahatma Gandhi 

The experiment is a beneficial and necessary method in teaching the sciences and not only, 
for easier understanding. Using the experiment, students will learn to have patience, to observe, to 
participate, to engage with their own effort or in group, pairs, teams to take the necessary steps in 
archiving it. 

The experiment must be in accordance with the pupils’ abilities to complete the given topic. 
Having first-class students, I adapted the curriculum and the experiment taking into account the age 
level of my students and the ability to archive and understanding. We started with the theme: plants, 
water path inside a plant. 

In the following lines I will present two of our experiments. I started by presenting the next 
topic and asked for opinions. The students were very open and involved, they came with questions 
but also with their own answers. We have established the necessary materials and the form of 
evaluation. Each students was free to bring a flower or they choice, a glass/jar/container and a bottle 
of blue/red ink. 

On the day of the experiment,each student brought the materials. I accomplishment and I let 
them work, observing continuously. They put water in the conainers, then the ink and finally they 
added the flower. The next step was to explain the observation sheet: students have to complete on 
the sheet daily what they observe differently from the other day. 

At the end of the week they had to present their own conclusions based on the findings made. 
The conclusions were different but all were successful, the experiment was a success. It was and is 
a method they love. 
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Another experiment was when they discovered coding. Two years in a row I did the 
computer-free coding to make it easier to understand this technology. We chose to work with 
CodyRoby, solving requirements to train competences from the selected integrated disciplines but 
also the cmpetences of the 21st century. 

I participated in a competition and won an mTiny robot from Makeblock, which helps us 
understand and move to a higher level of coding. I let the students gradually experiment with this 
robot, here the others were watching what the others were experiencing, then I asked them to 
present how it works. 

The conclusions were very good and they were very surprised to find that many of their 
colleagues had similar conclusions or even learned more. 

Another experiment was the learning and use in the visual arts class of the EBRU technique. 
It was very well received by the students. This technique was new to me and so I started learning 
about it. I purchased all the materials needed to make it and I first started by explaining to the 
students about in and presenting their methods of accomplishment then I let them experienced, and I 
observed and guided them where necessary, but I did let creativity cross borders, to create.  

 
The experiment will continue in the coming years with more implications and higher level. I 

will always ensure the safety of the students. 

 
Then ample activities, votes, feedback for each activity began. I felt overwhelmed. I said I 

could not answer how it should have been. Then an English-speaking project colleague contacted 
me and began to guide me. I noticed I could and I went on. 

The activities that followed were very useful and challenging at the same time. My students 
were exalted, curious and open to everything that was new. The fact that we used the technology, 
we used the computer, it was even more important to them because they noticed that we were not 
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just using it to play, but to use their abilities. Applications have tested intuition, intelligence, 
creativity and dexterity. 

The next activity was for music. I translated the lyrics, which I then learned and played on a 
song by my partners. It was a special activity. Then there was a mix of all the songs of the 
participating schools and an e-book with the songs translated into several languages. They were 
enthusiastic about the result. 

Using the technology for the following work put the students to the test. The requirement was 
to choose what we want to draw, we chose the bees. My students being many in the classroom had 
to draw the tickets with the parts they were supposed to do. Below I present the final joint product, 
namely the drawing. 

 
The next month was about Children's Rights. The purpose was to present them and 

understand their rights, and for this we made plans with representative pictures and they had to 
insist on what it is all about. Of all these rights, I chose only one. We made a wagon according to a 
given plan and made drawings representing the child's right. It was sent to Turkey where a train was 
assembled with all the wagons from all the participating schools. 

Towards the end of the project we teamed, using an application, with a play. Each school 
returned some of the piece to continue. We gave this piece of life on stage to the House of Culture 
in our city and by us, and at the end we made the dissemination of the project with the display and 
presentation of all the activities, invited guests. 

We completed this project with a movie in which I presented my views about the project and 
the impact on the pupils. The project was successful because the partners were very open, they 
collaborated all the time, informed on time, cooperated and communicated all the steps. 

This is a soul project for which I worked a lot and had a great result. 
 

ETWINNING IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
 

Nilüfer Güreşçi / Ali Kuşçu İlkokulu –İzmir Turkey 
 

The 21st century we are in is the stage of rapid innovation and change. Technology in every 
field is developing rapidly and presents innovations to the society. Because we are raising 
individuals for the future. the individuals we train must have the knowledge, skills and equipment 
required by the 21st century. 

When we think of our own childhood, we watch advertising, movies, cartoons and so on. a 
simple decor that would not cause difficulty in perception in the media broadcasts, a few characters 
on the stage, the characters' speeches were ane and slow, and the event flow was quite slow. Today, 
our students watch cartoons, films and advertisements in the background of a large number of 
objects, the number of characters more than two, very animated scenes and the event flow is fast. In 
this course, children who are accustomed to this speed are not interested in lectures, presentations, 
videos, or taking notes without being allowed to speak, comment or reduce their motivation. 

When we think of our own childhood, we watch advertising, movies, cartoons and so on. a 
simple decor that would not cause difficulty in perception in the media broadcasts, a few characters 
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on the stage, the characters' speeches were slow and the event flow was quite slow. Today, our 
students watch cartoons, films and advertisements in the background. In this course, children who 
are accustomed to this speed are not interested in lectures, presentations, videos, or taking notes 
without being allowed to speak, comment or reduce their motivation. 

The Etwinning platform provides teachers with the opportunity to contribute to their personal 
and professional development, as well as to collaborate in project work, to examine the work and 
practices of colleagues in different countries. In this respect, the teacher sees the best practices and 
has the opportunity to apply them or adapt them to his / her class considering the conditions. 

While teachers are changing and developing on this platform, eTwinning project activities and 
activities within the scope of the project have positive effects on students. 

6-11 age group students we call primary school students, etwinning platform, activities, 
illustrations of their work, video shoots, communicating with peers in different schools and 
countries, evaluate the fact that the environment contributes to learning as they become aware of the 
fact that they can not play. . We eTwinning teachers can see this very closely. 

 
Etwinning Project Studies in a Classroom with 30 Students 
 
The ability to use web 2.0 tools to organize, share, and upload your Etwinning project events 

to twinspace is an inevitable necessity and even a must. To be successful in this field together with 
the project works primarily as a teacher this shortcoming to remedy our country needs education 
offered by the ministry of education information network (EBA) we attended out we got online 
education and eTwinning Turkey and the European Schoolnet Academy Moock s education. 

In the first year, with all of our students, we decided to carry out project activities without 
forming a group. I have a computer and a projector in my class. For this reason, we planned and 
applied the studies rather than digital media as cutting, pasting, folding, painting, writing, playing 
and singing, which students should actively and visually study. 

During the process, we enabled students to create and develop digital products by introducing 
and implementing web 2.0 tools that are appropriate to their level. 

The fact that Etwinning projects are integrated with the curricula of the courses gives us the 
opportunity to process lessons while performing the project activities. In this respect, project studies 
can be carried out easily. 

The project to be studied is introduced to the students and the activities and activities that can 
be done by brainstorming with our students are determined together. In this way, the students take 
part in the project and take part in the democratic participation. Later, groups are formed in line 
with their interests, abilities and skills. In group formation, homogeneous groups are considered 
possible feature. It is ensured that those who have writing skills, those with painting skills, and 
those who express themselves well in social terms are not gathered together in a single group so that 
students can meet different skills and develop themselves in these areas. 

The subject of the curriculum is explained from the teacher traffic and the tasks are distributed 
to the groups according to the activity, work or product type that will be put forward within the 
framework of the project. For example, when creating a group of posters, tasks such as a group of 
music, a group of 3D designs, a group of reports, etc. are given. The students conduct research on 
their fields of study and subjects. With the information and materials they gather, they come 
together with their group friends and create the work in line with the task sharing within 
themselves. At the end of the working period, the presentation phase comes and each group presents 
the process of collaboration and the product they present to the class. In this way, each student 
becomes a part of the education with a working system. 

The Etwinning project students are coming to the school with more excitement and happiness. 
Being happy to take part in an activity every day and seeing their work on the screen and in the 
video makes them happy. They are able to learn without being bored or even having fun in an 
active, living classroom. 
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Since the working age group is especially children of play age, the blending of course subjects 
as content of games and competitions is quite effective on primary school students. With the 
enthusiasm of competing and winning, students are exhibiting this skill above the expected level 
while acquiring the relevant acquisition. Similarly, rhythmic counting and speed reading 
competitions have been observed to have a positive development on students. 

In order to prevent a certain group of students to come to the fore when organizing 
competitions and the students who do not succeed in getting despair and feeling of failure, it is 
necessary to pay attention to organizing different types of competitions in which almost every 
student can get a degree. In this way, almost all of the class exhibited skills in an area, the success 
of the self-confidence has increased, friends have achieved a significant success in the eyes of the 
most important of all they feel valuable. This leads the student to come to school with enthusiasm 
and enthusiasm. 

In a study that will be evaluated and given a grade, if the student cannot get a successful grade 
in the first assessment in order to improve the student's learning, he / she will be asked whether he / 
she wants to write this grade or to increase the grade. As the score they receive for students and 
their families is important, the student prefers to repeat the study and the situation of self-
development and learning occurs. 

Family support plays an important role in the education and development of primary school 
children. It is very important that families cooperate with the school and the teacher. In addition to 
the parent meetings, parent participation activities are very effective for parents to gain a positive 
view of the school, to take part in the education of the children and to provide support for this issue. 
One positive aspect of Etwinning projects is that parents can also participate in the process. For 
example, a study such as the task of reading poetry chosen by the teacher together with her parents 
also positively affects the parents. Sharing the activities we have done in our class with a social 
network group that we will establish with our parents for the purpose of communication also affects 
the parents' approaches positively. 

 
If you are working on an eTwinning project in your class, you and your class are in constant 

interaction. You are in a mobility.You put yourself in the forefront of research and learning in order 
to develop yourself and your studies while putting forth new studies. As a teacher, you say that you 
acquire new knowledge and skills day by day, and that you have a desire to achieve better that you 
experience these skills and knowledge in the classroom. You can feel that your class has developed 
and changed with you, which keeps up with you. 
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EFFECTIVE TEACHERS, EFFECTIVE TEACHING 
 

Ţele Lavinia 
Școala Gimnazială Conţeşti 

 

Motto: "It is known that a good teacher is the one who makes things more difficult for you." 
Grigore Moisil 

The teacher must take into account the fact that the student's motivation is influenced by the 
way the learning activities are carried out in the classroom, the assessment system and even his own 
motivation. The first principle aims at modifying the pedagogical practices. In order for a didactic 
activity to be motivating, it must provide students with at least one challenge to capture their 
interest. The curiosity of the students can be aroused by introducing novelty elements, by creating 
cognitive conflicts, by involving the students in carrying out projects in a team. 

Dorina Salăvăstru presents the requirements regarding the effective teaching activity, stated 
by Rolland Viau: 

           a) Start teaching with an anecdote or problem to be solved! 
           b) Ask students about previous knowledge! 
           c) Specify the course plan in the form of questions! 
           d) Organize your knowledge in the form of schemes! 
           e) Give examples that interest the students! 
These imperatives were also stated by Comenius, in the work of the Didactic Art: “at the 

beginning of each activity, (the teacher) gains the spirits by recommending them the subject to be 
taught or stimulating them in this way through questions from the chapters now dealt with, with the 
help of those who want to move on to the new material, or even the new material, that they realize 
their lack of knowledge in this field and curious passers-by to clarify things. " 

Therefore, these imperatives (the capture of attention, the updating of previous knowledge, 
the stimulation of curiosity) are so important that they have remained valid until today, and can now 
be implemented with modern means. Respecting these imperatives can only lead to positive results 
because the students are motivated to carry out the task proposed to be solved. 

Barbara McCombs points out that a didactic activity, in order to be motivating, must have the 
following characteristics: 

           (a) have clear objectives and requirements; 
           (b) to take into account the interests of the students; 
           (c) to be a challenge for students; 
           (d) allow students to interact; 
           (e) give students the opportunity to have personal choices; 
           (f) to hold students accountable; 
           (g) require the use of problem-solving strategies; 
           (h) to request the use of knowledge in different fields; 
           (i) be relevant in a professional, social and personal way. 
Understanding the purpose of the activity by the students is the first condition of the success 

of the learning. Understanding the purpose allows the student to realize the connection between the 
present actions and the previously acquired knowledge. 

Effective teachers find different ways to help their students understand the goals of some 
tasks, the reasons why they were chosen. Depending on the pedagogical style of each teacher, the 
purpose can be presented through exposition, explanation and demonstration or through 
conversations with students. Understanding the purpose can be facilitated if teachers provide clear 
indications of the success or failure of their efforts. 

Effective teachers know that the success of learning depends on how motivated the students 
are, which is achieved by capturing the interest of the children and arousing their curiosity. One of 
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the ways to capture students' attention is the diversity, both of the content and the form of the 
activity. "Everything is taught to be dominated by a pleasant variety." 

  
           In order for teaching to be effective and learning guaranteed, teachers must design their 
activities so that they are meaningful to students, who will thus be motivated to learn. 
           In the case of lessons for transmitting new knowledge, the teacher should offer the students 
the opportunity to show what they know, thus determining them to participate actively in the lesson. 
           An effective strategy for presenting new knowledge is problematization, which makes the 
student curious. Before approaching the new subject, the student may be asked to communicate to a 
colleague the knowledge regarding the subject, this strategy can be used in the lessons of natural 
sciences, reading. "Everyone is taught to learn by many at once and in a pleasant form of 
emulation." 
           Another strategy to make the teaching activity more efficient is to report learning to other 
subjects. (h) Knowledge in different fields is interdependent. Teachers need to emphasize as often 
as possible the connection between new knowledge and other areas of learning. 
           Diversity is not achieved unless it is accompanied by the possibility of choosing (within 
certain limits) the children for what interests them. In this way, the teacher can design tasks that are 
appropriate to the motivation of the students, which will be more effective. Taking into account the 
students' options, the teacher understands to the students that they are considered as partners, This is 
leading to increased self-confidence and empowerment. 
Equally important for the motivation of the students is the way the assessment is done. In the case 
of poor and average students, the evaluation focused on comparing the students is harmful. The 
assessment should record not only the level of knowledge, but especially to acknowledge the effort 
made by each to improve their own performance. The assessment of the students' evolution must be 
done in positive terms (praise, encouragement, highlighting), because disapproval, but especially 
ignorance, are less effective in stimulating the motivation of learning. The motivation of the pupils 
can be intensified by the educator also by personal observations made on their specification and by 
inciting to self-evaluation. 
           The motivational dynamics is also influenced by the motivation of the teacher and his degree 
of involvement in the activity, the enthusiasm of the educator is transmitted to the children and 
makes them available even for relatively difficult activities. The teacher who becomes loved and 
respected by the children, has ensured their full employment in everything he proposes and this 
predisposition and developed activation of motivation is a condition of success in the activity and in 
achieving certain results. Usually, the teacher is the model to follow and the children do not hesitate 
to follow him in everything he proposes and if he has an interesting program organized, they will 
achieve superior results. 
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           A second principle to be taken into account is that of paying extra attention to demotivated 
students. The teacher should strive to pay equal attention to all students, regardless of their abilities. 
However, compared to weak students, the teacher should adopt the following behaviors: 
            (a) to express confidence in their ability to succeed; 
            (b) pay attention to them as good students; 
            (c) avoid creating competitive situations in which they can only lose; 
            (d) not to make comments to colleagues; 
            (e) to show interest in student achievement. 
            The profession of teacher is not a profession, but an art. R. Hart made the following 
statement in his studies: “The teacher plays a role. He acts on people, and they react instead. This is 
the physics of education ”. 
            Lately, the sphere of the teacher's roles in relation to the school has expanded far beyond its 
initial core, including functions such as that of friend, confidant, counselor, exponent of adult 
society, etc. The fulfillment of all these roles is significantly conditioned by the professional 
motivation of the teacher. 
            The teacher organizes the appropriate framework for student learning. To do this, in addition 
to mastering the discipline taught, he must also master the leadership strategies, the school 
curriculum, have psycho-pedagogical skills and know the personality of the                   
students. The management of the students is based on the verification and evaluation of the progress 
made by them, the discovery and timely diagnosis of the difficulties encountered, both for the 
assessment of their evolution and for the assessment of the teacher's own performance. The teacher 
leads the entire instructional-educational process carried out in the school, not just the students' 
learning. He is responsible and, as such, he directs the group life, its formative influences, being 
invested with power and authority. Understanding by authority the ability of the teacher to impose 
himself, to determine the students to be subordinated, either by moral superiority or by the official 
one, as well as the capacity to take all the measures that he considers appropriate and necessary, but 
legal, I consider that authority must be the main attribute of the teacher. The class of students does 
not have to be divided into leaders and managers, but each member must at the same time or 
successively fulfill the roles of leaders and executives. However, the teacher remains permanently 
at the top of the organizational hierarchy of the class. The subordination of students to the teacher is 
permanent. 
            It remains that the teacher does not turn the leadership into an abuse of power, does not give 
orders and does not make arbitrary decisions, stimulates the active and conscious participation of 
the students in solving the tasks through common actions. And when the students manifest 
disobedience, to look at these manifestations in a realistic way, to find out the causes and to find 
solutions. He adapts his behavior, takes measures, imposes and disposes, consults with students or 
takes independent measures, depending on the concrete educational situation and his personal data, 
honest (knowledge, beliefs, work style, temperament, etc.).  
            The teacher's motivation, the satisfaction or dissatisfaction he experiences are at the same 
time a result of the success or failure in his professional activity, as well as an incentive or 
hindrance in the continuation of this activity. 
            The personality of the teacher cannot have an important influence on the physical and 
mental development of the students, unless it is accompanied by a professional, psycho-pedagogical 
and psychosocial competence, well defined. There are many arguments that prove that without the 
qualities of the teacher and his distinct professionalism, the school would not work. The main 
dimensions of its being, which have a strong impact on student groups and school activity, are: 
competence in the field; psycho-pedagogical and psychosocial competence; its particularities of 
personality and their relation to school tasks; the extent of the fulfillment of roles; the style of his 
activity with the students, which has stabilized and is characteristic to him. 
            The competence in the field is ensured by specialized studies, but also by professional 
development courses and by permanent individual study. Psycho-pedagogical competence involves 
specialized knowledge and, at the same time, the ability of the teacher to determine the degree of 
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difficulty of the material to be learned for the students, the ability to make the material accessible, 
the increasing possibilities of empathy and creativity in working with the students. In establishing 
optimal relationships with students, the following personality traits are important that the teacher 
should exploit: sincerity, valorization, empathy.  
            A good teacher, if transposed mentally instead of students, will understand better when it is 
easy and difficult for them, in what is the difficulty in learning a discipline, chapter, topic, which 
might be more appropriate for getting out of deadlock , what they enjoy, what scares them, what 
they want and why they run away. The illness of the teacher correlates with the students' teaching 
performance and, in particular, with the volume of work done by them. The students appreciate the 
ordered and systematic teachers in class management and organization of activities. They receive 
from these clear guidelines, they know what to do, they become themselves able to choose the best 
option to complete the activity and solve the tasks. 
            The broad cultural horizon of the teacher and its openness to new tend to make the students 
take on its model and develop such qualities themselves. The creativity of the teacher can positively 
influence the students through their own innovative way of manifesting during lessons. A basic 
component of the personality of the teacher is even the level of the development of the pedagogical 
skills, specific to the instructive-educational field and that are formed throughout the whole career. 
Each teacher develops his own style of teaching and relating with the students, which also 
constitutes a dimension of his personality, with great influences on the students.  

 
 

            "Efficient teachers are those who know how to keep a straight line between the tight and 
demanding control and the complete freedom of class decision." (Neculau, A., 1999, p. 263). The 
competent teacher is the one who has a number of main roles related to his didactic activity and 
others related to his quality as an educator. The scope of the teacher's roles in relation to the school 
now includes functions such as substitute parents, friend, confidant, counselor, counselor, exponent 
of the adult society, etc. The fulfillment of all these roles is significantly conditioned by the 
professional motivation of the teacher. If the teacher has chosen his teaching career feeling called 
for it, if he loves the children and feels self-fulfilling when it helps them to develop, if he 
appreciates his own work and himself, if he aspires to didactic improvement and mastery in relation 
to students, if excited about their own activity, then will not only be happy, but will be the teacher 
of the third millennium, which the school urgently needs. 
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USE OF THE DIGITAL TEXTBOOK IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS 
Doctorand: Doroftei Ecaterina 

Coordonator: Conf. dr.Balmuş Nicolae 
Why? 
This is the first question any teacher, any student and any parent 

who hears talking about a digital textbook asks. 
I think the solution to a good start and a successful 

implementation is to present all the benefits of using this digital manual. 
If we leave it to everyone to look for their own advantages or 

disadvantages, I don't think we will be able to change anything. 
In general, people are quite reticent about change. They may not find it easy to give up a 

printed textbook because, until now, they have only read such books. 
Then there are many who say they need technology for such a manual. This is the truth: to 

work in a classroom we need a laptop / computer and a video projector. If they were working at 
home, students would need a laptop / computer. In 2014, the introduction of digital textbooks in 
schools was attempted in Romania. Thus, each printed manual was accompanied by a CD 
containing the digital manual. Although it seemed like an interesting idea to us, I have not met any 
teacher who would use it permanently and no student would use it at home. 

Perhaps a presentation was needed first, for teachers , students and parents alike, about its 
functionality and the many benefits of using it. 

This is why I set out to list some great advantages of using a digital manual in the process of 
teaching-consolidation-evaluation. 

First of all, I would like to point out that a digital textbook is not just the content of a printed 
textbook. There is a big difference between them. The digital manual contains much more 
information and applications. 

If you open such a manual you will find that it looks exactly like the one initially printed, but 
if you start browsing it you will find that most of its pages will appear on the side of the page with 
more types of additional applica- tions. Thus, some buttons appear that will be pressed to provide us 
with one of the following elements: a video to help the lesson on that page, a rebus, a grid test, 
some conclusive photos, an interactive test, a link that sends you to an internet page which also 
helps the lesson, various types of diversified exercises . Even a final test with everything that will 
help you check yourself if you have correctly assimilated the concepts in the new lesson. 
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Here's how many there are and I haven’t listed them all. Here's how much extra material can 
be added to a lesson, compared to the classic lesson in a printed manual. I think this is the biggest 
advantage of a digital manual: it contains much more information and helpful materials. How long 
would it take a teacher, parent, or even a student to look for such helpful materials himself in each 
lesson? Very much. Here's what a big win. Nowadays, when everyone complains about lack of 
time, here's a solution to having everything you need for a lesson without wasting time searching 
for yourself. And within the class time itself: in the 50 minutes allocated, many more applications 
can be made if we use this type of manual. We will no longer need to work with all kinds of 
additional files, which also involve costs . Using the digital textbook students can look at the 
materials presented on the video projector in front of the class. Whenever you can work on a test, 
application or exercise, you also gain a lot of time. 

All this applies to any educational discipline. We'll talk about the mathematical object now. 
For example, in the teaching process: when new concepts, new formulas have to be introduced, it is 
much easier for a student if they are presented with more information about that concept. The 
teacher can use all kinds of photos, articles, legends, videos from the digital manual for a better 
understanding. Then, throughout the class, the newly learned formulas can remain displayed on the 
wall in front of the class and the students work on the applications using them. 

Then comes the consolidation part. Students have the opportunity to do several types of 
exercises at the same time. And meanwhile they can be checked. 

In a digital manual, a given exercise can change its data or numbers each time the exercise is 
terminated. Thus, instead of a single exercise that can be written in the classic manual, here we can 
find a colossal number of exercises and applications. Depending on the work pace of each student, 
he or she can work more or less exercises. A great advantage here would be the classes in which 
each student could have a computer. 

As for the evaluation part, here is a big advantage here too. On the one hand, the teacher is 
advantageous because he can generate as many test variants as he needs with an application 
belonging to the digested manual. Or you can call for online testing that offers the result at the end. 

On yhe other hand,  the students have to win at this point. They can prepare at home for a 
future test by working on various types of tests that can be found in the manual. 

We conclude clearly that the quantity of information,the number of elements, tests and 
exercises in a digital manual is much higher than in a classic printed manual. 

 And all these advantages are paling compared to the strongest argument off al: the 
youngsters are attracted by technology. Giving them a way to improve their knowledge by using 
electronic equipment and technology is a powerful, meaningful, futuristic and friendly approach 
wich they will resonate with for sure. 

                                 
 I will let you draw your own conclusions on the benefits of using the digital manual, and we 

will discuss it further. 
I believe this is the future of education. 
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DEVELOPING CRITICAL THINKING IN READING STORIES IN EFL 
CLASSES OF TEENAGERS 

 
TEACHER OF ENGLISH:SOPHIA TANTOU 

4TH SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL(KARDITSA/GREECE) 
 

Critical thinking is the art of analyzing and evaluating thinking with a view to improving 
it.Critical thinking in reading entails a conscious reading approach, in which we predict what we are 
reading, we seek information, we have expectations. It also means that we analyze and evaluate our 
reading process. 

When it comes to teaching in an EFL class of teenagers there are many strategies a teacher 
can follow. First of all, the class has to define the purpose of  reading and then they have to predict 
the content of the text and make  a reading  plan along with the teacher. After that, it is a good idea 
for the teacher to make the students reflect on the topic of the story and the storyline. The students 
could also be advised by the teacher to make summaries or draw conclusions . 

The teacher has to make sure the students guess new words from the  context and then they 
are asked open-ended questions which also work well in the classroom, for instance: —Why do you 
say that? What have you read/seen/heard that makes you say that?—What evidence can you find in 
the text/picture? 

Additionally , the teacher can start debates because group debates work very well when 
teachers want to practice reasoning and argumentation. During debates students recycle new 
vocabulary and consciously use functional language. 

Finally, the teacher may ask the students to choose a character from a story and put him or her 
in the hot-seat. 

And here follows an example of good practice of what has been previously described as 
developing critical thinking in reading stories. 

TEACHING THE STORY THE NORTHENER 
 Warm-up questions 
          Have you ever met anyone at school, who came from a different school, town or 

country?  Did they look different or speak differently? What was your reaction to them? What was 
the other students’ reaction and what did you think of that? 

Read the story ” The Northerner” and try to answer the questions:       (group work) 
� Who was Amari? 
� Where did the story take place? 
�  Where did Amari come from? 
�  Why did the writer sometimes avoid Amari? 
�  What did kids say nasty things about? 
�   Why did the writer lose respect for some of the kids? 
 
STORY “THE NORTHERNER” 
Amari came to our school from the north, and he stood out in lots of ways: he spoke a strange 

dialect, dressed differently, ate unusual food and listened to music we’d never heard before. Amari 
was on my school bus, so I got to know him pretty quickly. He was really interesting and friendly, 
and I liked him a lot, but I ‘m ashamed to admit that, in the beginning. I sometimes avoided him 
while we were at school. Why? Peer pressure of course. Like lots of 12-year-olds, my friends were 
rather intolerant of anyone who didn’t fit the standard mould. And they weren’t kind to those who 
befriended anyone who was different either. I knew I shouldn’t care what they thought of my new 
friend, but I did. 

Within the first week of school, a number of kids were saying nasty things about Amari’s 
clothes, his accent and even the food he brought to eat in the school canteen. 

Amari never tried to get to others to accept him and he never changed himself in order to be 
accepted. I mean, a lot of us said we didn’t care about our friends approval, but that simply wasn’t 
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true. Most of us chose our clothes, activities and even our words according to their ”coolness” 
factor. 

Amari wasn’t indifferent, overly confident or arrogant. He was comfortable in his own skin. 
And the irony is that, within a couple of weeks, the kids who had picked on him at first started 
looking up to him. Why? Well, I guess they respected him for not being afraid to be himself. A 
couple of them even started dressing like him. But you know what? Amari never mocked them for 
it! I completely lost respect for them! 

“How can you not laugh at them for that, Amari? They’re ridiculous! I wish you would say 
something to them,” I said. 

“Nah…” Amari replied.”Live and let live. That’ s my motto.”  
WORKSHEET 
Useful vocabulary. Find the words in http://www.wordreference.com/engr/ 
Ashamed, intolerant, mould, to pick on someone, to look up to, ridiculous, motto. 
Match the words with their definition 
1.make fun of:                                                                               a. befriend       
2. a good, positive opinion of someone or something:                 b. peer pressure 
3. keep away from someone or something:                                  c. to mock 
4. become someone’s friend, especially when they need help:    d. avoid 
5. a feeling of need to conform:                                                     e. approval 
 
Reading comprehension  questions. Choose the right answer.  (group  work) 
1.Why did the writer and Amari become friendly quite quickly? 
a.They came from the same part of the country. 
b. They travelled to and from school together. 
c. They liked the same foods. 
d. They had similar tastes in music. 
 
2. What does the writer say about her friends’ intolerance? 
a. It was extreme. 
b. It made her feel ashamed. 
c. It made her want to befriend Amari. 
d. Most kids their age feel that way. 
 
3. Why does the speaker think the other kids began to show Amari some respect? 
a. because  they found him to be very funny 
b. because they admired his strength of character 
c. because they were afraid of him 
d. because Amari started making fun of them. 
 
4. What is the meaning of Amari’s motto? 
a. You must allow other people to live. 
b. Accept other people, even though they’re not like you. 
c. Other people should leave you alone. 
d. You should make sure you survive, no matter what. 
Act out a dialogue.                                                                       (pair work) 
Work in pairs and write a short dialogue you will present in the next lesson.One of you is 

Amari and the other person the writer or one of her schoolmates. 
Creative Activity                                                                          (group work)  
Think of a different end to the story. Change the last sentence of the story. 
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Open questions                                                                           (group work) 
1.What do you think “coolness” factor means? 
2. What is peer pressure? Can you give an example? 
3.Why are teenagers often intolerant to others? 
4. How do teens choose their friends? 
5. What should school do to encourage integration of newcomers from other countries? 
6. How should school face problems of racist behaviour amongst  students? 
 
LESSON PLAN: STORY "THE  NORTHERNER"         
Aim 
� To improve the students’ critical thinking on storytelling 
� To teach students new vocabulary 
� To make students sensitive on issues of discrimination and tolerance 
� To promote teamwork 
Age group 
Teenagers (13-17) (level B1) 
Materials 
� Take off(level B1) Unit 6      Hillside Press 
� Vocabulary in http://www.wordreference.com/engr/ 
Time 
40 minutes 
� Warm-up questions related with the story and the title of the story.(4’) 
� Reading the story (reference to the characters, the plot, the setting).(8’) 
� Explanation of the useful vocabulary of the story through a matching card game. The 

http://www.wordreference.com/engr/ can be used at home.(3’) 
� Expanding vocabulary through a matching activity. (Worksheet)(2’) 
� Working on reading comprehension questions.(Worksheet) (group work)(5’) 
� Acting out of a dialogue. Writing given as a pre-reading activity.(pair work)(5’) 
� “Think of a different end to the story” activity.(group work) (2’) 
� Expressing ideas on as many open questions as possible. (group work) (11’) 
 
CONCLUSION 
The list of things a teacher can do with their class is open to one’s imagination, to new ideas 

that can keep students eager to learn and approach the foreign language as a new world to explore, 
as a new challenge that will enhance their critical thinking and will make their world “bigger”. 
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ERASMUS EXPERIENCES 
Camelia Timofte,  

Buzau 

 
The third mobility of the Erasmus+ 

project STEAM like Leonardo took place in 
Romania, between 20th-26th May, 2019, 
organized by Gymnasium School „George 
Emil Palade” Buzău. It consisted of a five-day 
programme of activities according to the 
project application granted by European Union 
within the Erasmus Plus Programme, under no. 
2018-1-ES01-KA229-050180. 

School „George Emil Palade” Buzău 
invited its partners, the four institutions from 
Belgium - School DVM Handels-, Technisch 
en Beroepsonderwijs, Onderwijsstraat 5, 
Aalst, Italy - Liceo Scientifico Statale Galileo 
Galilei Perugia, Poland - Zespół Szkół nr 1 
im. Anny Wazowny PTTK 28, Golub- 
Dobrzyń and Spain - Institut Narcís Xifra i 
Masmitjà in Girona, Catalonia to attend this 
short-term exchange of groups of pupils. 

On the first day, 21st May, the host 
institution, School „George Emil Palade”, opened the short-term exchange presenting its partners 
informative materials about Buzău county and George Emil Palade scientist, the spiritual patron of 
the school. 

All partners presented their educational products on the Leonardo the Anatomist topic, 
designed both in their schools and collaboratively in mixed international groups, by using various 
ITC applications. 

In the afternoon, two Art and Math activities were performed, Glitter Canvas and The Golden 
Proportion, in mixed international groups, A1&A2, B1&B2.  

As one of the main objective of the project is interaction between the partners while solving 
different educational tasks applying CLIC approach, the pupils from all five countries had to 
interact each other to gain the aims of the activities, overcoming the barrier of language. 

A short exhibition of their products was realized and presented to the other students from 
school for dissemination. 

                                    
 

SHORT-TERM EXCHANGES OF GROUPS OF PUPILS REPORT 
C3 – 20th-26th MAY, Buzău, Romania 

Erasmus+ Project – STEAM like Leonardo 
2018-1-ES01-KA229-050180 
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On the 22nd of May, all participants went on a documentary visit to Bran Castle where the 
pupils had the possibility to use augmented reality (AR) which proved to grant students extra digital 

information about the subject, and make 
complex information easier to understand. 

As one of the objective of the project is to develop intercultural competences, digital and 
communication skills through ITC tools, the international groups used oral communication to 
problem solving the usage of cardboard camera apps. The Time Tunnel was an inspiring 
environment for AR learning. 

The visit of the Brașov central square and the Black Church offered the participants the 
opportunity to get in touch with Cultural heritage of Romania traditions and values.  

On the 23rd of May the participants were involved in some other interactive activities on topic 
of Leonardo the Anatomist: posters about Leonardo̍ s sketches and studies on human bodies, 
Advanced Electronic Learning activity on Leonardo̍ s scientific work on exploring the nature and its 
phenomena, Human Body Skeleton and Eco Cars. 

Some of the main aims of all these activities were: to develop social and thinking skills while 
using problem-solving procedure, to discover how spring force and jet propulsion works on objects, 
to enrich their knowledge about human body skeleton, to use Canva application in order to design a 

poster.  
All activities were performed 

collaboratively, in mixed groups, which 
changed their interaction in turns, so that the 
members had the chance to share their good 
practice experience and to foster their social 
and communication skills.  

An exhibition of the designed posters 
was presented to the other students of the 
school for dissemination of the products 
made collaboratively during the mobility. 

On the 24th of May the participants 
worked on an outstanding Art lesson -  the 
participants were split in groups of four and 
worked on producing human body bas-relief 
using molds to get gypsum casts.  

The main aim was to share expertise in 
teamwork while achieving a common 
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product on human body with focus on muscles.  
In the afternoon, the participants in the mobility paid a documentary visit to the most 

representative local institutions: The Town Hall, the Archbishop of Buzău and Vrancea and The 
History Museum. 

 
While discovering the main historical events 

in the Buzău region development and the specific 
structure of an Orthodox Church, the participants 
encountered many opportunities to catch the hints 
about Romanian customs, practices, places, 
objects, artistic expressions and values.  

On the 25th of May, all the participants went 
to discover the unique phenomenon of Muddy 
volcanoes from Pîclele Mari, Buzău county. 

The natural phenomenon was a starting 
point for the three STEAM activities which 
followed at Cob Village, an environmental-
friendly place where the mobility came to its end. 

The first STEAM activity aim was to 
discover the scientific phenomenon of eruption 
using every day materials. The participants had to 
think about the way in which they could recreate the natural eruption using their scientific 
knowledge and working in teams. 

 
 
 

The second STEAM activity aim was to 
enlarge the intercultural competences of the 
participants while producing paintings on pieces 
of wood whose topics were the icons of the 
guests’ countries – Belgium, Italy, Poland and 
Spain.  

The third STEAM activity was a drama 
shadow whose topic was a script created by 
involving key words connected to the Romanian 
mobility: STEAM, Bran Castle, Black Church, 
teamwork,    Leonardo̍ s heritage.  

The coordinating teachers discussed and 
decided the next tasks of the project according 
to its application and the accurate procedures 
needed in order to perform them 
collaboratively. 

Every day finished with a short debriefing 
session and on the last day the certificates of the 
attendance were given to all the participants.  

 
 

Coordinating teacher, 
Mrs. Camelia Timofte 
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ERASMUS+ MEETING ABOUT DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION 
 

prof. Țenea Codruța Elena,  
Colegiul Energetic, Râmnicu Vâlcea 

 
The first meeting of the Erasmus+ KA2 project ”Digital Citizenship Education” was a 

Short-term joint staff training events and took place in Râmnicu Vâlcea, Romania between the 
7th of October and the 11th of October, 2019 at COLEGIUL ENERGETIC. 

The participants of the meeting were 2 teachers from Turkey, 2 teachers from Spain, 2 
teachers from Italy (coordinators) and over 20 teachers and students from Romania. 

The main topics of the meeting were: 
� Workshop – Project management (organization of the project, goals of the project, tasks 

for each school, activities,Dissemination Plan, Evaluation Plan, Communication Plan, 
Planning next meeting/ mobilities, financial aspects) 

� ETwinning course 
� Course - How to make a web page  
� Making online surveys 
� Digital instruments for education (Google drive, Simulating software for E-Banking, Apps 

for making learning games, How to make a digital magazine, Tools for webinars, Making 
online tests etc) 

� Workshops at school – using online Learning platform, testing the platform, testing 
online instruments – Hands-on activities  

� Mobilities – confirmation of the destinations; Reflection of the meeting and conclusions; 
� Debates, Evaluation of the meeting 

Day 1 - 7th of October 
The project partners from Italy, Turkey and Spain arrived at Râmnicu Vâlcea and they were 

welcomed by the Romanian team.  
Students from Colegiul Energetic presented our school, our city Ramnicu Valcea and invited 

the participants to see a film about Romania. The teachers presented information about Erasmus+ 
program and information about the project (goals, tasks for each school, work methodology, impact, 
and program of the first meeting).  

Day 2 - 8th of October 
The participants of the project were welcomed by the Headmaster of Colegiul Energetic, 

teachers, students and local representatives. Teachers from Italy, Turkey and Spain were welcolmed 
at Colegiul Energetic, respecting the tradition. Students dressed in traditional costumes served the 
teachers with bread and salt. 

Welcome at COLEGIUL ENERGETIC 
At the beginning of the meeting, the teachers used a digital tool, called wordart.com, in 

order to express their expectations about the meeting and their expectation for the partnership and 
collaboration. 

The groups of teachers from each country shared presentations of their countries, cities, 
schools and educational systems.  All teams impressed the audience.  

The activities continued with school visit.  
School visit 
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Before lunch, the teachers were invited to participate in a lesson about How to make a logo. 
The students presented tutorials (made by them) about how to make a logo and the logos they 
designed for the project. In the end, students and teachers connected on Kahoot for a test about 
famous logos and about how to make a good logo. 

Computer Science lesson - How to make a logo+ Kahoot test 

 
 
The work session continued in the Computer lab, with a presentation, made by the school 

psychologist, Oana Badoiu, about Digital citizenship and well-being: helping our students use 
technology in healthy way. Our colleague presented interested things for our future activities and 
for our future meetings with, students, parents, teachers and local representatives. 

After lunch, the work session continued with: 
� Workshop – Project management (project organization, goals of the project, tasks for each 

school, activities, dissemination plan, evaluation plan, communication plan, planning next 
meeting/ mobilities, financial aspects) 

� ETwinning course 
� How to make a web page course 
� Using Learning platform  
� Making online surveys 

Before dinner, teachers visited Ramnicu Valcea and important educational places in our city. 

 
The day ended with a relaxing traditional dinner, where the participants got the chance to 

improve their English skills and to find out more about the educational systems and cultural aspects 
from all the countries. 

Day 3 - The 9th of October 
On the 3rd day of the project, the teachers visited Colegiul National de Informatica „Matei 

Basarab” from Ramnicu Valcea and participated in a programming lesson for beginners with 
microbits, using microbit.org platform. Students explained the steps of the activities, then they 
involved teachers in working on some examples. 

The lesson can be taught to 7 to 18 students in different classes: ICT, Programming or 
others. 
 Each team presented Digital tools for education. We all discovered interesting information, 
useful for our future didactic experience. 

In the afternoon, the guests participated in a cultural visit at Horezu, where they admired 
Horezu Monastery, traditional pottery and the Trovants from Costesti. 
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Day 4 - The 10th of October 

Documentary visit to DIGITAL MUSEUM Micro-Folie, Sibiu – Digital Museum, Virtual 
Reality, Fab Lab  

The participants visited Sibiu, a cultural city from Romania. The purpose of this visit was to 
visit DIGITAL MUSEUM – MICRO FOLIE (the second in Europe). 

Teachers experienced very interesting digital adventures in the three sections of the museum 
– Digital Museum (visiting famous places in the world with the help of technology), Virtual Reality 
(3D adventures), Fab-Lab (3D Printer and other devices for organizing workshops for children). 

The activity was also to discover information on Romanian culture and values, the historical 
part of the city. 

 
Day 5 - The 11th of October 
On the last day, teachers discussed about the report of the meeting, they decided the next 

meeting in Italy, they pointed again the future tasks, overseen the webpage, the eTwinning platform 
and the learning platform used for the DCE guide. They also completed online evaluation forms in 
Mentimeter and Kwiksurveys. 

Each team expressed expectations, conclusions and opinions. The communication among 
partners was great and prolific for the project. 

The headmaster of Colegiul Energetic gave to all participants certificates and congratulated 
all for the work done. 

In conclusion, the meeting met its goals; the activities were held in a relaxing atmosphere, 
everybody enjoyed the time spent together, learning and sharing precious information. 
 

Developing ICT Competencies in European Context 
Romanu Lower Secondary High School is implementing the project "Developing ICT 

Competencies in European Context", financed by European Commission within the Erasmus+ 
Programme, reference number 2018-1-RO01-KA101-048537. 

The main goal of the project is to develop the teachers' competences for using the new 
technologies in the educational process. 

A team of three teachers representing Şcoala Gimnazială Romanu, Brăila, România 
attended the course TABLET AND SMARTPHONES USING MOBILE DEVICES AS 
EDUCATIONAL TOOLS, offered by Europass Teacher Academy Dublin, in November 2018.  

The course has been created for participants interested in Technology Enhanced Learning and M-learning. 
Teachers had the possibility to discover how laptops, tablets and smart phones can be integrated into the educational 
process. 

During this training course, teachers got fresh ideas on how to incorporate technology into their lessons and 
they worked in small groups to carry out practical tasks. They learnt how to use software, platforms and apps to 
communicate, to manage groups and to foster collaboration. They also had the chance to experience how learning can 
be enhanced by using serious technological games and quizzes. 

By the end of the course, teachers became inspired to use ICT tools in a motivating and pedagogical way. 
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Here is a list with e-tools that can be integrated into teaching. The tools can help all teachers 
interested in Technology Enhanced Learning and M-learning. 

 
LearningApps.org https://learningapps.org/ 
It is a Web 2.0 application, to support learning and teaching processes with small interactive 

modules. Those modules can be used directly in learning materials, but also for self studying. The 
aim is to collect reusable building blocks and make them available to everyone. Blocks (called 
Apps) include no specific framework or a specific learning scenario.  

Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hNgFXHv6eIs 
 
Edpuzzle https://edpuzzle.com/ 
It is the perfect tool for allowing students to watch and engage with videos while the teacher 

gathers data throughout the lesson. As teachers dabble into the flipped classroom 
philosophy, EdPuzzle is the perfect enhancement tool for videos to be watched at home instead of 
eating up valuable class time.  

Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtGg8fCM0JU 
 
Padlet padlet.com 
It is an application to create an online bulletin board that you can use to display information 

for any topic. Easily create an account and build a new board. You can add images, links, videos, 
and more.  

Tutorial https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f51WeQVLeVU 
Quizizz quizizz.com 
It allows you to conduct student-paced formative assessments in a fun and engaging way for 

students of all ages.  
Tutorial: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bz0fB4u9uF8 
We invite you to check the following link for discovering one of the materials created by the 

teachers who attended this training: 
Quiz: How well do you know Romania?  
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/5dac906d3b16c6001aa6546a/how-well-do-you-know-

romania 
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Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.  
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TEACHING ABOUT THE EUROPEAN CULTURAL HERITAGE 
 

Prof. Ioan Giorgiana 
 

All European citizens share the European cultural heritage which comes in many forms: 
tangible, intangible and natural. Teaching about the European cultural heritage is very important 
because we need to teach students how to protect the EU cultural heritage for future generations and 
to value it.  

The EU cultural heritage is non-renewable common good and it is a shared responsibility of 
each of us to protect, preserve and promote it. 

“Heritage is the inheritance of the past which we still enjoy today and which we will transmit 
to the future generations.” Is the definition given by UNESCO. 

Heritage is about how the past informs the present and is actually used in the present. 
 It is more than just a collection of things because it is about the relationship that a 

community, nation, city (or ethnic and religious groups) deals with its past and includes references 
to specific sites but also to practises and traditions.  

Culture is the set of mental categories that we learn as we grow up and which help us organize 
our behaviour and how we perceive our experiences. Heritage has a stronger material affiliation and 
is more towards lingering on the past. Both culture and heritage contribute to the creation of the 
sense of belonging to a community.  

Scoala Gimnaziala Romanu is the main coordinator of an Erasmus+ KA2 project “Active 
citizens promoting cultural heritage” reference number 2018-1-RO01-KA229-049171, financed by 
European Commission. 

 The project was created in the European Year of Cultural Heritage and it was designed to 
raise awareness about cultural heritage as a key factor that facilitates the dialogue between cultures. 

The main aim of our project is to activate civic engagement among students in promoting the 
European cultural heritage. 

The project was designed to boost students’ self-esteem, interculturality and cultural 
openness. 

The activities were designed to determine students realize how important is to appreciate what 
we have inherited from our ancestors and that it is their moral responsibility to promote the national 
values and customs, as well as, to contribute in transmitting the cultural heritage to the generations 
to come. 

The project activities are based on an interdisciplinary approach. Each activity contributes to 
the richness and diversity of the EU cultural heritage. The activities tackle cultural, artistic, spiritual 
and scientific features which formed to our EU identity. 

You or your organization can become a UNESCO partner and get involved in conservation 
activities, world heritage promotion, mobilization of resources and financial support. 

If you want to become an active citizen promoting the EU heritage, you can join the 
UNESCO interning or volunteering programs. The UNESCO accepts students from a wide range of 
disciplines for strategic activities or to perform administrative or technical functions. No experience 
is necessary for most volunteer projects. 

You can practice sustainable tourism by respecting local culture and customs and not 
damaging sites or littering when visiting. You can contribute to the local economy and to draw 
attention to the constant need for repair and renovation.  

If you are interested to teach about the Europeam cultural heritage, you get some inspiration 
by accessing our project website: 

https://acpchteam.wixsite.com/erasmus?fbclid=IwAR03gxw8t8mV4oeEy6Ng48JjgjVAQbFI4
_2s7ts1eUTzlWXYixqcyiw5O0k  

I also recommend you to access the following links: 
• Cultural heritage and cultural diversity lessons - A handbook for teacher 
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https://edoc.coe.int/en/cultural-heritage/6551-cultural-heritage-and-cultural-diversity-lessons-
a-handbook-for-teacher.html  

• Toolkit for teachers 
https://europa.eu/cultural-heritage/toolkits/toolkit-teachers_en.html  

• Culture Heritage Detectives 
https://europa.eu/cultural-heritage/toolkits/culture-

heritage-detectives_en.html  
• Europe’s Cultural Heritage 

https://europa.eu/learning-
corner/sites/teachers2/files/files/eych-2018-toolkit-
teachers_en.pdf  

 
 
This project has been funded with support from the European 
Commission. The European Commission support for the production of 
this publication does not constitute an endorsement of the contents 
which reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission 
cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the 
information contained therein.  
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EDUCATIONAL PLATFORMS 
 

PROF.ÎNV.PREȘC.VLADU MIHAELA 
GRĂDINIȚA CU P.P. NR.20,DR.TR.SEVERIN 

              

Digital learning platforms have significantly changed the face of education. This is true of all 
spheres: online learning, offline learning and blended learning. It’s also true of all educational 
organisation types, including schools, colleges, universities and language training institutions. 

In recent years, there has been plenty of discussion surrounding digital learning platforms and 
their benefits. Do they make it easier for students? In our opinion, yes, without a doubt and in this 
day and age it´s deffintiely a sound investment. Although, its also important to remember that it is 
not just the students that benefit. The teachers can as well! 

What are digital learning platforms? 
So what kind of teach is out there? Before it’s possible to really understand how much 

teachers have to gain from online learning platforms and software, it’s vital to know what tech types 
are there exactly. 

A digital learning platform is a piece of software designed to heavily assist during the 
educational process. There are a range of options available depending on the specific needs of the 
institution. They include: learning management systems (LMS), learning content management 
systems (LCMS), as well as virtual classroom tools and virtual learning environments (VLE). 

The Dexway method can assist with language courses and language training in three ways: 
  
1. Offering online digital learning platform software. 
� This consists of a wide variety of language courses and designed to suit every need. 
2. Giving support with language learning specific digital tools. 
� Dexway has specially designed tools for language schools and other educational institutions 

who want to offer a blended learning programme to their students. 
3. Providing online language lab software. 
� This is ideal for use in both more traditional language training programmes and blended 

learning language courses. 
How do digital learning platforms enrich language training? 
Digital learning platforms enrich language courses by adding a whole extra dimension. 

Educational organisations are no longer limiting learning only to the classroom. Instead, students 
can access high quality effective learning resources from wherever they are, whenever they choose. 

Educational platforms are also hugely beneficial to the learning process. They allow for a 
great deal more creativity and expression in language training programmes. Digital platforms are 
seemlesly compatible with methodologies such as Flipped Classroom as well as more general 
blended learning principles. This enriches the learning environment with added resources and 
materiales, giving extra time for problem solving and practical application. 

Online resources and the Dexway method also open up a whole new world of educational 
opportunities. Students are able to have much greater access to language lab exercises, multimedia 
materials, pre-recorded classes and virtual conversations. The student uses all of this interacting 
with both artificial intelligence software and their fellow students. 

Why are digital learning platforms beneficial to language teachers? 
Teachers can benefit  a great deal from digital learning platforms and the Dexway method, 

too. If you’re wondering how the teachers in your organisation could be better organised, more 
effective educators and significantly lighten their workload, digital software may be the answer. 

Here´s a few resons why digital learning platforms are so beneficial for teachers: 
1. Planning lessons are a great deal easier. 
The Dexway method can help you with this, saving a lot of time and stress for teachers. 
2. It´s extremely creative. 
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Educational platforms and online language courses can give teachers the space to be more 
creative. Blended learning programmes allow teachers to incorporate fantastic multimedia 
resources. 

3. It´s completely autometed if you want it to be. 
Traditionally, teachers have had to spend a lot of time marking work. One of the great things 

about educational platforms is that this can be completely automated. This means teachers can get 
all the benefits of student tracking and monitoring, without having to spend hours making students 
exercises by hand. 

4. You have freedom. 
Teachers who are running blended learning programmes are able to personalise classes as and 

when they see fit. Classroom time is precious and digital learning platforms help teachers maximise 
class potential. Instead of needing to spend the time sharing information in more of a lecture format, 
they can use the flipped classroom model to share that information online in a video format and 
then use class time for group tasks and discussions. 

5. A clear view of students progress. 
Extensive student monitoring tools mean that teachers can see clearly which students need 

additional help and who is excelling. 
6. Topic reviews made easy. 
Educational platforms give teachers the ability to see at a glance which areas and topics need 

to be readdressed in class time. They also show which topics their students are more confident with. 
7. It´s satisfying. 
Studies have shown that students perform better with high quality digital tools at their 

disposal. Of course, the better students perform, the more rewarding it is for their teachers. 
8. Teaching with one step ahead of the rest. 
Communication between students and teachers is much more intuitive with an educational 

platform. 
  
Could the Dexway method improve your language courses? If you think that your educational 

institution, and your teachers, could benefit from working with a digital learning platform like the 
ones we have to offer, please get in touch. 

  
You may also like: 
� Why language students perform better with dynmaic training resources 
� The importance of effective support in language learning 
� Case Study: Dexway solutions wow educational reseller 
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”THE PLEASURE OF TRULY GREAT PEOPLE IS TO MAKE PEOPLE 
HAPPY” 

 
STĂNCIULESCU FLORENTINA CRISTNA 

COLEGIUL TEHNIC HENRI COANDĂ, TG JIU 
 

Our project is called: ”The pleasure of truly great people is to make people happy” 
 

We think that one of the greatest happiness is to give of everything you have, materially and 
spiritually because what we have today is a reflection of what we have given. 

There are many situations in life with people who have money but have no love, happiness 
and seek to receive them, but they do not receive them because they do not know how to give. On 
the other hand, there are people who ask for money and receive money, but then lose it or spend it 
very quickly. Our cause is based on how much we give because when we give, we give in and 
receive more and more afterwards. When we only receive without giving, we lose heart. 
The objectives of our projects: 

- through non-formal learning and practice we enable young people to acquire essential skills 
that contribute to their personal and socio-educational development; 

- encourage their active participation in society, thus improving their employment prospects: 
What we give, how and how much, shows us how and what we are.  

- the more you give, the more you receive. 
 

We have a social responsibility:  
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- it helps disadvantaged people, children and young people in particular, through projects that 
contribute to their social integration; 

- initiates and organizes events that encourage a healthy lifestyle, practicing table sports. 
There are periods of the year that fall under the symbol of this magic word: give. We are 

referring here to the winter holidays, to the spring holidays of March 1 and 8, to Children's Day. 
These are the bombastic times of the year in which everyone tries to demonstrate and what they 
feel, and that's fine, but unfortunately sometimes we want to replace with gifts that can not be 
replaced by anything: the feeling of real appreciation. 

When you ask people about gifts, they automatically think of the material ones. We offer 
expensive gifts, but often they are not our true feelings.  

We consider that the human soul can often be likened to a battery that in order to make a 
relationship of friendship, love, business, family work, it must be full. The battery needs to be 
charged to be able to provide the energy needed to power the relationships in our lives. 

We want to make students aware of the fact that taking care of the small choices they make 
and express through their unique way of being with others because the true gifts are the ones that 
each of us makes everyday. 

So, our success in life often depends to a large extent on our interactions with others and the 
quality of relationships in our lives. Don't wait for a moment to make a gift.  

Our motto is: let yourself be instilled with love and instinct and do as often as you can with 
small or big gestures, but with high impact. It is also interesting how some gifts manage to remove 
the person from his comfort zone. These kinds of memories have a greater impact on us and are 
more appreciated than material gifts, which are often not so well received for no reason. 

One of the greatest happiness is to give from everything you have - material and spiritual. 
What we are looking for is our reflection of tomorrow: What we have today is a reflection of 

what we have given. 
 
 

LIFELEARNING EDUCATION TO BE AN EFFECTIVE TEACHER 
 

Habip ÖZÇAKIR, TURKEY 
 

My name is Habip ÖZÇAKIR and I worked as an English teacher at Ashgabat Turkish 
Turmen Anatolian High School in Turkmenistan  located in Central Asia for 5 years  and I told 
about my previous teaching experiences under the title of “ Effective Teaching Effective Teachers” 
in the second edition of The International Symposium organized by the Theotrical High School Al 
Marghiloman and NGO-EDU CARE in Buzau,Romania. Five years later  I came back to my old 
school, Şehit Polis İsmail Özbek Secondary School where  is located in a town called Kestel,Bursa 
of Turkey in September 2019 and now  I would like to tell about effective teaching methods that I 
have been using  in my new school in Bursa,Turkey. 

 
All students have their own skills yet sometimes they dont have the courage to show it. 

Through the effectiveness of the teachers, even the poor students (when it comes to learning skills) 
can be trained because the teacher is responsible and know how to act. According to me ,  teacher is 
one of the way to fulfill the achievements of the students. As an English language teaching teacher, 
who has been teaching English for 18 years, first of all I have always tried to reach out to all 
students  and help them as much as possible.  Secondly, I managed to give  them the self confidence 
to succeed and fly  and reach their goals. Besides , I have tried to teach them that they matter and I 
am always  there for them , they’re not alone. 

I used to teach to the students who were between 15 and 19 in the last five years but now I 
have started teaching the ones who are between 9 and 14 years old , so I had to change my teaching 
techniques and approaches. Some of my students are the primary school pupils who are the third 
and fourth grades and for those  my first aim is to make them feel sympathy  and like English.  As 
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they are still at the early age of their childhood , they like games, music, dancing and storytelling. 
Music encourages children’s inclination to move, developing their fine motor skills and gross motor 
skills. Even though at first primary school pupils may not understand the words in a song or in a 
nursery rhyme, they do develop their understanding by identifying the storytelling in a song. Take 
as an example the ABC song, where many children think that the sequence “l-m-n-o-p” is a word, 
“elemenopee”. As they grow, they will start to realise that it’s not a word, but a sequence of sounds, 
each sound being a separate entity. As a result of this , I use rhymes , songs , morning dance clubs 
and interesting greetings , games and storytelling techniques with my 3rd and 4th graderes. 

 
e.g. We do a greeting ceremony with a dancing style every morning while entering the class.    
  You can see this  activity by clicking the link below :   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-_qa4Z92cSk&t=101s 
You can see other song and dance activities link with the 3rd and 4th grade students  below : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DBbbv0zuWkM 
 
We live in a universal present reality where our capacity to convey in English is vital.  

English is the predominant language of correspondence all through the world.The capacity to utilize 
English is essential for considers, travel in different nations and for social and expert worldwide 
contacts of various types.   In school inside the subject of English it is fundamental that the students 
are given numerous chances to utilize their English and practice how to impart verbally and 
communicate in English.  The national prospectus for English calls attention to that every 
understudy toward the finish of year nine in mandatory school should "have the option to 
effectively partake in conversations on comfortable subjects and with the assistance of various 
procedures impart effectively (The TurkishNational Agency for Education) 
Communication skills are vital for a student’s academic success and future career prospects. In 
today’s challenging environment, students must not only possess academic expertise, but also the 
requisite skills to enhance their learning and employability prospects in the future. While teaching 
English I always believe that oral communication is the process of expressing ideas through the 
medium of speech and this plays a crucial role in the life of students. As I know the importance of 
oral communication in English language teaching , I generally use communicative approach 
techniques in my classes. In order to make my students- who are studying at 5th, 6th,7th and 8th 
grade- undertstand  the importnace of using their English abilities in Daily life , I often invite my 
guests ( who came  to visit me from different countries )  to my school and let them join my classes.  
Up to now  ( until March 2020 ) I invited three of my guests coming from Taiwan and  Russia into 
my classes to make use of practising real English in daily life.  
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( Zoey from Taiwan joined our classes and met our teachers at our school ) 
 
 
( Olga – a film producer – from 

Russia visited our school and joined our 
English lessons ) 

 
 
I also contacted some AISEC 

volunteers who came to Bursa for some 
private school  from different countries  
and with the collabrotaion of the mayor of 
my town and the principal of my school 
we had an education event in our school. 
The AISECers were from Malaysia, 
Ukraine,Italy,Algeria,Morocco, 
Bngladesh,Indonesia,Tunusia and Serbia. 
Our students had the chance to ptactise their English and joined all the activities  willingly and they 
realized the importance of using Daily language in English in real atmosphere. 

 
AISEC volunteers came to my town and my school with the help of my personal contacts 
 
Except for those kind of activities , I joined etwinning projeccts with two schools as a 

partner. One of them is from Turkey and the other is from Poland. My students prepare posters, 
online meetings and clips in those projects. You can see one of those clips under the link below : 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lR43qJgfT_I 
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Before 

Coronavirus , I 
organised some 
of my friends at 
school and I 
wrote two KA! 
Projects and we 
applied. I hope 
everything will 
be good again 
and we can go 
on our projects 
and activities.In 
the following 
years I am 
planning to 
write a KA229 

School 
Partnership 

Project. 
 
Teaching is a profession that is considered to be a rewarding challenging and complex role. An 
effective teacher does not simply teach knowledge their students and instead aims to arm students 
with the knowledge, skills, understanding and attitudes that will prepare students for life-long 
learning. So, life goes on and we, as teachers, go on finding new effective methods for our students. 
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HOW TO TEACH GERMAN? 
 

Sezgin Ünal,BALIKESIR  
Teacher of german and turkish , TURKEY  

 
Teaching any foreign language can be a challenging but rewarding experience and German is no exception. 
One of the biggest challenges you will face is deciding on your teaching approach. This will depend on both 
you and your students' individual strengths and preferences. Once you've decided to teach German, try to 
help your students learn the basics of the language. Make your students' experience more meaningful by 
helping them personally connect with the German language and culture. 
 
Developing Your Approach 
 
1. Identify your audience. The best approach to teaching German depends on who you teach. For 
example, teaching adults differs from teaching children. Ask yourself the following questions about 
your students and their conditions: 
• "How old are my students?" 
• "Do they have previous experience in learning German or other foreign languages?" 
• "Do they have family members or friends where they can speak German at home?" 
 
• “Why do my students want to learn Amanca? Do they want to use German in ordinary chat or to 
get a job? 

  Try traditional teaching methods for a structured approach.  
Traditionally, foreign languages are taught in accordance with the rules of grammar and vocabulary, 
with numerous repetitions and memorization. However, immersive or task-based approaches are 
becoming increasingly popular. Both approaches are useful and which approach works best will 
depend very much on your students' individual needs and learning styles. 
• Traditional methods that focus on grammar, syntax and vocabulary may be the best method for 
students who want to focus on improving their German reading proficiency. 

 
Use immersive or task-based methods for a more natural approach.  
Immersive or task-based methods allow students to learn more naturally by jumping directly to 
using language, without thinking about rules or memorization. This approach can be most effective 
for students who learn to speak and speak German. 
• Immersive or task-based teaching focuses on engaging students through subject-oriented speech, 
activities and play. 
• For example, instead of giving your students a list of words to memorize, the subject can be taught 
with simple songs. 
PARTP pa    
 

Teaching the Basics 
1 
Speaking and listening exercises. 
Speaking and listening are vital skills for students learning any living language. Encourage your 
students to actively learn by participating in the conversation in the classroom. Have your students 
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chat with you and each other in German. Choose conversation topics that your students find 
interesting. 
 
• For example, ask your students to bring and talk about pictures of their favorite pets. Give them a 
prompt: “Zülal, dein Hund ist so suß! Wie süß ist er? ”(“ Zülal, your dog is so cute! How old is it? 
”). 
• Improve your active listening skills in a fun way by having your students listen to German 
subtitled songs or watch German movies with subtitles. When you're done, ask them questions 
about the song or movie and start a chat. 

2 
Review the basics of the pronunciation. German pronunciation may differ significantly from what 
your students are accustomed to in their native language. Take your students some time to learn 
how to pronounce German words and help them, especially in areas they find challenging. 
• For example, English-speaking students may need help to learn how to pronounce accented 
celebrities such as ä, ö and ü. 
• Focus on ways in which the pronunciation of written sounds may differ from that of students. 

3 
Reading German will help students develop stronger grammar, syntax and vocabulary, as well as 
spelling and pronunciation rules. Reading German text can also increase your students' 
understanding of German culture. Choose reading assignments that match your students' level of 
understanding. Improve your understanding skills by asking questions about what they read. 
• For example, you can ask your students to read a short text in German. Ask them to summarize the 
German main items of the text in their own words. 
• If you use a more traditional approach to teaching German, ask your students questions about 
grammar. For example, choose a verb without reading and ask for tension (“Welche Zeitform ist 
das?”). 

4 
Writing German will help students better understand the mechanics of the language. He will also 
rely on his ability to use German as a true means of communication, as opposed to something they 
passively take and understand. 
• Provide specific topics for your writing assignments. For example, you can ask them to write a 
Text that summarizes what they did over the weekend. 

5 
Expose your students to various vocabulary.  
The best way to help your students build a rich German vocabulary is to put these words in context 
and encourage them to actively use them. Promote a wide variety of words by organizing your 
lessons around different themes. 
• For example, the best way to introduce words related to cooking and cooking is to make hands-on 
meals. 

6 
Teach at least some grammar.  
your students will probably benefit from hearing some basic explanations of how German grammar 
works. German grammar can be difficult for people whose mother tongue is Turkish to get used to. 
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Talk to your students about how German grammar is compared to the grammar of their mother 
tongue. 
• For example, German do not usually change according to gender or grammar, as nouns and 
adjectives do. Take time to explain these concepts to your students. 

 
Putting the Language in Context 

1 
Include German culture in your teaching. 
 If your students understand the cultural context of the language, they will find the experience of 
learning the German language more enriching and meaningful. Find ways to include cultural themes 
in your lessons. For example, you can add to the topics: 
• German popular culture such as music, movies or comic books. 
• German holidays and traditions. 
• Popular German sports and entertainments such as Fußball (football) and Formula 1 races. 

2 
Encourage your students to interact with native German speakers.  
One of the best ways for your students to practice German is to converse fluently with German-
speaking people. If your students have German-speaking friends or family, encourage them to 
practice German with those outside the classroom. You can have your students join German chat 
rooms or online discussion boards. 

3 
Help your students connect with the language on a personal level. Encourage your students to think 
about why they are interested in the German language and what it means to them personally. Do 
they have close families or ancestors from Germany? Are they particularly interested in German 
history or culture? Do they want to travel, study or work in Germany one day? 
• Why do we have to learn German? Explain this topic for 10 main reasons and reinforce it. 
 

 
 
 

Sezgin Ünal 
Teacher of german and turkish   
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THE INFORMATIVE VALENCE OF USING THE PROJECT METHOD IN 
KINDERGARTEN 

 
IACOB MIHAELA, 

 G.P.P. CĂSUȚA PITICILOR GURA HUMORULUI 
 

I have chosen and treated this theme because I think that learning based on the project 
method has an interdisciplinary character, it focuses on the deliberate research effort of the children, 
it deals with finding details and understanding the subject of the class in its entire meaning and it 
also helps developing children’s personality. My subject is being researched by children on all 
levels and it presupposes the involvement of their effort, attention and energy. 

The paper is structured on four chapters: Chapter I- Learning based on the project 
method-(I have realized a general presentation of this method used in pre-school age and I have 
underlined its importance during this age). Chapter II- The steps of carrying on the thematic 
project (I have detailed the steps of carrying on a thematic project). Chapters III and IV represent 
the research of my paper. 

In the beginning I have formulated the research hypothesis: “ Applying a program of 
acquisitions where one can harmoniously combine the traditional methods with the group 
interactive ones during integrate activities, it facilitates the assimilation of transmitted information 
and it also contributes to realizing the finalities of an integrated curriculum”, the independent 
variable: “applying a program of acquisitions where one can harmoniously combine the traditional 
methods with the group interactive ones during integrate 
activities by using the project method” the dependent 
variables. These being my objectives, I also wanted to 
demonstrate the way in which the project method 
influences the children’s development and it also 
encourages child autonomy by promoting learning through 
cooperation.  

During my research I came to the conclusion that by 
using the traditional teaching method, where an educator 
demonstrates, communicates and teaches certain notions to 
pre-schoolers, a small part of learning is produced by the 
students, because their role is to follow to what the 
educator says, this think being insufficient for the process 
of learning. When being involved in a thematic project, 
though, the students become more attentive, curious and 
they start searching, researching and transforming the 
knowledge they receive and try to find new solutions to the 
problems they meet. The child, is therefore, solicited during 
the process of knowledge.  
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NEW PERSPECTIVES OF THE CURRICULUM OF THE ROMANIAN 
LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 

 
ANA HARAGA, "Aron-Vodă"  

Secondary School,  Aroneanu, Iaşi 
 
The Multimodal Literacy (Optional course) program introduces multimedia literacy activities 

in the secondary school students' training program, which must adapt the need for knowledge to the 
progress of human society, take care to create or become the precedent of a communication 
channel, a strong impact on the means of communication and facilitating access to a great linguistic 
and cultural diversity. Multiliteracy proposes activities are integrated and is one of the conditions 
for addressing internal and transdisciplinary transactions, targeted by new curricular reforms, 
because inter- and transdisciplinary learning is multimodal and multisemiotic. 
The concept of multimodal literacy defines one of the new perspectives of the Romanian language 
and literature curriculum. Multimodal literacy activities are justified by the reconfiguration of the 
reading domain, by semantic extension of the concept of text - oral / written; continuous / 
discontinuous; multimodal and by diversifying the reception strategies. The multimodal literate 
student is initiated in the selection, understanding and accurate and efficient use of information not 
only in the Romanian language and literature, but also in the other school disciplines and in the 
multimedia information and communication activities that they carry out in particular. Multimodal 
literacy, which combines multiple semiotic resources, instrumentalises vision, sensitivity, ability to 
think and reflect. 

The lesson Creation Workshop - Video playback of a cultural reportage with FlexClip 
has a significant contribution in ensuring the functionality of information on multimedia 
communication in new learning situations and contributes to the development of working skills and 
skills necessary for the innovative approach to the field of communication. Students have the 
opportunity to update their associated concepts - communication channels; semiotic codes; iconic-
verbal language; the multimodal narrative; visual rhetoric, etc. - and develop their analysis and 
synthesis capabilities, communication and argumentation skills. In the context of the lesson, 
students are asked to discover techniques of digital display of data and information collected in 
previously documented guided activities. The activity carried out stimulates the interest for the use 
of the IT means in communication and contributes to the development of the aesthetic taste. The 
lesson requires both individual and group work, facilitating collaboration, exchange of information, 
justified support of personal opinion on a certain aspect, developing the capacity for evaluation and 
self-evaluation. 
PURPOSE OF THE LESSON: Development of the abilities to use the media in presenting the data 
collected through the guided documentation activity, respecting a certain textual pattern. 
Specific competences targeted: 
• evaluation of information and communication intentions from multimodal texts; 
• transmitting information about oneself and the near universe by combining several semiotic codes 
and using new technologies; 
• the ability to interactively use language, symbols and texts 
• elaboration of multimodal texts respecting certain textual patterns - narrative, descriptive, 
argumentative, injunctive; 
• use of discursive strategies; 
• multimedia playback of the ideal content of a text; 
• use of artistic techniques in multimedia projects; 
Learning activities carried out within the unit: exercises for the correct use of the sources in 
documentation activities online; exercises for integrating information, respecting the law of 
copyright, in their own material; exercises to relate / present the results of personal experience 
acquired in investigation activities; exercises of systematization, storage, data processing;  exercises 
to identify the specific stages in the elaboration of the communication   multimodal report type; 
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exercises to present places, events, personalities; exercises for brief commenting on some images; 
exercises to develop the artistic sense; group activities in which students ask questions and give 
answers regarding online / field documentation sources; data collection; use of technology; record 
exercises - through interviews of some opinions on the investigated cultural field; 
DERIVATED SKILLS: 
A. Cognitive: 
A.1. - correlation of the notions of literary theory studied (the typology of the reportage; the features 
of the reportage) in the elaboration and presentation of the cultural reportage; 
A.2. - observance of the particularities of the species: actuality; authenticity; the attitude; plasticity; 
B. COMMUNICATION: 
B.1. - the multimodal, logical and coherent exposition of the personal opinion on the cultural aspect 
addressed in the reportage; 
B.2. - adapting the communication to the context imposed by the reporting technique; 
C. INTELLECTUAL SKILLS AND SKILLS: 
C.1. - developing the ability to properly structure and expose ideas, by combining several semiotic 
codes, to represent personal opinions on a given topic; 
C.2. - developing the mobility of thinking, the capacity for analysis and synthesis of information; 
METHODS AND TEACHING PROCEDURES:  brainstorming, teaching, investigation, 
problematization, conversation, portfolio, study guide; 
EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS AND MEDIA: files-support, working guide, audio / video 
recordings, student electronic portfolios, telephone, computer, internet connection; 
The total working time is 50 minutes. 
I. Organizing moment: (1 minute) - Check the presence of the students in the lesson, and distribute 
the work guides. 
II. Announcement of purpose and objectives (1 min.): The students are notified that the purpose of 
the lesson is to develop the skills of using the editing programs in presenting the data collected 
through the guided documentation activity, respecting a certain textual pattern, and the main 
objective is to develop a multimodal text in FlexClip, respecting the textual pattern of the report. 
III. Evocation (2 min.): Frontal, by the method of the cluster, is updated the stages of carrying out 
the report: choosing the theme; identification of sources; documentation; storing and systematizing 
the necessary data and materials: video content; audio content; essay in word. 
IV. Conducting the learning process (35 min.): Each student has, on his / her computer, his / her 
own electronic portfolio, which includes the photographs taken during the documentation, the audio 
/ video recordings and the working guide, for data processing. It is logged on the website 
http://www.flexclip.com. From the My projects panel, select Create New. 
 

 
The teacher presents the preset video templates. 
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It presents the Add Media function, with the three options in the pop-up menu: a. Stock media, b. 
Local Media and c. Add Background for creating a storyboard with a black background. 

 
Students will upload the first file from Local Media. In the work guide, each student notes how to 
insert the images: Step 1. Click on the "+" symbol in the center to add videos or photos from their 
own folder on the computer. 

 
Click the button  at the bottom of the storyboard window to preview the selected storyboard. 
The students, coordinated by the teacher, insert the text. 

 
The students practice inserting the transition and animation effects presented by the teacher. 
Transition: Click the Transition icon and choose the desired effect. The effect is modified or deleted 
by clicking on the same button. 
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Animation: By selecting a photo segment in the storyboard, click the Animation icon in the top edit 
bar, choose an effect, and then click Apply. 

 
The teacher presents how to insert text, soundtrack and watermark. 
Students make the voice recording by holding down the button at the bottom of the storyboard 
window. Also practice inserting audio files from your own sources, by clicking Browse My Files. 

 
The teacher explains, and the students practice: you can set the volume, you can choose to repeat 
the sound and you can set the playback time, to synchronize with the image. 
 
The project is viewed by clicking on Preview. After viewing, students download the project with 
the 720p option. 

 
V. Providing feedback, retention and transfer (5 minutes) 
Competition between groups. Groups of 4 students are formed and work on the basis of a 
worksheet. Read the form and complete the correct answers: 
• Specifies the steps to take to insert the image in your own folders. 
A.:Click "+", Add Local Media, select the file, click Open or double-click the image. 
• Explains how to insert your own audio files. 
A .: Click , Add Music, Browse My Files, select the file, click Open or double click the image. 
• How do we delete an animation effect? 
 A.: Click on Animation, None, click Apply. 
 Each group will draw up a single plan made by the students' collaboration, which will be read to be 
evaluated by the others. 
VI. Reflection (3 minutes) 
 Students achieve: synthesizing the functions of the FlexClip program; making valuable judgments 
about the quality of video reporting; 
V. Evaluation (2 minutes): Students with the most active participation in the lesson are noted. There 
are general assessments regarding the behavior of the whole group. 
VI. The extension (groups of 4 students) Based on the working guide used in the classroom, 
performs in FlexClip the cultural report for which you did the documentation. The duration should 
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be of max. 10 minutes, and the report must have a title, soundtrack, images from the personal 
portfolio and voice recording. 
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MIND MAPPING PHRASAL VERBS 
 

LUMINIȚA MOCANU TEACHER OF ENGLISH,  
NATIONAL COLLEGE ’NICOLAE BĂLCESCU’,BRĂILA,ROMÂNIA 

 
      It is widely recognised that native users of English tend to use a lot of phrasal verbs in every day 
spoken English . The mere mention of these English lexical bugbear phrasal verbs is enough to 
make the hair stand up on the backs of the necks of most well-meaning EFL learners. ’If there is 
one thing I’ ll never understand about English ‘it’s these awful multi-word verbs’, learners of 
English will readily confess. Yet a persistent desire to learn phrasal verbs and to incorporate them 
accurately into verbal and written interchange is felt by all. Since random lists of multi-word verbs 
form the basis of presentation in most phrasal verbs materials, EFL instructors  and grammarians 
adopt different techniques of teaching these verbs, as well as naming them: phrasal verbs, 
prepositional verbs, multi-word verbs. Traditional approaches to the teaching of multi-word verbs 
focus on the explicit study of the item. Many ELT course books and grammars classify them into 
four distinct types( for example Michael Swan in Practical English Usage, B.D.Graver in Advanced 
English Practice), depending on whether they are intransitive or transitive, i.e. verbs that don't 
take an object and verbs that do or if the verb and particle can be separated or not 
-verb+preposition(transitive):get over,-verb +particle(transitive):drink 
up,,verb+particle(intransitive):set off,-verb+particle+preposition(intransitive):put up 
with(Alexander,L.G:153). 
  Learners  study the rules, and then attempt to match a number of phrasal verbs (generally 
not linked thematically), to their appropriate type. What is more, there are some grammar books 
with activities , which group the phrasal verbs by preposition or by the main verb. Apart from 
resolving the problems of meaning and grammar, there is the difficult question of when it is 
appropriate to use them. Many articles written as guides for using phrasal verbs claim that they 
should be used mainly in speaking rather than writing, and in informal rather than formal situations 
and texts. It is often said that, in formal contexts, single-word equivalents are more appropriate than 
phrasal verbs. This advice may sometimes be useful but it is an oversimplification, and if it is 
followed too closely, it can sometimes lead to unnatural or over-formal language. In fact, there are 
many situations – even in quite formal texts – when a phrasal verb is the most natural-sounding way 
of expressing a particular idea, so learners should be encouraged to use phrasal verbs as and when 
they are most appropriate as phrasal verbs can be found in all types of text . 
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         I have chosen to offer a presentation based on sematic fields and corpus and dictionaries, with 
the help of all technology, on line dictionaries in the hope that it would be helpful to advanced 
learners of English, students and teachers. Consequently,there will be presented some different 
ways of  approaching the topic of multi-word verbs ,i.e ,by mind maps. 
      A mind map ,or a spider gram is a strategy for making notes on a topic. It is a structured 
strategy which shows the (hierarchical)relationships of ideas. It is therefore an organized display of 
information considering the respective topic. Here are some attempts to organize the field of phrasal 
verbs , to break the code of phrasal verbs. 
 
 
1.LEXICAL SETS 
Grouping  the phrasal  verbs in this way and have a number of advantages. The verbs are presented 
through text, which makes their meanings clearer, and students can also use the co-text to work out 
the meanings. Such cognitive engagement may also make the exercise more memorable. There are 
some examples below  which illustrate this view(the semantic fields are taken at random): 
                                                        SCIENCE 
Verb Collocation Example 
blast off tourist Russian space officials say the first space tourist will blast off in 

April for a short trip to the International Space Station. 
blast off shuttle Space shuttle Discovery blasted off for the new international 

space station today. 
break 
down 

waste 
Bacteria break down the animal waste to form methane gas. 

brush 
up 

chemistry I haven't studied chemistry since I was at university - I'd have to 
brush it up before I could teach it. 

carry on  These skills will be very important if you carry on to do research 
in chemistry. 

carry 
out 

research Research carried out by scientists in Finland suggests radiation 
from mobile phones causes changes in the brain. 

conjure 
up 

image Ask people to conjure up an image of a scientist at work, and 
most will describe a person, usually male, in a white coat staring 
at a test tube. 

crank 
out 

proteins Scientists have made the clearest image yet of ribosomes, the 
assembly lines inside cells that crank out all proteins. 

                                           SPORTS 
Verb Collocation Example 
  Ryan held the top spot until Dale Earnhardt Jr. passed for the 

lead on lap nine. By lap 20, Elliott had resumed the lead; 
Earnhardt had slid back to sixth and Ryan to seventh. 

bail out  He bailed out France with an equaliser deep into injury time. 
battle on  They won the first set 6-4 but lost the second by the same 

score. However, they battled on to take the title for the third 
time with a 7-5 win in the third. 

build up confidence If you've never tried Snowboarding before there are plenty of 
gentle slopes to build up your confidence and technique under 
the guidance of expert instructors. 

build up speed Moderation is the key to safe exercise. Don't try to do too 
much too soon. Always start slowly and gradually build up 
speed. 

build up  Much of the pre-match build-up had focused on the personal 
battle between Ronaldo and Oliver Kahn, the leading striker 
and goalkeeper in the 2002 World Cup. 
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burn up energy This game is very popular and is good for burning up energy. 
call off match We have called off the match because there is no way we?ll 

be able to play on that ground even if the rain stops now. 
call up  The midfielder has emerged as a bright talent and was even 

call-up to the England squad. 
cancel out goal Martin Jorgensen's goal for Denmark was cancelled out by an 

Elvir Bolic header. 
carry out threat If he fails to clear his name, then he could even carry out his 

threat to retire from the game altogether. 
carry 
through 

handicap The manager insists the momentum of an impressive 
performance will carry them through the handicap of being 
without a striker at home to sixth-placed Bolton on Saturday 
week. 

catch out  Most of us were experienced walkers so we understood the 
dangers that can catch you out in these bleak but beautiful 
places during the winter. 

catch up  He's in second place but he's catching up with the leader, he 
might win! 

catch up competitors She tried to catch up with the other competitors, but they were 
just too fast. 

come back  We came back all refreshed from the fresh air and exercise. 
                                  
                                                TELEPHONING 

Verb Collocation Example 
be on  It's me. Why isn't your phone on? Can you call me as 

soon as you ge this message, please? 
break up  It was a bad line. It kept breaking up. 
break up  The line was breaking up and I could hardly hear 

what he had to say but I managed to have a small 
conversation with him. 

call up  He called me up the next day asking to see me again. 
cut off  We were cut off in the middle of our telephone 

conversation. 
get back 
to 

 My wife and I can't come to the phone right now, but 
if you'll leave your name and number, we'll get back 
to you as soon as we're finished. 

get 
through 

 I remember we kept trying and trying but couldn't get 
through. 

get 
through 

 
I kept trying to get home but I couldn't get through. 

hang up  She tried to get the woman's name but she hung up, 
giving no more information. 

hold on  All our lines are busy, but please hold on. 
look up phone number He looked up the phone number of a local plumber and 

rushed to the phone. 
make out phone Over the noise she could just make out the phone 

ringing. 
mount up  If you've got a mobile phone, try and limit your use as 

the cost can soon mount up. 
phone 
ahead 

 It really is a good idea to phone ahead if you're gonna 
be late. 

phone up  Apparently he expected me to phone up and ask for an 
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invitation. 
pick up phone He picked up the phone and dialled Heather. 
put back appointment I have just had an emergency call. Can you call Mrs 

Brown and put her appointment back to later this 
afternoon or make a new appointment next week. 

put 
through 

 Sorry, I wanted the Sales Department. I must have been 
put through to the wrong extension. 

                               
                          SOCIAL   RELATIONSHIPS 

Verb Collocation Example 
  Don't be so defensive; if you can't open up to your best friend, 

who can you open up to? 
act out  He constantly acted out and got into fights and altercations at 

home and school. 
ask out  If you really like him, ask him out. 
ask out guy Does anyone have any advice on how to ask a guy out? 
ask out girl A lot of boys, especially in the early teen years, won't ask out the 

girl they most want to. 
ask out  You can ask him out as a friend first and it won't be seen by 

everyone as a date. 
ask out men Do men like it when women ask them out? 
ask out  Asking someone out on a date isn't as difficult as we often want 

to make it. 
ask out  If there were a man that caught my eye and peaked my interest I 

guess I would ask him out. 
ask out  I like that girl and wanna ask her out but I'm only 16 and she's 20 

so should I ask or it'll be stupid? 
ask out girl So you want to know how to ask a girl or guy out? It's really not 

that hard, but if you are shy or afraid of rejection it can be. 
ask out  Every time I try to ask her out my legs get weak and start to 

shake. 
ask out girl How do I ask out a girl without offending her and ruining our 

friendship? 
ask over  I'll ask her over to dinner next weekend. 
bank on  Don't bank on your partner being faithful just because you've 

been together for a long time. 
be after  I am not interested in starting something with a guy who only 

wants to talk to me, because he's after sex. 
be away  It was common knowledge that he was sleeping around while she 

was away on business trips. 
break up girlfriend He broke up with his girlfriend. 
break up  The couple argued constantly, and finally broke up. 
break up  She is thought to have split from Taylor in February but, with 

characteristic discretion, has never spoken about the break-up. 
                            MONEY 

Verb Collocation Example 
account 
for 

money 
You must account for the money spent. 

account for difference How will you account for such a big difference? 
account for money How do you account for the missing money? 
add on taxes These are quite expensive though, by the time you've added on 

border taxes. 
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add up  His earnings don't add up to much. 
add up  Their economic proposals don't add up. 
apply for card No credit? No problem! Apply for your new Visa Card and 

MasterCard Today! 
bump up commission They have bumped up the commission from 30% to a whopping 

40%. 
buy out  The attacking midfielder will be hard to pry away from Real 

Madrid since his contract contains a $252-million buyout. 
call in debt His creditors started calling in his debts, and he was ruined 

financially. 
cancel out credit card After endless, time-consuming phone calls, I had to cancel out 

my credit card to insure that no further fraudulent charges were 
made. 

chip in  The idea is to get everyone to chip in, let's say, 50 cents. 
chip in  Local schools students, individuals and community groups have 

all chipped in to bring this area alive. 
CONCLUSIONS 

There are therefore various ways in which multi -word verbs may be approached. This paper 
aimed at offering a learner oriented approach of grouping and classifying phrasal verbs. Without 
any claim of comprehensive orientation or extended theory this paper wanted a structured, dynamic 
view into the matter. All things considered , the conclusion to be drawn is: to let learners release 
frustration, understand the logic behind the particle, get them exposed to phrasal verbs, especially 
from e-sources, which makes them so much user-friendly. 
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Assistive technology (AT) is available to help individuals with many types of disabilities, 
from cognitive problems to physical impairment. The use of technology to enhance learning is an 
effective approach for many children. Additionally, students with LD often experience greater 
success when they are allowed to use their abilities (strengths) to work around their disabilities 
(challenges). AT tools combine the best of both of these practices. 

Writing is a recursive and complex set of cognitive processes that can be taught effectively to 
students with disabilities. Writing is an essential academic, employment, and life skill. In academic 
settings, students use writing to learn a variety of subject matter, to communicate their 
understanding to teachers and classmates, and to express themselves.  

Adolescents and adults gain access to employment through letters of inquiry and introduction, 
and improve their effectiveness and status in the workplace by writing memoranda, directions, 
analyses, syntheses, and summaries. Throughout our lives, writing helps us establish and maintain 
social relationships, share experiences and feelings, record personal events and insights, and 
organize activities and events.  

Writing is particularly important for students with disabilities because it enhances 
communication, increases independence, and makes a unique contribution to literacy learning. 
Students with disabilities who can write clearly have enormous access to the world through the 
Internet. Students with complex communication needs who can write clearly also can generate 
unique and precise face-to-face messages.  

A variety of factors contribute to widespread writing difficulties for students with disabilities. 
Many students experience language delays or impairments, which contribute to struggles in 
producing written language. Physical or sensory impairments, and limited access to needed assistive 
technologies, restrict learning opportunities for others. Instruction focused on skill exercises with 
few composition opportunities, or low expectations of adults at home or school, slow progress. 

The process of using a pencil, or an alternative writing tool, to put words on paper, or an 
alternative technology such as a computer monitor, in visible or tactile form. Many students with 
disabilities have to attend to the use of their pencil more consciously and specifically than typically-
developing students who have mastered pencil use or touch-typing. Students with physical, 
cognitive, or sensory disabilities must always direct substantial attention to the use of their writing 
implements. 

AT for kids with LD is defined as any device, piece of equipment or system that helps bypass, 
work around or compensate for an individual’s specific learning deficits. Over the past decade, a 
number of studies have demonstrated the efficacy of AT for individuals with LD. AT doesn’t cure 
or eliminate learning difficulties, but it can help your child reach her potential because it allows her 
to capitalize on her strengths and bypass areas of difficulty. For example, a student who struggles 
with reading but who has good listening skills might benefit from listening to audio books. 

In general, AT compensates for a student’s skills deficits or area(s) of disability. However, 
utilizing AT does not mean that a child can’t also receive remedial instruction aimed at alleviating 
deficits (such as software designed to improve poor phonic skills). A student could use remedial 
reading software as well as listen to audio books. In fact, research has shown that AT can improve 
certain skill deficits (e.g., reading and spelling). 
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AT can increase a child’s self-reliance and sense of independence. Kids who struggle in 
school are often overly dependent on parents, siblings, friends and teachers for help with 
assignments. By using AT, kids can experience success with working independently. 

AT can address many types of learning difficulties. A student who has difficulty writing can 
compose a school report by dictating it and having it converted to text by special software. A child 
who struggles with math can use a hand-held calculator to keep score while playing a game with a 
friend. And a teenager with dyslexia may benefit from AT that will read aloud his employer’s 
online training manual. There are AT tools to help students who struggle with: 

Certain assistive technology (AT) tools can help people who have difficulty processing and 
remembering spoken language. Such devices can be used in various settings (e.g., a class lecture, or 
a meeting with multiple speakers). 

Assistive technology (AT) tools for math are designed to help people who struggle with 
computing, organizing, aligning, and copying math problems down on paper. With the help of 
visual and/or audio support, users can better set up and calculate basic math problems. 

Assistive technology (AT) tools can help a person plan, organize, and keep track of his 
calendar, schedule, task list, contact information, and miscellaneous notes. These tools allow him to 
manage, store, and retrieve such information with the help of special software and hand-held 
devices. 

There is a wide range of assistive technology (AT) tools available to help individuals who 
struggle with reading. While each type of tool works a little differently, all of these tools help by 
presenting text as speech. These tools help facilitate decoding, reading fluency, and comprehension. 

There is a wide range of assistive technology (AT) tools available to help students who 
struggle with writing. Some of these tools help students circumvent the actual physical task of 
writing, while others facilitate proper spelling, punctuation, grammar, word usage, and 
organization. 

What kinds of assistive technology tools are available? 
The term “assistive technology” has usually been applied to computer hardware and software 

and electronic devices. However, many AT tools are now available on the Internet. AT tools that 
support kids with LD include: 

Programmable keyboards have special overlays that customize the appearance and function of 
a standard keyboard. Students who have LD or have trouble typing may benefit from customization 
that reduces input choices, groups keys by color/location, and adds graphics to aid comprehension. 

Recorded books allow users to listen to text and are available in a variety of formats, such as 
audiocassettes, CDs, and MP3 downloads. Special playback units allow users to and search and 
bookmark pages and chapters. Subscription services offer extensive electronic library collections. 

Electronic math worksheets are software programs that can help a user organize, align, and 
work through math problems on a computer screen. Numbers that appear onscreen can also be read 
aloud via a speech synthesizer. This may be helpful to people who have trouble aligning math 
problems with pencil and paper. 

Students who struggle with writing (e.g., spelling, grammar, punctuation, word usage, and 
sentence structure) may benefit from software programs (included in many word processing 
systems) that scan word processing documents and alert the user to possible errors. 

A speech recognition program works in conjunction with a word processor. The user 
“dictates” into a microphone, and his spoken words appear on the computer screen as text. This can 
help a user whose oral language ability is better than his writing skills. 

Talking spell checkers and electronic dictionaries can help a poor speller select or identify 
appropriate words and correct spelling errors during the process of writing and proofreading. 
Talking devices “read aloud” and display the selected words onscreen, so the user can see and hear 
the words. 

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a philosophy that encompasses learning models, 
methods and products to enhance the educational experience of diverse learners (whether or not 
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they have learning disabilities). In this approach, AT is often built into educational materials and 
can be customized to help students with disabilities be successful with the general curriculum. 

UDL can be applied to any product or environment, such as curriculum, instruction, career 
services offices, multimedia, tutoring and learning centers, conference exhibits, museums, 
microwave ovens, computer labs, worksites, and web pages. DO-IT (Disabilities, Opportunities, 
Internetworking, and Technology) produces publications and video presentations that promote UDL 
in a variety of environments. 

Not long ago for people with visual impairments the issue of access to information 
represented an obstacle in aligning to the requirements of modern society. Today, people with 
visual impairments have access to information more easily. Individually, they can realize almost 
entirely identical working tasks as able people, but this implies the use of access technologies. 

As teachers in special education, we enjoy using technologies in teaching and we think there 
are many advantages of using technologies in education. Students enjoy solving different tasks on a 
mobile device instead of using pen and paper method. The apps are interactive, they offer 
immediate feedback to the student and the results can be sent to the parents and to the other people 
on the multidisciplinary team. It is very easy to monitor the progress of student and to keep records 
the work of student using an app. 
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THE CHILD - THE FRIEND OF NATURE 
 

Prof. LUȘCAN Loredana Mihaiela 
Rona de Sus Gymnasium School 

 
The activity of ecological education is not an activity of evaluating the knowledge 

accumulated in the activities of environmental knowledge. Through the activities of ecological 
education we follow the attitudes, the stimulation of the desire of the participation of the children in 
any activity. The child is eager to imitate the adult, to investigate, to know the environment through 
his own senses. That's why I answered the children's questions, I put them in direct contact with the 
environment, for a concrete knowledge. And I showed them the consequences of some deeds of 
colleagues and adults on the environment.  
   The study of the environment by children implies the unitary perception of biological, 
physical and technological aspects. Through spontaneous and guided observations, children acquire 
basic knowledge about some phenomena in nature, from the succession of seasons (falling leaves, 
rain, fog, frost, melting snow). In order to achieve this goal, children must be put in a position to 
observe. The questions that children ask prove their interest in knowing, manifested on all occasions 
with great insistence and through various questions. 
 In carrying out the activities we applied various procedures and modalities. One of the ways 
in which we obtained great results was to observe the germinated plants. In two boxes I sowed 
wheat, observing the plants in their development, the children acquire knowledge, which stimulates 
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their curiosity, the desire to know. I always ask questions, I want to know the connection between 
man-plant-water-light. The sprouted wheat was in a bright place, the children watered the earth 
(wheat) once a week. They were very curious and impressed when they saw that from those small 
grains the wheat grows. To further awaken the interest in the relationship between plants and 
humans and the conditions of the environment, I asked the children to bring home a pot with soil. In 
these pots I put cucumber seeds and beans. I put the pots in a place where they can be observed 
daily.  
 We set with the children what are the requirements for the seeds to sprout - water, heat and 
light. Every week the children must water the potted soil except one that has not been watered, and 
one has been placed in the dark. They thus noticed that no plants had sprung up from the bare soil, 
from the dark one the plants had sprouted but yellowed and yellowed. They came back after they 
were moved to light. On this occasion I spoke to the children about the possibilities of humans to 
improve plant varieties, to prevent and combat pests. Some of the children knew about the Colorado 
beetle, which attacks the potato leaves, and people take measures to control the larvae. 
 I explained to the children that it is much healthier to collect beetles and larvae than to be 
treated with a solution, which is harmful to humans. 
     In order to form the civic, ethical behavior, the skills of the children of preservation and love of 
nature, we trained them in activities meant to contribute to the care of some trees and the green 
space in the kindergarten yard. 
 In the yard they carried out practical activities, they planted four trees and planted flowering 
plants. For these actions I prepared the day before the pits for the trees and the flower beds. We 
divided the children into several groups so that each one would receive a task. The boys planted the 
trees, and the girls flowers. 
 Given that the land and water were worked, the children were properly equipped and given a 
brief job protection instruction. The activity was attended by several parents and a horticultural 
technician who guided them and explained to them how to work, what to do in the coming days. 
     While they were working, the spirit of competition was born among the children in the care and 
care of the plants, and they competed each time, to wet them, to mop up the soil and to maintain 
cleanliness around them. In this way, children have more easily realized that plants need water, 
heat, light, that they feed on salts and mineral substances that they absorb from the ground, so if 
they are not protected and cared for, they will die and die. 
 The walks and hikes around the commune have been a good opportunity to educate the love 
of the environment, offering the children direct contact with nature, offering a picture frame plant 
and animal, the children being able to observe directly the interaction and interdependence between 
populations and different seasons. 
    In order to educate the ecological attitude towards the environment, on the occasion of the walks 
in the park, we have attracted the attention of the children on some aspects of environmental 
destruction: trees with the stalk, household waste, plastic bottles, broken bottles accidentally thrown 
away. In order not to do so and to reinforce the positive behavior each time we went with the 
children (to green grass) we gathered the leftovers of the snack in the bag and took them to a 
dumpster. I checked to keep everything clean behind us. When we arrived at the school I asked the 
children to tell what they saw when they were with the parents at the picnic, if they did it correctly, 
if not, to say where they went wrong. 
 In order to make an assessment of the knowledge acquired by children during several 
activities, we organized competitions. 
       The children were divided into two groups, received worksheets. Each sheet with ten questions 
with drawings: SO YES; SO NO! 
 The purpose is to know the rules of civilized behavior and nature protection. 
       The theme of the contest: "Man protects nature". 
 1. a child wet the flowers                               1. a child breaks the flowers 
  2. a child digs around a tree                           2. a child breaks the branches of a tree 
     3. the child collects rubbish near the forest   3. a child leaves behind his misery 
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Each child will receive a number of points depending on the correct answer. The team with 
the highest score wins. 
             We will analyze a paper that received the maximum number of points and one that received 
a minimum number of points. 
             During these activities we have specified that in our country the plants and animals are 
protected. There are reserves of natural parks in which animals and plants are protected. 
Reservation examples: Danube Delta, Retezat Mountains. 
 The problem of pollution can be presented in the observation activity: "Water and its 
transformations". Experiments can be done by decanting the water with impurities in several 
vessels, in a floor system. Also a plant can be watered with oil, or water with oil, or diesel, etc. ... 
Thus, children have the opportunity to observe the influence of pollution on the flora. I will explain 
to the children that plants that live in polluted waters have to suffer. 
        The children noticed that after the rain the dust on the leaves was washed. So plants need 
water, not only for food but also for cleaning. 
 Through the activities carried out with the pupils I learned to explore the surrounding world, 
to analyze it, to ask questions about the aspects encountered, to make predictions based on the 
collected data. 
CONCLUSIONS 

"The child must be allowed to discover the truth himself, acting practically, because the 
purpose of the school is to train creators, inventors, and not to train individuals who do not respect 
what the previous generations have learned." 

In conclusion, we can say that there are no specific activities for an ecological education, but 
through all the activities and actions that we carry out in the school, children can acquire many 
notions and knowledge about the problem of ecology. 

Their curiosity leads to the accumulation of multiple knowledge about the environment, 
about its protection, contributing to the development of the ability to think logically and to correctly 
interpret certain aspects around them. 
Bibliography:  
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LANGUAGE ACTS IN THE ACTIONAL APPROACH OF FOREIGN 
LANGUAGES 

 
Prof.Vorniceanu Cristina 

Colegiul Tehnic Samuil Isopescu Suceava 
 

"The use of a language, including its learning, includes the actions carried out by people who, as 
individuals and as social actors, develop a set of general skills and in particular a competence to 

communicate in language.” 
(CECRL, 2001 : 15) 

 
The perspective currently privileged in the teaching of foreign languages is of the “action” 

type where the learner is seen as “a social actor” having to accomplish tasks within the framework 
of the society where he lives and where the language of communication is , at a given moment, such 
and such a foreign language for him. The action perspective uses the cognitive, affective and 
volitive resources of the learner, as well as all of the capacities previously acquired by him in his 
mother tongue to communicate linguistically. The learner of foreign languages must develop their 
skills both in oral comprehension and written comprehension, as well as in oral and written 
production. 

Any teacher knows that the teaching / learning class of a foreign language is appreciated in 
two different ways: as a "classroom", in other words "physical space" which can be more or less 
equipped, where one can find chairs for learners, a table for the teacher, a black or white board, 
computers, a video projector, etc. On the other hand, the language class is "the place of interaction" 
which comes from the reference methodology, from the traditional conversation class, role plays or 
simulations, from communicative approaches to the interactional practices desired by the action 
perspective. 

Patrick Charaudeau, professor of language sciences at the University of Paris, states in "his 
communication contract in the classroom situation" that any teaching / learning act in a school 
institution has three parameters: the identities of the partners, the aims of each of the partners and 
their roles (The communication contract in the classroom situation: www.patrick-
charaudeau.com/Le-contrat-de-communication-dans.html). The teacher has a public or private 
socio-professional status in the institution where he works. Thus, he is the representative of the 
educational institution. He has the competence to know and know - how in relation to the purpose 
of the contract and also, he has knowledge to transmit and he knows how to transmit it. The pupil in 
the school system has a status of assisted and it is from the point of view of competence in a state of 
not knowing. He is assigned a qualification and a skill. The qualification is that he has to learn 
because it is good for him. He also has a "desire to learn" or a "desire to know" and a dual 
competence: learning and understanding. Learning, if he is able to acquire knowledge; of 
understanding, if he has the ability to understand what we are going to teach him. 

The contract also presupposes "roles" for each partner: the teacher's role is to present the 
documents, tools and work themes. It also has the role of explanation, description, evaluation, 
questioning, and also the role of presentation of the work instructions and the role of correction by 
notes and appreciations. In addition, it has the role of justification and enhancement of the object of 
knowledge and of the program to make the students learn, of seduction or of threat formulated by 
various acts of language: words of authority, irony, promises, challenges, provocations, 
congratulations and finally, the role of explanations, manifested through stories, anecdotes and 
humorous traits. The student has the role of listening (he must produce the listening signs), the role 
of repetition (he must repeat patterns of speech) and also the role of responder (he must answer the 
questions ), repetition (whereby the student confirms that he has heard and learned how to say) and 
questioning (questions relating to the object of knowledge which indicates the interest in it). 

The preferred point of view in the Common European Framework of Reference for 
Languages (which is the basic document which endorsed the action-oriented approach in language 
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teaching) is that according to which learning is an active use of the language. to communicate. This 
point of view is based on "action", the keyword of the action approach promoted by the CERCL. 

We must not associate "action-oriented approach" and "visible activity". In the approaches 
that have already become traditional, "action" was considered, for example, an ardent staging of a 
role play. However, reading a book can be considered very well as an "action" because our student 
may, in fact, be mentally preparing for a job interview. Consequently, a Romanian learner who 
reads a book in French, who says what time it is at a given time, who asks his French comrade to 
lend him a pen or who explains, this time in Romanian, to his brother the words of the song The last 
dance sung by Indila, is no less "active", acts no less than a person who is tidying up his room or 
doing his shopping, facts seen as "Actions" par excellence. We are therefore on the ground of 
"speech acts", highlighted for the first time in the linguistic field which was to become the 
"pragmatic" by John Austin in his famous book When to say is to do, in original How to Do Things 
with Words (1962), direction of thought then developed by John Searle. Austin prioritizes "word" 
as "act". If the speaker speaks, it means that he is acting. Words are many times “actions”, for 
example “to say” means to transmit information about the object of which one speaks, but at the 
same time, “to say” means “to do”, that is to say “ act ”on the interlocutor or on the world. The 
word can be a form of action. "Pragmatics is the linguistic part that deals with action through 
language. The distinction between "sentence" and "utterance" (linguistics of the utterance) helps to 
understand the concept of "speech act", due to these two great philosophers of language. 
(Bertocchini, P., Constanzo, E., 2008: 62). Austin has grouped the statements into constatives and 
performatives, from the division: describe / do. 

The performative utterance is the utterance whose utterance is equivalent to a "do" or, in 
other words, where "to say is to do". For example, the statement made by the learner to his teacher: 
"I promise to do my homework" means an "act", that of "promising". It is neither "describing", nor 
"affirming" that I do it, "it is doing". 

We can say that the constative propositions are, in fact, descriptions made by an assertive 
statement. For example: "It's sunny! "," The classroom is large "and the performative proposals are 
acts formulated by a speaker with power (a president, a director):" I declare the meeting open "," I 
pretend he is lying " . 

For John Austin, any utterance is a speech act because it consists of a locutionary act which 
has an illocutionary value and produces a perlocutionary effect. For example, a locutory value is the 
production of an assertive statement: "It's raining! " Illocutionary value is the intention of the 
enunciator about the type of information contained in the statement: advice, promise or ban: "It's 
raining! "," Take something! (Advice from the teacher to his student who is going to leave school to 
go home). Perlocutionary value is the effect produced by the production of the statement on the co-
speakers or on the acts. To the act of saying "It's raining! Accomplished by the teacher, the co-
speaker, the student, replies by deciding: "I have to open my umbrella". 

Students can be asked to find language realizations that correspond to illocutionary values as 

a function of indicated communication situations.  

Tableau des valeurs illocutoires des énoncés selon la situation de communication 

Enoncé Situation de communication Valeur illocutoire 
Il fait froid ! un élève à son copain Ordre : 

« Ferme la fenêtre ! » 
Il fait froid ! un élève à son professeur Demande de permission:  

« Est-ce que je pourrais fermer la
fenetre ? » 

Il fait froid ! une mère à sa fille qui va sortir
pour aller à l’école 

 Conseil :  
« Prends ta veste en laine ! » 
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Continuing the theory of Austin, in his book The Language Acts (Speech Acts: 1969), 

Searle starts from the same idea: "To speak a language is to perform speech acts, acts like making 
affirmations, giving orders, asking questions, making promises etc., then these acts are generally 
made possible by the evidence of certain rules governing the use of linguistic elements, and it is in 
accordance with these rules that they are carried out " For him, every speech act is composed of an 
enunciative act, a propositional act and an illocutionary act. 

The indirect act has a "proper" value and we often speak of "interrogative sentences", 
"injunctive", "declarative", to designate certain structures to express a question, an order, an 
assertion. 

In another book, Sense and Expression, Searle analyzes the statement "Can you pass me the 
salt?" "Where the speaker asks a question, marked by the interrogative turn of the sentence, he 
inquires in fact, on the ability of the interlocutor to pass the salt to him. But, the speaker does this 
act, qualified precisely for this reason of secondary only to express what constitutes the primary 
purpose of his statement, in other words, to fulfill his directive intention: to determine the 
interlocutor to pass the salt to him. Searle calls, therefore, secondary the act which represents the 
literal meaning of the utterance and primary the act corresponding to its derived meaning. 

"If speech acts are carried out in language activities, these activities themselves register 
within actions in a social context which alone give them their full meaning" (CECRL, 2001: 15). 
This statement extracted from the CEFR emphasizes the role of the psychological stake that any 
activity supposed to develop your competence in communicating in a foreign language must have. 

One of the basic principles of the action perspective is "taking the whole action into 
account". In other words, the language activities of reception, interaction and mediation, are 
accompanied by activities other than language: kinesic activities, for example, like handling tools, 
moving a chair or a table or mimo-gestural activities: funny faces, smiles. So the teacher can ask his 
students to describe their moods they had in the morning and try to name the causes. These are 
language activities that depend on other activities involved in the action. 

In what follows, we will make the difference between the way of acting on a given theme in 
the action approach versus the communicative approach. 
Décrire les sentiments des personnages principaux du film Roméo et Juliette (réalisé par Baz 

Luhrmann en 1996) 

 APPROCHE 
COMMUNICATIVE 

PERSPECTIVE 
ACTIONNELLE 

L’APPRENANT - le récepteur du matériel 
nécessaire à l’activité 

- le producteur du matériel : le 
C.D. avec le film 

L’ENSEIGNANT - animateur de l’activité - le producteur d’un ”fichier 
terrain” en présentant le film au 
vidéoprojecteur 

TYPE D’ACTION - simple ou centrée sur la - complexe, articulant actions 
langagières 
et non langagières 

 
TYPE D’ACTION - simple ou centrée sur la - complexe, articulant actions 

langagières 
et non langagières 

LA  RÉALISATION  DE 
L’ACTIVITÉ 

- dans la salle de classe - en dehors de la salle de classe  

LA PRISE DE RISQUE - minime - important 

(apud Rosen  É., Reinhardt  C., 2010 : 22) 
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CROSS-CULTURAL COMMUNICATION – TODAY’S NECESSARY 

SOCIAL SKILL 
 

Primary school teacher Racolța Luminitța-Georgeta 
Liceul Tehnologic Agricol ”Alexiu Berinde” Seini, Maramureș 

 

 The strategic partnership projects (projects for supporting good practice exchanges or 
innovation) in the academic field aim to encourage the development, transfer and/or implementation 
of innovative practices, as well as the implementation of common initiatives with the purpose of 
promotion, cooperation, peer learning and experience exchanges throughout Europe. 
 After participating in the training course Comenius 22.C themed “Effective communication 
in the European context”, I will present a few key elements of some competencies that are required 
of teachers who want to start projects or trans-European collaboration/cooperation actions: 

1. Interculturality conscience: Before working with partners or pupils belonging to different 
cultures, it is necessary to know the defining or general characteristics of those cultures. In order to 
communicate effectively with these people, it is important to realize that they don’t “see things 
through your eyes”. Metaphorically, culture can be symbolized by an onion (it has layers), an 
iceberg (it has a visible and a hidden side) or a tree (it has roots and branches).  You must be 
prepared to observe, listen and empathize, or you could generate a misunderstanding. It is important 
to acknowledge a few intercultural communication norms: time, visual contact, partner or partners 
(team), customs, gestures, interpersonal relationships, language, personal space. 

2. Cross-cultural communication: Cross-cultural communication, seen as a social skill, is 
based on acknowledging cultural norms and strategies suitable to different situations. “Horizontal” 
communication is accepted between people of same social status or people who know each other 
very well. “Vertical” communication has 2 poles: at one pole is communication with superiors or 
the elderly, and at the other pole, communication with inferiors or the youth. Communication, 
regardless of orientation, must be adapted to each situation. Effective communication is influenced 
by intonation and the used vocal register. 

When you communicate cross-culturally, you must follow some rules: use a simple 
language (International English, for example); pay attention to non-verbal communication (some 
gestures may be misunderstood); people are unique: get to know each and every one of them!; be 
patient; judge your available time correctly; make sure you specify the rules of the group (if you 
belong to one); ask an expert for help (direct translation can lead to unexpected results); smile! 

3. The meeting/gathering: A successful meeting means: 
A good preparation beforehand. 
A thorough agenda: be on time; keep the focus on the subject/subjects of the meeting. 
A relaxed, friendly atmosphere; well-defined targets; an agreement or a result at the end. 
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A short duration. 
Multiple sum-ups. 
4. Negotiation: It can be defined as “a discussion meant to lead to an agreement”, a „process 

through which you get what you want from someone who also wants to get something from you” 
and is based on a few rules and procedures that are set by a thorough preparation and planning. It 
usually implies 3 keywords (3C):  
         Common Interests,  
         Conflict and  
         Compromise. 

5. Presentation: The presentation is usually structured like this:  
a) Introduction. 
b) Main body – it may have 2 or 3 parts.  
c) Conclusion. 

a) In every presentation, the start is crucial. After greeting the audience, the presenter introduces 
themselves. Then they explain the presentation’s subject/theme, its structure, the audio/video 
media used, the amount of time necessary for the presentation as well as the moment when 
questions can be asked. 
b) The two or three parts are presented in the order that was established beforehand. There are 
usual presentation beginning/ending phrases as well as connecting phrases. Rhetorical questions 
directed at the audience, with the purpose of keeping the audience’s attention, are 
recommended. 
c) Remarks, conclusions and/or recommendations are summarily presented. 

 In our school, along with Romanian pupils, there are Hungarian and Roma pupils. The 
acquired information will help elaborate a school-wide action plan, which aims to acknowledge 
interculturality, and raise the quality of didactic communication and the school’s image in the local 
community. 

The assimilated knowledge regarding interculturality, cultural and social norms, cross-
cultural communication, negotiation, meetings, presentations, and written official documents were 
presented to the teachers in my school, allowing them to be used successfully in relationships with 
the pupils in our school (and with their parents) who belong to other cultures and with potential 
European partners. Thus, the European dimension of our school will increase. The information 
regarding assertive and cross-curricular communication was presented to the school’s 
administration, and could lead to the improvement of the management style, the identification of 
information accessing methods, as well as those aspects that pertain to communication and that 
must be improved upon. 
 The school will be able to promote an active partnership with the parents and the local 
community, with the purpose of improving interpersonal relationships through a better 
understanding of cultural identity, of the defining characteristics of a culture and a better integration 
of pupils in curricular and extra-curricular activities, regardless of the culture they belong to. I have 
also discovered what the essential skills for an 
efficient communication are, these being the basis 
for all didactic methods and procedures. 
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PROJECT FOR EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
”CLIMATE CHANGES. A CHANCE FOR TERRA” 

 
Primary teacher, Elena Cordun 

Elementary School ”Elena Rares”, Botosani 
 
Motto: 

”Teach your children that Earth is our MOTHER and everything that happens to Earth is 
also going to happen to the children of if. We know one thing for sure: is not the earth that belong to 
humans but the humans who belong to earth. The human is the centre of its own actions and what 
he does to the Earth he also does to itself.” (Sieux Seattle). 
 
Theme: ”A chance for Terra!” – a practical activity for works with ecological theme; 
Date: 22.11.2019 
Grade: IIIrd, D 
Elementary School ”Elena Rares”, Botosani 
Field: extracurricular activities 
Component: ecological education 
Place of action: tha park in front of the school, the classroom. 
 
Motivation: 
 The lack of an organized system of ecological education, starting from the earliest age, 
which will determine the formation of healthy habits of living in harmony, respect and love with the 
environment and the desire of small school children to spend as much time outdoors involving 
training and their education in the spirit of environmental appreciation, of taking correct civic 
attitudes towards those who pollute nature in any form. Our mission, as educators is to provide, in a 
gradual manner and in accordance with age particularities, the scientific knowledge necessary for 
ecological training and to organize educational activities and actions regarding the protection of the 
environment. 
 Millions of people protest against the irreversible consequences of industrial pollution: 
global warming, depletion of the ozone layer, acid deposition, deforestation of forests, reduction of 
biological diversity, water problem, etc. The activity aims to train the skills and attitudes necessary 
for understanding the inter-relationship between people and the environment, for the development 
of conscious and responsible activity, which aims to improve the quality of the environment. 
Ecological education is the process that serves recognition of the values of the environment. To 
love, to cherish and to respect the EARTH! The motivation of the activities is well reflected in the 
motto: 

“Teach your children that the earth is our MOM and everything that happens to it of the 
earth, the children of this earth will also happen. We know at least that: no the earth belongs to man, 
but man belongs to the earth. Man is the thread that weaves the drama of life and what he does to 
the earth does to himself. " (SIEUX SEATTLE) . "God has decided / To give us this Earth / Good 
people, always in a hurry / Remember to protect it! ” 

We need balance and beauty. Nature still awaits us generously. We're joining and those of us 
who love her and do not want to disturb anything that exists alive on the Blue Planet! It is it is very 
important that we all fight, by any means, against pollution of our livelihoods. The future of the 
planet is in our hands! Together, we can have a clean and healthy planet! 

THE GOAL 
- formation of an active and protective attitude towards the environment, development of a conduct 
ecological, the knowledge and application of norms and rules of civilized civil behavior, knowing 
that "protecting nature" means protecting one's life and health. 
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OBJECTIVES: 
• forming an attitude of respect for the environment by highlighting the relationship between man 
and the environment and the interdependence between the quality of the environment and the 
quality of life; 
• involve the students in activities of awareness of the importance of protecting the environment by 
means of plastic creations; 
• perception of the surrounding reality through direct contact, knowing the natural environment 
made by man; 
• exercising children's abilities to react preventively - positively in relation to living things and 
plants; 
• cultivating in children an ecological behavior that will diversify the psychological profile the eco-
attitude of the future adult; 
 

DISCIPLINES INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT: 
• Natural Sciences 

� Civic education 
• Visual arts and practical skills 
 

RESOURCES: 
Human resources: the students of the third class D, teachers; 
Material resources: laptop, video projector, PPT materials, Pax film, Drawing sheets, files 
xerox, flipchart; crayons; 
 

DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY: 
- Directly announce the students and their families about the type of activity they want to be 
implement; 
- Establishing the inventory of resources: human and material; 
- Providing didactic material specific to the topic addressed 
- Organization and carrying out of activities: 
- "Less pollution, more health" (school management and beauty activities and the park in front of 
the school; 
- Presentation of a material in Power Point with climate change; 
- Presentation of the film "Paxi and the greenhouse effect"; 
- "A Chance of the Earth", free discussion with finding solutions to reduce the negative effects on 
the earth; 
- Creating suggestive posters to protect the Earth; 
- Monitoring and evaluation of the activity; 
- Capture and involve all factors (internal - external) that are interested in education students. 
 

OBTAINED RESULTS: 
By creating an exhibition with works of the students "sprinkled" with pictures and leaflets 

specific we managed to form an attitude of respect for the environment by highlighting the 
relationship between man and the environment and the interdependence between the quality of the 
environment and the quality of life. 

 Students through these activities and through plastic creations, realize the importance of 
protecting the environment surrounding. They perceive the surrounding reality through direct 
contact, knowing the environment naturally realized by man and we have thus exercised the 
children's abilities to react preventively - positively in relation to living things and plants, 
cultivating in children an ecological behavior that will diversifies the psychological and ecological 
profile of the future adult. The children learned many things about maintaining the health of the 
Earth, they formed a positive attitudes towards nature and parents will know and promote habits and 
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attitudes that it prevents the effect of pollution, an effect that has gained a great extent in recent 
years. 

Assessment methods: 
• making albums with photographs accompanied by impressions of children and teachers; 
• interactive quiz competition; 
• drawings / posters regarding the activity carried out. 
• publication in the school magazine; 
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PROIECT CLUBUL DE LECTURĂ 

CEAINĂRIA CU POVEȘTI 
 
Profesor învățământ primar, Lărgeanu Florica 

Școala Gimnazială ,, Mihu Dragomir’’Brăila 
                             
                                                                                               
                                                               ARGUMENT 

          In the world of the word, the child and the living water. Let's not dry his fountain, on 
the contrary, to help him assert himself. Believe in him and his joy every day. The modern society 
of demands for creative, inventive, innovative people is a condition of resolving the progress in the 
care of the aspiration of all human beings. 

The reading circle "Friends of books" can propose to raise students' awareness of reading, 
discovering and advertising communication skills in Romanian and one of the students, of 
interaction with social social categories, of self-knowledge, but also a more careful incursion into 
"the necessary machines" (author , narrator, personality types, surprising life situations, etc.). 

   This project is proposed in order to contribute to the creation of critical and creative 
thinking, to create intelligence, imagination and spontaneity for the students. The course creates a 
framework for free expression, stimulates teamwork and contributes to social copying. They can 
form a relaxed, emotion-free attitude, adapt the proposed requirements, and then more easily adapt 
to those of the societies. 

Through activities and active - participatory methods, students, on the one hand, will discover 
their critical spirit, but they will learn to respect and accept the opinion of others, and on the other 
hand, develop their ability to receive and understand literary texts or non-literacy proposed for 
study. 

  The advantages of learning from the perspective of the behaviors and attitudes of the 
characters, that is, following a conscious reading, but also of pleasure, due to the unique fragments 
of proposed texts, concern three aspects of the students' personality: social, individual and 
linguistic. It aims to transform the student not necessarily into a good reader, but into an interested 
reader and later advised, instilling love for reading, curiosity for what is happening "behind" the 
lines of a book, respect for the one who creates an opera, waking it up, chiseling it, or finally 
forming it, life skills that were unheard of until then. 

It is our duty, the teachers, to encourage young talents, to help them develop their skills. 
Literary circles make a great contribution to the discovery and stimulation of talents, to the 
cultivation of interest and passion for literature and art in general, to the thorough knowledge and 
learning of the Romanian language - the everlasting source of living and thinking of our people, to 
the highlighting of authentic values. 

GENERAL SKILLS 
1. Develop the ability to investigate, deepen, oral / written, literary text; 
2. Develop the ability to communicate freely, orally / in writing, the ideas found. 
SPECIFIC SKILLS 
1.1 To recognize different types of communication; 
1.2 Detach detailed information from an audited text; 
1.3 Ask for information about the message being heard, asking clear questions and 
easily played back the essentials of the audited message; 
1.4 To notice the nuanced meaning of the words in a given context; 
1.5 To find as many words or ideas as possible on a given topic; 
1.6 Transpose the written message into an image / symbol; 
1.7 To argue the pros or cons of a given fact. 
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EXAMPLES OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
     - exercises for seizing information that emerge from a read or heard text 
      - exercises to determine the proper / figurative meaning of words in on context; 
     - exercises to integrate them in new contexts 
     - exercises to stimulate the association of ideas 
     - exercises to establish the connection between message and image (and vice versa) 
     - exercises for formulating opinions for and against arguments 
2.1 To pronounce a message clearly and correctly, using the appropriate intonation imposed 

by punctuation marks; 
2.2 To adapt their speech in different communication situations; 
        Make short texts with given terms / themes; 
2.3 To comply, in writing, all the requirements of a correct expression from the point 
view of spelling and punctuation; 
2.4 To show independence, expressiveness and creativity in oral communication and 
  writing; 
2.5 To express a critical spirit and, as the case may be, self-critical towards a written work. 
EXAMPLES OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES 
- exercises of diction and orthoepie; 
- training to correct the pronunciation; 
- exercises to build sentences and short texts; 
- exercises to transform direct speech into indirect speech; 
- exercises for selecting statements for the formula of beginning, middle, end in the given 

topic; 
- exercises to transpose some ideas into a long series of statements in a logical sequence; - 

exercises for developing the ideas given; 
 - exercises for analyzing spelling and punctuation errors; 
 - identification of the positive aspects of the work;  
- observations, suggestions regarding the work of a colleague or his own. 
  
 EXPECTED RESULTS 
 - Increasing students' interest in reading; 
 - Familiarizing students with the cultural environment (by visiting museums, theaters and 

memorial houses);  
- Training students as readers throughout their lives; 
 - Establishing friendship and collaboration between students; 
 - Promoting through literature the European traditions, culture and civilization 
 METHODS OF EVALUATION AND OF THE PROJECT RELEASE:  
- the evaluation by the members of the literary circle of the works carried out; 
 - participating in literary creation competitions for primary school 

students;                                
 
    EXPECTED RESULTS  
- It will develop the students' ability to interpret different roles in well-known plays; 
 - The prestige of the educational unit will increase; 
 - Good practice examples will be provided to other students in school and other schools 

regarding the improvement of the instructional process through extracurricular activities; 
 - CDs will be made with images, recordings, photos during the activities of the circle; 
 - Portfolios will be drawn up with documents regarding the activities within the circle, with 

materials created by students; 
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   CONTENTS  
 1. Tale 
 2. Christmas stories 
 3. Stories and stories for children, by Romanian and foreign writers 
 4. Application exercises, teaching games, rebus  
 5. Thematic contests  
 6. Dramatization 
 
PLANNING OF ACTIVITIES 
 
1. BASMUL - October + November 
- Reading the fairy tales "Făt Frumos de la tear" by Mihai Eminescu and "Prâslea the valiant 

and the golden apples", Petre Ispirescu 
- Real and imaginary in fairy tales - expressing one's opinion; argumentation of stated ideas 
- Good and evil in fairy tales - positive and negative characters 
- Reading sheet and applicative exercises 
 
2. THE FESTIVAL OF WINTER HOLIDAYS - December 
- Reading the work "Christmas Story" by Charles Dickens 
- Reading sheet and exercises 
- Christmas customs in our country and abroad 
- Christmas workshop for paving the classroom 
 
3. FABULA - January + February 
- What's the fable? - free writing on the subject 
- Reading the works "Dog and puppy", Grigore Alexandrescu 
  "The ax and the forest", Grigore Alexandrescu 
 "The Lion and the Puppy", Lev N. Tolstoi 
- Life analogy - allegory in the fable 
- Moral of the story - writing short texts 
 
4. GUILTERS, PROVERBS, SAYERS - March 
- Let's search and unravel the riddles 
- Proverbs and sayings - a source of wisdom 
- Support texts: Riddles, Proverbs, Sayings 
 
5. The story factory - INTERGENERATIONAL PROJECT (project number: 2018-1-RO01-

KA101-047849), funded through the ERASMUS + program and coordinated by the County 
Library, “Panait Istrati” 'Brăila. 

- The story factory - Intergenerational project - activity carried out together with the parents, 
grandparents and lady librarian from the County Library, "Panait Istrati" 

- The carnival of the characters in the stories 
- Festival of stories for all ages 
BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SUGGESTIONS 
1.Cornea P. Introduction to reading theory. Bucharest, 1998 
2. Iachim I. Reception and creation of epic works in school. Chisinau, 2001. 
3. Ionescu M., Radu I. Modern Didactics. Cluj-Napoca, 2004. 
4. Parfene C. Literature in school. Iasi, 1997. 
5.Pîslaru V. Introduction to the theory of literary-artistic education.Museum, 2001 
6.Şchiopu C. Creativity at the hours of Romanian literature // L. română, 1996, no. 3. 
7.Oprescu V. Skills and attitude. Bucharest, 1991 
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EXAMPLE OF GOOD WORKING 
 

Education enstablishment: Kindergarden with normal schedule Izvoru-Visina 
Name of the teacher: Iordache Mihaela 

Class: Middle 
Category of good working*:EDUCATIONAL PARTENERSHIP 

“LIBRARY –MY FRIEND” 

                            1)    „Stop at the library –The enchanted world of stories” 
Presentation: 
Stories,the way to express yourself 

 Description: 
a) 
The ever-accelerating pace of evolution of the contemporary world and the progressive 

accumulation of information has made its mark on the concerns and way of life of today's family. 
The "busy people" have moved away from the world of books, and the TV, the computer, the 
Internet have become the most important sources of information for them, making the gesture of 
reading a book, of entering a book more or less rare. library, in a library, to build their own library. 
The parents of the children are less and less "models" to follow, in relation to the book! Therefore, 
the school, as an educational institution and the library, as an institution of culture with an important 
role in the life of the community, tries to correct this state of affairs, arousing in the eager souls of 
children's knowledge, the interest for the fascinating world of the book! 

The educational project we propose represents an attempt to bring the book and the library 
into law, to bring them to the attention of children and parents, to contribute to the rediscovery of 
reading as a pleasure, a relaxation, a source of unparalleled knowledge and dreams! 

The book will become one of the children's preferences only if we rediscover the valences of 
this wonderful tool and put it at their fingertips. 

 Children will become more responsible, more attentive, more prepared for the future. I am 
convinced that the relationship of this partnership will turn into a lasting, and quite necessary, 
friendship. 

The project promotes the positive behavior of the child towards literature. 
 
b)Benefits: 
� The educational project "My Library-My friend" is a very good way to collaborate with the 

library because it creates a team with a common purpose - to stimulate and cultivate the interest for 
reading; 

 
� The project favors the access of preschoolers to a place of culture by opening a "gate" for 

knowledge and socialization; 
� Facilitates the knowledge of the space and the destination of a children's library, while also 

learning the rules of behavior in such an institution. 
� The educational project allows the children to exercise their skills of communication, 

storytelling and dramatization of stories; 
� Has a playful-formative function for children, as the characters presented were either 

models to be followed in life or to be avoided; 
� Children will ask parents to read stories and borrow books from the library. 
c) Evidence: 
- Photographs from activities carried out with preschoolers within the partnership, minutes, 

albums, worksheets, exhibition with children's works 
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COVID19 DOESN’T STOP THE E-LEARNING 
Authors:  

Dr. Juan De Lucas Osorio 
D. Alejandro López Mera 

Institution: Arrabal-AID, SPAIN 
 

In the framework of the Erasmus+ program, from the Arrabal-AID Association, we have had the 
opportunity to participate in a strategic relations project, CICERO. The project aims to develop 
digital competences in the group of adults using digital photography as the engine of motivation and 
to give an impact to social, cultural, and family life. Additional, taken pictures focusing on 
European Heritage are collected in a free-to-use database 
 
The consortium is a balanced group of a university, a commercial course provider and three non-
profit organizations that operate at different levels: Stockholm University (Sweden), Proandi 
(Portugal), European Initiative for Education (Aurtia), EDRASE (Greece) and Arrabal-AID (Spain).  
This ensures a high level of diversity as well as an impact on course development and the database 
of European cultural heritage. Project participants will act as a kind of knowledge alliance that 
covers many different aspects and implications for the EU. 
Digital competences must be learned by the users. This requires some motivation. Without 
motivation, the learning will only “scratch at the surface” and instead of well-proven competences 
only superficial knowledge and understanding will be the result – without any depth and 
sustainability. 
Digital photography can be the engine to motivate people to care about basic digital competences. 
This will cover the creation of images (a creative work), the processing of images (a technical 
endeavour), the storage and administration of images (needs digital competences) and the use of the 
created images, for instance in social media (needs digital competences as well as basic legal 
knowledge). 
Finally, digital photography enlarges the social contacts (for instance in special interest groups), 
keeps elderly people active (both in physical and mental sense) and contributes in many cases to 
promote cultural heritage (as objects in various images) and transnational activities (photography 
contest with items addressing the European Year of 
Cultural Heritage). 
 
In Spain, the CICERO training course took place on 2020 
during the months of February and March. It was attended 
by 21 people, out of 25 people that enrolled for the course, 
which means that only 4 people dismissed the course.  
 
This group is a reflection of the wide range of targets 
covered by Arrabal-AID, as it put together a huge variety 
of ages (from under 18 years old to over 60 years old) as 
well as it involved people from different social 
circumstances: people over 45, long-term or youth unemployment, illegal immigrants, etc. 
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In-class structure 
 
During the first two weeks of class it was 
imparted two days a week, structured on three 
hours classes that were divided on indoor lectures 
and outdoor hands-on training. Most of the 
people were beginners on photography and 
wanted to learn the basis of how to deal with 
their photographic devices (such as DSLR 
(Digital Single-Lens Reflex) and smartphones 
cameras) as well as with some technical issues as 
“how to modify a picture’s size” or “which is the 
best file extension for uploading pictures to 
websites”. 
 
We knew that most of the people would not have 
DSLR cameras, so in first instance, the course 
aimed to photography throughout smartphone's 
cameras. In spite of this, we found out that almost 
the 40% of the students had a DSLR and they 
were interested in learn how to use it as they 
wanted to take advantage of most of their 
device’s features. We had to adapt the course to 
each student circumstance so we explained the 
differences and similarities between devices and 
creating different groups for the practical session 
where at least there was one person with a DSLR 
camera so everybody had the chance to contrast 

the results produced for each device.  
 
 
Also, we attended and explained the difference between some smartphones, paying attention to its 
features and showing some examples of smartphones that have more than one lens, introducing 
people to how it works. 
 
The students generated a friendly atmosphere of cooperation and communication as they had a keen 
concern for photography and they felt confident, not only to ask our teacher Alejandro López, but 
also to talk between them and discuss about different photographic issues and interests. 
 
Parallel to the physical attendance, we proposed to the students to make a WordPress blog about the 
course where they would be able to upload the photographs taken during the course and leave 
comments on them. With this section they learned to: create pages and entries on WordPress 
platforms, choose the most proper size for their pictures to upload them, make a proper description 
of their photographs (indicating technical data such as the device they used, the lens aperture, the 
shutter speed value, ISO value, date of the picture, name of the author and title (if given)). 
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The blog can be visited on https://proyectociceroarrabal.wordpress.com/ . 
 
Irruption of covid-19: working through a confinement situation 
 
Unfortunately, on March 13th we had to suspend in-class teaching due to COVID-19. So we opened 
the Moodle platform to all the people who wanted to attend the course through online learning. In 
order to do this we had to adapt the Moodle course to the circumstances creating a progression 
system through online tests and practical proposals (that were adapted too the confinement 
situation). It was our contribution to the #stayathome movement. 
 
In this way, we had a 71,42% increase of the number of students, even though most of the people 
experienced troubles to enroll the course through Moodle platform. 
 
During this distance-learning phase, we reviewed more than 66 tests, analyzed and commented 198 
photographs, and given over 5 hours of mentoring solving over 40 questions with personalized 
answers and reference examples according to each students’ interests. As well as we produced 
illustrative content to clarify any question our students may have. 
 
 
Also, we provided students with additional learning content such as professional references on 
photography, and analysis of relevant photographs from professional photographers (as well as of 
the own teacher’s pictures) in order to raise their sights on the field of Photography. 
 
Results 
 
The course was a great opportunity, not only for helping others to learn some of the more essentials 
digital competences through such a creative tool that is photography, but also for testing our tools to 
provide this knowledge and to identify both, the strongest and the weakest points of the course.  
 
Students were very active, with a really participative attitude, letting us to know every question they 
had and each issues they found while approaching the different tools, such as photo editing tools 
(Pixlr E). 
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The situation of COVID19 has given rise to rethink many aspects of life, such as education. Until 
now, everyone rejected online education, knowing that it should be reformed, but nobody dared to 
make changes to an educational structure in a country. The situation has forced the teletraining to 
start, managing to carry out education, without forgetting the obstacles of adapting to a new way of 
studying from one day to the next. At Arrabal-AID, we believe in a mix of face-to-face and online 
training, bearing in mind that it allows everyone to obtain their own pace of learning, and without 
leaving anyone behind, since online training requires basic resources, and Many families or 
collectives with whom we work need software, hardware and Wi-Fi, which thanks to our entity is 
provided. Therefore, an online training that does not leave any group behind. 

 

 

DINOSAURUS WORLD 
 

Preschool teacher Şerban Mariana 
Grădiniţa cu P.P. nr. 2, Focşani 

 
     With the discovery of the first dinosaurs in the early 19th century, their fossilized skeletons 
became major attractions in all museums around the world. Dinosaurs have become, in a very short 
period of time, an essential part of the global culture of humanity, becoming extremely popular, 
especially among children.  
      Children are fascinated by the world of giant reptiles. Whenever they have the opportunity to 
speak, to share their knowledge with each other, they are excited about the news they find out. 
These arguments and the increased interest of the preschoolers towards these reptiles were the basis 
of the didactic project below. The activities were included in a thematic project in which the 
children were involved in games and instructional-educational activities based on information 
related to dinosaurs and their world. 
      Below I have exemplified an integrated didactic project performed together with children 
between the ages of 5 and 6 years old with the theme "Dinosaurus world", which had as a starting 
point, as a unique thing the decoration of the classroom adapted for the day in question. 

ACTIVITY PROJECT 
DATE: 05.02.2020 
ANNUAL THEME: "What is it like here on Earth? What was it like here on Earth? What will it be 
here on Earth?" 
WEEKLY THEME: "Today, about yesterday and tomorrow" 
THE THEME OF THE PROJECT: "Animals - our friends" 
SUBJECT: "They were and are no longer" 
THEME OF THE DAY: " Dinosaurus world " 
TYPE OF ACTIVITY: verification and consolidation of skills and abilities 
ACTIVITY CATEGORY: ADP + ALA + ADE integrated activity 
DURATION: one day 
 
COMPOSITION OF THE ACTIVITY 
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES 
Free play 
Morning Meeting - "Dinosaurs present themselves" 

� Greeting 
� Nature's calendar 
� The presence  

Routine: "I eat ererything from my plate, because I like it!" (the habit of eating everything) 
Transitions: "Dinosaur Walk and Song" - text and song game 
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                  "Little dinosaurs, huge dinosaurs" – tipes of walking - MM 
 
FREE CHOICE ACTIVITIES 
Library: "We decorate dinosaur eggs" (graphic signs) 
Science: "Volcanic eruptions" (experiment) 
Sand and water: "Little paleontologists" 
 "The eater dinosaur" - a fun game 
 
ACTIVITIES IN EXPERIENCE AREAS 
DLC (Language education): "Sentence.Word.Syllabic.Sound." 
DOS (Practical skills): "Dino park" 
FORM OF IMPLEMENTATION: DLC - educational game 
                                                    DOS - coloring, cutting, pasting - model making 
TEACHING TASK OF THE GAME “Proposition.Word.Syllabic.Sound.”: Make sentences, divide 
correctly into syllables and identify the initial / final sound of a word. 
GAME RULES: 

� In turn, one child from each team will come forward and extract an egg. 
� The preschooler will solve the task found in the egg (make sentences, divide them into 

syllables, etc.). 
� The child will place a baby dinosaur in the dinosaur's nest, if it has answered correctly. 

GAME ELEMENTS:  Mother dinosaur, nest, eggs, baby dinosaur, dinosaur flashcards, applause. 
 
DIMENSIONS OF DEVELOPMENT 
DLC: 2. Oral messages in various communication situations. 
         3. Premises of reading and writing, in known communication contexts. 
DOS: 2. Completion of tasks and actions (persistence in activities). 
         3. Activation and manifestation of the creative potential. 
 
BEHAVIORS AIMED 
DLC: 2.2. Respects the rules of correct expression, in different communication contexts. 
         3.2. Phonically discriminates / differentiates words, syllables, sounds and associates sounds 
with letters. 
DOS: 2.1. Performs the work tasks consistently. 
         3.2. Demonstrates creativity through artistic-plastic, musical and practical activities, in 
creative conversations and stories. 
 
OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES 
DLC: O1 Make sentences correctly from a grammar point of view. 
          O2 To specify in how many words the sentence is made up. 
          O3 Count the syllables in a word. 
          O4 Identify the initial / final sound of words. 
DOS: O5 To recognize the working materials and tools needed to perform the work. 
         O6 To carry out practical works, taking advantage of the working skills learned. 
         O7 Critically appreciate one's own work, but also those of colleagues. 
 
TEACHING STRATEGIES METHODS AND PROCEDURES: conversation, observation, 
explanation, game, demonstration, exercise, brainstorming, Gallery Tour.  
TEACHING MEANS: scissors, cards, crayons, colored pencils, glue, computer, printer, colored 
sheets and cardboard, elements for the formation of the volcano, kinder eggs, dinosaurs of various 
sizes, model, figurine sticks, reward medallion, glasses, glasses , magnifying glass, stones, baking 
paper, straw, computer, brushes.  
ORGANIZATION FORM: front, individually, in groups.  
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DAY SCENARIO 
          The day begins with the Morning Meeting, at which point we will have a discussion 
regarding the animals from our past that have disappeared, their characteristics - dinosaurs. This 
moment demands the whole group and contributes to achieving a free expression in front of the 
others, while learning to listen to the others around. We will perform the greeting in a circle through 
the technique of rotary communication. The greetings starts from the teacher who chooses from the 
panel a suggestive image, after that each child chooses an image and greets his / her colleague. 
       We will complete the Nature Calendar after observing the weather outside, then we will make 
the Presence. 
The novelty of the day is the absence of Dino - the mascot of the class, present in the classroom 
throughout the week. It finally appears at the door of the classroom with a box full of necessary 
materials for developing the instructional-educational activities. 
          At the Library Center, children will decorate dinosaur eggs with known graphic signs 
(ANNEX 1), and at the Sand and Water Center they will search for dinosaur fossils. After the 
activity of Language Education where the children will play "Proposition.Word. Syllabic. Sound." 
(ANNEX 2), they will create dinosaurs with which they will populate Dino Park. Before we begin 
the practical activity, we will make a transition. The children will be trained in the text and singing 
game "Walking and singing the dinosaurs" (ANNEX 3). 
         After the activities carried out within the experiential fields, the children will make an 
experiment targeting the eruption of a volcano within the Science Center. At the end of the activity, 
we will play "The eater dinosaur" (ANNEX 4), I will offer them as a reward for the success of them 
activities medallions with dinosaurs. 
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ETWINNING PROJECTS 
 
 
 

ETWINNING PROJECT „MY ILLUSTRATED ENGLISH BOOKLET” 
 

Teacher Mărgescu Octavia 
Secondary School No 156, Bucharest 

 
Project details 
Short description: 
To revise and to consolidate the words they've learned, students will prepare a booklet supported by 
their drawing. There will be word cathegories like "family members, jobs, numbers, vehicles etc." 
Each cathegory will be prepared by a different school and, at the end, all of them will be combined 
to form a digital booklet. It will last for three months from the beginning of September until the end 
of December. First, students will be included in etwinning system. Partners will share the 
vocabulary parts they are going to prepare. Students will bainstorm about the subject they are given 
and decide the list which words they are going to draw and explain. All the works will be 
photographed and put on twinspace so that they can be combined to form on online booklet.  
Different partner schools decide topics on which to work and build a common picture dictionary, 
both in a creative traditional (for example: posters from Italy 
 twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/453635  
or mind maps from Romania /twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/home  
or padlet new year's postcards from different countries: 
twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/490861) and digital way. 
There will be word cathegories like "family members, jobs, numbers, vehicles etc." Each cathegory 
will be prepared by a different school and, at the end, all of them will be combined to form a digital 
booklet: twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/515674. 
Members: 
Nurcan Sati – Bursa, Turkey, Mehmet Zeki Yazici Ilkokulu (founder) 
Süheyla Özdemir - Keçiören, Turkey, Hacı Mustafa Tarman ilkokulu (founder) 
Laura Perron Cabus  - Torino (To), Italy, IIS "Maria Ausiliatrice" 
Alexandra Ganea - Mediaș, Romania, Centrul Școlar de Educatie Incluzivă 
Octavia Mărgescu - București, Romania, Școala Gimnazială Nr. 156 
Dagmar Surňáková - Žilina, Slovakia, Základná škola s materskou školou, Žilina 
Ewa Chojnowska - Czepielowice, Poland, Zespół Szkolno-Przedszkolny w Czepielowicach 
Katarzyna Flis - Zakrzew, Poland, Szkoła Podstawowa w Dębinie 
Magdalena Pikuła - Ludwinów, Poland, Szkoła Podstawowa w Ludwinowie  
Plan: 
- Including students in the etwinning system (first week of October) 
- Teacher members of the project introduce themselves (first week of October) 
- Students introduce themselves (October 1-15) 
- Preparing a poster for the project (October 1-15) 
- Voting for the best poster (October 16-20) 
- Students make mind maps (brainstorm) about the word cathegory they are given (October 1st ----December 15th,  they 
will do this for each cathegory at the beginning) 
- Students prepare the words by illustrating them 
- Students learn a song about one of the topics they have studied and make a video (December 1-20) 
- Sending New Year Celebration cards to each other (December 15-30) 
- Combining all the works to form the online booklet (December 20 -30) 
October 
- Including students in the etwinning system (first week of October) 
- Teacher members of the project introduce themselves (first week of October) 
- Students introduce themselves (October 1-15) 
- Preparing  a poster for the project (October 1-15) 
- Voting for the best poster (October 16-20) 
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November 
- Students will solve puzzles about the cultural places of partner schools (November 1-15) 
- Students make mind maps (brainstorm) about the word cathegory they are given (October 1st -December 15th,  they 
will do this for each cathegory at the beginning) 
- Students prepare the words by illustrating them 
- Students learn a song about one of the topics they've studied and make a video (November 15-30) 
December 
- Sending New Year Celebration cards to each other (December first week) 
- Combining all the works to form the online booklet (December 20 -30) 
January-February 
Students write their ideas about partner schools' booklets in twinspace 
They answer about the part they've liked most in the project. 
Links to project outcomes: 
Dissemination at the end of the project has been done through school websites, articles and boards. 
This is the twinspace page where to find all the links of the partner schools. 
Dissemination: twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/501273 
On the journal you can find different videos showing the steps of the project 
https://vimeo.com/325032588 Italy: dissemination video posted on the facebook school page 
https://youtu.be/ZTHKP4SsWTE Turkey:  
https://youtu.be/9UPZhj1juww Romania: students' introductions 
Pedagogical innovation: 
We have worked both in class, in small groups and online, watching what other schools did and 
uploading the material previously prepared. For example, we have built our poster as a puzzle and 
then we have participated in polls to choose the best poster by voting in the twinspace 
(twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/451855). 
We have created a common useful languages with a simple dictionary with all the involved 
countries (twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/483425) 
For the ebook we have studied vocabulary and structures on the handbook, then made pictures and 
photos for the final ebook 
https://read.bookcreator.com/library/-LQe59OWSeCqxjZ2l0ut 
Videos are and remain, anyway, the most important part to connect the different partners and show 
activities done. For example, introductions from Italy https://youtu.be/-fUZaDDDOuc or thank you 
video as final activity by Romania https://twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/materials/videos. 
Curricular integration: 
The topic chosen by the Italian group is part of the curriculum of year five of the primary school: 
the weather and the landscape. 
The way we have reinvented it is part of the ICT activities in which children get involved in class. 
From words, to photos and ebook creation. 
Communication and exchange: 
We have created a page in the twinspace with email addresses 
(twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/443691) 
together with a whatsapp group - useful tool to keep in touch from a relational point and decisional, 
too. (twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/442456) 
We have used the journal and the twinspace as means to show all details done by every group and 
child all throughout the project twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/home 
We have done two video sessions to organise and outline details of the activities 
(twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/464877) 
We have shared everything on the pages created ad hoc by teachers 
Collaboration partner schools: 
Founders have given outlines and defined activities, partners have received them with enthusiasm 
and made them more personal, by adding time by time other ideas, which everyone of us have 
accepted. Integration and respect, with creativity and hard work have been mixed in a good way. 
We have collaborated in respecting times, in uploading activities, in motivating one another and in 
keeping always in touch. 
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Pupils have done a very hard work both in class and at home. They have collaborated by building 
puzzles, uploading pictures, creating wordarts, crating masks, cards, speaking in English to know 
and communicate with other pupils. 
Pupils have learnt that other pupils can speak English, there are other languages in the world and 
not only English or Italian, that nations can be near, but also very far, but in the end we all are good, 
curious, enthusiastic the same. 
Results impacts 
On children: they want to go on learning English by project based activities 
School: very curious about how English is useful to young children, other teachers have asked about 
etwinning 
Most successful result: enthusiasm and strong motivation to go on working, ICT skills developed by 
teachers and pupils 
Documentation of the project can be seen  here: 
twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/501273 dissemination page 
twinspace.etwinning.net/72771/pages/page/551555 project e-library 
In the twinspace, in every little part of the twinspace, all the life and moments shared by all of us 
during the months of activity with all the steps about the journey inside the project. 
We have used the computer (including web cameras) to comunicate to each other on eTwinning 
platform, we also have used our phones to communicate by whatsapp and I personaly have found 
out about kizoa (a movies maker platform) during this project, from my parteners. 
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INTERACTIVE LEARNING THROUGH COOPERATION 
 

Simeanu Iuliana,  
Colegiul Energetic Rm. Vâlcea 

 
          In recent decades English language has played an important role in the Romanian educational 
system due to its spread on a large scale in almost all spheres of activity. The contribution to the 
educational process and its impact on users is remarkable, the first contact between English and 
non-native speakers being settled in preschool years. 
         The modern perspective on English language teaching, which goes beyond the boundaries of 
the book is student centered: under the supervision of a teacher, students assume responsibility for 
their own learning, developing knowledge through dealing with problems to be solved in different 
ways. These issues are brought into meaningful contexts, but also in such a way as to call to the 
different types of intelligence (the theory of multiple intelligences, Howard Gardner). This type of 
teaching, student centered, comes from the need for adaptability to the school and students’ needs 
as well as to the requirements on the labour market. 
       This paper underpins the exploitation of teaching experience as well as the knowledge and 
skills developed during training sessions and participation in European projects.  
As an English teacher in a technical school, where the curricula includes only 1-2 hours of English 
classes per week, with students coming from different educational and cultural backgrounds I found 
that the needs to acquire further  knowledge and develop students communication skills are 
becoming more stringent. Thus, I try to use didactic strategies and methods to highlight both the 
formative and informative learning.  
        The Common European Framework is intended to overcome the barriers of communication 
among professionals working in the field of modern languages coming from different educational 
systems in Europe. Therefore, in terms of intercultural skill we include: 
• The ability to bring the culture of origin and the foreign culture into relation with each other; 
• Cultural sensitivity and the ability to identify and use a variety of strategies for contact with those 
from other cultures; 
• What practical skills and know-how the learner will need/ require possessing in order to 
communicate effectively in an area of concern. 
• What prior sociocultural experience and knowledge the learner is assumed/required to have; 
• What new experience and knowledge of social life in his/her community as well as in the target 
community the learner will need to acquire in order to meet the requirements of L2 communication; 
• What awareness of the relation between home and target cultures the learner will need so as to 
develop an appropriate intercultural competence. 
The common interactive techniques at intermediate level include: chain stories, surveys and polls, 
interviews, group problem solving, role-plays, short stories and many others. The linguistic 
complexity of speaking-listening goals are increasing, reading and writing goals are focused in 
terms of length, grammar and discourse which are more sophisticated, skimming and scanning 
skills are first being used. Students are encouraged to ask questions, make comments, and negotiate 
different options appropriate to learning. Learner-centered activities are developed to increase 
student’s autonomy. Teacher talks occupy less time giving students the opportunity to express 
themselves at natural pace with correct articulation, using less of the native language, less 
concerned about grammatical correctness, saying or writing a steady flow of language for a short 
period of time without any self-or other correction at all and encouraging students’ creativity. 
        Among the most effective ways to improve learners’ language skills through cooperation are 
European projects which allow students to express themselves free, in specific communication 
contexts. An example is the project ERASMUS+ KA219”LEARNING PLATFORM: Young people 
entrepreneurial skill development possibilities, developed in our school during 2015-2018, with 
students and teachers from Romania, Turkey, Spain, Latvia, and Croatia. The objectives of the 
project were as follows: 
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� Presentation of business plans designed by students of each partner school. 
� Study of business opportunities and market research.  
� Creating an e-learning platform 
� Workshops, conferences, courses, tests, power point presentations, evaluation, and 

dissemination and their loading on Moodle platform. 
� Transnational meetings  
� Developing teamwork and socialization skills.  
� Developing communication skills in English.  
� Learning about European traditions and cultures.  

During the project modern and up-to-date teaching materials were created in Economics subject, 
they showed different approaches to teaching Economics and acquiring the basics of small 
businesses. The project assisted schools with new study approach which prepared students better for 
work and life, focusing on the skills people need and use during their life time. That is the change 
from learning facts to acquiring life skills. New materials were used such as e-study materials. 
Electronic material helped students acquire distance study methods. The other target group was 
formed of teachers and school management in developing technical skills in making digital study 
materials and tools for teaching. Cooperation promoted dynamics of the education process and 
variety of ideas, thus supporting the development of schools and partnerships. 
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ECONOMIC GROWTH RATE AND REAL GDP 
REASEARCH-CASE STUDY 

 
Prof.ec. Doina Drăgoi, 

 Liceul Tehnologic Virgil Madgearu, Roșiori de Vede,Teleorman 
 
What Is an Economic Growth Rate? 

An economic growth rate is the percentage change in the value of all of the goods and services 
produced in a nation during a specific period of time, as compared to an earlier period. The 
economic growth rate is used to measure the comparative health of an economy over time. The 
numbers are usually compiled and reported quarterly and annually. 
In most cases, the economic growth rate measures the change in a nation's gross domestic 
product (GDP). In nations with economies that are heavily dependant on foreign earnings, gross 
national product (GNP) may be used. The latter takes into account net income from foreign 
investments. 

Understanding Economic Growth Rate 
The formula above shows how an economic growth rate is calculated. 

When it is tracked over time, the economic growth rate suggests the general direction of a nation's 
economy and the magnitude of its growth (or contraction). It also may be used to project the 
economic growth rate for the quarter or the year ahead. 
KEY TAKEAWAYS 

� In the U.S. and most other nations, the economic growth rate is the change in the nation's 
gross domestic product. 

� The economic growth rate is tracked over time as an indicator of the general direction of a 
nation's economy. 

� Broadly speaking, increased demand leads to increased production and a higher economic 
growth rate. 
An increase in the economic growth rate is usually seen as a positive. If an economy shows 

two consecutive quarters of negative growth rates, the nation is officially in a recession. To put it 
baldly, if an economy shrinks by 2% from the previous year, its overall population has experienced 
a reduction in income of 2% in that year. 
In the U.S., GDP began growing in March 2009 as it emerged from the Great Recession. From an 
abysmal rate of more than -4%, it climbed steadily until it peaked in 2014 at a rate of nearly 6% 
growth. In 2018, it was 2.9%, up from 2.2% for the previous year. 

The U.S. numbers are calculated by the federal Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), which 
reports GDP on a quarterly basis and includes the economic growth rate as a headline figure. 
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Why Economies Expand or Contract 
Economic growth can be boosted by a number of factors and events. Most commonly, 

increases in demand for products lead to corresponding increases in production. The net result is 
more income. 

The date which marked the 10th year of the U.S. economic expansion, the longest in the 
nation's history. 

Technological advances and new product developments can exert positive influences on 
economic growth. Increases in demand from foreign markets can lead to higher export sales. 
In any and all of these cases, the influx of income, if big enough, causes an increase in the economic 
growth rate. 

An economic contraction is a mirror image. Consumers pull back on spending, so demand 
falls and production falls with it. In the worst case scenario, the effects snowball. As production 
falls, jobs are lost. Demand falls further. GDP for the quarter comes in at a negative number. 

Examples of Economic Growth Rates 
In July 2019, the U.S. marked an economic milestone. Its economy had been experiencing 

growth continuously since June 2009, making it the longest economic expansion in the nation's 
history. 

In statistics, however, it's all relative. In 2018, the U.S. economy grew by 2.9%. Some 
economists believe that this number represented a high point for some time to come. They were 
forecasting an expansion of 2.2% in 2019, and a further slowing in 2020. 

By contrast, the economic growth rate of India fell to 5.8% In the first quarter of 2019, the 
lowest growth rate in five years. Given the nation's rapid growth in recent years, there was much 
hand-wringing over a severe slump in industrial output and a fall-off in car sales, both factors in the 
lower rate. Nonetheless, government economists have raised the projected growth for the full fiscal 
year that began March 31 to 7%, compared to the previous annual growth of 6.8%. The government 
of India plans to boost the economy with tax incentives and new investment. Understanding Real 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

Real gross domestic product is a macroeconomic statistic that measures the value of the 
goods and services produced by an economy in a specific period, adjusted for inflation. 
Governments use both nominal and real GDP as metrics for analyzing economic growth and 
purchasing power over time.  The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) provides a quarterly report 
on GDP with headline data statistics representing real GDP levels and real GDP growth. Nominal 
GDP is also included in the BEA’s quarterly report under the name current dollar. 
KEY TAKEAWAYS 

� Real GDP is a measure of a country's total economic output, adjusted for price changes. 
� Real GDP makes comparing GDP from year to year and from different years more 

meaningful because it shows comparisons for both the quantity and value of goods and services. 
� Real GDP is calculated by dividing nominal GDP over a GDP deflator. 

Real GDP vs. Nominal GDP 
Nominal GDP is a macroeconomic assessment of the value of goods and services using 

current prices in its measure. Nominal GDP is also referred to as the current dollar GDP. 
Economists use the BEA’s real GDP headline data for macroeconomic analysis and central bank 
planning. The main difference between nominal GDP and real GDP is the adjustment for inflation. 
Since nominal GDP is calculated using current prices it does not require any adjustments for 
inflation. This makes comparisons from quarter to quarter and year to year much simpler to 
calculate and analyze. 

Because GDP is primarily one of the most important metrics for evaluating the economic 
activity, stability, and growth of goods and services in an economy it is usually reviewed from two 
angles: nominal and real. Real GDP takes into consideration adjustments for changes in inflation. 
This means that if inflation is positive real GDP will be lower than nominal and vice versa. Without 
a real GDP adjustment, positive inflation greatly inflates GDP in nominal terms. As such, real GDP 
provides a better basis for judging long-term national economic performance than nominal GDP. 
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Using a GDP deflator, real GDP reflects GDP on a per quantity basis. Without real GDP it would 
be difficult to tell just from nominal GDP whether production is actually expanding or just a factor 
of rising per-unit prices in the economy. 
How to Calculate Real GDP 

GDP is a comprehensive measure of all goods and services produced by an economy. The 
Bureau of Economic Analysis publicly provides real GDP and current dollar (nominal) GDP on a 
quarterly basis. This reporting makes it easy to find real GDP on a quarterly basis. 
Calculating real GDP is a complex process typically best provided by the BEA. In general, 
calculating real GDP is done by taking nominal GDP over a GDP deflator (R): (Nominal GDP) / 
(R), R=Nominal/Real=BEA GDP Deflator. 
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LESSON PLAN ,, BLACK PEARL” 
 

Teacher: Vârtosu-Toma Florentina 
School: Children`s Palace ,,Adrian Băran,, Slatina,Olt 

 
Topic:  The constuction of the  Galleon ,,Black Pearl” 
Age of students: 12-15 years 
Teaching aids and materials: ppt, video, Ship model Kit scale 1:72,  
Aim of the lesson:   Identifying and assembly the components of the galleon ,,Black 
Pearl” 
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WHAT 
Stage / Procedure 

WHY 
Objectives 

HOW 
Interaction pattern 

Timing 

 

1. Watch the video ,,The build 
process of the Black Pearl 
Pirate`s Galleon 

 

 

2. Training of working teams 

 

Team 1 

 

 

 

 

Team 2 

 

 

 

 

 

3.Evaluation 

: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Identify of stage`s 
works and tools 
needs 

 

 

 

Division of 
teamwork 

 

Construction the 
hull and cavalet 

 

 

 

Construction the 
main deck and 
suprastructures, 
accessory 

 

 

Presenting the 
blockade team1 

Presenting the 
blockade team2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Video Lesson Ted-
Ed ,,Black Pearl-Ship 
model kit,scale 1/72” 

 

 

 

Conversation 

 

 

Heuristic 
Conversation 

Demonstration 

Modeling 

Heuristic 
Conversation 

Demonstration 

Modeling 

 

 

 

Completing the 
project`s tehnological 
seet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7-8min 

 

 

 

 

 

2-3 min 

 

 

 

 

80 min 

 

 

 

80 min 

 

 

 

5 min 

 

5 min 
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Good stern wind! 

 
Additional materials: Kit Sip Model Black Pearl scale 1/72 
paper, bamboo sticks, glue, paper gummy, scissors, cutter, paint, cardboard,etc. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL DAY OF THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD 
 

Name and surname of the participating teacher: NECULAI FLORIAN 
Secondary School Cândești Village, Buzău County 

 
The activity I am about to refer to was performed in November, with the occasion of the 

International Day of the Rights of the Child. Held on November 20th, in one of the classrooms, the 
activity was staged with the help of the students (20 students, 6th graders), the head teacher and the 
other teachers, the school principal, parents, grandparents and important community members. As 
for the material resources, a laptop, a video projector, flipchart files, colored files, scissors, glue, 
markers and colored crayons were used, at different stages of the activity. 
The debut of the activity was marked by some introductory questions (as ice-breakers), related to 
childhood and its meaning to the participants. After discussing some interesting answers, the 
activity was divided into five stages, each of them following its natural course, as follows: 
 

I. ALEA JACTA EST - For 15 minutes, the children use a carton dice and throw it, as in a 
game. Each side of the dice contains the name of a certain right the children have, and 
the student is asked to briefly refer to the right that is written on the dice. This stage of 
the activity finishes when all the rights on the dice have been taken into discussion and 
analyzed. 
 

II. RUNNING THROUGH THE MAZE – A huge maze containing letters is waiting for 
the children. Based on the instructions received from their head teacher, the students 
must discover the names of the rights, as they are hidden and can be found in any 
direction. Good orientation abilities and skills are very helpful for this stage, which does 
not last longer than ten minutes.  
 

III. WHAT WE KNOW, WHAT WE FIND OUT – The children watch a PowerPoint 
document that presents and explains the fundamental rights the children have. At the 
end, they will be required to provide some correlations between the rights from the film 
and events from their real life. 
 

IV. A DRAWING, A THOUSAND WORDS – For this stage, the children are divided into 
four group works. One student, who play the p[art of the group leader, selected by the 
students in his/her group, takes out a note from the hat. The note contains the name of a 
fundamental right. On a flipchart file, the students in each group must work together and 
draw some elements connected to the right they have as assignment. This exercise is 
very suitable for training and developing the students’ socializing skills and teamwork 
effort. 

 
V. FEEDBACK – This is the final stage of the activity, where each child expresses his/her 

individual reflections, impressions and thoughts, concerning the activity he/she just took 
part in. The head teacher will read all those notes and discuss them with the students in 
three days or so.  

 
The activity was part of an UNICEF program, under the name of “World’s Largest 
Lesson, a support for the Global Goals for Sustainable Development”. At the end of this 
paper, I add an appendix section, containing images from different stages of the activity.  
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APPENDIX 
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EFFECTIVE TEACHERS,EFFECTIVE TEACHING 
 

Prof:Raica Alina 
Scoala Gimnaziala Gh.Tatarescu” Tg Jiu 

 
Most people who work in education can point to a specific teacher who changed 

their life.  
Any teacher whose name can be recalled ten or twenty or fifty years later with admiration 

could be described as both memorable and effective, but it is difficult to define these traits beyond 
particular examples. 

The Importance of Teacher Quality on Student 
Achievement 

Unsurprisingly, teacher quality is the single most powerful influence on student 
achievement. In fact, the Rand Corporation states that teacher quality has two to three times the 
effect on student test scores of any other educational factor.  

Bill Sanders, a big name in teacher effectiveness research, gave a striking example of this 
phenomenon when he measured the academic achievement of third-grade students who were either 
placed with three high-performing teachers in a row or three low-performing teachers in a row. The 
children with the three low-performing teachers scored in the 44th percentile on average by the fifth 
grade whereas the children with the three high-performing teachers scored in the 96th percentile on 
average by the same time. 

The students in the two groups had comparable academic records prior to third grade, so there 
is no explanation for the striking 52th percentile point difference other than the academic impact of 
effective or ineffective teachers. In fact, the students’ learning gains compounded across the three 
years and “depressed achievement results resisted improvement even after a student was placed 
with an effective teacher,” leading to a negative impact that was “discernible statistically for 
approximately three subsequent years.”  

Clearly, teacher effectiveness and 
student achievement are closely related. 
However, there are about as many ways to 
define teacher effectiveness as there are 
teachers. 

The Great Debate 
When students are surveyed about 

what makes their teachers effective, they 
often focus on how interesting and enjoyable 
the teacher makes the material. Close 
relationships with students, dedication to 
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teaching, and desirable personality traits such as patience often also make the priority list for 
students.  

Teachers, however, view the matter somewhat differently; in their responses to the first 
survey, teachers chose subject matter knowledge as the most important quality of an effective 
teacher whereas student interest and teacher personality didn’t even make the list. 

Certainly, an ideal teacher would be both knowledgeable and organized, both interesting and 
clear, but these different viewpoints already begin to reveal the varied expectations set for effective 
teachers. 

Principals, parents, and education researchers have their own definitions of effective teaching 
too, often adding qualities to those already cited. The Association for Supervision and Curriculum 
Development, for example, defines an effective teacher as one who is formally trained, has high 
expectations, maximizes instructional time, monitors student learning, caters to all their 
students, and reflects on their craft.  

A research synthesis for The National Comprehensive Center for Teacher Quality mentions 
many of the same characteristics in their five-point model for effective teaching, though their 
definition also emphasizes the teacher’s ability to ensure “the success of students with special needs 
and those at high risk of failure.” 

If some of these ideas seem difficult to measure, the University of Minnesota’s learning center 
sets forth a large number of specific observable characteristics of effective teaching, from “the 
instructor arrives to class on time” to “the instructor pauses after asking questions” to “course 
handouts are used effectively.”  

Whether you define an effective teacher generally in terms of how much fun their class is or 
specifically in terms of how punctual they are, it is imperative to have standardized ways of 
evaluating teacher quality. 

 

Evaluating Teaching Effectiveness 
Two of the most common ways to assess teacher effectiveness are classroom observations and 

student test scores, both of which have strengths and weaknesses when done exclusively.  
E V A LU A T IN G  T E A C HER S  W IT H  C LA S S R O OM  O B S ER V A T IO N S  
Classroom observations are a direct measure of teacher performance because they focus on 

the act of teaching itself. They can reveal observable qualities of a teacher, such as their relationship 
with students and their teaching style, that can’t be measured from test scores alone. 

That being said, observations are limited in a number of ways. Some limitations include: 
� They are short, often measuring less than 1% of a teacher’s total time teaching during any 

given year 
� They are artificial, leading both teachers and students to act differently than usual 
� They are volatile, skewing a teacher’s record easily by a very bad day or a very good one. I 

don’t know any teacher, no matter how effective, who hasn’t had at least one day of teaching that 
they are very glad wasn’t observed out of the blue. 

E V A LU A T IN G  T E A C HER S  W IT H  S TU D E NT P ER F OR MA N C E  
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Teacher evaluation based on student performance, such as test scores, to measure teacher 

effectiveness remediates some of the problems with classroom observation while posing some new 
ones.  

As researchers Pamela Tucker and James Stronge point out, using learning outcomes doesn’t 
take into account other academic influences such as principals, class sizes, and material resources. 
In addition, if tests are only given at the end of the year, they don’t necessarily measure a student’s 
learning that year as much as their lifelong learning until that day; as we saw from Bill Sander’s 
study on third graders, a low-performing teacher from a previous year might drag down a student’s 
performance years later.  

Education consultant Charlotte Danielson suggests that, to make sure we are truly measuring 
an individual teacher’s effectiveness, assessments to measure student learning should be 
curriculum-focused and given at the beginning of the year as well as the end. 

Ideally, in order to get a true sense of any teacher’s effectiveness, the teacher’s skills should 
be measured in as many different ways as possible—at the very least, both from observations 
and from student learning outcomes.  

Unfortunately, these evaluations are often used solely to keep teachers (and the schools they 
work in) accountable to parents and taxpayers. As Danielson points out, “whereas teacher 
evaluation could be a powerful point of reflection, support, and growth, it’s often used solely for 
punitive purposes.” Using measures of teacher effectiveness to help teachers grow as well as assess 
them is the first of many ways to improve and support our teachers. 

 
How to Improve Teacher Performance 
Fortunately, there are many individual and structural changes that are proven to improve 

teacher performance.  
One individual practice of effective teachers is consistently seeking feedback from their 

students. After all, who better can tell what is going right and wrong in a classroom than the people 
who sit in it every day?  

S TU D EN T  FE E D BA C K  
Classroom Assessments Techniques (CAT) are a way to get feedback on your students’ 

learning, both specifically after an assignment or class period and generally as the year progresses. 
Examples of CAT include:  

� The Background Knowledge Probe 
� The Minute Paper 
� The Muddiest Point.  
To end a class with The Minute Paper, ask students to write down their answers to the 

following questions, “What was the most important thing you learned during this class?” and “What 
questions remain for you?” Using The Minute Paper, or any of the CAT, not only gives you a sense 
of what your students are learning (and missing), but it also helps you connect to students, shows 
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you care about your students’ learning, and helps your students become better monitors of their own 
learning. 

C O NS IS T E NT  G ROWT H

 
Another way to improve teacher effectiveness on an individual level is to seek consistent 

growth, year by year and day by day. As author Stephen Brookfield suggests, teachers can grow by 
practicing critical reflection, which he defines as “the sustained and intentional process of 
identifying and checking the accuracy and validity of our teaching assumptions.”  

These assumptions can be conscious pedagogical ones, such as “discussion is always the best 
way for students to learn,” or larger subconscious assumptions about race, gender, or class. Every 
teacher inevitably develops beliefs based on their own educational experiences, their mentors and 
favorite pedagogical texts, and their current teaching situations. We can all become more effective 
if we are aware of assumptions that could be holding us back; this self-knowledge allows us to 
grow and become more flexible as we gain experience rather than becoming more rigid. 

Finally, an important practice of effective teachers is to continually assess and reassess the 
educational tools that we use. Rubrics, in particular, are an important place to refine; for more on 
the power of effective rubrics and how to construct them, click here. 

 
Increasing Effectiveness Structurally  
Although every teacher can (and should) seek to improve their own craft, many of the best 

ways to improve teacher effectiveness are structural, large-scale shifts. 
1. The Learning Policy Institute proposes four solutions to improve teacher quality: Increase 

class stability (i.e. teachers should teach the same classes and grade levels multiple times) 
2. Encourage strong mentoring relationships between teachers 
3. Avoid putting a high concentration of new teachers in any one school (especially low 

income and struggling schools) 
4. Decrease turnover  
This last point is particularly important because “although the research does not indicate that 

the passage of time will make all teachers better or incompetent teachers effective, it does indicate 
that, for most teachers, effectiveness increases with experience.”  

Another way to increase teacher retention rates (and therefore increase the number of 
experienced effective teachers in a given school) is to encourage teacher preparation programs, 
which supplement content knowledge with teaching ability.  
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The Challenges of Being a Teacher 
In addition to implementing these solutions, it is important to recognize the challenges 

faced by teachers which hold them back from meeting their full potential.  
When surveyed in 2010, teachers named a few of their biggest challenges to be overly large 

class sizes, overbearing parents, distracting technology in the classroom, small salaries, and funding 
challenges. While some of these issues are political in nature and therefore difficult to resolve 
quickly, the issue of class size can be alleviated by The Graide Network’s commitment to providing 
quality feedback on any paper-based assignment for any class, no matter how large.  

The Graide Network substantially reduces grading time so that teachers can spend their time 
more effectively, allowing for more time drafting lesson plans, refining rubrics, and reflecting on 
their own teaching practices. To find out more about how The Graide Network can help your 
teachers become more effective, contact us. 

As we’ve seen, the definitions of teacher effectiveness are varied, the tools to measure it are 
imperfect, and the barriers facing teachers are many, but the way forward is through feedback, 
reflection, and growth—for both teachers and students. 
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Extracurricular education (education 
carried out outside the educational process) 
plays an important role in shaping children's 
personality. The extracurricular activities aim 
to identify skills, talents, cultivate a civilized 
lifestyle, and stimulate creative behavior in 
different fields. Children begin to accumulate 
a series of knowledge starting at a young age, 
this being achieved through direct contact 
with objects in the environment. 

The purpose of the extracurricular 
activities is the development of special skills, 
training the students in activities as varied and 
rich in content, cultivating the interest for socio-cultural activities, facilitating the integration in the 
school environment, offering support for the school success as a whole. It is also desired to make 
the most of personal talents and to correlate the aptitudes with the characteristic attitudes. The 
extracurricular activities are carried out in an informal setting, which allows the students with 
difficulties of affirmation in the school environment to reduce the level of anxiety and to maximize 
their intellectual potential. 

No matter how important the formal education achieved through the educational process, it 

does not exhaust the scope of the formative influences exerted on the child. It remains the broad 

framework of the child's free time, in which life acquires aspects other than those of the school 

learning process. In this context, many other factors act positively. 
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Examples of extracurricular activities 

� Visits to museums, exhibitions, monuments and historic sites, memorial houses - are a 

means of understanding and appreciating the cultural, folkloric and historical values of our people. 

They offer students the opportunity to observe the objects and phenomena in their natural state, the 

process of production in its development, the original works of art, the moments related to the local 

historical past, etc. 

� Watching music, children's theater, fun or sports shows - stimulates and guides children 

towards some areas of activity: music, sports, poetry, painting. 

� Excursions and school camps - contributes to enriching the knowledge about the beauty of 

the country, to educating respect for the beautiful in nature, art, culture. 

The educational and extracurricular educational activity develops critical thinking and 

stimulates the involvement of the young generation in the decisive act. At school age, children are 

very receptive to everything they are shown or told about the environment, being willing to act in 

this regard. 

The trip helps the child's intellectual and physical development, his citizenship and patriotic 

education. Celebrations and celebrations mark important events in the school's life. These small 

celebrations, organized by the teachers, offer students the reward they receive after work and have a 

motivating, less meaningful role. School competitions are an extracurricular method to arouse the 

interest of the student for different curricular areas, also helping the professional orientation of the 

students, making them known all the possibilities that they have. The same effect can be had by the 

competitions organized by the teachers in the classroom (organizing them in a pleasant atmosphere 

will stimulate the spirit of initiative of the children, will help them to integrate in different groups). 

Extra-curricular activities are attractive at any age. They arouse interest, facilitate the 

accumulation of knowledge, even if it requires extra effort. Children develop practical, operational 

spirit, craftsmanship, giving each person the opportunity to assert themselves according to their 

personality. The children self-discipline, by the fact that in such activities they voluntarily obey the 

rules, assuming responsibilities. The teacher has special opportunities to get to know his students, to 

direct them, to support their development, making the main objective easier - to prepare the child 

for life. 

Extracurricular activities are appreciated both by children and by educational factors in that: 

� Valorizes and develops the interests and aptitudes of the children; 

� Contributes to the optimization of the educational process; 

� I am characterized by optimism and humor; 

� They have a positive effect on group work; 
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� It creates a sense of security and trust for all participants; 

Extracurricular activities contribute to the thought and completion of the learning process, to 

the development of the inclinations and aptitudes of the schoolchildren, to the rational and pleasant 

organization of their free time. With an attractive character, children participate in an atmosphere of 

good cheer and optimism, with encouragement and dedication to such activities. The broad 

potential of extracurricular activities generates a variety of searches and solutions. Success is 

guaranteed if you trust the imagination, the joy and the love from the children's soul, but let them 

lead you to beautiful and valuable actions. 
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What Is an Economic Growth Rate? 

An economic growth rate is the percentage change in the value of all of the goods and services 
produced in a nation during a specific period of time, as compared to an earlier period. The 
economic growth rate is used to measure the comparative health of an economy over time. The 
numbers are usually compiled and reported quarterly and annually. 
In most cases, the economic growth rate measures the change in a nation's gross domestic 
product (GDP). In nations with economies that are heavily dependant on foreign earnings, gross 
national product (GNP) may be used. The latter takes into account net income from foreign  

investments. 
 

Understanding Economic Growth Rate 
The formula above shows how an economic 

growth rate is calculated. 
When it is tracked over time, the economic growth rate 
suggests the general direction of a nation's economy 
and the magnitude of its growth (or contraction). It also 
may be used to project the economic growth rate for 
the quarter or the year ahead. 
KEY TAKEAWAYS 

� In the U.S. and most other nations, the economic growth rate is the change in the nation's 
gross domestic product. 

� The economic growth rate is tracked over time as an indicator of the general direction of a 
nation's economy. 

� Broadly speaking, increased demand leads to increased production and a higher economic 
growth rate. 
An increase in the economic growth rate is usually seen as a positive. If an economy shows 

two consecutive quarters of negative growth rates, the nation is officially in a recession. To put it 
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baldly, if an economy shrinks by 2% from the previous year, its overall population has experienced 
a reduction in income of 2% in that year. 
In the U.S., GDP began growing in March 2009 as it emerged from the Great Recession. From an 
abysmal rate of more than -4%, it climbed steadily until it peaked in 2014 at a rate of nearly 6% 
growth. In 2018, it was 2.9%, up from 2.2% for the previous year. 

The U.S. numbers are calculated by the federal Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), which 
reports GDP on a quarterly basis and includes the economic growth rate as a headline figure. 

Why Economies Expand or 
Contract  

Economic growth can be boosted 
by a number of factors and events. Most 
commonly, increases in demand for 
products lead to corresponding increases 
in production. The net result is more 
income. 

The date which marked the 10th 
year of the U.S. economic expansion, the 
longest in the nation's history. 

Technological advances and new 
product developments can exert positive 
influences on economic growth. 
Increases in demand from foreign markets can lead to higher export sales. 
In any and all of these cases, the influx of income, if big enough, causes an increase in the economic 
growth rate. 

An economic contraction is a mirror image. Consumers pull back on spending, so demand 
falls and production falls with it. In the worst case scenario, the effects snowball. As production 
falls, jobs are lost. Demand falls further. GDP for the quarter comes in at a negative number. 

Examples of Economic Growth Rates 
In July 2019, the U.S. marked an economic milestone. Its economy had been experiencing 

growth continuously since June 2009, making it the longest economic expansion in the nation's 
history. 

In statistics, however, it's all relative. In 2018, the U.S. economy grew by 2.9%. Some 
economists believe that this number represented a high point for some time to come. They were 
forecasting an expansion of 2.2% in 2019, and a further slowing in 2020. 

By contrast, the economic growth rate of India fell to 5.8% In the first quarter of 2019, the 
lowest growth rate in five years. Given the nation's rapid growth in recent years, there was much 
hand-wringing over a severe slump in industrial output and a fall-off in car sales, both factors in the 
lower rate. Nonetheless, government economists have raised the projected growth for the full fiscal 
year that began March 31 to 7%, compared to the previous annual growth of 6.8%. The government 
of India plans to boost the economy with tax incentives and new investment. Understanding Real 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) 

Real gross domestic product is a macroeconomic statistic that measures the value of the 
goods and services produced by an economy in a specific period, adjusted for inflation. 
Governments use both nominal and real GDP as metrics for analyzing economic growth and 
purchasing power over time.  The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) provides a quarterly report 
on GDP with headline data statistics representing real GDP levels and real GDP growth. Nominal 
GDP is also included in the BEA’s quarterly report under the name current dollar. 
KEY TAKEAWAYS 

� Real GDP is a measure of a country's total economic output, adjusted for price changes. 
� Real GDP makes comparing GDP from year to year and from different years more 

meaningful because it shows comparisons for both the quantity and value of goods and services. 
� Real GDP is calculated by dividing nominal GDP over a GDP deflator. 
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Real GDP vs. Nominal GDP 
Nominal GDP is a macroeconomic 

assessment of the value of goods and services 
using current prices in its measure. Nominal 
GDP is also referred to as the current dollar 
GDP. Economists use the BEA’s real GDP 
headline data for macroeconomic analysis and 
central bank planning. The main difference 
between nominal GDP and real GDP is the 
adjustment for inflation. Since nominal GDP is 
calculated using current prices it does not 
require any adjustments for inflation. This 

makes comparisons from quarter to quarter and year to year much simpler to calculate and analyze. 
Because GDP is primarily one of the most important metrics for evaluating the economic 

activity, stability, and growth of goods and services in an economy it is usually reviewed from two 
angles: nominal and real. Real GDP takes into consideration adjustments for changes in inflation. 
This means that if inflation is positive real GDP will be lower than nominal and vice versa. Without 
a real GDP adjustment, positive inflation greatly inflates GDP in nominal terms. As such, real GDP 
provides a better basis for judging long-term national economic performance than nominal GDP. 
Using a GDP deflator, real GDP reflects GDP on a per quantity basis. Without real GDP it would 
be difficult to tell just from nominal GDP whether production is actually expanding or just a factor 
of rising per-unit prices in the economy. 
How to Calculate Real GDP 

GDP is a comprehensive measure of all goods and services produced by an economy. The 
Bureau of Economic Analysis publicly provides real GDP and current dollar (nominal) GDP on a 
quarterly basis. This reporting makes it easy to find real GDP on a quarterly basis. 
Calculating real GDP is a complex process typically best provided by the BEA. In general, 
calculating real GDP is done by taking nominal GDP over a GDP deflator (R): (Nominal GDP) / 
(R), R=Nominal/Real=BEA GDP Deflator. 
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1. The influences of the mathematical didactic game on the psychic processes 
      For the small school children, the educational game is the main stimulus of the psychic 
development, having a very important role in their preparation for the school and for their social 
integration. 
      A complex activity, the didactic game engages the human being in its integrity, with all the 
psychic functions. It involves the sensory, intellectual, affective activity, develops attention, the 
spirit of observation, the imagination, the thought, the verbal expression. Through the educational 
game, the student will get used to with dignity endure failure, defeat and taste the satisfaction of 
victory. 
      Through the development of the didactic game, changes occur in the content and structure of the 
cognitive processes, since it makes the transition from the stage of practical actions to that of mental 
actions. It is the activity that gives specificity to the personality, totally hiring the schoolboy, 
stimulating his development and improvement effort. It favors the emergence and development of 
systematic learning and work opportunities. 
      As a psychic process of storing information, accumulating and using cognitive experience, 
memory is deeply involved in the activity of learning and applying mathematics. Even if we look at 
this scientific discipline as an area of human culture focused mainly on the development, through 
thought, of the hidden implications, we cannot ignore the role that the stored knowledge has in the 
problem solving or formulation process. Moreover, perhaps, in the case of any other school 
discipline, the assimilation of new mathematical knowledge is based on the child's previous 
experience, on updating the information available to him or, as J. Piaget states, on "reorganizing and 
recombining some elements". old, presented in a less differential form at the level of the lower 
levels. " 
      The intense demand for thinking imposed by the development of the mathematical didactic 
game acts on its general non-specific operability as much as it acts on the specific one, thus creating 
the "rationalization" of the understanding of the living world and of life. These games are a means 
to stimulate creativity and independence of thought. The flexibility of thought processes is 
expressed in: the ease of switching from a mode of thinking solution to another, lack of inertia, 
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rapidity of connections and disconnections from one aspect to another, finding more solutions to a 
given problem, the absence of the phenomenon of interference in solving mathematical problems, 
etc. 
      The development of the didactic game captures and maintains the attention of the student who is 
asked without effort when he / she considers the lessons interesting, the intuitive materials 
attractive, the steps of understanding carried out properly. Among the multiple aspects of this 
psychic process regarding mathematical activities, we considered the following aspects to be 
essential: the orientation of the task given, the perceptual and operational flexibility, the volume of 
information acquired and used, the ability to concentrate on the activity performed. 
      The ability to perceive, represent and operate with figures and relationships is reduced in the 
small school. At the base of the appearance of the first images or variants of problem solving is 
intuition, the student trying to capture the logical sequence of the links of a problem. It delimits 
known data and mentally verifies some of the solutions envisaged. 
      Poincaré noted: "The main purpose of mathematical education is to develop certain psychic 
faculties and, among them, intuition is not the least precious. Through it the mathematical world 
stays in contact with the real world and even though pure mathematics may lack it, we should also 
resort to filling the gap that separates the symbol from reality. " 
      In terms of affectivity, at this age, the level of belonging and affirmation needs. These needs are 
met by the organization of teaching games by groups of students. The little schoolboy feels good 
knowing that he belongs to a group in which he has a well-defined role, he has precise tasks that he 
must carry out. The cooperation manifests itself naturally within the group, then defending the 
competition. There are numerous problems of the effects of the competition on the personality 
characteristics that they employ and develop. Equal competition is stimulating. Too strongly 
asymmetrical competitions create educational difficulties. Cooperation is another source of new 
character traits. It generates self-help, which means not only help from the best to the least, but also 
a form of learning for those who offer help, a form of communication and a conscious adjustment of 
the methods they know and which have been Proven useful in school work. Those who receive help 
feel the security that is always created in positive social relationships, and in general they want to 
make it easierthe task of those who help them, which already means self-departure. Cooperation 
between students as equal opportunities can be mutual or organized. It organizes the competition so 
that the latter is very valuable. 
      The relationships developed in the group contribute to a better socialization of the small school, 
to the development of language and interpersonal relationships. Taking responsibility and making 
decisions helps to develop the character and personality of the school. 
      In the small school period, not only attitudes towards work and learning develop, but also 
character traits generated by them. Thus, it is the diligence, the promptness, the ability to overcome 
current obstacles and especially the sense of duty, which is very important. It has the property of 
irradiating to all forms of activity, thus becoming a central moral feature of the personality. 
2. The role of the mathematical didactic game in the mathematics lessons 
     In mathematics learning, resorting to the surrounding reality remains indispensable, very often as 
a starting point and always as a point of arrival, because this reality does not take on a profound 
significance unless, depending on the abstractions they dematerialize and the abstractions have only 
value in relation to the realities. which materialize them. This concrete - abstract report will be 
addressed according to the stages of evolution of the child's thinking. Here comes the didactic 
game, whose presence in mathematics lessons is welcome, because through it the didactic activities 
become attractive, accessible, dynamic. It gives the lesson an aspect of recreation, play. Through it, 
the child easily makes the transition from concrete to abstract notions. It is an absolutely 
indispensable tool in teaching - learning mathematics, in learning the abstract notions specific to it. 
     Recent research in the field of learning psychology, with applicability in the study of 
mathematics, highlights the need for concrete action with objects in primary education, an action 
that can be carried out more easily by using didactic games with mathematical content, in order to 
internalize operations, especially in the first classes. , as well as the use of the reversibility and 
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associative properties for the purpose of consciously and thoroughly acquiring the arithmetic 
operations and other information provided by the program. 
     The presence in the mathematical didactic games of some practical elements, of real problems in 
life, contributes to the approach or application of some mathematical notions, leads to superior 
results in the acquisition of this educational object. 
     The exercise of the intellectual capacities through problematic situations and didactic games 
attests the special formative value of this school discipline in structuring the skills of intellectual 
activity, in developing mathematical thinking, memory and imagination, in forming personality 
traits indispensable for integration in subsequent school cycles, in later life. in general. 
     N. Oprescu shows that "the specificity of mathematical activity consists in the fact that it 
represents a tension, a tension, a mobilization of the spirit, which means the training of the intellect 
- of thinking on the foreground". 
     Mathematics must lead to the formation of: a capacity to selectively perceive, according to a 
leading idea; abilities to move from the differential aspect to the integral one and vice versa; 
plurivalences of thought; ability to focus on a period of time. 
     Thus, mathematics has now become an essential working tool for all fields of science and 
technology. It is natural, therefore, that in the center of the Romanian school's concerns, the 
increase of the efficiency of the learning of mathematics should be a basic coordinate of the modern 
education. 
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KAHOOT! - A DIGITAL LEARNING TOOL FOR TEACHERS AND 
STUDENTS 

 
Prof. Florea Felicia 

Liceul Tehnologic “Edmond Nicolau” Brăila 
 
        Students are most affected by the quality of their teachers. Not only do they interact with 
teachers every day in the classroom, but the quality of that interaction matters for our students’ 
future. Some researchers have noted that the difference between a good and a bad teacher can be a 
full level of student achievement in a single school year.  
         Effective teaching can be defined and understood in many ways. This profession has meaning 
and purpose and can have an enriching effect on the daily lives of children and their lifelong 
educational and career aspirations. 
          Personal qualities, teaching strategies, and classroom management, are all aspects vital to the 
means of being an effective teacher. Through developing fundamental key strategies like, being 
well prepared and organized, as well as, recognizing the importance of portraying certain personal 
qualities as an individual such as: being loving and warm, and being enthusiastic - effective 
teaching is able to be achieved. 
        One of the strategies essential to teaching is organization. Being organized and well prepared 
is critical, and can determine the effectiveness of one’s teaching. Being organized helps not only the 
teacher to stay on track and on schedule; it also assists students in participating in an active and 
positive learning environment. It is crucial to be prepared prior to entering the classroom. This 
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means all materials and resources needed for the lesson are ready and the content can be transmitted 
to students.  
        Because I wanted to be organized during my classes and to give students all the necessary 
resources to enrich their knowledge, I tried to familiarize them with the of use digital platforms. 
      As you know, digital learning platforms have significantly changed the face of education. This 
is true of all spheres: online learning, offline learning and blended learning. It’s also true of all 
educational organization types, including schools, colleges, universities and language training 
institutions. 
          In recent years, there has been plenty of discussion surrounding digital learning platforms and 
their benefits. Do they make it easier for students? 
           In my opinion, yes, without a doubt it´s definitely a sound investment. Although, it’s also 
important to remember that it is not just the students that benefit. The teachers can as well! 
           A digital learning platform is a piece of software designed to heavily assist during the 
educational process. There are a range of options available depending on the specific needs of the 
teacher and the students, of course. 
       One of the platforms that I used is Kahoot!  Kahoot is a game-based learning platform, used as 
educational technology in schools and other educational institutions. Its learning games, "Kahoots", 
are multiple-choice quizzes that allow user generation and can be accessed via a web browser or the 
Kahoot app.  
        Kahoot! can be used to review students' knowledge, for formative assessment, or as a break 
from traditional classroom activities. My students were very excited when they used it and in this 
way they understood that we can make  learning fun, we can make it engaging for everyone. 
Curiosity is part of human nature, and it lies at the heart of all great endeavors. It’s what turns 
learners into amazing leaders — and keeps those leaders learning. We’re team players at Kahoot! 
and believe that no learner, should ever be left out. Kahoot! strives to ensure that everyone has the 
chance to succeed.  
       Classroom time is precious and digital learning platforms help teachers maximize class 
potential. Instead of needing to spend the time sharing information in more of a lecture format, they 
can use the flipped classroom model to share that information online in a video format and then 
use class time for group tasks and discussions. 

 

       I was often asked why are the digital platforms beneficial for language teachers?  The answer is 
that Digital learning platforms enrich language courses by adding a whole extra dimension. Schools 
are no longer limiting learning only to the classroom. Instead, students can access high quality 
effective learning resources from wherever they are, whenever they choose. 
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     Teachers can benefit  a great deal from digital learning platform.  Here are a few reasons why I choose to use 
Kahoot! into my classroom: 

� Planning lessons are a great deal easier. 
� It´s extremely creative. 
� It´s completely automated if you want it to be. 
� A clear view of students progress. 
� It´s satisfying. 

 
       Educational platforms and online language courses can give teachers the space to be more creative. Blended 
learning programmes allow teachers to incorporate fantastic multimedia resources. 
       Traditionally, teachers have had to spend a lot of time marking work. One of the great things about educational 
platforms is that this can be completely automated. This means teachers can get all the benefits of student tracking and 
monitoring, without having to spend hours making students exercises by hand. 
        Extensive student monitoring tools mean that teachers can see clearly which students need additional help and who 
is excelling. Studies have shown that students perform better with high quality digital tools at their disposal. Of course, 
the better students perform, the more rewarding it is for their teachers. 
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ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY USED IN LEARNING PROCESS 
 

 
Lucrare realizată de : Profesor logoped: Hiciu Ionela Andreea 

Profesor psihopedagog: Ungureanu Dorina 
Unitatea de învățământ: Centrul Școlar pentru Educație Incluzivă „Rudolf Steiner” Hunedoara, 

locația Lupeni, județul Hunedoara 
 

 
 

Assistive technology (AT) is available to help individuals with many types of disabilities, 
from cognitive problems to physical impairment. The use of technology to enhance learning is an 
effective approach for many children. Additionally, students with LD often experience greater 
success when they are allowed to use their abilities (strengths) to work around their disabilities 
(challenges). AT tools combine the best of both of these practices. 

Writing is a recursive and complex set of cognitive processes that can be taught effectively to 
students with disabilities. Writing is an essential academic, employment, and life skill. In academic 
settings, students use writing to learn a variety of subject matter, to communicate their 
understanding to teachers and classmates, and to express themselves.  

Adolescents and adults gain access to employment through letters of inquiry and introduction, 
and improve their effectiveness and status in the workplace by writing memoranda, directions, 
analyses, syntheses, and summaries. Throughout our lives, writing helps us establish and maintain 
social relationships, share experiences and feelings, record personal events and insights, and 
organize activities and events.  

Writing is particularly important for students with disabilities because it enhances 
communication, increases independence, and makes a unique contribution to literacy learning. 
Students with disabilities who can write clearly have enormous access to the world through the 
Internet. Students with complex communication needs who can write clearly also can generate 
unique and precise face-to-face messages.  

A variety of factors contribute to widespread writing difficulties for students with disabilities. 
Many students experience language delays or impairments, which contribute to struggles in 
producing written language. Physical or sensory impairments, and limited access to needed assistive 
technologies, restrict learning opportunities for others. Instruction focused on skill exercises with 
few composition opportunities, or low expectations of adults at home or school, slow progress. 

The process of using a pencil, or an alternative writing tool, to put words on paper, or an 
alternative technology such as a computer monitor, in visible or tactile form. Many students with 
disabilities have to attend to the use of their pencil more consciously and specifically than typically-
developing students who have mastered pencil use or touch-typing. Students with physical, 
cognitive, or sensory disabilities must always direct substantial attention to the use of their writing 
implements. 
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AT for kids with LD is defined as any device, piece of equipment or system that helps bypass, 
work around or compensate for an individual’s specific learning deficits. Over the past decade, a 
number of studies have demonstrated the efficacy of AT for individuals with LD. AT doesn’t cure 
or eliminate learning difficulties, but it can help your child reach her potential because it allows her 
to capitalize on her strengths and bypass areas of difficulty. For example, a student who struggles 
with reading but who has good listening skills might benefit from listening to audio books. 

In general, AT compensates for a student’s skills deficits or area(s) of disability. However, 
utilizing AT does not mean that a child can’t also receive remedial instruction aimed at alleviating 
deficits (such as software designed to improve poor phonic skills). A student could use remedial 
reading software as well as listen to audio books. In fact, research has shown that AT can improve 
certain skill deficits (e.g., reading and spelling). 

AT can increase a child’s self-reliance and sense of independence. Kids who struggle in 
school are often overly dependent on parents, siblings, friends and teachers for help with 
assignments. By using AT, kids can experience success with working independently. 

AT can address many types of learning difficulties. A student who has difficulty writing can 
compose a school report by dictating it and having it converted to text by special software. A child 
who struggles with math can use a hand-held calculator to keep score while playing a game with a 
friend. And a teenager with dyslexia may benefit from AT that will read aloud his employer’s 
online training manual. There are AT tools to help students who struggle with: 

Certain assistive technology (AT) tools can help people who have difficulty processing and 
remembering spoken language. Such devices can be used in various settings (e.g., a class lecture, or 
a meeting with multiple speakers). 

Assistive technology (AT) tools for math are designed to help people who struggle with 
computing, organizing, aligning, and copying math problems down on paper. With the help of 
visual and/or audio support, users can better set up and calculate basic math problems. 

Assistive technology (AT) tools can help a person plan, organize, and keep track of his 
calendar, schedule, task list, contact information, and miscellaneous notes. These tools allow him to 
manage, store, and retrieve such information with the help of special software and hand-held 
devices. 

There is a wide range of assistive technology (AT) tools available to help individuals who 
struggle with reading. While each type of tool works a little differently, all of these tools help by 
presenting text as speech. These tools help facilitate decoding, reading fluency, and comprehension. 

There is a wide range of assistive technology (AT) tools available to help students who 
struggle with writing. Some of these tools help students circumvent the actual physical task of 
writing, while others facilitate proper spelling, punctuation, grammar, word usage, and 
organization. 

The term “assistive technology” has usually been applied to computer hardware and software 
and electronic devices. However, many AT tools are now available on the Internet.  

Programmable keyboards have special overlays that customize the appearance and function of 
a standard keyboard. Students who have LD or have trouble typing may benefit from customization 
that reduces input choices, groups keys by color/location, and adds graphics to aid comprehension. 

Recorded books allow users to listen to text and are available in a variety of formats, such as 
audiocassettes, CDs, and MP3 downloads. Special playback units allow users to and search and 
bookmark pages and chapters. Subscription services offer extensive electronic library collections. 

Electronic math worksheets are software programs that can help a user organize, align, and 
work through math problems on a computer screen. Numbers that appear onscreen can also be read 
aloud via a speech synthesizer. This may be helpful to people who have trouble aligning math 
problems with pencil and paper. 

Students who struggle with writing (e.g., spelling, grammar, punctuation, word usage, and 
sentence structure) may benefit from software programs (included in many word processing 
systems) that scan word processing documents and alert the user to possible errors. 
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A speech recognition program works in conjunction with a word processor. The user 
“dictates” into a microphone, and his spoken words appear on the computer screen as text. This can 
help a user whose oral language ability is better than his writing skills. 

Talking spell checkers and electronic dictionaries can help a poor speller select or identify 
appropriate words and correct spelling errors during the process of writing and proofreading. 
Talking devices “read aloud” and display the selected words onscreen, so the user can see and hear 
the words. 

Universal Design for Learning (UDL) is a philosophy that encompasses learning models, 
methods and products to enhance the educational experience of diverse learners (whether or not 
they have learning disabilities). In this approach, AT is often built into educational materials and 
can be customized to help students with disabilities be successful with the general curriculum. 

UDL can be applied to any product or environment, such as curriculum, instruction, career 
services offices, multimedia, tutoring and learning centers, conference exhibits, museums, 
microwave ovens, computer labs, worksites, and web pages. DO-IT (Disabilities, Opportunities, 
Internetworking, and Technology) produces publications and video presentations that promote UDL 
in a variety of environments. 

Not long ago for people with visual impairments the issue of access to information 
represented an obstacle in aligning to the requirements of modern society. Today, people with 
visual impairments have access to information more easily. Individually, they can realize almost 
entirely identical working tasks as able people, but this implies the use of access technologies. 

As teachers in special education, we enjoy using technologies in teaching and we think there 
are many advantages of using technologies in education. Students enjoy solving different tasks on a 
mobile device instead of using pen and paper method. The apps are interactive, they offer 
immediate feedback to the student and the results can be sent to the parents and to the other people 
on the multidisciplinary team. It is very easy to monitor the progress of student and to keep records 
the work of student using an app. 
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LESSON PLAN – INTEGRATED 
 

„Dimitrie Cantemir” Tehnologic High School Falciu 
Primary Learning Teacher: MATEI MARIANA 

Date: 12. XII. 2019 
Grade: preparatory 
 
 
Unit theme: Winter Holidays in Romania! 
Subject: VAPS – „Winter Globe!” 
Disciplines involved:  

- Communication in Romanian Language (CRL)                 
 

- Mathematics and Environmental Exploration (MEE) 
 

- Visual arts and practical skills (VAPS) 
 

- Music and Movement (MM) 
 

- Personal Development (PD)
Form of accomplishment: interdisciplinary activity 
Type of activity: consolidation of knowledge and skills 
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Specific competences:  
1. CRL 

1.1.Noticing the global significance of a short message, on familiar topics, clearly spoken; 
1.3.Identification of words in short  sentences, clearly spoken; 

            1.4. Identification of syllables and of the initial sound and finally 
in words clearly articulated . 

2. MEE 
3.1. Manifestation of interest to create some simple  problems of addition and 
substraction by 1-5 units in concentric 0-31 by exploration of a specific context; 
5.1. Sorting / classification by a given criteria. 

      3. PD 
      2.1. Recognizing basic emotions reported to the experiences of life. 
      4. MM 
      2.3. Free, appropriate manifestation over music, using various forms of expression. 
      5. AVSP 
      1.1. Observation of the meaning of a simple visual message, expressed through 
drawing / painting / modeling / collage / film / animated cartoons, which reflects a familiar context; 
      1.2. Identification of the line, the point, the  color and the shape in familiar hypostases, in the surroundings ; 
     2.1. Observation of some simple characteristics of the materials encountered in the familial environment; 
     2.2. Expression of personal ideas and experiences, in simple applications, specific to the visual arts ;  
     2.3.  The making of applications / compositions / simple construction, based on direct interest. 
Operational objectives : 
At the end of the lesson pupils will be able to: 

a) Cognitive objectives :      
 O1 -  to identify the steps of the project shown on the model presented by the teacher; 
 O2 - to identify the materials to be used received on the desk; 
O 3  - to follow the steps in the making of the product; 
O 4  - to creatively combine materials to make an original product; 
O 5 - to appreciate the quality of the final product according to the specified criteria. 
b) Affective objectives :      
O 6 to analyze critically its own work and also the works of the colleagues, expressing his personal opinion; 
O 11 to show an positive  attitude towards the work ; 
O 12 to participate actively and efficiently in the task-solving activities. 
c) Psycho - motor objectives      
O 13 to direct their oculomotor activity to the center of interest proposed by the teacher; 
O 14 to handle working utensils; 
O 15 to adopt a correct position during the work, in the bank, in front of the class. 
Didactical strategies: 
o METHODS AND PROCEDURES: conversation, explanation, problematization, didactic play, 
exercise, observation, gallery tour, independent work; 
o MATERIAL RESOURCES: paper, scissors, glue, colored pencils, markers, individual 
sheets, jar, cones, computer; 
o FORMS OF ORGANIZATION: frontal, individual and in group; 
o EVALUATION FORMS AND TECHNIQUES: systematic observation, verbal 
assessments, activity product analysis, gallery tour; 
o TIME RESOURCES: 1 or the ( 35 minutes + 15 minutes additional activities ) 
o HUMAN RESOURCES : 16 pupils 
Bibliography : 
- School program for the preparatory class , Ministry of Education, Research, Youth and Sport, 
Bucharest, 2013 ; 
- Neagu, Mihaela, Mocanu, Mioara - Methodology of teaching mathematics in the primary cycle , 
Polirom Publishing House, Bucharest, 2007; 
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 OP. 
OB

. 

Conduct of activity Didactical Strategies Evaluati
on Teacher activity Student activity Methods Means Form 

of 
activi
ties 

1. 
Organizatoric 

moment 
1 min. 

 The optimal conditions are  created for  
the good performance of the  proposed activity
 : 
- ventilation of the classroom; 
- preparation of the necessary materials ;   
 

Students shall prepar
e the needed material
s: scissors, glue, pap

er,   jars, glitter . 

 Glue, 
scissors, 

glue, paper,     
jars, glitter 

 

Fronta
l 

 

3. Catching 
the attention  

2 min. 

 It is interpreted the song " Good day, 
snoflakes!"   It 
is initiated a discussion starting from this song 
, stating   according to the responses given 
they will enrich the 
Winter fairy on 
the blackboard with many   stars . 
The more snowflakes, the sooner Santa Clause 
will come! 
1. What day are we in? What month? 
  
  
Q. In what season are we? 
2 . What changes occur in    this season ? What
 weather phenomena do we encounter ?) 
What are the characteristics of the weather in 
winter season? 
3 . Presentation of riddles !  
  

Why do I like winter? 
Why don't I like winter? 

  
4. Find your way up to 
Santa complicated sleds! 
  
5. We count the stars around the fairy! 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Students will listen 
carefully, clarify the riddle 
and answer questions . 
  
I like winter 
... for that .... 

... I do not like 
winter for that ... 

  
maze 

 
 

Observation 
Conversation  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Explication 
 
Conversation 
 
Rationale 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fronta
l 

Systemat
ic 

observati
on 
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On the computer will be a picture of an 
already made Christmas Tree. 

 

 

Riddles 

4. The 
announcemen
t of the theme 

and the 
objectives 

1 min. 
 
 
 
 
 

 Today , with the help of 
the materials we have 

 we will be ready to make  
"The balloon of winter !" 

  
The operational objectives will be clearly stated and und

erstood by the students . 
 
 

Students listen 
 
 
 
 

Explanation 

 
 
 

Conversation 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fronta
l 

 

 
 

Updating the 
knowledge of 
the previously 

learned 
2 min 

 
 
 
 
 

O1 

I will ask the students questions 
regarding the work they have done so far at 

the hours of practical skills . 
  

What materials have you used so far during 
the hours of skills 

Practical? 
  

What works have you done ? 
 
 
 

Students will 
respond to the 

questions. 

 
 
 
 
 

Conversation 

  
 

Fronta
l 
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5. Directing 
the process of 

learning 
10 min. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I will ask students to observe the 
materials with which we work . 

  
PRESENTATION OF THE MODEL WORK 

  
  
  
  

I will present the model  work to 
the students, asking        them to listen 

carefully. 
  
  
  
  
  
What type of  materials is made 
of and how is assembled – The globe of 
winter. 
  
EXPLANATION AND DEMONSTRATION 
OF THE WORK MODULE 
  

  
I will explain and demonstrate the 
stages of work : 
1. We will decorate the tree . We stick stars, 
beads . 
2. We will paint the jar with 
our fingers, snowflakes. 
3 We close the jar and shake it . 
I Insist on methods of work   as well and the 
criteria based of which it will perform the 
evaluation work of students : 

 
Students study the 
materials received 

and pay attention to 
the details made. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 

Students observe the 
way 

 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
  
 

for making the globe 
   of snow 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Conversation 
Explanation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Observation  
 
 

 
 
 

Work model 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Watercolors, 
glues, 

snowflakes, 
sparkle 

 
 
 
 

Fronta
l 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

fronta
l 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Systemat
ic 

observati
on 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Independ
ent work 
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1.Respect the appropriate work steps the 
proposed 
work ( decoration, gluing,   assembly) 
2. Complete the task fully. 
3.The correctness of the execution 
4.The originality of the work  
  
Independent activity 
Students will be asked to complete 
the paper taking 
into account the explanations received . During 
the making of the works, the students who are 
having difficulties will be helped and 
encouraged to do better. 
For a pleasant ambience during the work will 
use a sound background: Carols (audition) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Obtaining 
performance 

20 min. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

O2 
O3 

 
C. EXECUTION 

  OF THE WORK BY THE STUDENTS 
  

The papers will be displayed in front of the 
class. 
It will be realized the tour of the 
gallery  sequentially by each group and  will 
be analyzed, critically, according to the 
following criteria: 
-the correctness of the execution 
- the aesthetic aspect 
- the degree of finality 
- order and discipline during work. 
 

 
 

 
 

Students carry out 
the work 

in accordance 
with the established  

 stages . 
  
  

Analyze the work . 
 

 
 

Conversation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fronta
l 
 

Curre
nt 

obser
vation 
Oral 

verific
ation 
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- Methodology of teaching the Romanian language, - Silvia Nuță, Aramiș Publishing House 2002; 

Insurance of 
the feedback 

3 min 
 

 
O2 

 
O3 

 
It will be set the criteria that must be met for a 
work to be a very good one: the right type of 

execution, the accuracy of the work, 
the degree of completion. 

 

 
 
 

 

Conversation   
 
 
 

Fronta
l 

 

 
Transdiscipli
nary activities 

5 min 

  
Student will be asked to sing  ,,Ho, ho, vine 

Craciunul” 

 
 
Student sing the son 

 
Singing 

  
Fronta

l 

 

 
 

Performance 
evaluation 

5 min 

 
 
 

 
 

O4 

  
I will organize a                 mini-exhibition of 
the works, which will be displayed in front of 

the class . 
 
 

 
Students self-

evaluate, appreciate 
the work of their 

colleagues and vote 
the best work. 

 
Conversation 

 
 
 

Gallery tour 

 
Works made 

by the student 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Indivi
dual 

 
fronta

l 

 
Observat

ion 
 

 
Systemat

ic 
Verbal 

appreciat
ion 

Self-
evaluatio

n 
 
Intensificatio
n of retention 
and insurance 

of transfer 
 

 
1 min 

 

  
 
Students will be asked to tell the opinion about 

the activity. 
 
 

Students will receive candy. 

 
 
Students will express 
their opinion about 
the activities carried 

out. 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Conversation 

 

 
 

 
Candy 

 
 
 

Fronta
l 
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Visual Arts/ Practical abilities 
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THE INTERCULTURAL DIMENSION IN TEACHING ENGLISH 
 

Teacher Petcu Lavinia 
‘Traian Vuia’ NCOs and WOs Military School , Boboc, Buzau 

 

I chose to write about the intercultural dimension because I consider it is a very important 
thing in nowadays context .My students who will become military will be sent in real missions 
abroad and establish contacts with military of different nationalities. They will have to accept their 
culture and lifestyle for a better communication and interaction. 

People talk to each other. It is a natural thing. But this is not merely an act of 
communication .They exchange information but at the same they look at each other and try to 
identify what social or educational group they belong to. Byram, Gribkova and Starkey explain that 
this thing influences each other’s attitude, the things they say, the way in which they express what 
to ask and their feelings toward the answer they will get to their questions. By doing this people 
become social identities and there will be a social interaction between them. (Byram, Gribkova, 
Starkey, 2002:9) Students are taught grammar rules and are told that they should acquire 
grammatical competence. But teachers ought to take care to teach them what is “appropriate 
language” as Byram, Gribkova and Starkey say, they should also get “communicative competence”. 
(Byram, Gribkova, Starkey, 2002:9) 

 They explain that when two people of different nationalities talk to each other in a foreign 
language they become aware of their national identities. Or if only one of them is a foreigner and 
he/she speaks a foreign language, the other will listen to his/her native language spoken by a 
foreigner, this thing having an influence on what he/she says as a representative of his/her country. 
But, we should not see that person as a representative of his/her country and culture. This would be 
considered as a stereotype. When teaching a foreign language, teachers usually tell their students to 
behave like being from that country. When we speak about the culture of a country we often think 
about art, poetry, literature, famous art people, but culture means more. Culture is a way of life. 
Teachers should put a great emphasis on the intercultural dimension. Their purpose is to develop” 
intercultural speakers or mediators” like Byram, Gribkova and Starkey call them. They will be 
complex individuals. The intercultural dimension refers to considering the person you are talking to 
as an individual with qualities that will be discovered.  
                                                                       1. 

Intercultural communication means respect to the other person you are talking to, 
considering him/her as your equal, respecting him/her for what he/she is. (Byram, Gribkova, 
Starkey, 2002:9) Using the intercultural dimension in language teaching is a very important matter. 
It helps the students to acquire experience in speaking or writing, to express themselves correctly, to 
get linguistic competence. It helps to understand the other persons that we are talking to, to perceive 
them as complex human beings, in other words to acquire intercultural competence. Byram, 
Gribkova and Starkey say that “social identities are related to cultures”. (Byram, Gribkova, Starkey, 
2002:10) He explains that a person born and raised in a country will get unconsciously that 
country’s customs, beliefs, education, and culture. A person that has a certain job, for example a 
teacher, a doctor or a military will get the behaviour, values of the people having the same job as 
them through the process of socialization. 

 So, the intercultural speaker in Byram, Gribkova and Starkey’s opinion needs some 
knowledge about what means to behave like a person of a certain nationality. He needs to 
understand people from their perspective and he needs to be understood by other intercultural 
speakers from his perspective. Teachers ought to explain their students that in order to understand 
better the intercultural human relationships they need to know their values, abilities, attitudes 
towards different things, accept people from other cultures as individual with distinct perspectives. 
This is part of their intercultural education. It helps them see that such interaction becomes an 
enriching experience for them. (Byram, Gribkova, Starkey, 2002:10) 
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In many classes I explained some of these things to my students. They are going to become 
military professionals , some of them are going to be sent on military missions abroad, meet 
military of different nationalities. Before going there they should get informed about that country’s 
customs, belief, values, religion and see things from that country’s perspective in order to get on 
well with their allies. Even when receiving foreign military guests to their unit they should use their 
intercultural skills, act like real intercultural speakers in order to facilitate intercultural 
communication. Intercultural competence means knowledge, attitudes, skills and values. Teachers 
emphasise the knowledge and the skills during language classes. Byram, Gribkova and Starkey’s 
opinion is that teachers do not have between their objectives to teach attitudes and values and that 
this could not be beneficial for the students. 
 When doing a study visit or an exchange of experience students might find the affective  
                                                                           2. 
aspect as the most important .“Learners experience some degree of culture shock”. (Byram,  
Gribkova, Starkey, 2002:19) So, teachers must prepare the students for these reactions by teaching 
them knowledge of the other country’s culture.  

The visit or exchange of experience is a good way to practice the language that the students 
learnt in classes, what intercultural skills they have acquired, what attitudes and why they value 
both their country’s culture and the culture of the other country.  Intercultural education means 
exchanging information and knowledge. But, we must always show empathy towards other people. 
We must accept them as they are and try to learn many good things from them. In this case, 
teachers’ explanations are essential because students learn how to speak and interact with people 
from other countries and with different cultures. 

In conclusion, we can say that culture and language are integrated.  It is essential for 
teachers to speak to their students about the intercultural skill. Intercultural education is very 
important for the students who will tolerate, respect, understand and maybe work with people from 
different countries with different cultures and try to communicate with them in a better way. It is the 
teacher’s responsibility to explain to his/her students that each of them will have something to learn 
from the other ones. 
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BIRD LOVERS 
 

Teacher primary education, Dascălu Silvia 
Gymnasium School No. 33, Galaţi  

 

The students of the 4th-C class from the Gymnasium School No. 33, Galati, Romania, the 
class I lead, have manifested in many occasions their love for the wings. 

Ever since the preparatory class, the little ones preferred songs, poems and didactic games 
with and about birds. Thus, I tried to prioritize my school and kindergarten activities taking into 
account this aspect.    At the preparatory class, for example, the little ones admired the Red Ducks 
from Neamţ County, the wild ducks and their chicks and watched various thematic videos about the 
birds. Moreover, I introduced this topic that the students were attracted to in the integrated planning 
of the subject for the first years of study. 

In the second class, the small students developed the thematic project „Danube, natural 
paradise”, after enjoying the beauty of the delta during a trip. The products of the activity 
highlighted the interest and love with which the little ones participated in this thematic project, thus 
giving me a positive feedbeak. The children received with great interest essential information about 
the birds from the guide who accompanied us on the walk on St. George's arm. Thus, they found out 
that Romania enjoys a rich variety of bird species, both due to the diversity of the relief forms, from 
the delta to the mountain ridges, as well as the favorable climatic conditions.  However, the Danube 
Delta is the location where we encounter the highest density of winged species. They have formed 
unique habitats here in Europe, and we have a duty to protect them, the delta thus becoming a 
natural reserve. 

In addition to the migratory birds that pass through the territory of our country for breeding, 
the sedentary ones that remain with us throughout their lives, we also enjoy the species of birds that 
populate us in autumn and spring to restore their strength and and continued the journey. 

Students are impressed to tears by the thematic texts in the reading lessons. They solve with 
pleasure, with interest and with very good results, individually and in teams with different specific 
thematic tasks.       

This year, for example, in the fourth grade the schoolchildren cared for the sedentary birds on 
the near horizon in winter. They made special feeders and fed them regularly. 

Moreover, many of them already had such birdhouses around their homes. 
Little schoolchildren have parrots and other species of birds as pets that they take great care of 

and write very beautifully in their compositions. 
The students had the opportunity to admire a variety of winged species and to enrich their 

knowledge about these and other animals through extracurricular activities such as visits to a school 
camp and a trip (Bacau Vivarium and Roman Park).  

The students also successfully participated in various thematic contests with sections such as 
dramatization, interpretation, general knowledge, rebus, painting, paper works and so on, where the 
children promoted their thematic knowledge, talent and passion 

 
                ,,From other countries, full sun, 
                 Where were you and strangers, 
                 Come on, dear birds, back- 
                 You are welcome!,, 
                                                         (Gerge Coşbuc, „Harbinger of spring”)   
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BREAKING OLD STORYTELLING 
STEREOTYPES – RESEARCH STUDY 

 
Profesor  Mihaela Nae ,  

Liceul Tehnologic “Constantin Brâncuși”, Pitești 
 

The consuming society has left its marks upon children’s way of thinking and behaving and has 
changed their lifestyle dramatically. Being a consumer is an indisputable part of modern life – for 
children, too. The market economy influences everything. Today, it is almost impossible to imagine 
a society without consumption or, for that matter, a society with falling consumption. Some 
naturally consume more than others, but everyone consumes. Economic conditions set their limits 
exactly as does our age. The oldest have a different consumer culture than the youngest. The oldest 
did not grow up as consumers, and so depend far less on consumption and the codes and symbols 
that are attached to consumption. However, when we look at youth, it is different. The younger 
people are, the more they are marked by consumerism, and the more normal it is to be a consumer 
and, for better or worse, navigate as one through life. 

The children are eager to recreate modern versions of well known fairy tales because they have 
three reasons to enjoy this activity: firstly, children are always fond of stories (it is in their nature); 
secondly, 21st century children are interested in television, computers, science fiction and 
everything that has to do with technology and thirdly they enjoy speaking English as long as they 
do it to communicate for fun, without having to worry about the mistakes they make or the marks 
they will have to get. Despite the fact that the word cliché has been used fairly freely lately I have 
come to the conclusion that in general clichés and stereotypes have both advantages and 
disadvantages as far as communication is concerned. Regarding their usage by our “cybernetic” 
children they represent meaningful and easily recognizable expressions of thinking, behaving 
patterns and values. Thus, children can differentiate themselves not only from each other, but also 
from their parents and grandparents. Even if this way of approaching things has its drawbacks, as 
well, we cannot deny its overall positive effect. Children are the first who want to change or 
“break” stereotypes and clichés as they immediately sense something boring and overused. They 
only keep the old ones which help them be introduced in the universe of fairy tales and their 
childhood, as well. 

In English story making, I have noticed the influence of surrounding/external world: high 
technology, latest fancy cars, luxurious villas, supermarkets, fast food restaurant, businesspeople, 
etc, irrespective of their ultimate goal. The students create original stories for various reasons: either 
to develop their oral/writing skills, enrich their vocabulary or learn particular English structures, 
useful to them in speaking it as fluently as possible. The characters have undergone major changes: 
Little Red Riding Hood is pink or orange like the world the little girls live in; she is in a serious 
competition with the so-called negative character. Moreover, the wolf gets the leading role and thus 
the plot alters according to changes he has to go through. However, he must be punished and 
consequently the stereotype is preserved. 

I have carried out a study to evaluate the 4th graders’ perception of them using new stereotypes 
in their modern versions of Little Red Riding Hood. The group consisted of 18 students from class 
4B who were very fond of English storytelling and in order to show how efficient stories are in 
teaching English I asked them to create modern versions of the well-known fairy story “Little Red 
Riding Hood”. I wanted to see how many of them used old formulas of “Once upon a time” and 
“They lived happily ever after”. I consider them clichés, although lacking the negative connotations 
this term implies. Paradoxically many clichés have turned out to be the starting point in learning 
English faster and helped them remember the stories better. I also tried to see what new stereotypes 
they have created and how much our consuming society has influenced them. 

The opening formula is kept in most of the children’s stories because it needs to lead us in a 
magic universe, in their childhood world, so different from ours. In this fantastic world their 
imagination plays an important role and fulfils all their wishes: the child can fly, talk to the animals; 
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therefore he is in charge of this world and can turn everything to stone or give life just by clapping 
his hand or by touching the magic wand. 

Comparatively, the closing formula is changed up to a certain point (the means of transport 
suffer a few modifications). For example the writer does not ride a horse anymore, but a genuine 
Harley Davidson, the cheerfulness of the old weddings which used to last for three days and three 
nights turned into a nice family picnic in the forest. Each and every original ending means returning 
to the real world, to their own understanding and perception of reality. 

Analysing the stories the students recreated I realised that what they tried to do was to create 
more credible stories in order to make older children fall asleep and consequently they have come 
up with up-to-date facts. For example they started with the title and used different names for Little 
Red Riding Hood to fit the modern world she lives in now. For example she is called Little Pink 
Riding Hood (like in Barbie dolls), Little Black Roller Skater (like in the latest crazes children use 
nowadays to have fun), Little Red Riding Hood in the Year 2200. 

She lives in a villa or in a luxurious flat or hotel and she travels in black BMW, planes, limos, 
motorbikes or jeeps. LRRH talks on a mobile phone to her mother who is a business woman and, 
together they organise parties. Sometimes LRRH meets grandma at the Mall or at MacDonald’s. In 
some modern versions the wolf is tricked by LRRH and he never gets to grandma’s house. 
Grandma can also trick the wolf because she looks younger as she uses face cream and goes to a 
beauty parlour. As a result the wolf falls in love with Grandma. In almost all the stories LRRH buys 
the things she needs for her grandmother from supermarkets or MacDonald’s, but sometimes she 
makes sure that the food has no cholesterol because grandma is very old. Little Red Riding Hood is 
not afraid of walking by herself in the deep dark forest. Moreover she considers them clichés. Not 
even LRRH believes in stereotypes and chooses to continue her way to Grandma. 

I think the wolf is a victim of those people who consider him an outlaw of the community he 
lives in. The fact that the wolf must be the bad character is a stereotype and the children wanted to 
change that. In their stories he is a very modern character. An argument in favour of the wolf 
modernity is the fact that even in the old story he has no problems in wearing Grandma’s clothes. 
However the bad character is not always the wolf; it can also be a fugitive or a robot and thus 
breaking the unfair stereotype according to which the wolf is always the bad character responsible 
for all the terrifying experiences the main character has to undergo. Therefore I can even say that 
the children’s stories demolish the old stereotypes and clichés. Everybody encounters or uses 
clichés every day. 

There are also patterns of behaviour that they have come I might call them “positive clichés” in 
stories as they do not lead us to an unfair or biased judgement of a situation or of a place. The 
stories children have created are even educational as they have a message to convey. The bad guys 
are always caught, for example the fugitive is caught by the police is not killed (as it happens in the 
original version). On the contrary he goes to jail to pay for the bad things he has done (and thus 
another stereotype is demolished). 

Using their perception, understanding and interpretation, children create new clichés: granny 
goes to beauty parlours and changes so much that the wolf can hardly recognise her; Little Red 
Riding Hood’s mother is a successful businesswoman who has no time to look after her daughter 
properly, the psychosis of nowadays diseases makes the wolf not eat up a sick old woman, LRRH is 
a naughty girl who travels by modern means of transport (roller-skates, limo, motorbike, plane), and 
the basket is full of goodies from MacDonald’s. 

Children learn from age 9-11 to save up, spend, and make consumer choices. The 9 year-olds’ 
vocabulary consists of product names. Children’s Christmas wishes mention specific brand names. 
A doll is no longer an anonymous doll, but a concept doll that is already equipped with name and 
identity. Are consumer children a natural part of the society of the future? Parents buy on their 
behalf as never before, and they have their own money at an early age. Children have become 
consumers, whether we like it or not. Not only are companies and “evil” market forces responsible; 
to a great degree, parents are, too. 
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Sometimes what we imagine to be a child’s fantasy world is influenced by stereotypes 
which come from cartoons and films. For instance when one thinks of LRRH, one may picture a 
girl wearing pink clothes, roller-skates and long blond hair. This is the description of a Barbie doll, 
the children see everywhere: on TV, supermarkets, in the park. In the original story LRRH is all 
dressed in red, but the child wanted to change the old stereotype and replaced it with a new one, 
because he/she borrowed it from the consuming society around him. The old stereotype has 
survived partly because children are still told fairy tales by their grandmothers or go to Disneyland, 
which has also been adjusted to answer the needs of today’s consuming society; it still preserves the 
magic of what is now out of fashion. The same thing happens in all domains of life: for example if 
one thinks of a typical English businessman, one may picture a man wearing a pinstriped suit and a 
bowler hat, and carrying an umbrella. In reality, one rarely sees men dressed like this in London 
today. The explanation is that Europeans are still watching TV series made in the 1960s in which 
the main character dresses like a typical City gentleman. Nowadays, because of American 
influence, most children in Europe prefer wearing jeans and T-shirts and eat in fast food restaurants. 
Perhaps future generations will think that Little Barbie Riding Hoods are the original fairy tale girls 
based on what they hear from their parents, but let us hope that our grandmothers or great 
grandmothers will still be around to tell them the real fairy tales. 

In conclusion, this study has started from the assumption that communication is an issue 
which has been widely spread lately, due to its efficiency in solving the problems that arise among 
speakers. I have understood the fact that the students really enjoy storytelling and I should make use 
of it as much as possible during my English classes. The method has surely proved to be a tool for 
my self-development since it allows me to analyse myself and my teaching. 
 

A VERY “AUSTEN” VALENTINE’S DAY! 
 

Prof. Dima Viorica 
Colegiul Tehnic VALERIU D. COTEA Focșani, Jud. Vrancea  

 
 

Although Valentine’s Day is celebrated on the 14th of February each year, people try to 
celebrate love and romantic relationships along literature and history every moment they have the 
opportunity. This is the day when people say they praise love, so what other proper situation to 
celebrate it than in an extracurricular activity organised by the English teacher at school? Each 
novel written by Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte and Elizabeth Gaskell has at least one important 
romantic relationship that deserves appreciation from behalf of the reader. This is the moment when 
high school students can prove their literary skills and have fun at the same time. The novels chosen 
for this activity are Pride and Prejudice, Emma, Sense and Sensibility written by Jane Austen, Jane 
Eyre written by Charlotte Bronte and North and South written by Elizabeth Gaskell.  

 
Novel(s): PRIDE AND PREJUDICE / EMMA / SENSE AND SENSIBILITY / 

JANE EYRE / NORTH AND SOUTH  

Objectives:  - to write about their favourite couples in the novels read  

- to speak about each of the couples in terms of evolution  

- to ask and answer questions about what made their couple special  

Timing: 45‘ 

Interaction:  T-Ss / GW 

Task:   The activity took place on the 14th of February at an extracurricular 
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activity that is part of the educational project named Young Reader’s 

World. The students were previously asked to prepare their assignment 

(with the teacher’s support) and present their material during this activity.  

 

Teacher helps students group themselves (each group has 3 students) in 

order to get ready for the activity.  Every member in the group has a 

designated role (Member 1 is the Story Mapper, Member 2 is the 

Investigator, Member 3 is the Big Picture Connector). Every group is 

assigned a couple in the books they read at the Book Club. The Teacher 

helps them find the most adequate couple according to their likes and 

dislikes considering characters. They are encouraged to make a small 

PowerPoint Presentation showing the others the most important steps the 

couples took towards being together. Each Power Point Presentation will 

contain pictures of the characters that were brought to life by means of 

cinematography.  

 

Students also have some important stages to follow in making the 

PowerPoint Presentation. Each slide contains a certain type of information: 

1. How they met  

2. What were their first feelings towards each other when they first 

met? 

3. What brought them together?  

4. Hard times in building a solid 19th century relationship 

5. Solving their problems before forming a couple 

6. What made you choose them?   

 

Group 1  

The couple: Elizabeth Bennet – Fitzwilliam Darcy 

 

Group 2 

The couple: Emma Woodhouse and Mr. Knightley  

 

Group 3 

The couple: Elinor Dashwood and Edward Ferrars  
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Group 4 

The couple: Jane Eyre and Edward Rochester  

 

Group 5 

The couple: Margaret Hale and John Thornton  

 

After each group presents their couple, they will also answer the questions 

the audience might have. It is important to understand that this holiday is 

celebrating love for one another, but also love for reading, books and 

literacy. The students representing the audience are not part of the Book 

Club, but they might be more interested in the idea of extracurricular 

reading after listening to their colleagues. Each student has the opportunity 

to display thoughts and lines on love and the idea of loving all around us 

after the activity is over. The display has the important role of showing the 

other classes (9th graders and 10th graders) that is English is fun to learn. 

The exhibit contain postcards, heart shaped letters and important love 

messages gathered along time.   

 

The festive atmosphere and the joy of the young learners make it all more 

interesting. They will be encouraged to find reading (outside the 

curriculum) a worthwhile experience.  
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OVERSEAS ACTIVITIES - FUNDAMENTAL ROLE IN THE 
INSTRUCTIVE-EDUCATIONAL PROCESS 

 
Author - Prof. Santavan Simona-Mihaela 

Gymnasium School No.1 Aghireş, Salaj County 
 

 Activities organized by schools, foundations, local communities should be oriented 
towards promoting the school. People will understand that the student-centered contemporary 
school has a well-defined role in the development of the huge intellectual potential, represented by 
intelligence and creativity, which, highlighted, will ensure uninterrupted social-human progress. 
The educational approaches, aimed at developing the personality of the students, require their 
active, conscious and responsible participation in their own training. The differentiation and 
individualization of the educational approach must become a goal and a means at the same time. 
The development of the personality of the students is conditioned by the use of appropriate 
methods, which allow the individualization of the education, so that each student develops to the 
maximum the creative abilities and aptitudes through the learning process. Research shows that 
active learning is what leads to the authentic psychic development of the student, respectively to 
effective learning, and non-formal education supports this endeavor. 
   The extracurricular activities respect the principle of equal opportunities, giving each 
student the possibility to get involved, regardless of their school results. This develops the feeling of 
self-confidence, in one's own strengths, which will later have a great influence on school success. 
One of the main aims of non-formal education is to increase the adaptability of children to social 
life, respectively the development of personal and social autonomy. The educational purposes of 
extracurricular activities involve intellectual, aesthetic, religious, moral-civic, patriotic, physical 
education. Intellectual education plays a central role in the integral formation of the student's 
personality. By their playful nature,  extradidactic activities shape and shape students' intelligence. 
They also develop the scientific curiosity, the interests of knowledge, the spirit of observation, the 
creativity and last but not least the critical thinking of the students. 
                The task of the teachers is to arouse the interest of the students for participating in 
competitions of literary creation, computer science, physics, chemistry, mathematics, scientific-
technical, symposia and sessions of scientific communications, national logic games competitions, 
chess competitions, etc. By participating in competitions of European culture and civilization, 
foreign language competitions, national theater festivals in the languages of international 
circulation, interdisciplinary projects, Valentine's Day celebrations and carnivals, Halloween, 
Christmas, Easter, contests and artistic moments dedicated to the Francophone Week, Francofa 
Week In Foreign Languages or Europe Day students become familiar with the language, culture, 
traditions and customs of other peoples, thus creating bridges between civilizations. They learn to 
be tolerant and open to other cultures and to respect their cultural values. 
 
 Due to their interdisciplinary nature, extracurricular activities are an opportunity for 
students to broaden their knowledge of general culture, facilitating the formation of professional 
culture and leading to the development of cross-disciplinary skills. Religious education, an 
extremely important component of human personality, is another goal of non-formal education. 
                  By celebrating the most important holidays in the Christian calendar, students acquire 
their religious culture and form in the spirit of Christian morality. They are thus helped and form 
positive character traits (honesty, sincerity, humanity, self-giving, respect, brotherhood, human 
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solidarity). Activities such as visiting religious hearings for holidays, transposing religious and 
moral maxims into deeds, participating in glass iconography contests are particularly important in 
achieving religious education. These activities create a close connection between the students and 
the community. The traditions related to the holidays are known by the students, egg „Caroling”„ 
Sprinkling of Easter ”. 
 In our area of sprinkling ritual has been preserved in our days. This ritual is specific to the 
area in the communities of the Reformed and Catholic religion. By learning to sprinkle poems he 
develops both the language and the active vocabulary. The extracurricular activities contribute 
significantly to the achievement of the aesthetic education of the students, a component of the 
integral and harmonious education. They are activities of cultivating the desire for beauty, initiating 
the students in noticing the beautiful in all its aspects, in understanding the message of a work of 
art, etc. Visits to art galleries and painting or sculpture exhibitions, artistic circles organized by the 
Children's Club or art and plastic or photographic creativity contests, sculpture or toy making 
competitions in creative workshops, national festivals of light music and folklore , the cultural-
artistic activities carried out within the school, the decoration of the classroom according to the 
event and the season, hiking and nature trips are examples of activities that provide the framework 
for the exercise and cultivation of different inclinations, aptitudes, capacities. 
 Another important dimension of the student's personality is the moral-civic education. The 
extra-curricular activities stimulate the involvement of young people in promoting ethical values 
and principles: justice, tolerance, peace, active citizenship, respect for human rights, friendship, 
love and respect for parents, spirit of sacrifice. 
 By participating in extracurricular activities, students are taught to respect freedom of 
opinion and pluralism, to respect each other, to take responsibility for their own deeds, to have a 
participatory attitude. A good example for achieving these goals is the activities of the Student 
Council, civic actions in the community (visits, trips, exchanges between schools, support actions 
for disadvantaged people, voluntary activities), leisure activities in the group (clubs, associations). ), 
Europe Day celebrations and competitions, birthdays meetings, during which celebrations receive 
gifts and enjoy the attention of other children. 
    The relationship with the parents, the citizens of the village, the community of which they 
are part favors the motivating atmosphere that leads to the formation of the modern, flexible man 
who adapts to the situation and manages in the jungle which is called: Life. 
  Motivational programs, presenting positive examples can change people's mentality 
towards school. Only a child will attend school if he / she wants to attend school. 
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Photo album 
Photos from extracurricular activities 
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USING FILMS IN DEVELOPING SKILLS AND AUTONOMY IN THE EFL 
CLASSROOM 

 
Prof. Milea Iuliana,  

Col. Econ. Admin.-Sc. Gen. O.Cazimir, Iasi 
 
Films, as the new medium of the 21st century, have been shown to have positive effects on 

developing the skills and increasing the autonomy of the foreign language learners. The power of 
image and video has been recognized by different ELT authors and experts who perfectly referred 
to it as the “entry ticket to the English speaking world”. Films could be used to make the language 
lessons more informative, imaginative, motivational and entertaining, thus avoiding the boredom of 
language instruction for a certain period of time. Films turn learning activities into enjoyable 
experiences. Students are offered self-directed and self-assessed independent learning opportunities. 
Video selection criteria take into account students’ needs and interests. In the 21st century, it is 
technology through English and English through technology that redefine learning and literacy; that 
is why the school curriculum and language teachers ought to recognize them as a valuable and 
powerful learning tool to be incorporated into school lessons. 

From a pedagogical point of view, a film selected for classroom use becomes the starting 
point for a series of activities organized in the form of tasks, which are activities designed for 
learners to use the target language for communicative purposes. For proper use, films can be broken 
into sections and sequences. Film-based activities will follow a three-phase framework, namely, 
pre-viewing, while-viewing and post-viewing. Film exploitation comes with the advantage of 
variety that will help teachers avoid too much repetition of either an activity or a learning objective. 
EFL educators need to bear in mind some general guidelines when choosing a video for classroom 
use: topic and relevance of the film, students’ age and language level, syllabus fit, type of films, 
task potential. 

 Regarding students’ skills, the use of films to develop listening and speaking should be 
encouraged for different reasons: when learners first view the film and listen to what is happening, 
they adopt an attitude towards it and hence their first perception is essential in developing their 
skills. The visual stimuli of the film provide support for the construction of mental representations 
and interpretations necessary while listening. Since we need time to decode and interpret 
information, the visual support provided by a film means that learners will spend less time on 
decoding and more time on elaborating a message, thus on speaking. The use of films to develop 
listening should be encouraged in EFL for several reasons: 

� students are exposed to real language, authentic speech and settings; 
� listening is reinforced by visual support; 
� listening comprehension is improved by listening to real exchanges and seeing the context; 
� motivation is positively affected and later helps learners recall chunks of language. 
 Relevant to this analysis is also the importance of conversational strategies, which can also 

be taught in the classroom using films or videos, to achieve the communicative goal such as 
message adjustment or avoidance, paraphrase, approximation, appeal for help, asking for repetition, 
asking for clarification, interpretive summary, checking (for comprehension and confirmation) and 
use of fillers/hesitation devices.  

In developing reading, visualizing the text has been a proven way to stimulate students’ 
interest in reading and improve reading comprehension. The film represents a context within which 
students can make predictions and inferences or understand new vocabulary; the written words have 
been replaced by images which make it easier to understand. The use of films to improve reading 
should be encouraged in EFL for several reasons: 

� films encourage unmotivated readers; 
� using films can develop extended thinking strategies; 
� comprehension is enabled through images; 
� learners recognize words and process information rapidly; 
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� a link between image, sound and word is created; 
� learners react to images and are aware of their responses and interpretations; 
� learners are encouraged to guess meaning from context; 
� images reduce ambiguities in speaker voices;  
� by watching movies, students can access, view and repeat texts in context 
� films can boost their motivation to read the book after  watching the film; 
� films and book versions can be exploited at the same time and can be integrated in the 

classroom based on the relationship between the two forms of the same story. 
Within the framework of multimodality and new literacies, films are suitable for improving 

reading skills in learners. When reading a text, students get bored and rapidly lose interest in it as 
they do not visualize and cannot connect with the story or the message between the lines. Movies 
give students the chance to connect their understanding of a message with the images and adapt 
their thoughts to the text at sight. The main advantage of using films in the class is enabling the 
reader to visualize the events, characters, setting, story and words in the context.  

Films can also be used to practice writing under a variety of writing tasks and activities. 
Several reasons prompt us to use the audio-visual input of a film in the EFL classroom, as follows: 

� the storytelling element of films could be applied to improving students' narrative 
writing;  

� the variety of situations, accents, topics can be transferred and reproduced easily in 
writing;  

� some students may be encouraged to write about their feelings, opinions and comments; 
� the visual text helps articulate the content of a print text, such as an essay (Kasper, 2002). 

The visual language can ‘speak’ to students more effectively.  
� the components of writing have a cinematic counterpart: films are cohesive, composed of 

sentences and paragraphs in the form of scenes and shots and follow the structure of an essay, i.e. 
introduction, plot or main body and end or final paragraph; 

� film imagery improves comprehension and critical thinking skills that are necessary for 
writing; 

� movies enables students to visually process casual and comparative relationships between 
events and issues and encourages them to take their own point of view. 

Taking into account the new tendencies in foreign language pedagogy, an investigation into 
the usefulness of video-based materials in general and films in particular, as a way of increasing 
learners’ levels of motivation and autonomy in the English language, seems necessary. Film use in 
EFL teaching through specific task activities has been proved to enhance students’ autonomy by 
developing their visual and linguistic literacy. Our aim as teachers is to help learners increase their 
intrinsic and extrinsic motivation to practice English in various contexts, not only inside the 
classroom, through films. In this sense, films become an obvious and practical tool which has the 
benefit of being attractive to a wide range of students, almost regardless of age, skills or interests. 
Multimodality is a requirement of the environment in which ours students learn to read, write, listen 
and speak in a foreign language, hence the need to use films as modern teaching aids in foreign 
language teaching. 
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9. City: Roznov County: Neamț 
10.  
11.  "Let's not educate our children for today's world. This world will no longer exist when 

they grow up and nothing allows us to know what their world will look like. Then let's teach them 
how to adapt. " 

12. (Maria Montessori - “The discovery of the child”) 
13.  
14.  Lately, it is becoming increasingly obvious that extracurricular education, that is to say, 

beyond the educational process, has its role and well-established place in the formation of 
preschoolers. In the contemporary school, an effective education depends on the degree in which 
the child prepares for participation in self-development. It also depends on the extent to which it 
succeeds in laying the foundations of children's personality formation. In this context, education has 
the mission to train children physically and socio-emotionally, for social integration as easy as 
possible. The complexity of the educational process requires the combination of curricular and 
extracurricular activities, and in this case, the educational partnership becomes a necessity. In my 
opinion, extracurricular activities are particularly important because they contribute to the thinking 
and completion of the learning process. Also, through them can develop and explore certain 
inclinations and aptitudes of children. With an attractive character, the children participate in a 
relaxing atmosphere, with encouragement and dedication, to such activities, combining the useful 
with the pleasant. 

15.  A strength of extracurricular activities is that it trains children in the most varied and rich 
activities, with a different structure, different from the traditional teaching-learning method. An 
activity carried out in an extracurricular environment also allows the development of special skills 
and facilitates integration in the school environment. We must keep in mind that, no matter what 
method is adopted in traditional education, regardless, if it has a positive purpose and a primary 
goal achieved, it will never exhaust the sphere of formative influences exercised on the child. 

16.  As a head teacher I organized the planning of extracurricular activities taking into 
account several factors: the period of development, the season, the school time, as well as the 
schedule of the students' shuttle and not least of the financial resources. 

17.  When time does not allow us to travel to certain places for recreation, we have set up 
activities that take place in the classroom, where students can enrich their knowledge through 
games, Power Point presentations, watching educational movies, plays, etc. . 

18.  Children need to be guided first and foremost by independent thinking, tolerance for new 
ideas, the ability to discover new problems and find ways to solve them, and the ability to 
constructively criticize. First of all, however, it is important for the educator himself to be creative, 
because only then can he bring to the attention of his students types of extracurricular activities that 
arouse their interest, curiosity, imagination and desire to participate unconditionally in their 
development. 

19.  What we need to 
keep in mind is that 
always the 
instructional - 
educational goals are 
to be received, but at 
the same time we 
manage to present in a 
balanced way the 
recreational and 
relaxing moments. It is 
very important to give 
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a relaxing note to all games and activities. 
20.  
21. Examples of extracurricular activities 
22.  
23.  1. "Your health is in the cleanliness of your hands." 
24.  The activity organized on this occasion provides the framework for informing and raising 

awareness of the population on how to wash our hands properly.  
25.   Students watched a Power Point presentation with information about hand washing 

presented by medical professionals. 
26.   Students were interested in finding out information about how important it is to wash our 

hands. 
27.  2. “September 

29 - National 
Heart Day”. 

28.  The "heart" 
does not simply 
mean only the 
organ that is 
called so, but it 
means above all 
the interior of 
man; even the 
mind of man 
belongs to the 
heart of man. The 
heart is the feeling, the heart is the will of man, the heart is the mind of man. The heart is 
these three in one place, all in unparalleled union. 

29.  The activity organized on this occasion provides the framework for informing and 
sensitizing students about what the heart means for us, life, health, future. 

30.  The students watched a Power Point presentation with information on the importance of 
the heart, its composition, diseases, causes and effects.  

31.  The game "Paper was scraped" where the students could learn that the wounds produced 
by hateful words, insults, offenses that leave deep wounds in the heart, which will never 
disappear. 

32.  They also watched a video in Power Point entitled "The Perfect Heart", where they could 
learn that giving is the most beautiful and sincere thing. 

33.   The students were interested in the information they had, expressing their interest in 
resuming the activity on another occasion. 

34. 3. "OCTOBER World Smile Day" 
35.  The students attended a series of Power Point presentations: "A gift smile", "Baby smile", 

"Your smile", "Smile", they said jokes and listened to the song "A smile, a flower, a 
sunbeam" 

36.  Is the smile creepy?  
37.  We can say this because a smile is not offered too often. Few people offer a warm smile as 

a sign of friendship, gratitude or simply wanting to make someone's life more rosy. Then, 
from the other corner, the answer is not long in coming! 
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38.   From obligation or 
politeness, to the 
smile always 
responds with a smile. 
Smile is the simplest 
way of 
communication 
without the need to 
use words, it is the 
path that leads us to 
inner peace and 
contentment.  

39.  Smiling is not 
difficult. Smile is one 
of the ingredients we received when we were created. The lesson of the smile is not difficult, 
but many do not want to know it. Many believe that if they display a serious mask, without 
drawing any form of feeling on their face, they are more notorious. 

40.  We smile because we are sad and we do not want this to be seen, we bring the smile on 
our lips so as not to bring tears to our cheeks; sometimes we cancel a smile from the desire 
to look superior, other times we want to bring joy to the soul through this simple gesture 
called smile. 

41.  We smile because, most of the time, it is our defense against evil. 
42.  Smiling drives away sadness and opens the door to enthusiasm, tranquility and the desire 

to be better. 
43.  Smiling is what contributes to family happiness, success in business and can be a form of 

gratitude to a dear friend. 
44.  The smile calms and creates a state of security. It does not cost anything to give him, but, 

when sent at the right time, he can save disembodied souls, lost in the darkness of sadness. 
45.  In conclusion, the teacher can do much to educate the creative spirit in extracurricular 

activities. 
46.  But, one sees the need to change the way of thinking quite a lot, to avoid criticism in such 

activities, to encourage students and to make a positive feedback. 
47.  
48. Bibliography: 
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INTERACTIVE METHODS OF TEACHING ENGLISH 
 

Crețu Crina Georgeta,  
Colegiul Tehnic Rădăuți, Rădăuți, jud. Suceava 

 

The issue of social interaction in supporting learning in institutions of education nowadays has 
become a matter of great interest for educational researchers. There are research studies that 
explored the way in which knowledge is socially constructed through classroom discourse, 
investigated the way teachers use discourse strategies to entail classroom interaction and foster 
students learning, analysed students’ social interactions during collaborative learning activities or 
investigated the discourses of students’ home and community lives and the impact of differences in 
these on their learning across the curriculum. The benefits of such theories are that they rouse the 
educators’ interest in developing their classrooms into interactive communities, social interaction 
being seen as a valuable tool in many contemporary classrooms. The traditional classroom should 
turn into a learning community that invites all the participants to interact and provide effective 
contributions and perspectives.  

In this communicative environment the teacher facilitates the communicative process among all 
the learners and between the students and the various tasks, giving guidance and advice when 
necessary. He is not the central authority in the classroom, but a participant within the learning-
teaching group. Yet, the teacher should not become a passive observer; his duty is to monitor the 
students’ performance through guidance, identifying their distinctive qualities and helping the 
students develop them. In contemporary English teaching, the teacher also plays the role of a 
communicative activator. He has to provide the resources and also be a resource himself. At the 
same time he performs as a guide and manager of activities. Moreover, the teacher should be a 
researcher and learner, providing the students the appropriate knowledge and abilities. 

Another important issue is the fact that the students do not know how to interact with each other 
instinctively. That is why the way the students interact with each other should not be ignored or 
neglected by the teachers. From this perspective, researchers created some strategies in order to help 
the teachers arrange appropriate interactions between students and materials. One of these strategies 
is the questioning technique. Thus, for our purposes, it is better to use questions that require the 
learner to provide information, give an opinion, explain or clarify, questions that focus on content 
rather than language and require follow-up questions, the teacher not necessarily knowing the 
answers (What do you think about….?; Have you ever…when/where…?; If you had…what?...; 
What kind of…?; How do you?..). In comparison with referential questions, divergent questions 
elicit learners’ prior knowledge and check comprehension, focusing on the form or meaning of 
language structures; in this case the teacher already knows the answer (What does…mean?; When 
do we use…?; What comes after…?; What’s the opposite of…?; Where is the stress in…?). 

Another strategy that can promote interaction is cooperative learning which is opposed to 
individualistic and competitive learning. Cooperative learning requires learners to work in groups to 
achieve a common goal (Chafe, 1998). Working together increases the opportunities for students’ 
interaction with meaningful input and output in a supportive environment. 

Cooperative learning is expected to be more productive than competitive and individualistic 
learning, but there are still some conditions to be respected. The first one is called by researchers 
positive interdependence: each group member’s efforts are required and indispensable for group 
success. Face-to-face interaction involves orally explaining how to solve problems, teaching one’s 
knowledge to other, checking for understanding, discussing concepts being learned and connecting 
present with past learning. Individual and group accountability refers to the intention of keeping the 
size of the group small, as the smaller the size of the group, the greater the individual accountability 
may be. Interpersonal and small-group skills element relies on teaching social skills: leadership, 
decision-making, trust-building, communication, conflict- management skills. Group processing 
focuses on group members who are supposed to discuss how well they are achieving their goals, 
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maintaining effective working relationships, on describing what member actions are helpful and not 
helpful and also on making decisions about what behaviours to continue or to change. 

The leading researchers of cooperative learning include Robert Slavin, Roger and David 
Johnson and Spencer Kagan. While Johnson & Johnson focus on developing a specific structure 
that can be incorporated within a variety of curriculums with an emphasis on integrated social skills 
with academic tasks, Kagan’s work focuses on the use of many different structures to help facilitate 
active learning, team building and group skills. Thus Kagan1 develops some cooperative structures 
that can be used as effective classroom activities in order to help the students develop skills and 
discourse competence:  

� Three-Step Interview- In this activity each member of a team chooses another member to be 
a partner. In the first stage the students interview their partners by asking clarifying 
questions. In the second stage partners reverse the roles. In the final one, the members share 
their partners’ response with the team. 

� Round Robin Brainstorming- The class is divided into small groups of four or six students 
with one person appointed as the recorder. A question is posed with many answers and 
students are given time to think about answers. After the time for thinking passed, the 
members of the team share responses with one another round robin style (every student has 
a turn at answering the question). The recorder writes down the answers of the group 
members. The person next to the recorder starts and each person in the group, in order, gives 
an answer until time is called. 

� Jigsaw- Students are organised into groups with equal numbers of participants. Each group 
member is assigned some material to learn and then to teach it to his group members. The 
members of the group decide together what is important to learn and how to teach it. After 
each group has learned their portion of the material, the groups are reconfigured so that each 
new group has participation from each of the previous groups. Then each member teaches 
the others his or her version of the material until everyone has taught their material and all 
the content has been covered. 

� Think, Pair, Share- This cooperative learning activity involves a three step cooperative 
structure, more exactly three components: 
1. The teacher gives each student a task/question that requires them to think silently.  
2. Each student is asked to pair up with another student to compare, contrast or confirm the 

product created during the thinking phase. They are encouraged to speak and cooperate 
with their partners. 

3. The pairs share their responses with other pairs, other teams, or the entire group. 
� Three-Minute Review – Teachers stop any time during a lecture or discussion and give 

teams three minutes to review what has been said, ask, clarifying questions or answering 
questions. 

� Numbered Heads Together- The class is organized in teams of four. Each member is given 
numbers of 1, 2, 3, 4. All the groups are prompted to answer a question. The members of 
the group work together to answer the question, improving speaking and writing skills. 
After the “work time”, the teacher calls out a number ( for example one) and each “one” in 
every group is asked to give the answer. 

� Team Pair Solo- The students work on some tasks first as a team, then with a partner (pair 
work) and finally on their own. This strategy is based on a simple notion of mediated 
learning, designed to motivate students to succeed in dealing with tasks which initially are 
beyond their ability. By working first on problems as a team and then with a partner, they 
can finally manage to solve a problem/task alone, without any help. 

  All the strategies presented involve all the students in the class in an active way, as they are 
prompted to learn things by solving different tasks cooperatively. While working in teams or with a 

                                                 
1 Kagan, Spencer. Cooperative Learning. San Clemente, CA. Kagan Publishing, 1994, 
www.KaganOnline.com 
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partner, the students do not only acquire information, but they also practise and improve both 
receptive and productive skills that contribute to the development of the communicative and 
discourse competence. Moreover, nowadays the educational process focuses on Communicative 
Language Teaching that encourages communicative activities based on tasks and interaction and 
less on studying rules, memorizing or practicing drills or other traditional techniques used to 
acquire information.   
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Annotation. Preschool childhood is a time of many discoveries that a child makes, having great 
potential for development through exploration of the world around him. STEAM-education (S-
science / science, T-technology / technology, E-engineering / engineering, A-art / creativity and M-
mathematics / mathematics) is an integrated learning environment for conducting observations, 
experiments, translating creative ideas with children implementation of various projects. 
The aim of the work of the Educational and Development Center of Elena Ushakova in the direction 
of STEAM education is to create conditions for such activities as designing, modeling, designing, 
creating game engineering and creative installations and searching for their non-standard use. The 
article includes a description of the main results of the projects, their importance for the child, as 
well as conclusions based on practical work. 
 
Key words: integrated training, STEAM education, engineering and creative installations, STEAM 
projects. 
 
Formulation of the problem. Today, there is an increasing need to find other ways to conduct 
classes with preschool children, so the story of work experience in the direction of STEAM 
education is relevant. The formulation of problem problems and their solution in the process of 
integrated learning is of great importance for the future of children, for the development of science, 
various technologies - children's creative discoveries attract attention with their courage, freedom, 
and interpretation possibilities. Engineering and mathematical art projects in preschool childhood 
should be long-term, thematically interconnected, their goals are fixed by the results, on the basis of 
which new tasks can be set, thus ensuring the dynamics and cyclical development of the child. The 
main thing on the part of the teacher is to ensure the freedom of children's creativity, not to rush 
little inventors, to have time and desire to observe, learn and participate actively in the process. 
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Analysis of relevant research. A modern teacher should be fluent in the basics of preschool 
pedagogy and psychology, purposefully strive in his activities for the expected development results 
of a 7-year-old child to ensure his comprehensive readiness for the moment of transition to school. 
Knowledge of the theory is the foundation for further independent development of a practicing 
teacher, including in the field of STEAM education. Today there is no doubt - a child of preschool 
age, who will study the world around him and himself in this world, has changed. 
When getting acquainted with the educational programs of preschoolers from different countries, 
and first of all, Russia, it is important to note that this change is due to the fact that “life, the subject 
and social world, adult expectations, educational models in the family and kindergarten have 
fundamentally changed”. The experts came to a common opinion, which is also confirmed by the 
Estonian teacher Ene Kulderknup: “the child explores, observes, experiments, obtaining 
information about various processes and phenomena through his experience gained in the process of 
active creative activity.” The active activity of a preschooler means, first of all, the game, and it is 
very significant to compare the children's game with the life laboratory of childhood, which, in the 
opinion of S.T. Shatsky, gives that fragrance, that atmosphere of young life, without which this time 
would have been useless for humanity ". For a little researcher, any discovery is important if he 
made it on his own, without getting ready knowledge about what and how should happen. Today, 
everyone involved in the education of preschool children needs to remember that “the researcher is 
formed not in the third ten years of his own life, but much earlier than the time when his parents 
bring him to kindergarten.” Joseph Krazhik and Ibrahim Dalen believe that to comprehend science, 
technology, engineering and mathematics creatively - these are the sections located at the center of 
STEAM education, the child needs to create experiments through creating problematic situations, 
non-standard conditions, and then apply his personal experience as an adult obtained in childhood 
and adolescence, on the path to finding new discoveries. 
 
The purpose of the article. The purpose of this article is to familiarize the pedagogical community 
with the practical experience of using possible options for working with preschoolers, to some 
extent related to the key concepts of STEAM education. The author of the article sets forth the 
results of the projects carried out, their significance for the child, as well as conclusions on them, 
relying solely on the experience of personal practice in the field of additional education for children 
from 3 to 7 years old at the Elena Ushakova Training and Development Center. 
 
Statement of the main material. When organizing the learning environment for creative research 
of children, the author suggests taking into account the following conclusions: 
 
1. The teacher should have time and desire to work with children in the direction of STEAM 
education. The teacher should have the ability to depart from traditions, not be afraid of activities 
aimed at the process, and not at the result. The teacher should have high motivation, responsibility, 
strive for self-development in the field of STEAM-education, independently expand their 
knowledge, not need guidance and control; 
 
2. It is necessary to take into account children's personality - in STEAM education it is difficult to 
put the process of creative and engineering discoveries of children “on the stream” of planned 
frontal classes. All children are different, not every child has a steady interest in laboratory research, 
experiments, design, modeling, etc. It is creativity that helps in preschool age to approach the study 
of various topics and combine them in the process of various studies, making it interesting for 
almost every child; 
 
3. It is important for the teacher to remember: planning STEAM projects and their implementation 
in the form conceived by the teacher will result in a regular, traditional lesson, and not free 
research: most often STEAM projects are born spontaneously, in the center of origin - a child’s 
idea; 
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4. far from always the STEAM project will end with a concrete result, the absence of a result is also 
a result and we will call it the result; 
 
5. The rule of the “glass dome” (“glass dome” - definition of the author of the article) for the 
teacher - an adult does not give any clues to children, does not show an example with a finished 
sample, only a start is given for activities in certain conditions; 
 
6. The stages of the STEAM project can change, you can start with the final conclusions to come to 
the starting point of the study. Opening is not always movement “from scratch”; we learn to move 
in the opposite direction, to the initial components of the result; 
 
7. STEAM projects develop not only horizontally: beginning – action – completion, but also 
vertically: at each stage of the action, you can step aside and continue in the other direction: retreat 
can lead the child to the most unpredictable intermediate result; 
 
8. if we are talking about creativity and children's independence, we remember that the adult 
concept of creativity is not identical to the child’s, even a dot for a child can mean the whole world 
- do not try to turn this dot into a comma; 
 
9. The implementation of STEAM projects is hindered by specificity and formalism; 
 
10. The less ready-made toys and manuals are offered to the child for research, the more effective 
the project goes. Let the child use the most unexpected objects and look for them himself in the 
surrounding space; 
 
11. It is impossible to impose on children the rules of the adult world: “laboratory for research”, 
“workshop of a little physicist”, etc. - this is a limited place, thought up by adults, our task is to 
provide the child with free space without a formal designation; 
 
12. A teacher’s desire or duty to present STEAM projects to parents and colleagues may result in a 
change of bright, lively, boredom emotions and excitement from creating the so-called “beauty” - 
do not require reports from children or teachers in the form of exhibitions, presentations, open 
classes: the project itself is an exhibition; those interested can familiarize themselves with photo and 
video materials; 
 
13. The playing space in the institutions where the child is being trained is not cluttered with 
“experimentation corners”, “research zones”, etc. Discoveries occur most often in a half-empty 
room, which is filled with installations that reflect the progress of the children's creative and 
engineering process; 
 
14. equipment for STEAM projects: ropes of different lengths, pieces of different fabrics, bags of 
different sizes, cellophane, buckets of water, paint cans, soap solutions, plastic tubes, transparent 
plastic, bottles, polystyrene, building nets, broken toys, air balls, glue, adhesives, sticks, bumps, 
sand, pebbles, glass, soil, seeds - this is not an exhaustive list for the STEAM project, and an 
ordinary cardboard box is the best “brick” in creating cities, furniture, transport, etc. ; 
 
15. When conducting STEAM projects, it is not necessary to select specific benefits for the 
activities of children - this limits imagination and inhibits the variability of actions; 
 
16. The main benefits of participating in STEAM projects are the formation of diverse interests in 
the child, interest in mathematics, engineering, chemistry, physics, and the desire to continue to 
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participate in various experiments. STEAM-projects are freedom, joy, emancipation, and, 
consequently, development and movement forward. 
 
Conclusions. Studying various materials and publications devoted to STEAM education of 
preschool children, also relying on personal practice, the author of the article draws the following 
conclusion: it is necessary to constantly and carefully study the diverse experience of teachers from 
different countries in this direction for the purpose of further use in educational institutions 
interested in new approaches to teaching and developing preschoolers. 
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A MODEL OF  GOOD PRACTICE  
 

THE  INSTITUTION INVOLVED:  „ RADU CEL MARE”  SECONDARY SCHOOL 
FROM TARGOVISTE 

TEACHER: GRIGORE GEORGETA 
Fifth grade students  
GOOD PRACTICE CATEGORY : the development of partnerships with the local community  
PRESENTATION : “Who is playing with the right to play ?” 

a) DESCRIBING THE ACTIVITY : 
A debate on the topic:  ”Who is playing with the right to play?” that took place  at the 
Printing Press museum that belongs to the“Princely Court ” national museum complex in  
Târgoviște. 
The aim of this activity: Celebrating the International Day of Children’s Rights . 

Objectives:     1. Open discussions about the right to play 
                       2. Identifying a series of ways to optimize the amount of time spent for studying so 
that there is enough time left for playing also; 

            3. Emphasizing some aspects related to the ways to spend free time, hobbies and the 
actual possibility to dedicate time to one’s hobbies analyzing the existing infrastructure in 
our city. 

Partener institutions: The “Princely Court” National Museum Complex, “I.H. Rădulescu” County 
Library in Târgoviște, the Europe Direct Center and Minisat  Radio . 

 
A representative of the Museum Complex talked to the participants about the way children played 
in past times and the representative of the Europe Direct center discussed about the children’s right 
to play concerning EU countries  
The students discussed freely about the right to play and they expressed their point of view  in 
regards to the time allotted for studying and for playing, they identified ways to study more 
effectively so that they are left with more free time for playing. 

They also discussed aspects related to the ways one can spend his free time, about hobbies 
and actual possibilities to dedicate  time for them using the existing infrastructure in our city. 

b) BENEFITS : 
The students learnt how to express their feelings in a debate and not to let their emotions 
get the better of them;  
they improved their verbal communication, their para-verbal and nonverbal means to 
communicate ;  

c) PROOFS : 
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GAMES-EXERCISES APPLICABLE IN ACTIVITIES WITH 
HYPERACTIVE STUDENTS 

 
Prof.logope Amalia Dragomir  

Centrul Școlar pentru Educație Incluzivă Brașov 
 

The game offers children the opportunity to assimilate what in real life it may be difficult to 
understand; this is their form of self-therapy, the way they work on their confusions, anxieties and 
conflicts. Many children are not able to express their needs, feelings and feelings, so play becomes 
an accessible means of expression. 

Play is a learning process that offers a wide range of possibilities through which children and 
adolescents manifest and develop their fantasy and skills. The play, the active concern, helps and 
positively influences the psychic of the child in difficulty and that is why it is a real adjuvant 
therapeutic means of medical treatment. 

Some children with special educational needs, especially the hyperactive ones, can only stay 
for a few minutes in one place and even during this time they have an excessive need. They talk too 
much during class hours, they have low concentration power. Probably, in each group in the 
kindergarten, in each class there are children who find it difficult to stay long in the place, to remain 
silent, to submit to the tasks of the mature. They complicate the work of educators and teachers 
because they are very active, impulsive and agitated. They are unworthy, scatter or drop things, for 
example: pour milk. It is difficult for such a child to control his attention. It is easily 
deconcentrated. He asks a lot of questions, but he rarely waits for answers. 

An effective method by which we manage to develop these children's attention, observation, 
power of concentration and patience is play. In the following I will present two useful games in the 
activity of recovering children with hypermotility. 

1) The game "What's new?" 
Purpose: To develop the ability to focus attention on details, training memory and thinking in 

overactive children, training the self-regulation skills of behavior. 
The content: 
The adult draws on the board any geometric figure. In turn, the children approach the board 

and draw / add various details thus creating a picture. While one child is at the table, the others. 
They must close their eyes, and by opening them at the adult's signal they will say what has 

changed. The longer the game lasts, the more difficult it becomes to identify new details. 
2) "The game looks and holds!" 
Purpose: To develop visual memory, attention, observation and analysis capacity. 
Objectives: To pay close attention to each drawing on the board that the teacher will present 
                 (Annex 1), to note how and where the images are drawn and to respond in writing 
                 to some questions about the images they observed. 
Materials needed: Image board 
Game development: The board is presented, the time allowed to be observed (approx. 10 

min.), 
Then the questions will be asked: 
1. In which direction was the car pointing: to the left or to the right? 
2. How many windows did the house have? 
3. In which direction was the plane: to the right or to the left? 
4. What time was the clock? 
5. Did the tree have leaves or not? 
6. What color was the dress? 
7. What figure was written on the shirt? 
8. What was the shape of the game? 
9. How many drawings were there? 
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A point is awarded for each correct answer. The student who obtains the highest score is 
designated the winner. 
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BRIDGE TOWARDS KNOWLEDGE 
 
Teacher: FELICIA-VERONICA ADAMACHE 

Secondary School No. 1, Ramnicelu, Buzau, Romania 
e-mail: daniela_adamache@yahoo.com 

 
I have been a teacher for over 15 years now and if there is one thing I have learned throughout 

the years that is the fact that we never stop learning. Times change, we change, our children change 
and we have to adapt. Teachers must be creative and must come up with different ways of attracting 
their students towards school and education.  

I have started with this argument because the school I teach at is quite different from other 
schools.  ‘Why?’ you may ask yourselves. 80% of the children in our school come from the gipsy 
community, most of them having different religious orientation, different rules and quite different 
behavior.   The gypsies in this community don’t have jobs, they make a living by selling different 
goods in markets. Therefore, they spend most of their time travelling from one market to another 
and they take their children along because they cannot leave them home alone. 

We struggle thus to convince them to send children to school, telling them that education is 
very important and reassuring them that our school does everything possible for t 

he students’ wellbeing. 
Having all these in mind the teachers in our school have come up with different 

extracurricular activities which attract children and make them eager to participate in and find out 
new things. 

 
I have chosen to write about an activity that I proposed and coordinated, meant to celebrate 

the coming of spring: “The Spring Carnival – multiculturalism and diversity!” 
The main objectives of the activity were:  
-to understand the terms of ‘multiculturalism’, ‘diversity’ and ‘inclusion’; 
-to learn new things about different countries of the world; 
-to develop artistic skills; 
-to point out that all children are treated the same, no matter their color, religion or social 

status. 
 
So, before the actual activity, children had to choose a country that they wanted to represent, 

to choose a specific or traditional costume and to find information about that country. For each 
country they chose I had the idea of projecting the flag in the background and finding a song which 
might be considered a symbol for that country. 

We started the activity with a student who represented Romania, dressed up in a traditional 
costume and who talked about traditions and famous things about our country. After her 
presentation we listened to a Romanian popular song and then other countries followed: England, 
America, France, Italy, Spain, China, Japan, Germany, Hungary, Arabia, Africa etc. Each student 
talked about the country of his/her choice, then we listened to a specific song and the audience were 
free to ask questions or to add information. 
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I started the activity with Romania and finished it with the gypsy community, their flag and 
their traditions because they are travelers and they are called ‘gypsies’ anywhere in the world, no 
matter their nationality. They are free spirits and they still carry on their ancestors’ tradition. Their 
flag represents freedom: the color blue represents the sky, the color green represents the grass and 
the cart wheel represents their tradition, that of traveling, moving around all the time. 
The gypsy girl who represented her community was very happy to be able to wear her traditional 
costume and recited four lines which define the gypsy people. 
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At the end of the activity we all listened to a gypsy song and watched a specific dance. 
 
I came to the conclusion that activities such as this attract children and make them want to 

find out more and get involved more. They all came up with ideas about the costumes, about the 
things they had to say about the country they chose, they even worked together and helped each 
other in finding information and dressing up. 

The children in our school are taught to accept each other, no matter their color, religion or 
social status, they are taught to work together and to help one another. 

The principal and the teachers in our school work together to create the best conditions for our 
students, to bring them to school, to educate them and to make a difference! We, teachers, must be a 
bridge towards our students’ knowledge! 
 

The sky is my home, 
The grass is my pillow, 
Nobody can bind me, 

Freedom’s what defines me! 
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                                                 We are a small school with great expectations! 
 
 
 

TEACHİNG ENGLİSH THROUGH OPEN NON-FORMAL EDUCATİON 
 

Hakan Dal, Bursa,Inegol, Turkey 
 
      The present article looks at the concepts of formal and non-formal education, trying to provide 
their definitions, features, limitations and advantages. The relationship between the two types of 
education is discussed as well, trying to highlight the importance of correlating them. Students learn 
and acquire experiences in many different ways and we need to take into account the fact that 
formal education cannot cope alone with the demands of our society. We need to guide students in 
their process of learning and help them become promoters of lifelong learning education. 
  
        Formal education is considered to have its own limits, it can induce negative educational 
effects, generating undesirable dissonances to students’ personality. Two of the negative aspects of 
formal education are the focus on performance and the predisposition to subjectivity in evaluation. 
Moreover, formal education is insufficient. There are many educational institutions and educational 
environments which may be complementary or competitive to schools. Formal education cannot 
take over all the educational functions of our society. Taking into consideration the principle of 
lifelong learning, formal education is complementary to the other forms of education: non-formal 
and informal. The development of formal education takes place in the context of overcoming the 
classical interpretation according to which the role of formal education is a priority. The education 
that students get in formal institutions is extremely important, it helps them acquire knowledge and 
shapes their personality. However, formal education by itself cannot cope with the needs of the 
students, it needs to work together with non-formal and informal education. Postmodernist theories 
highlight the expansion of non-formal education which takes over some tasks of formal education, 
diversifying activities and stimulating the motivation of the participants to a greater extent. 
 
    While formal education is typically provided by formal education institutions and is sequentially 
and hierarchically structured, non-formal education is an organized educational process which takes 
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place along the mainstream systems of education. Students participate on a voluntary basis in non-
formal education activities, and as a result, the learner takes an active role in the learning process. 
Non-formal education gives students the possibility to develop their values, skills and competences 
other than the ones developed in the framework of formal education. What is special about non-
formal education is that students are more actively involved in the learning process. The methods 
that are used aim at giving students the tools to further develop their skills and attitudes. Learning in 
an ongoing process and one of its crucial features is learning by doing. Non-formal does not imply 
unstructured learning, the process of non-formal learning is designed and shared in such a way that 
it creates an environment in which the learner is the architect of the learning process. 
      
    Fordham (Fordham, 1979) suggests that in the 1970s, four characteristics were associated with 
non-formal education: relevance in relation to the needs of the different target groups, concern with 
specific categories of person, clearly defined purposes, flexibility in the manner in which activities 
are organized or methods chosen. 
 
        Non-formal education was defined as every educational activity outside of the formal system: 
“non-formal education is any organized, systematic, educational activity carried on outside the 
framework of the formal system to provide selected types of learning to particular subgroups in the 
population, adults as well as children.” (Coombs and Ahmed, 1974: 8).At that moment,this 
definition was imprecise and every country interpreted non-formal education in their own way. For 
some, it meant educational programmes, like schooling provided by non-governmental agencies. 
For others, it meant every educational activity apart from schools and colleges, including radio and 
television programmes. Others included within non-formal education the individualized learning 
programmes for different and specific learning groups.Non-formal education is carried out as an 
educational institution, with a degree of independence and differentiated objectives, with the 
participation of other social factors, and in a partnership relation with schools. Non-formal 
education refers to all the activities systematically organized outside the formal educational system 
in order to meet a wide variety of learning needs, such as complementary education, additional or 
supplementary education. 
        Non-formal education promotes the learning of essential skills and competences. 
Psychologically, students gain commitment, involvement, responsibility, solidarity, initiative, 
empathy, intercultural awareness, self-esteem, pride, respect, motivation, tolerance, confidence and 
creativity. Intellectually, students learn and practise leadership, teamwork, cooperation, problem-
solving, organizational skills and public speaking. It is a rich system with flexibility and resources 
that engages students and supports their interest and motivation outside of schools.  
 
         
        Differences between teaching English in a formal and in a non-formal environment  
 
        There are important differences between teaching English in a formal environment and 
teaching English in a non-formal environment. Regarding group age, students are peers in the 
formal educational system, they belong to the same age group. Their group interaction is based on 
competition and cooperation, with an emphasis on competition. The group role has influence, but it 
is not very important. The students’ motivation is mainly extrinsic. In terms of intentionality of the 
student, we can describe it as compulsory. Teaching inside the formal education system is well 
organized and structured according to an established curriculum; it has defined objectives. In terms 
of setting, the teaching and learning activities take place in formal institutions of the educational 
system, in the classroom environment. The teacher/student dynamic is characterized by a pre-
established hierarchy. Students perceive the teacher as the authority in the classroom. In terms of 
teaching and learning methods, lectures are the primary source of information and students are 
tested and graded. Formal education is sequential and leads to a qualification.  
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        In terms of group age, students are inter-generational in the non-formal educational system, 
they do not belong to the same age group. Their group interaction is based on cooperation, they do 
not compete against each other. All the activities are based on cooperation and the group role is 
very important. The students’ motivation is mainly intrinsic, they attend classes according to their 
own will and interests. In terms of intentionality of the student, we can describe it as voluntary. This 
plays an important role, as learning becomes meaningful for students when they voluntarily attend a 
course. Teaching inside the non-formal education system is well organized as well, the teacher 
designs well planned activities that have learning objectives associated with, but do not explicitly 
follow a curriculum. In terms of setting, the teaching and learning activities take place out of the 
institutions of the educational system; the learning setting is more casual. The teacher/student 
dynamic is characterized by a pre-established hierarchy as well. The teacher/student relationship is 
different at the same time, in the sense that students perceive the teacher as a friend, as a partner in 
the learning process. The teaching and learning methods are based on participatory techniques, 
lectures are almost absent. Students are not tested, their accomplishments are recognized and 
celebrated. Non-formal education is not sequential. It leads to a qualification, there is a certification 
of competences that students get at the end of the term.  
 
        Learning by doing is very important, everything that students learn is based on what they do. 
The learning activities are focused on concrete doing, and not on learning theory. The activities are 
designed according to the students’ needs, students are actively involved in identifying needs and 
finding solutions. Learners represent a valuable resource, they are encouraged to assess, practice 
and reflect on their leaning. Students are partners in the learning process, they cooperate with each 
other. Non-formal education relies on active methods of cooperation and on group-dynamic 
processes. All the activities enhance participatory learning. There is a focus on communicative 
activities, the learning process is a communicative and cooperative activity where students learn 
from each other and with each other. The non-formal educational system is open to students’ 
suggestions, students are active co-designers of their own development and the learning process. 
The student is in the center of the learning process, the methods and the objectives are adapted to 
the students’ needs and interests.  
     
Communicative activities designed for teenagers in a non-formal environment 
 
    I would like to underline the fact that teenagers learn best when they communicate meaningfully 
in a friendly, non-threatening environment. In his book, “Deschooling society”, the educational 
theorist Ivan Illich questioned the whole purpose of formal education. As the title suggests, he was 
not very happy about what happened in the classroom. He suggested that we are tempted to think 
that the more input we are exposed to, the more we learn. We may even go as far as to assume that 
we can measure knowledge with test and grades. But all this is an illusion, thinks the author: “In 
fact, learning is the human activity which least needs manipulation by others. Most learning is not 
the result of instruction. It is rather the result of unhampered participation in a meaningful setting.” 
(Illich 1972) 
  
    Teaching teenagers is very different from teaching young learners. According to Harmer, “our 
job must be to provoke student engagement with material which is relevant and involving” 
(Harmer, 2013: 84). We need to design activities according to the students’ interests, we need to 
find topics they can react to and are most likely to natural reactions and lively discussions. We 
should encourage teenagers to have their own opinions and to think critically about what they are 
learning. We need to encourage them to take responsibility for their own decisions and their 
learning. Communicative activities are meant to get students to use the language they are learning to 
interact in realistic and meaningful ways, exchanging information or opinion. When using 
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communicative activities with our students, we are concerned with enabling and encouraging 
communication, not with the use of particular language or with accuracy.  
 
    Teenage students can be very enthusiastic about topics they are interested in, and they can get 
very focused on things that are relevant for them. When we choose activities for teenage students, 
we always need to keep in mind what is engaging and motivating for them, what suits their interest. 
We need to find activities that are not too difficult, not too easy, that are just difficult enough to 
challenge them and arouse their interest.  
Conclusions 
        We may be tempted to think that formal education is sufficient, but we have seen that formal 
education needs to work together with non-formal education. Educating students is not only the task 
of schools. The successful conduct of life and social integration depend on what the students learn 
in all the two environments.  In a non-formal environment students may learn different things from 
what they learn in a formal environment and vice-versa. The forms of education complete each 
other and work towards the student’s benefit. Non-formal learning activities are complementary to 
the formal education system, have a participative and learner-centred approach, are carried out on a 
voluntary basis and are therefore connected to the students’ needs, aspirations and interests. In non-
formal education, the process is a communicative and cooperative activity where students, together 
with others, acquire knowledge. Communicative activities is what students need in order to gain 
self-trust and become successful. Learning cannot be limited exclusively to formal processes 
tasking place in schools and universities. Learning goes on in these institutions as well as in daily 
life and also comprises, besides the formal ones, non-formal processes. Learning lasts a lifetime and 
is not tied only to formal institutions. One thing is certain: none of the forms of education cannot be 
neglected; both are contributing to the formation and development of the students’ personality. 
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EFFECTIVE TEACHERS, EFFECTIVE TEACHING 
 

Ţele Lavinia 
Școala Gimnazială Conţeşti 

 
           Motto: "It is known that a good teacher is the one who makes things more difficult for you." 
Grigore Moisil 
           The teacher must take into account the fact that the student's motivation is influenced by the 
way the learning activities are carried out in the classroom, the assessment system and even his own 
motivation. The first principle aims at modifying the pedagogical practices. In order for a didactic 
activity to be motivating, it must provide students with at least one challenge to capture their 
interest. The curiosity of the students can be aroused by introducing novelty elements, by creating 
cognitive conflicts, by involving the students in carrying out projects in a team. 
            Dorina Salăvăstru presents the requirements regarding the effective teaching activity, stated 
by Rolland Viau: 
            a) Start teaching with an anecdote or problem to be solved! 
            b) Ask students about previous knowledge! 
            c) Specify the course plan in the form of questions! 
            d) Organize your knowledge in the form of schemes! 
            e) Give examples that interest the students! 
            These imperatives were also stated by Comenius, in the work of the Didactic Art: “at the 
beginning of each activity, (the teacher) gains the spirits by recommending them the subject to be 
taught or stimulating them in this way through questions from the chapters now dealt with, with the 
help of those who want to move on to the new material, or even the new material, that they realize 
their lack of knowledge in this field and curious passers-by to clarify things. " 
            Therefore, these imperatives (the capture of attention, the updating of previous knowledge, 
the stimulation of curiosity) are so important that they have remained valid until today, and can now 
be implemented with modern means. Respecting these imperatives can only lead to positive results 
because the students are motivated to carry out the task proposed to be solved. 
            Barbara McCombs points out that a didactic activity, in order to be motivating, must have 
the following characteristics: 
(a) have clear objectives and requirements; 
(b) to take into account the interests of the students; 
(c) to be a challenge for students; 
(d) allow students to interact; 
(e) give students the opportunity to have personal choices; 
(f) to hold students accountable; 
(g) require the use of problem-solving strategies; 
(h) to request the use of knowledge in different fields; 
(i) be relevant in a professional, social and personal way. 
            Understanding the purpose of the activity by the students is the first condition of the success 
of the learning. Understanding the purpose allows the student to realize the connection between the 
present actions and the previously acquired knowledge. 
             Effective teachers find different ways to help their students understand the goals of some 
tasks, the reasons why they were chosen. Depending on the pedagogical style of each teacher, the 
purpose can be presented through exposition, explanation and demonstration or through 
conversations with students. Understanding the purpose can be facilitated if teachers provide clear 
indications of the success or failure of their efforts. 
              Effective teachers know that the success of learning depends on how motivated the 
students are, which is achieved by capturing the interest of the children and arousing their curiosity. 
One of the ways to capture students' attention is the diversity, both of the content and the form of 
the activity. "Everything is taught to be dominated by a pleasant variety." 
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              In order for teaching to be effective and learning guaranteed, teachers must design their 
activities so that they are meaningful to students, who will thus be motivated to learn. 
              In the case of lessons for transmitting new knowledge, the teacher should offer the students 
the opportunity to show what they know, thus determining them to participate actively in the lesson. 
              An effective strategy for presenting new knowledge is problematization, which makes the 
student curious. Before approaching the new subject, the student may be asked to communicate to a 
colleague the knowledge regarding the subject, this strategy can be used in the lessons of natural 
sciences, reading. "Everyone is taught to learn by many at once and in a pleasant form of 
emulation." 
              Another strategy to make the teaching activity more efficient is to report learning to other 
subjects. (h) Knowledge in different fields is interdependent. Teachers need to emphasize as often 
as possible the connection between new knowledge and other areas of learning. 
              Diversity is not achieved unless it is accompanied by the possibility of choosing (within 
certain limits) the children for what interests them. In this way, the teacher can design tasks that are 
appropriate to the motivation of the students, which will be more effective. Taking into account the 
students' options, the teacher understands to the students that they are considered as partners, This is 
leading to increased self-confidence and empowerment. 
Equally important for the motivation of the students is the way the assessment is done. In the case 
of poor and average students, the evaluation focused on comparing the students is harmful. The 
assessment should record not only the level of knowledge, but especially to acknowledge the effort 
made by each to improve their own performance. The assessment of the students' evolution must be 
done in positive terms (praise, encouragement, highlighting), because disapproval, but especially 
ignorance, are less effective in stimulating the motivation of learning. The motivation of the pupils 
can be intensified by the educator also by personal observations made on their specification and by 
inciting to self-evaluation. 
               The motivational dynamics is also influenced by the motivation of the teacher and his 
degree of involvement in the activity, the enthusiasm of the educator is transmitted to the children 
and makes them available even for relatively difficult activities. The teacher who becomes loved 
and respected by the children, has ensured their full employment in everything he proposes and this 
predisposition and developed activation of motivation is a condition of success in the activity and in 
achieving certain results. Usually, the teacher is the model to follow and the children do not hesitate 
to follow him in everything he proposes and if he has an interesting program organized, they will 
achieve superior results. 
               A second principle to be taken into account is that of paying extra attention to demotivated 
students. The teacher should strive to pay equal attention to all students, regardless of their abilities. 
However, compared to weak students, the teacher should adopt the following behaviors: 
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(a) to express confidence in their ability to succeed; 
(b) pay attention to them as good students; 
(c) avoid creating competitive situations in which they can only lose; 
(d) not to make comments to colleagues; 
(e) to show interest in student achievement. 
               The profession of teacher is not a profession, but an art. R. Hart made the following 
statement in his studies: “The teacher plays a role. He acts on people, and they react instead. This is 
the physics of education ”. 
               Lately, the sphere of the teacher's roles in relation to the school has expanded far beyond 
its initial core, including functions such as that of friend, confidant, counselor, exponent of adult 
society, etc. The fulfillment of all these roles is significantly conditioned by the professional 
motivation of the teacher. 
                 The teacher organizes the appropriate framework for student learning. To do this, in 
addition to mastering the discipline taught, he must also master the leadership strategies, the school 
curriculum, have psycho-pedagogical skills and know the personality of the                   
students. The management of the students is based on the verification and evaluation of the progress 
made by them, the discovery and timely diagnosis of the difficulties encountered, both for the 
assessment of their evolution and for the assessment of the teacher's own performance. The teacher 
leads the entire instructional-educational process carried out in the school, not just the students' 
learning. He is responsible and, as such, he directs the group life, its formative influences, being 
invested with power and authority. Understanding by authority the ability of the teacher to impose 
himself, to determine the students to be subordinated, either by moral superiority or by the official 
one, as well as the capacity to take all the measures that he considers appropriate and necessary, but 
legal, I consider that authority must be the main attribute of the teacher. The class of students does 
not have to be divided into leaders and managers, but each member must at the same time or 
successively fulfill the roles of leaders and executives. However, the teacher remains permanently 
at the top of the organizational hierarchy of the class. The subordination of students to the teacher is 
permanent. 
              It remains that the teacher does not turn the leadership into an abuse of power, does not 
give orders and does not make arbitrary decisions, stimulates the active and conscious participation 
of the students in solving the tasks through common actions. And when the students manifest 
disobedience, to look at these manifestations in a realistic way, to find out the causes and to find 
solutions. He adapts his behavior, takes measures, imposes and disposes, consults with students or 
takes independent measures, depending on the concrete educational situation and his personal data, 
honest (knowledge, beliefs, work style, temperament, etc.).  
              The teacher's motivation, the satisfaction or dissatisfaction he experiences are at the same 
time a result of the success or failure in his professional activity, as well as an incentive or 
hindrance in the continuation of this activity. 
              The personality of the teacher cannot have an important influence on the physical and 
mental development of the students, unless it is accompanied by a professional, psycho-pedagogical 
and psychosocial competence, well defined. There are many arguments that prove that without the 
qualities of the teacher and his distinct professionalism, the school would not work. The main 
dimensions of its being, which have a strong impact on student groups and school activity, are: 
competence in the field; psycho-pedagogical and psychosocial competence; its particularities of 
personality and their relation to school tasks; the extent of the fulfillment of roles; the style of his 
activity with the students, which has stabilized and is characteristic to him. 
               The competence in the field is ensured by specialized studies, but also by professional 
development courses and by permanent individual study. Psycho-pedagogical competence involves 
specialized knowledge and, at the same time, the ability of the teacher to determine the degree of 
difficulty of the material to be learned for the students, the ability to make the material accessible, 
the increasing possibilities of empathy and creativity in working with the students. In establishing 
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optimal relationships with students, the following personality traits are important that the teacher 
should exploit: sincerity, valorization, empathy.  
               A good teacher, if transposed mentally instead of students, will understand better when it 
is easy and difficult for them, in what is the difficulty in learning a discipline, chapter, topic, which 
might be more appropriate for getting out of deadlock , what they enjoy, what scares them, what 
they want and why they run away. The illness of the teacher correlates with the students' teaching 
performance and, in particular, with the volume of work done by them. The students appreciate the 
ordered and systematic teachers in class management and organization of activities. They receive 
from these clear guidelines, they know what to do, they become themselves able to choose the best 
option to complete the activity and solve the tasks. 
               The broad cultural horizon of the teacher and its openness to new tend to make the 
students take on its model and develop such qualities themselves. The creativity of the teacher can 
positively influence the students through their own innovative way of manifesting during lessons. A 
basic component of the personality of the teacher is even the level of the development of the 
pedagogical skills, specific to the instructive-educational field and that are formed throughout the 
whole career. Each teacher develops his own style of teaching and relating with the students, which 
also constitutes a dimension of his personality, with great influences on the students. 

 
               "Efficient teachers are those who know how to keep a straight line between the tight and 
demanding control and the complete freedom of class decision." (Neculau, A., 1999, p. 263). The 
competent teacher is the one who has a number of main roles related to his didactic activity and 
others related to his quality as an educator. The scope of the teacher's roles in relation to the school 
now includes functions such as substitute parents, friend, confidant, counselor, counselor, exponent 
of the adult society, etc. The fulfillment of all these roles is significantly conditioned by the 
professional motivation of the teacher. If the teacher has chosen his teaching career feeling called 
for it, if he loves the children and feels self-fulfilling when it helps them to develop, if he 
appreciates his own work and himself, if he aspires to didactic improvement and mastery in relation 
to students, if excited about their own activity, then will not only be happy, but will be the teacher 
of the third millennium, which the school urgently needs. 
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THE ROLE OF EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 
 

Claudia Daniela Onița,  
Gymnasium School no. 11, Oradea 

 
It is known that extracurricular activities generate social and human capital, they are a more 

attractive training environment, outside the institutional context. The educational ideal aims at the 
free, integral and harmonious development of the human individuality, the formation of an 
autonomous and creative personality. Non-formal education has a very important role to play in 
achieving this ideal. Non-formal education completes formal education within an institutionalized 
framework located outside the education system, but also within it, constituting a bridge between 
knowledge assimilated to lessons and information accumulated informally. An important 
component of non-formal education, extracurricular activities (extra-curricular or extracurricular) 
offer the most effective methods of forming the character of the child beginning with the primary 
classes. They play a very important role due to their active participatory character, facilitating the 
efficient and rapid integration of students in the community. 

Throughout my rich teaching activities (27 years), I have carried out with students various 
school and extracurricular activities. I can say with certainty that, when extracurricular activities are 
well organized and have a well-defined purpose, they effectively contribute to the formation of 
future people from current children, at least to the same extent with compulsory classroom 
activities. 

I would list among these activities: 
1. The school outing, in different forms: trips / camps / hiking, in order to tie the group of 

students. Socialization is on a completely different level than in the institutionalized environment; 
2. Visits to museums / institutions: development of students' cultural, artistic, scientific 

knowledge; 
3. Participation in some ecological activities - SNAC, planting of fruit trees / flowers: students 

practically understand the importance of this kind of activities in real life; 
4. Voluntary actions: activities of donations of fruit / vegetables / food / school supplies / toys 

/ clothes, visits to nursing homes or children's homes. 
I would illustrate here concretely with some of the activities in which we have involved the 

students of our school in the last years.  
1. The students participated with motivation in the activities within the Let s Get Green / Let s 

Do It National Campaign. We would have hoped to be among the top 10 schools in the country, to 
receive some awards, but we came 25th out of over 500 schools enrolled.  

2. At another campaign of collecting old phones this time, we came out in the second place in 
the county, and with the prize received we bought a video projector. 3. During the national 
campaign named the hour of net, trying to support children to use the Internet in a safe, useful and 
creative way, the children were actively involved, they were very open, accepting to talk about 
unpleasant events experienced in the virtual world; 

 4. The children were enthusiastically involved in another project proposed by J.A.Romania: a 
school dropout prevention campaign, using technology. From 43 schools registered, we obtained 
the first place, so our school received a smart board and a modern video projector. The desire to win 
was a determining factor. 
 5. The students participated with interest in the lessons proposed by Unicef on the rights of the 
child; 
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 6. In the week "School otherwise", in activities such as "Gates open to the Police / O.T.L. / 
Firefighters", the students participated with much involvement;  
 
The advantages of extracurricular activities are:  
• The students work in groups within these activities (which in the classes with large number of 
children, in the school, is more difficult); 
 • They feel that they are participating in what modern education says "real-life-situation", not only 
that they sit in the desk and memorize definitions that they do not see useful, but that the school 
prepares them for life.  
• There is the feeling that they are allowed to do something with free motivation, out of pleasure, 
not just out of obligation. 
 
Instead of concluding, I selected some beautiful quotes, linked to the theme.  
• ”If a child cannot adapt to our teaching methods, maybe we should adapt to his or her 
requirements”. (Ignacio Estrada) 
 
• ”The school must always look for the young man to lea ve its desks not as a specialist, but as a 
harmonious personality”.  (Albert Einstein) 
• ”Education is the most powerful weapon you can use to change the world”. (Nelson Mandela) 

 
Tree seedling planting 

 
On a trip to the mountain. 
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Visiting the High School of Art. 

 
 

MATHEMATICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Șaitoș Nicolae,  
Gymnasium School Nr. 1,  Vârciorog, Bihor 

 

The success of any activity is conditioned by the clarity and ordering of the objectives that it 
pursues. More than in any other field, the educational process is characterized by the 
internationalization, the awareness, the orientation towards the achievement of some goals, towards 
the production of changes and transformations that can be directed and controlled. I think that one 
of the most important conditions for the successful teaching of mathematics in school is the 
structuring, awareness and hierarchy of general and specific objectives adopted to the age 
particularities of the students, the content of the knowledge, as well as the scientific and methodical 
training of the teachers. In trying to set the general objectives of mathematics, two questions must 
be answered: "Why is mathematics taught in school?" and "What is the aim of including this subject 
in the context of school activities?" A solid education will have to offer both an active knowledge of 
the mathematical theory and the practice of its application in the activity. The teacher must 
consider: the multiple-purpose training objectives, from the formation of geometric representations 
in plane and in space, literal calculation, probabilistic thinking, to elements of mathematical logic. 
Then, the teacher must consider the formation of the attitudes involved in solving problems, 
defining notions and demonstrating mathematical sentences. Also, the teacher must be aware that, 
apart from the specific objectives, mathematics is involved, by its own means, when modeling 
personality, not only from an intellectual point of view, but also from an aesthetic and moral point 
of view. 
From the point of view of intellectual development, learning mathematics: 
 • practices development, helps the student to distinguish the scientific truth from untruth and to 
prove it;  
• involves the logical organization of thinking, the ordering of ideas, the recognition of hypotheses 
and consequences;  
• teaches the student to distinguish the different aspects of a situation, to release the essential from 
the non-essential;  
• it trains the capacities of attention, it trains the logical memory, it exercises the analysis and the 
synthesis; 
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 • favors the development of the creative imagination; • it helps him to form a constructive critical 
sense, it forms the scientific spirit expressed by objectivity, precision, the taste of the research.  
From an aesthetic point of view: 
• awakens the taste for the beauty of mathematics expressed through relationships, figure formulas, 
demonstrations;  
• cultivates some qualities of thought expression, such as clarity of order, conciseness, elegance; 
 • makes the student able to recognize and appreciate the formal connection of the artistic creation 
revealed in the architectural balance, the composition of the plastic arts, rhythms and musical 
structures; 
 • makes the student sensitive to the beauty of the forms and the organization of nature and 
technique. 
 
From organizing and writing the demonstration to discovering relationships, the study of 
mathematics offers many elements of beauty. 
 From the perspective of moral development, mathematics: 
 • forms the taste for truth, objectivity and fairness, creates the need for rigor and precision, 
discernment and testing of hypotheses;  
• creates the need to know, to understand;  
• forms research and investigation skills;  
• stimulates the will to complete something started; 
 • prevents the adoption of an unmotivated and accidental attitude;  
"Mathematics is the music of reason." James. J. Sylvester  
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THE FAIRY TALE WORLD 
 

Alina-Loredana Şaitoş,  
Gymnasium School No. 11 Oradea 

 
The achievement of the communication competence does not only involve the knowledge of 

the language and the linguistic system, but also the ability to communicate effectively in a given 
context. 

Its high degree of development implies a manifestation based on concentration, inner 
tranquility, balance, freedom, friendship, socialization and autonomy. We have found that they are 
present in the extracurricular activities, which involve a greater affective transfer from teacher to 
student, the soul investment receiving at the expense of the theoretical one. The students discover 
that the teacher is a collaborator, ready at any time to provide support, encouragement and 
determination to bring the beauty of any kind closer to positively influence their life. 

 
As a Romanian teacher, I carried out many such activities within the Reading Circle - "Traveler in 
the reading galaxy", at the end of the fifth year of existence in the High School No. 11, Oradea. 
Since its establishment, we have succeeded in motivating our students to read, to discover that the 
literary text represents an opportunity to know the world without making a considerable material 
investment. Another aspect that we love is that of contributing to the formation of small "literary 
critics", able to analyze and give numerous interpretations to literary works. Also, we were not 
happy when we discovered among the members of the circle talented students, authors whose 
literary creations were carefully read, being granted the turn to appear in the school magazine. 
Among the students enroled in the ”reading circle” and not only among them, I discovered true 
actors, whom I involved in different scenes presented under the genre "Parade of Literary 
Characters". 

 
Being aware of the benefits of the activities carried out within the Reading Circle, I transposed them 
in the classroom to encourage the students' creative attitude and even put it into practice, both in 
writing and drawing. I found that, knowing that this behavior is desired and appreciated, the student 
becomes CREATIVE. The discovery and encouragement of  many types of expression was the 
purpose of the project that started from teaching the popular fairy tale "Prâslea-the -bravest and the 
golden apples". Transdisciplinary teaching contributes to the efficiency of the teaching act, while 
stimulating creativity and activating all the students. Therefore, as a Romanian teacher, I considered 
it necessary to collaborate with the plastic education teacher. The fairy tale, a magical world, an 
enchanted land that enchants our childhood. We are not surprised by the attraction it has on 
children, because it represents the space where the impossible becomes possible, where 
unbelievable creatures appear and where the good ones are always rewarded. The stages of the 
creative action were the following:  

- reading the fairy tale; 
 - discovering the meanings; 
 - identifying the specific features of the fairy tale;  
- creating texts with the same characteristics;  
- individual creation of images inspired by the fairy tale studied; 
 - forming teams and choosing the fragments that each of them will illustrate;  
- sketching the drawings;  
- correction;  
- execution. 
Through the drawings I discovered how students view certain events in fairy tales or how they 

think some fantastic characters might look like. I also gave them the opportunity to express their 
inner life and temperament. The activity in groups also contributed to the cohesion of the group of 
students, who used to work as a team. Within the same project I also practiced DRAMATIC 
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EXPRESSION by interpreting some sequences of the fairy tale, which represented an exercise of 
verbal and nonverbal expression. I found that the students participated with pleasure, which is why I 
think we have introduced a moment of relaxation, which has contributed to the development of the 
students' personality. The two forms of expression, CREATIVE and DRAMATIC, do not aim to 
obtain a final product that represents a masterpiece, but they are a form of consolidation by 
repeating in another form what has been learned. Thus, the student finds himself, becomes 
confident in his own forces and able to discover the real world and he can create the fairy tale world  

"The profession of educator is a great and beautiful profession that resembles no other, a 
profession that does not leave in the evening, with the work clothes. A rough and pleasant job, 
humble and proud, demanding and free, a job in which mediocrity is not allowed, where exceptional 
preparation is hardly satisfactory, a job that exhausts and invigorates, which disperses and extols 
you. "(A. Marie in Salade 1995, pag.204) 
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TRAVELER IN THE READING GALAXY 
 

Lup Mariana, librarian,  
 Gymnasium School No. 11, Oradea 

 
“Look, the books seem utterly rash. They never come to you. As in mediaeval love, you must 

always look for them and go to them. Their being is pure expectation. Will someone open them to 
make them start to be? [...] ” 

(Liiceanu, Gabriel: "Dance with a book", [Online] available on: "Dance with a book", 
https://www.scribd.com/doc/211035902/Dans-Cu-o-Carte-de-Gabriel -Liiceanu) 

To facilitate this approach between books and students, I came to meet their thirst for 
knowledge by setting up a reading circle in the school. I chose a suggestive mascot as a message - 
the painting of Arcimboldo, the Librarian / Informed Man, a bust made of open books and book 
markers, with the fingers of bookmarks; I put the slogan "Be in trend! Come to the reading circle to 
become an informed man" below the picture, along with a paraphrase of Descartes - read, so there 
is! The call echoed among the students and we began the journey in the reading galaxy... 

The school circle, "Traveler in the reading galaxy" was established between January and 
February 2008 because the usefulness of such activity in the school was ascertained, especially 
since time has proven its viability, we do not know when twelve years have passed. The project 
aims at theoretical and especially practical activities to encourage student reading Unrestricted 
discussions can give you the feeling of complete freedom. The working methods are the active-
participative ones that the researchers always prefer. All activities within the reading circle meet 
their expectation horizon. The reading circle is a didactic research project whose purpose is to 
promote pleasure reading among students; students do not discuss books very much, they must 
discover the benefits of reading, discover the pleasure of reading. The stated purpose of our 
activities is mainly to attract children to the world of books, to develop artistic taste through 
different means and to stimulate creativity.  

The aspects pursued in the reading journal are the following: what did they remember from 
the read text, what feelings caused them to read, what memories from their own experience aroused 
their reading of the text, what did they find particularly in the respective text, what did they not- 
liked in the read text, extracting a favorite fragment and motivating the choice, the possibility of 
comparing the read text with other texts, the extent to which their expectations from the beginning 
of the reading were met by the content of the text, the changes they can make to the read text to 
meet the expectations their or the transposition in the image of the content, of a passage, of a 
character, etc. 

The objectives of the journey in the world of books are: removing the barrier between the 
child and the book; formation of the ability to select books in relation to their age, skills and 
interests; cultivating taste for reading; encouraging the free expression of impressions, feelings, 
experiences caused by reading; socialization of students, cooperation through reading activities; 
looking at the reading from a point of view other than the "official" one in the class; creating a laid-
back atmosphere; establishing a relationship based on trust, respect and friendship (values highly 
appreciated); awareness of the importance of reading; developing reading lists recommended by 
students; knowledge of the offer of the County Library and the University Library of Oradea; 
making personal maps with a literary theme and using them in different educational contexts.The 
results were obvious. There was an increase in the appetite for reading in the case of an increasing 
number of students; setting up a group of students whose main focus is reading; establishing 
professional relationships between the teachers involved in the project; developing the capacity for 
cooperation in carrying out joint activities; and even more so, the development of students' good 
practice skills; development of artistic skills etc. We continued with more and more sure steps the 
journey through the reading galaxy. We mention here  The Student Lectureship, 2011 - creative 
workshops, participation in the launch of the book Care-i faza cu cititul la Librarium – Cluj-
Napoca or exchange of books between the new friends of the circle, with dedications in the form of 
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haiku. In order to attract as many students as possible to the meetings, we have organized various 
writing competitions: from The Journal of a child to the First / First ... book read, the first kiss ...", 
"A dwarf planet",, , My story ”,“ ”Journey into the world of feelings ”,“ Once upon a time ””, 
“Democracy of stories”, etc. 

Another activity that pleases our students is dramatization. We decided to choose a writer 
whose creation is surprisingly current, Ion Luca Caragiale, and we repeated these shows with 
extremely talented small actors. The reading room of the school library was quite unremarkable, 
which we greatly enjoyed. Therefore, to give them as much as possible the word of the children, 
after a brief presentation of the caragialian creation, the pupils presented team-dramatizations of 
some fragments of works such as: Vizită”, „Lanţul slăbiciunilor”, „Bubico”, „Un pedagog de 
şcoală nouă”.  

We have often carried out activities of the type "Top ten favorite characters". From the very 
beginning, we reached the goal of stimulating the students' interest in reading, because some 
expressed a desire to read the books in which they appeared those characters they had been 
impressed with. To mark the ten years of existence of the circle, we organized the meeting in 
February 2018, in a festive atmosphere. During the entire week preceding the anniversary, the 
students were invited to write down their impressions about their work in the circle, on the sticky 
notes, which we placed on a panel at the entrance to the reading room of the school library. Thus, I 
found out, although I suspected (!) that everyone likes to participate at our meetings. Thei spoke 
about the pleasant atmosphere, the novelty, the opportunity to speak freely about books read, the 
exchange of impressions, creative writing exercises etc.  

We consider the activities of the circle to be very efficient. During the twelve years, I hope I 
did a good job, together with my colleagues: the teachers of Romanian language, Alina  Loredana 
Șaitoș and Checicheiș Sanda, as well as Mrs. Daniela Onița, an English teacher. 

We do our best to be consistent in promoting reading among students, in the most attractive 
forms, and each new member visiting the library is a real gain. Sometimes students come to the 
circle and other students who only attend discussions; the circle of the researchers could be bigger - 
there are requests, but we do not have more space and ...  time is never enough, too so probably our 
next challenge for the readers will be to draft an SF text, in which the time is up. .. 
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES  AND THE VALUES OF 
INTERCULTURALITY  

 
Prof. Daniela POP,  

Gymnasium School No. 11 Oradea 
 

Education goes beyond the limits of national demands and values and tends towards 
universality, towards the common value heritage of humanity. 

It is a decisive factor in the psycho-individual development of children by systematizing and 
organizing environmental influences. Through education the child acquires norms, values, models 
that will then manifest as personal choices in his behavior. 

School and extracurricular educational activities are a priority, representing a key element of 
social cohesion. 

At the European level, the initiative to promote school and extracurricular educational activity 
belongs to the Council of Europe through the Committee of Ministers, which has concretized its 
efforts in the recommendations addressed in this field to the Member States. The recommendation 
of April 30, 2003 mentions the directions of action regarding the recognition of the equivalent status 
of the educational and extracurricular educational activity with that of the formal education and the 
recognition of the equal contribution to the development of the child's personality and its social 
integration. 

 
Without denying the importance of curricular education, it becomes increasingly obvious that 

extracurricular education has its role and place well established in the formation of children's 
personality. Lately, educational projects have taken on a great extent, meant to be a possible 
solution of the integration of children in the contemporary social space. The European Union is a 
multicultural space that represents a potential wealth if it does not diminish and cancel the identity 
of each culture. Thus multiculturalism can become a true interculturalism. Awareness of cultural 
identity is strengthened by overcoming one's own cultural environment. It is important to 
understand the world, but also to understand those around us, it is necessary to accept that they are 
different from us, they have a different cultural and social identity. Not by chance the motto of the 
Council of Europe is: "All equal, all different." Education must make individuals aware of their 
own roots in order to find points of reference in their place in the world. Education also aims to 
teach children the respect for other cultures. Respect for diversity, for individuality becomes a 
fundamental principle. The most important thing is for each individual to find his own place in the 
community but to have the opportunity to communicate with other communities.  

“Although we speak different languages, we all have a holy language - the language of 
humanity. I understood one truth: differences unify us, make us richer, more beautiful. Differences 
only open up new perspectives when we are tolerant. ” (Anastasia Chicu)  

As members of the European Union, the children of Romania are an integral part of their 
European generation. Their membership in a certain age category goes beyond national borders. 
Are our children prepared to cross cultural boundaries and accept diversity? This is the question we 
asked ourselves when we initiated two intercultural educational projects, initially local, but due to 
the large number of participants from all over the country, we can say that they have acquired 
national character. Spring! Spring! and «Spring day in European Romania» The two projects 
had as applicants 24 units of preschool and school throughout the country. Over 150 teachers and 
4500 preschoolers and students were involved in activities.  

The project "Spring! Spring! ”proposed that the students should know the traditions and 
customs related to the arrival of spring and Easter holiday to Romanians, but also to national 
minorities in the area where they live as well as to the English, French, Italian and Spanish peoples. 
The project "Spring day in European Romania" aimed at forming / informing young people in 
the spirit of norms, values, demands, European, promoting European cultural diversity now that 
Romania is a member of this large family. The extracurricular activities carried out within these 
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projects have been numerous and varied, with unique forms of development, highlighting the 
creativity of the teachers placed at the service of teaching children. Extracurricular activities 
provide the framework in which the teacher can work not only with the rational-intellectual 
dimension of the student, but also with the affective, motivational, attitudinal and social dimension. 
Within both projects the activities with the highest weight were: documenting activities of students 
from as many sources as: textbooks, compendiums, internet (downloading and processing 
materials), documenting visits, competitions, exhibitions, exchanges of experience, achievement 
some thematic materials of synthesis, the composition of portfolios in electronic format, learning 
activities of songs from the folklore of the European peoples, practicing customs related to the 
Easter holidays specific to other peoples, marking by cultural activities the Day of Europe, etc. The 
activities in the projects had an attractive character, and the students participated in an atmosphere 
of good will and optimism, with encouragement and dedication, to these activities. The children 
documented the concept of cultural identity, targeting the traditions, customs, holidays. They 
developed the pupils sensitivity and creativity, making plastic compositions, essays, posters, ppt 
presentations. Participation in these educational projects confirmed the stimulating function of 
extracurricular activities, their training potential. These extracurricular activities were a valuable 
and effective educational component, due to the fact that they provided attractive content and forms 
of development, the students participated with pleasure with the satisfaction of a free participation. 
They effectively combined the component of intellectual development, the development of creative 
capacity, the stimulation of curiosity, the development of the feeling of belonging to the group, the 
desire to achieve, of self-affirmation with a fun component, provided by the relaxed, pleasant, 
unconventional atmosphere.  

What were the benefits of the students? First of all, they felt important in what they achieved, 
they discovered new skills, they developed new skills, they acquired knowledge, they gained 
experience in browsing the Internet, writing materials and not least, they have gained confidence in 
their own strengths, gained self-esteem and made new friends. The children were delighted with 
everything they learned, even expressed their wish to continue some activities after the completion 
of these projects. Both in the design of the activities and in the course of their development, they 
resorted to teamwork. We endeavored to assemble the pieces of this puzzle, teamwork through: 
cooperation, communication, cohesion, co-participation. Teamwork is what "allows ordinary people 
to achieve unusual results." (Andrew Carnegie) The extracurricular activities carried out within the 
projects are meant to provide students with multiple opportunities for recreation, to develop their 
spirit of competition, to exploit their intellectual potential and skills, to stimulate their imagination, 
creativity and initiative. The involvement in these projects was equally beneficial to the teachers, 
giving them the opportunity to express their creativity in other contexts, not only in curricular 
activity, to be closer to the children they work with, to know them in other circumstances than class 
activity. Following the analysis of the results of the implementation of the two projects, it can be 
stated that they are part of the series of positive experiences targeted by the "Strategy for the 
development of school and extracurricular educational activity" elaborated by the Ministry of 
Education by: strengthening the status of extracurricular activity and the importance in personal 
development, developing the European dimension of educational projects, the positive influence of 
social behavior with immediate impact on community life. Education is not preparation for life, 
education is life itself. 
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LEARNING PLATFORMS 
 

Prof. Uțulete Anca Elena 
Școala Gimnazială nr. 1, Sălătrucel, jud. Vâlcea 

 

E-learning is a current way of developing education in accordance with technological 
discoveries. The term is used today as a unifying term for a variety of  learning techniques, 
computer-aided training. 

The experience of the e-learning platforms already functional has shown that the participants 
in education through the new e-learning technologies become acquainted with the virtual 
environment shortly and enter relatively quickly into the natural rhythm of transmission and, 
respectively, the acquisition of knowledge through this modern and efficient one type of education.
  

I tried to apply this type of learning to my students from the fourth grade. 
The film was presented to 

the students and based on it they 
have gotten discussions and role 
plays. On the basis of the 
questionnaires received, they 
have highlighted the positive 
aspects of the use of the internet 
in the school life.  

  Educational platforms 
were accessed, therefore in 
geography class, during the 
lesson Administrative-territorial 
organization of  Romania, the students watched on the platform www.edpuzzle.com a film about 
the top five largest counties in Romania. 

They received information about the geographical location, the surface, the number of 
inhabitants, county residence and the main objectives. The students watched the whole 
movie with interest, everything being presented in an attractive and interactive way, by 

adding questions based 
on the presented 
information.  
Also, during the English 
class they watched the 
movie Healthy food vs 
junk food song! In an 
attractive and interactive 
manner the students find 
out about the 
importance of healthy 
food, afterwards being 
asked to list the healthy 

food in the English language.  
Another online platform is www.khanacademy.org  where the students proved their 
knowledge learnt on the chapter ,,Fractions,, by resolving exercises based on the division of 
the whole into equal parts. The proposed exercises were resolved by the students with 
interest, each one of them willing to actively participate during the lesson.  
Having an interactive and attractive way of presentation, the activity had the expected 
impact. The majority of the students became aware of the side effects that the exaggerated 
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usage of  the internet has during the outside activities or alongside the family of friends. 
Some of them resembled in the presented story. 
 

                                    

 
ONLINE COURSES-SPRING 2020 

Prof. Sin Carmen, 
Liceul Teoretic „Alexandru Marghiloman, Buzau  

 
In March 2020 many countries have decided to close their educational institutions in the wake of 
the coronavirus pandemic. Most of these institutions are trying to adapt quickly to online teaching 
 
Apart from using the institution’s Learning Management System (eg. Moodle, Blackboard, etc.), 
there are many other tools you can use for teaching from home. The following list does not include 
everything that is out there. I have collected just a few ideas, tools and articles to make it easier to 
teach in these challenging times. Of course, the idea is for all the students to have internet access. 
Conducting Distance Education Effectively - article 
 
https://www.opencolleges.edu.au/informed/teacher-resources/resources-for-distance-
education/ 
 
Characteristics of Successful Distance Learning Programs - article 
 
https://www.sutori.com/story/characteristics-of-successful-distance-learning-programs--
Aw7yxYFMjDqUHGKMeAZ2yPMb 
 
The flipped classroom 
 
A flipped classroom is an instructional strategy and a type of blended learning that reverses the 
traditional learning environment by delivering instructional content, often online, outside of the 
classroom. 
 
A short description 
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https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/knowledge-hub/flipped-learning-0 
 
Portal with ideas, with how-to videos and many more from the educator community 
 
https://flippedlearning.org/ 
Synchronous learning involves online studies that are conducted with the aid of chat rooms. 
This kind of learning can only happen online. Online communication helps your learners stay in 
touch with their teacher and fellow students. It’s called synchronous learning because the 
system allows students to ask their teacher or fellow students questions instantly through instant 
messaging. 
 
On the other hand, we have asynchronous learning. This method can be carried out online and 
offline. Asynchronous learning involves coursework delivered by web, email, and message boards 
that are posted in online forums. Students do not have access to instant messaging through this 
online forum. A benefit of asynchronous learning is that you’re able to be self-paced. 
 
Examples in distance teaching 
 
Synchronous – using videoconferencing, screen sharing, live chat and voting systems to discuss 
problems/questions students have after reading the learning material before the session. 
 
Asynchronous – students are given reading materials/videos and they are tested on their 
understanding through online tests or voting systems capable of asynchronous activities. 
 

 
Tools 
Videoconferencing 
 
MS Teams https://teams.microsoft.com/ 
 
Skype https://www.skype.com/en/ 
 
Google Hangouts https://hangouts.google.com/ 
 
Zoom https://www.zoom.us/ 
 
Join.me https://www.join.me/ 
 
All of these have screen sharing, chat and mute functions to enable live class interaction. 
(Some of these tools accept limited participants or have a time limit, so read the descriptions 
for free use carefully.) 
 
Video recording 
 
Windows Camera 
 
Windows Camera is an image and video capture utility included with the most recent versions of 
Windows and its mobile counterpart. 
 
How to use it 
 
Start the software from the Start menu and simply hit the Record button. When you are done, click 
on the Stop button. Your video will appear in the bottom right corner. By clicking on it, you will be 
able to open it, watch it again and decide what to do with it – delete, share or open the folder it is 
saved into (all these functions are in the top row of the screen). 
 
Kahoot - https://kahoot.com/ 
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Kahoot! is a game-based learning platform, used as educational technology in schools and other 
educational institutions. Its learning games, “Kahoots”, are multiple-choice quizzes that allow user 
generation and can be accessed via a web browser or the Kahoot app. 
 
PollEverywhere - https://www.polleverywhere.com/ 
 
Poll Everywhere is an easy way to gather live responses in any venue… conferences, concerts, 
classrooms, and company off-sites — anywhere with internet. 
 
Quizlet - https://quizlet.com/ 
 
Quizlet is a mobile and web-based study application that allows students to study information 
via learning tools and games. 
 
Hot Potatoes - https://hotpot.uvic.ca/ 
 
The Hot Potatoes suite includes six applications, enabling you to create interactive multiple-
choice, short-answer, jumbled-sentence, crossword, matching/ordering and gap-fill exercises for 
the World Wide Web. Hot Potatoes is freeware, and you may use it for any purpose or project you 
like. 
 
Other tools 
 
Google Classroom - https://classroom.google.com/h 
 
Google Classroom is a free web service, developed by Google for schools, that aims to simplify 
creating, distributing, and grading assignments in a paperless way. The primary purpose of 
Google Classroom is to streamline the process of sharing files between teachers and students. 
 
WordPress - https://wordpress.com/ 
 
WordPress is a free and open-source content management system written in PHP and paired with a 
MySQL or MariaDB database. Features include a plugin architecture and a template system, 
referred to within WordPress as Themes. 
 
Social media 
 
Engage your students using social media like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc. Create 
study groups where you can share files, multimedia content, have discussions and many more. 
 
How to plan effective online teaching : 
 
Improving Planning and Organization 
 
Suggestions for planning and organizing a distance delivered course include: 
 
• Begin the course planning process by reviewing the literature on distance education 

research.  
• Before developing something new, check and review existing materials for content and 

presentation ideas.  
• Make sure you understand the strengths and weaknesses of various delivery systems (audio, 

video, data, print, etc.) not only in terms of how they are delivered 
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(satellite, microwave, fiber optic cable, etc.) but in terms of learning styles and course 

requirements.  
• Hands-on training is critical for both teacher and students. Consider a pre-class session in 

which the class meets informally using the delivery technology and learns about the roles 
and responsibilities of technical support staff.  

• At the start of class, hold a straightforward discussion to set rules, guidelines, and standards. 

Once procedures have been established, consistently uphold them.  
• Make sure each site is properly equipped with functional and accessible equipment. Provide a 

toll-free “hotline” for reporting and addressing problems.  
• If course materials are sent by mail, make sure they are received well before class begins. To 

help students keep materials organized, consider binding the syllabus, handouts, and other 
readings prior to distribution.  

• Start off slowly with a manageable number of sites and students. The logistical difficulties 

of distant teaching increase with each additional site. 

 
Meeting Student Needs 
 
Consider the following strategies for meeting students’ needs: 
 
• Assist students in becoming both familiar and comfortable with the delivery technology, and 

prepare them to resolve the technical problems that might arise. Focus on joint problem 
solving, not placing blame for the occasional technical difficulty.  

• Make students are aware of and comfortable with new patterns of communication to be used in 

the course.  
• Learn about students’ backgrounds and experiences. Discussing the instructor’s background 

and interests is equally important.  
• Be sensitive to different communication styles and varied cultural backgrounds. Remember, for 

example, that students may have different language skills, and that humor is culturally specific 
and won’t be perceived the same way by all.  

• Remember that students must take an active role in the distance delivered course by 

independently taking responsibility for their learning.  
• Be aware of students’ needs in meeting standard university deadlines, despite the lag time 

often involved in rural mail delivery. 

 

Use Effective Teaching Skills 

 

To maximize your teaching skills at a distance, pay special attention to the following: 
 
• Realistically assess the amount of content that can be effectively delivered in the course. 

Because of the logistics involved, presenting content at a distance is usually more time 
consuming than presenting the same content in a traditional classroom.  

• Be aware that student participants will have different learning styles. Some will learn easily in 

group settings, while others will excel when working independently.  
• Diversify and pace course activities and avoid long lectures. Intersperse content 

presentations with discussions and student-centered exercises. 
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• Humanize the course by focusing on the students, not the delivery system. 
 
• Consider using a print component to supplement non-print materials. 
 
• Use locally relevant case studies and examples as often as possible to assist students in 

understanding and applying course content. Typically, the earlier in the course this is done, the 
better.  

• Be concise. Use short, cohesive statements and ask direct questions, realizing that technical 

linkages might increase the time it takes for students to respond.  
• Develop strategies for student reinforcement, review, repetition, and remediation. Towards this 

end, one-on-one phone discussions and electronic mail communication can be especially 
effective.  

• And finally, …relax. Participants will quickly grow comfortable with the process of distance 

education and the natural rhythm of effective teaching will return. 

 

Improving Interaction and Feedback 

 

Using effective interaction and feedback strategies will enable the instructor to  
identify and meet individual student needs while providing a forum for suggesting course 

improvements. 
 
Research findings on the need for interaction have produced some important guidelines 

for instructors organizing courses for distant students: 
 
• Learners value timely feedback regarding course assignments, exams, and projects. 
 
• Learners benefit significantly from their involvement in small learning groups.  

These groups provide support and encouragement along with extra feedback on course 
assignments. Most importantly, the groups foster the feeling that if help is needed it is readily 
available.  

• Learners are more motivated if they are in frequent contact with the instructor. More 

structured contact might be utilized as a motivational tool.  
• Utilization of on-site facilitators who develop a personal rapport with students and who are 

familiar with equipment and other course materials increases student satisfaction with courses.  
• The use of technologies such as […] computers, and telephones can also provide learner 

support and interaction opportunities. 

 

In order to improve interaction and feedack, we should : 

 

• Use pre-class study questions and advance organizers to encourage critical thinking and 
informed participation on the part of all learners. Realize that it will take time to improve poor 
communication patterns.  

• Early in the course, require students to contact you and interact among themselves via electronic 
mail, so they become comfortable with the process. Maintaining and sharing electronic journal 
entries can be very effective toward this end.  

• Arrange telephone office hours using a toll-free number. Set evening office hours if most of 

your students work during the day. 
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• Integrate a variety of delivery systems for interaction and feedback, including one-on-one and 

conference calls, fax, e-mail, video, and computer conferencing. When feasible, consider 
personal visits as well.  

• Contact each site (or student) every week if possible, especially early in the course.  
Take note of students who don’t participate during the first session and contact them 

individually after class.  
• Use pre-stamped and addressed postcards, out-of-class phone conferences, and e-mail for 

feedback regarding course content, relevancy, pace, delivery problems, and instructional 
concerns.  

• Have students keep a journal of their thoughts and ideas regarding the course content, as 
well as their individual progress and other concerns. Have students submit journal entries 
frequently.  

• Use an on-site facilitator to stimulate interaction when distant students are hesitant to ask 
questions or participate. In addition, the facilitator can act as your on-site “eyes and ears.”  

• Call on individual students to ensure that all participants have ample opportunity to interact. At 
the same time, politely but firmly discourage individual students or sites from monopolizing 
class time.  

• Make detailed comments on written assignments, referring to additional sources for 
supplementary information. Return assignments without delay, using fax or electronic mail, if 
practical. 

 
 
Assessment  Tips: 
 

• Check out and adapt already published questionnaires; there’s no need to re-invent the wheel.  
• Draft and revise questions; change if necessary. 
 
• Make use of follow-up probes. 
 
• Alternate between instruction and interaction. 
 
• Sequence your questions for best effect – go ahead and ask for suggestions for 

improvement before asking for what is good. This will help convey sincerity for seeking 
improvements.  

• Place open ended questions after quick answer questions. This gives students built-in thinking 

time.  
• On summative evaluation, assure anonymity. This can be accomplished by having all 

questionnaires sent to a neutral site where they would be removed from their envelopes and 
forwarded to the instructor without a postmark.  

• Establish rapport by being interested and supportive. Withhold judgmental responses.  
• Adapt to the student in degree of formality and pace of communication. 
 
• Use evaluation as a method for understanding teaching and learning. 
 
• Try to get both positive and negative feedback. It is important not only to know what is not 

working, but also what is working. 
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Source 
 
https://www.opencolleges.edu.au/informed/teacher-resources/resources-for-distance-educati 
on/#HowtoConductCorrespondenceCoursesEffectively 
 
Conclusions.  
Education is possible staying home, but there is need of prior preparation,both for teachers and students, in 
order to have quality work. Motivation is very important, online teaching can not bore anyone if it is done 
appropriately. 
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DELIVERY WITH THE ONLINE RESOURCE HELP 
 

 Prof.inv.primar Matche Irina 
 Gimnz.Mihai Eminescu Ploiesti School  

 
The traditional learning mode has become difficult to manage as compared to web-based 

learning. We can say that this type of resources is actually the new books of the modern era. The 
website is a new, very effective tool that facilitates the teaching / learning process and beyond. The 
web provides students with a varied package of scientific information being included in databases, 
online libraries, etc. Both teachers and students can exchange ideas, opinions, via e-mail, chat or 
social networking sites. They can organize virtual trips in art or science museums, in research 
centers, places that are harder to access for students. Also, students can publish projects, online 
works being viewed and evaluated either by teachers or colleagues. E-learning vs. traditional 
education The classroom is now a virtual learning environment and this is no longer determined by 
time and space. Online lessons can present the same content and can be debated just as 
"conventional" lessons. The advantage is that these lessons can be accessed anytime and anywhere. 
With sufficient motivation, any student who has access to a computer can obtain an education at 
least equal to one who benefits from a traditional program. Web-based education has many 
advantages over traditional education. The trainees can choose their fields of knowledge, they can 
follow their own interests and they can access the information at their own level. The time is not 
determined as in a classroom, the program is much more flexible. Students can speed up the 
learning process or slow it down. Also, this type of learning allows both students and teachers to 
interact in an online community without being present at the same place or time. Students have the 
opportunity to present more carefully processed information without being emotionally involved. 
For example, in an online discussion, introverted students tend to be more active for several 
reasons. In the virtual environment, the inhibition caused by the physical aspect is diminished. 
Thus, students have more time for cognitive development, for adapting, correcting and presenting 
ideas without distractors from outside. They do not have to compete with emotional extraversions, 
which tend to dominate the classroom in a relatively short time. With the help of web resources, 
teachers can: • to inform, document and extract information useful for their professional 
development • to visit the website of the ministry, the inspectorate to be informed about the new 
school programs and the ongoing programs in which they can participate; they can also access 
forums dedicated to teachers and communicate with colleagues from other schools on topics of 
common interest • access information from wiki sites (self-assessment exercises / tests) • to trigger 
the development of some activities / applications • create the online library, etc. At the same time, 
however, Web resources can negatively impact education. In many universities, online education is 
the same as posting courses on a specialized platform. Of course this is absolutely useful, but often 
the information is no longer assimilated by the students as it should have been. The most used web 
tools in education: • E-mail - makes the connection between two or more people who have an email 
address. Also through this tool you can send the same message (mail) to several people, at the same 
time, without having to duplicate it. Groups are another reason for using email. These offer the 
possibility of holding a discussion with a group of people by e-mail, provided that they all have an 
e-mail address, through which they can be contacted. • Discussion forums - offers the possibility of 
interaction, discussions and exchange of experience with other users without the need for them to be 
connected or at the same time and at the same place with you. • The chat offers the opportunity to 
chat with anyone who is connected to the network at the same time, and who uses the same 
program. It is similar to a telephone conversation, but using the keypad. • Video conferencing - for 
communication through the remote web camera. • Wikis. They are represented by collections of 
web pages designed to allow anyone free access to add or change content, using a simplified 
markup language. • Blogs and microblogs. A blog is a Web site, usually maintained by a single 
person, companies or other institutions, such as educational ones, containing entries and comments. 
Entries are descriptions of events, including text and other materials, such as images and video 
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sequences. • Social networks. It is a software for online creation of social networks for communities 
that have common activities on the Web or are interested in exploiting the interests and activities of 
others. • News feeds (in RSS or Atom format). It can be a news channel or feed that provides users 
with updated web content. • Services for sharing graphic content (photo sharing). It is a service for 
image hosting, also called an image sharing service. It allows users to upload images to a website. • 
Services for sharing audio / video content (video sharing). It is a web video hosting service and 
allows individuals to upload videos to a web site. The service can store the video on its server and 
display it in a format that will allow other visitors to watch it. • Services for sharing presentations. 
Like other social sharing services, users can add content (powerpoint), bookmarks and comments. 
We can say about these tools that they have a very important role for the teachers, these being able 
to: coordinate a conference, a project or a colloquium, to make presentations, to manage the 
documents of a class / group, to create a space for debates and discussions. for members of a class / 
group or to collect data. Conclusions: Although education through web resources has many 
advantages over traditional education, we can say that not always the e-learning methods are the 
most effective. It is obvious that the number of users of web resources is rising and with them and 
the quality of education increases. We can also notice the beneficial values that the Internet has in 
teaching, learning or evaluating school subjects and the fact that there are no more areas where web 
resources do not play a fundamental role in solving current problems. The elearning type is gaining 
ground in front of the traditional one and the students almost associate the internet with a real 
teacher. In the current context, I believe that online resources are the most efficient, they contribute 
significantly to the continuity of the learning process. 
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A STUDY OF "OPEN-APPROACH" METHOD 
IN SCHOOL MATHEMATICS TEACHING 

- FOCUSING ON MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM SOLVING ACTIVITIES 
  

 Popa Andreea Mihaela 
Secondary School ,,Ilie Murgulescu”, Vela 

  
This study is planned in order to make exact the effects of teaching and learning of teacher 

and students who engage in problem solving by means of the "Open-Approach" method, 
particularly with reference to sharing mathematical ideas of problem and the use of mathematical 
patterns involved in problem solving. We have to become more aware of the information processes, 
which consist of the communications and interactions between the teacher's explanations and 
student's approach to problem solving. 

Several difficulties concerning problem solving are, in our opinion, due to the narrow and 
isolated conceptions of the basic didactical category on "problem solving". We, therefore, attempt 
to reveal the global and relational character of "problem solving", which is to call attention to the 
necessity of dealing with a broad spectrum of activities related to Japanese culture and society. 

These new demands can be found in Christiansen and Walter (1986), which necessitate 
changes in the teacher's roles and moves: 

1. Changes in the distribution of emphasis on the different types of activity, 
2. Changes in the types of teacher's moves and in the sequencing of these in the teaching 

process, 
3. Changes in the ways in which the teacher serves as a mediator of mathematical meaning. 
The process of problem solving becomes evident when teaching is seen as a process of 

interaction between the teacher and learner and among the learners in which the teacher attempts to 
provide learners with access to mathematical thinking in accordance with given problems. This 
teaching/learning process (like all processes between learners) is influenced by a number of social 
and developmental aspects and factors, which can be included in problem solving. The 
communication between teacher and learner is thus not only conditioned by formal decisions about 
goals, content and teaching methods, but it is also strongly dependent on even more informal 
aspects in initiative stages of problem solving, such as the teacher's words and explanations to the 
problem solver, and the students' motivation to solve the problem and to be concerned with it. 
Accordingly, communication through "problem solving" as an organizing principle in Japanese 
mathematics learning calls for meta-learning under the teacher's support.         This communication 
in mathematics classroom teaching is considered as controlling the organization and dynamics of 
the classroom activities for the purposes of sharing and developing mathematical thinking. 

The aim of open-approach teaching is to foster both the creative activities of the students 
and their mathematical thinking in problem solving simultaneously. In other words, both the 
activities of the students and their mathematical thinking must be carried out to the fullest extent. 
Then, it is necessary for each student to have the individual freedom to progress in problem solving 
according to his or her own abilities and interests. Finally, it allows them to cultivate mathematical 
intelligence. Class activities with mathematical ideas are assumed, and at the same time students 
with higher abilities take part in a variety of mathematical activities, and also students with lower 
abilities can still enjoy mathematical activities according to their own abilities. 

In doing so, it enables the students to perform the mathematical problem solving. It also 
offers them the opportunity to investigate with strategies in the manner they feel confident, and 
allows the possibility of greater elaboration within mathematical problem solving. As a result, it is 
possible to have a richer development in their mathematical thinking, and at the same time, foster 
the creative activities of each student. This is the idea of the "Open-Approach", which is defined as 
a method of teaching in which the activities of interaction between mathematics and students are 
open to varied problem solving approaches.  
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     Next, it is necessary to make clear that the meaning of the activities of interaction 
between mathematical ideas and students’ behaviors is open in problem 
solving. This has been explained from three aspects:  

1. Students' activities are developed by the open-approach.  
2. A problem that is used in the open-approach involves mathematical 

ideas. 
 
3. Open-approach should be in harmony with interaction activities 

between (1) and (2). 
We should become more aware of the information processes that consist in the "Open-

Approach", that are the relationships between the problem and method. We use here "Open-
Approach" problem as like non-routine problems: problem situations, process problems and open 
search problems (Christiansen & Walter, 1986). In actual practice, each teacher will have to take his 
or her own classroom conditions and teaching objectives into consideration. Therefore, the method 
we use in "Open-Approach" depends on the problems, which consist of problem situations, process 
problems and open-ended problem, and the procedures of these problems including classroom 
conditions and teaching objectives (Nohda, 1983, 1986). 

We define a problem as follows: A problem occurs when students are confronted with a 
task, which is usually given by the teacher, and there is no prescribed way of solving the problem. It 
is generally not a problem when the students can immediately solve it. Here we use the problems as 
open-approach problems mentioned above. Treatments of these problems will depend on the 
teacher's intentions for his/her objectives: 

                                              
 A. What kind of problem does the teacher want the students to formulate from the given 

problem situations? 
B.&emdash;How many ways of thinking does the teacher want the students to come up with 

concerning the problem given? 
C. What kinds of advanced problems does the teacher want the students to make from the 

original problem?  
     In everyday life, students are confronted with many problem situations where they can 

take a variety of solutions. The methods of solving the problem in daily life seem to include some 
regular rules or procedures. 

     To foster their mathematical thinking, mathematics teacher should emphasize problem 
solving, in which students would discover better way of thinking through discussions of various 
solutions of the problem. 

     Here, an example of actual problem solving activities in mathematics classroom is 
shown. In this study, a sixth-grade class (Male; 18, Female; 22, Total; 40) was taught by the "Open-
Approach" method in a rural elementary school near Tsukuba City. The teacher was Ms. K. 
Mashiko. She is an excellent teacher, who came to me for studying mathematical problem solving 
for about three months. The lesson was held on January 26, 1987. A process problem was used in 
the lesson. 
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KINDERGARTEN WITH EXTENDED PROGRAM NO. 22 DROBETA 

TURNU SEVERIN, MEHEDINȚI 
FINAL REPORT „A DIFFERENT KIND OF SCHOOL” ( „ȘCOALA 

ALTFEL”) 
 

Committee Responsabil,  Teacher VIȘAN STELIANA 
 

1. PROJECT TITLE: "KNOW MORE, BE BETTER!" 
2. IMPLEMENTED ACTIVITIES: 5 extracurricular activities 
3. TYPES OF IMPLEMENTED ACTIVITIES: education for creating a correct behavior in 
emergencies, cultural activities - artistic, musical, sporting, tourist, visits, religious education. 
4. RESOURCES INVOLVED: 14 teachers, 180 preschoolers, parents of preschoolers, 
grandparents and friends. 
5. PARTICIPANTS INVOLVED: ISU Drobeta Turnu Severin, Museum of the Iron Gates 
Region I, "Sf. Ilie Tesviteanul" Church, Toys factory in Eselnita, Turtle Reserve in Eselnita. 
6. MENTIONING OF THE ACTIVITIES SPACES: ISU Drobeta Turnu Severin (location - 
Topolniței street from Dr. Tr. Severin), Museum of PF I, Toys Factory in Eşelnița, Turtle Reserve 
in Eșelnița, Crihala Forest, Church "Saint Ilie Tesviteanul". 
7. OBJECTIVES FOLLOWED DURING THE WEEK: 
� enriching the active and passive vocabulary based on personal experience 
� valuing the artistic-plastic and practical skills of the children 
� valuing social skills and moral and civic and religious behaviors 
� knowing some values of traditional art 
� practicing ecological behaviors in different contexts 
� formation and cultivation of interest for the beautification of the educational space 
� education of feelings of friendship, tolerance, harmony and good disposition in relation to 

preschoolers from other groups 
� expressing one's feelings and feelings in an authentic way. 

8. METHODS OF ASSESSING THE ACTIVITY: 
� Exhibitions; 
� Photos. 

9. RECORDED RESULTS: 
During the week, the program „A DIFFERENT KIND OF SCHOOL” ("Școala Altfel") was 

held after a special schedule, the duration, the organization methods and the responsibilities being 
established in the Professional Council and approved by the Board of Directors of the educational 
unit. 
 

The purpose of this program was to involve all preschoolers, teachers and parents in activities 
that respond to their interests and concerns, to highlight their talents and abilities in different fields 
and to stimulate their participation in various actions, in non-formal contexts. 
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The activities carried out were attractive and aimed at developing collaborative relationships 

between preschoolers - teachers - family - community through educational and cultural actions. 
 
Thus, on Monday, during the activity " OPEN DOORS DAY AT ISU DROBETA FOR OUR 

KINDERGARTEN", our preschoolers, accompanied by teachers and parents or grandparents, 
visited the location of ISU DROBETA from Dr. Tr. Severin, opportunity to observe the equipment 
of fire engines, to receive answers to their questions from ISU personnel, and to watch a short fire 
extinguishing exercise. As a result of this activity, the preschoolers have enriched their knowledge 
with notions about emergency situations, rules and ways of behaving in different emergencies, 
being educated their initiative and team spirit. 

 
On Tuesday, the preschoolers in our kindergarten participated with great interest in an activity 

held inside the MUSEUM THE IRON GATES (Ro: Porțile de Fier), entitled "AT THE MUSEUM 
- WE LEARN ABOUT THE PAST AND THE PRESENT", which aimed to bring preschool 
children closer to the art exhibited in the museum, to form an attitude of respect for the work of art, 
as well as to stimulate creativity by comparing the objects made in the past with those existing 
today. 

 
On Wednesday, 17.04., the activity titled subjectively "A WONDERFUL WORLD" has been 

scheduled as a visit to the Toy Factory in the locality of Eșelnița, Mehedinți county, where the 
preschoolers had the opportunity to admire various wooden toys, as well as how they are made. 
Also, here, in Eşelnița, we visited the Turtle Reservation, in order to stimulate the curiosity of the 
children through the immediate observation of the nature living, as well as the formation of a 
careful attitude towards them. 

 
On Thursday, , we went to Crihala Forest, where we performed, outdoors, the activity "ON 

THE DANCE FLOOR", an activity for which the children, led by Mrs. Prof. Lavinia Tudorache - 
modern dance teacher, participated with pleasure and joy, the atmosphere being very entertaining. 

 
On Friday, within the activity "WE ARE SMALL CHRISTIANS", the preschoolers from our 

unit, accompanied by parents, grandparents and teachers, participated in the religious service of the 
"SAINT ILIE TESVITEANUL" CHURCH, receiving lao the "Holy Communion". Also, at the end 
of the service, the priest (Muntenu) kept a short talk that aimed knowing and respecting by children 
of the traditions and customs specific to religious holidays, but also to educate some Christian 
virtues and cultivate the moral-religious behavior (to love the persons nearby, to do good deeds, to 
be honest, modest, generous, not to hate, to help the poor, to love God). 
 
10.     THE SWOT ANALYSIS 
   Strong points: 
- Choosing activities that took into account the interests and concerns of the preschoolers 
motivating them to be involved 
- Very good involvement of teachers, children and parents; 
- Good collaboration between the parties involved, pupils-teachers-family-the local 
community, these forming a true team 
- Creating a favorable climate to the development of interpersonal relationships 
- Achieving the objectives set at the beginning of the program 
- Development of students' skills / competences in different fields 
 Weaknesses: 
- non-participation of all preschoolers in the target group in the activities carried out; 
- not involving many parents in these activities; 
- the lack of sponsorships that allow to carry out other types of activities (trips); 
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- reduced financial resources and materials for offering rewards for children; 
Opportunities: 

- availability of the institutions to support kindergarten; 
- improving the preschool-teacher relationship - parents, their proximity; 
- the involvement of the parents in carrying out the activities; 
- the possibility of promoting the image of the kindergarten due to the developed program; 

 Threats: 
   - the costs involved in extracurricular activities cannot be borne by children from economically 

disadvantaged families.  
 
11.  RECOMMENDATIONS, SUGGESTIONS 

- achieving better collaboration with the local community; 
- attracting sponsors to support the activities carried out; 
- organizing some volunteering activities; 
- by participating in the "Școala Atfel" program, preschoolers have had the opportunity to 

form a free, responsible, open behavior for communication and initiative.  
 

12.  Appendages 
       - photos 
              
                                                   
  
APPENDAGES 
 
Monday, - „OPEN DOORS DAY AT ISU DROBETA FOR OUR KINDERGARTEN” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
TUESDAY, - „AT THE MUSEUM - WE LEARN ABOUT THE PAST AND THE PRESENT,, 
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WEDNESDAY,  - „A WONDERFUL WORLD” 
 
 
THURSDAY, 18.04. - „ON THE DANCE FLOOR” 
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FRIDAY, - „WE ARE SMALL CHRISTIANS” 
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THE EFFICIENCY OF DIGITAL EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES IN 
EDUCATION 

 
teacher Coman Daniela Georgeta 

Arts Highschool „Margareta Sterian”, Buzău 
 

 It is necessary for each one of us, the actors involved in the education of the students, to 
understand that teaching in the traditional model is becoming history more and more rapidly. There 
are no classroom experts, things are changing rapidly, and teachers and students will team up to 
create a learning environment adapted to the ever-changing society, using modern technologies. It is 
well known that, today, the best and most important information distribution channel is the online 
one. The online environment supports the training of 21st century skills such as collaboration, 
communication and creativity among educators. 
 Online learning opportunities, the use of open educational resources and other 
technologies can reduce the costs associated with the materials needed for training and allow more 
efficient use of teacher time. The strategy of combining online learning with face-to-face schooling 
is useful to adapt the various learning styles of children and to allow each one to study at their own 
pace. 
 By the time they enter the preparatory class, more and more children already have solid 
habits of using mobile phones, tablets or computers, and many of them are already active on the 
Internet, sometimes even on social networks, with or without parental consent. This reality can be 
transformed into an educational advantage and can support even the activity of the teacher, the latter 
transforming the interest and curiosity of the students for mobile and digital technologies into an act 
of active and critical learning. 
A team of young people, supported by Google.org, through the Tides Foundation, have created a 
program "otherwise" for teachers who want to help their students change their habit of using phones 
/ tablets more and more often, from an early age, in a learning opportunity. 
 The DIGITAL DIRECTOR platform offers a number of concrete examples regarding the 
use of mobile digital technologies in order to fix, consolidate, evaluate information, and this will, in 
time, strengthen the perception that the mobile phone is not just for "fun". , but it can be a means of 
personal development. If you buy this reflex of the phone as a working tool from the primary 
classes, we expect that, in adult life, it will have a critical and responsible behavior in the use of 
mobile digital technology. 
 On this platform there are a number of examples of activities that can be carried out in the 
classroom using mobile phones and different applications that are downloaded free from the Play 
Store. 
 In the following I will illustrate some games that can be played 
with the students of small school age. 

Vocabulary play is a game that is addressed to students in grades 
0-4. 
One hour is sufficient for an explanation and the exercise by the students. 
Every student needs a smartphone or tablet, but if not all students own a 
smartphone or tablet, the exercise can also be done on workgroups. 

Internet connection is also required. 
The objective we pursue in this game is to 
develop vocabulary and imagination. 
The exercise can be applied to any discipline. Depending on the learning 
content being pursued, the exercise can be adapted. 
The application that the game will run is called Word Cloud and involves 
the introduction of words according to a certain formulated requirement and 
placing them in one of the preset forms, from which the students can 
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choose. The setting of the font, the colors, the background remains to everyone's preference. 
 Possible ways in which the exercise can be used would be: 
• When learning a new letter: students are asked to enter at least ten words starting with the letter 
they learned on a given day; 
• At thematic discussions held during extracurricular activities: for example, on Earth Day, write as 
many words as possible in the area of environmental protection; on Education Day, write at least 
ten traits of an ideal teacher; of National Day of Romania, to write the word family for "Romanian", 
etc. 
• Lesson about animals: write as many wild animals / pets as you know; 
• For a specific work read: write down the keywords or beautiful 
expressions in the text; 
• Pair of synonyms / antonyms. 
Many exercises can be thought of, this application being useful for fixing 
the taught elements. 
 Learning to play is another activity that can be carried out with primary 
school students. Installing the Mozaik3D application and using it effectively 
takes two hours. Students will use smart phones or tablets, individually or 
on workgroups.            The Mozaik3D application has a series of 3D games 
and simulations on different topics such as: the human body, history, 
geography, mathematics, etc.           The games that can be used in small 

schools are: Exercise and clock reading; Orientation elements in 
the near horizon (exercise inspired by Geography textbooks). In 
addition, by exploring as many of the 3D games and simulations 
in the application, other games that can support the teacher in the 
classroom activity can certainly be identified. 
          After downloading and installing the aforementioned 
application, the students will discuss discussions about the learning objectives aimed at - either 
reading the clock or orienting in space; indicating the names of the games and completing the tasks 

in the games. 
Another fun activity for young students is Digital Greetings. 
After the explanations that will make reference to the terms used 
(sender, consignee), definition, component elements (address 
formula, content - event, date, time, place, closing formula, 
signature) the students will be presented with the application 
needed for this exercise and namely Canva. This gives students 
the opportunity to use templates adapted to the event for which 
the greeting card will be sent (Christmas, March 8, June 1, etc.). 
The students will choose a template according to the event, 

compose the greeting text and add all the other elements and then send it to the desired person in the 
online environment. 
 An interesting and fun application for children in primary education, is 
the ChatterPix Kid which can be used in the activity Give life to your 
creations. The estimated time to install and use the application is one hour. To 
carry out this activity you need: smartphone, internet connection to download 
the application and send the creations. If the application is downloaded in 
advance and the creations are saved on the phone, no internet is require. 
 Students will identify the stages of making a video in the Chatter Pix 
Kids application, based on the instructions received The disciplines to which 
the application can be used are: - Civic education: students will orally render 
the features of a person, using as an example a character created by them in the 
application; - Sciences: students will orally play the basic needs of the living 
beings and present them in the created videos; - Romanian language: Students 
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will create short dialogues / speeches about works and characters known or created, poems, etc. 
based on the instructions received. In addition to the examples provided, other useful applications 
that allow the transmission of knowledge in a pleasant, attractive and adapted way to the learning 
needs of today's students can be selected. The Kahoot application is based on learning through play 
using educational technology. This is accessible, easy to use by both teachers and students, allows 
evaluation tests in different disciplines, is easy to use, and the tests are verified in real time. Also, 
Kahoot learning games can be created on any subject and for students of all ages, it can be accessed 
using any device, computer or laptop that has a web browser. In conclusion, it can be stated that the 
educational instructional process can be one of the students' favorite using the digital resources for 
educational purposes, adapting to the changes that, with or without our will, happen. We can 
stimulate students' curiosity for knowledge using what attracts them the most, digital resources. 
  
Bibliography: Digital Reach Platform 

 

TEACHING ENGLISH USING MAGAZINES 
 

Prof. Roman Adina 
Colegiul Tehnic ,,Gheorghe Asachi”, Onești 

 
For many people, reading magazines is already a popular and enjoyable pastime. The 

activities based on magazines in the language classroom become, for these people, simply an extent 
of this concern, and one which teachers can master. For others, who are not so concerned with 
reading magazines in their own language there is the pedagogic advantage that dealing with 
English-language magazines may even stimulate them to do so. Making students read magazines in 
the classroom can help them find out their own interests and tastes. Also, this can play an important 
role in the process of motivating the learners to read without being asked outside the classroom, in 
this way, extending their relation with English. A wise teacher can stimulate his students by 
involving them in enjoyable activities using diverse and encouraging magazine materials. 

Culture and language are unavoidably connected, and the magazines of a certain target 
community show its culture through the language they contain. It is known that culture allows 
language through references to the places, customs, people, and traditions of that community. 
Although, at a deeper level, language is acquired through the shared experiences, beliefs, values, 
knowledge, attitudes and emotions that a writer expresses. Magazines are a priceless source of such 
information and the more widely learners read, the greater their sense of understanding of the socio-
cultural significance will be.  

English-language magazines are easily available in most European countries, and there is a 
permanent and ceaseless need which is renewed with new content on a daily basis. That is why they 
supply English teachers with numerous teaching materials that can be utilized to develop their 
learners’ language competences. For some English teachers in Romania, the access to English-
language magazines can be rather difficult. But, because we are in the times of rapid technological 
transformations in mass communication, with a worldwide network of interconnected computers, 
the access to Internet is available to almost everyone. English teachers have now the possibility to 
browse hundreds of magazines worldwide using the Internet. There are some English teachers that 
are afraid of using magazines in their classes thinking that they are only applied to journalistic 
classes. But, magazines are the perfect tools to teach a great number of skills as well as a way to 
stimulate students’ interest. Learners feel that they are in charge of the experience. They usually 
have a chance to be creative, to make something of their own when they use magazines.  

Once a teacher starts to look for suitable magazine materials, it should not be long before he 
has piled up an interesting collection. An English teacher should keep in mind that gathering many 
materials can easily become inaccessible and unmanageable. That is why, it is very important for 
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the teachers to take into account a system of organization which fits him/her to make sure the 
materials are at hand when necessary. For example, an organized teacher should think about 
magazines sections, themes and topics, language systems, language skills and language level.  

Many teachers avoid using magazines with some students – usually Pre-Intermediate ones, 
but not only – because they think the English language is too complicated for them to deal with. It is 
right that the magazines include language which is authentic. However, teachers should be 
conscious of making use of magazine tools at early levels of learning, even if they do seem to be 
complicated. The interest in language difficulty is maybe the most general justification why so 
many learners are denied the chance to deal with magazines till they get an Intermediate or 
Advanced stage of English. In his book, Using Newspapers in the Classroom, Paul Sanderson 
suggests there are a number of risks if the materials are chosen based on their linguistic complexity: 

� Teachers may refuse materials that would stimulate students to overpass any unavoidable difficulty 
of language. Students will often wish to read materials that are hard to understand because they 
interest them, and they will go on reading as they find them interesting and enjoyable. It is not just 
the linguistic problems teachers should think of, but also the motivation their students have when 
they read the materials. Teachers should not forget that motivation is an important fact in prosperous 
reading. 

� Teachers might select gentle materials that do not meet the interests of the students just because the 
grammar and vocabulary are kept under control. This thing means that students do not have the 
chance of a positive learning experience using stimulating materials. 

� Students can understand language at a higher stage than they can produce. Teachers should select the 
materials according to their comprehension and not to their level of language production. 

Teachers can choose a great number of activities to do on magazine materials. Students seem to 
understand English language much better performing tasks given by teacher related to editorials, 
photographs, advertisements, horoscopes, cartoons and cartoon strips or the whole magazine. 
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� Match the programme types with the pictures taken from OK! magazine then 
suggest a suitable definition for each of them: 
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RENEWING EUROPEAN VALUES FOR SOCIAL INCLUSION AND 
DEMOCRATIC CITIZENSHIP UNDER THE AUSPICES OF THE 

ETWINNING AND ERASMUS+ PROGRAMMES 
 

Name and surname of the participating teacher: Frînculeasă Claudia Emilia 
Institution: Liceul Teoretic “Radu Vlădescu”, Pătârlagele 

 
 Values have long been governing human behavior and choices in all areas of life. 
Ideologically, socially and even morally, the European Union culture has developed and promoted a 
value system which actively supports respect for human dignity and human rights, freedom, 
democracy, equality and the rule of law and all the member states and aspiring members are 
expected to protect and promote these self-evident, fundamental rights and integrate them in every 
aspect of their life, including their school curricula.  
 Taking into account the fact that ignorance and lack of information and experience are still 
responsible for many social, educational and democratic values being taken for granted by the 
younger generations, today, more than ever, our students, the European citizens of the future, need 
real-life opportunities to understand their rights and responsibilities in the new European context. 
What is more, lately, the level of public debate has deteriorated and many schools have become 
aware of the limitations of modern media in general and social media sites in particular in informing 
and educating the youth, the lack of tolerance and civility, the level of anger and hostility as well as 
a propensity for hatred and violence being not only a deterrent, but also a threat. 
 To counteract these, a team of 4 schools from Italy, Poland, Romania and Turkey decided to 
rely on the historic role of the EU, namely on how this international organisation came into being 
and, most importantly, why it was necessary for the peoples of Europe to come together, to work for 
peace, why it is still crucial for us all to be united in the diversity of our own national identity and 
historical journey. 
 At “Radu Vlădescu” Theoretical High School, situated in Pătârlagele town, Buzău county, 
Romania, we realize that, by equipping our students with respect for human dignity and human 
rights, freedom, democracy, equality and the rule of law, by allowing them to reflect on their own 
rights and responsibilities, by encouraging them to build their lives on the foundation of EU 
citizenship, EU awareness and democracy, they will be empowered to reach their potential, build 
significant personal and professional relationships, live rewarding cultural experiences and actively 
contribute to the well-being of our European community. 
 As educators, knowing that learning is hardly possible without a teaching or training 
experience, we created opportunities for our students to build and improve positive attitudes, beliefs 
and values that would bring further understanding, tolerance, acceptance of diversity, social 
equality, security and inclusion, cooperation between all people, fair treatment and equity at present 
and in the years to come. 

 

 Our goal was to create a positive educational environment, with less inequity, fewer 
stereotypes and closer, more genuine and altruistic relationships. As expected, the teachers involved 
in the eTwinning partnership, together with their colleagues and organisations, took on more 
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responsibility, especially that of creating valuable contexts for the development of the values of 
humanism and professionalism, by building leadership skills, by planning together social, civic and 
cultural activities able to cultivate and preserve the integrity, unity, diversity and, ultimately, the 
spirit of our European tradition. 
 The main activities of the project were: a research and documentation workshop on 
European heritage: its values, principles and achievements (January 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RZxpWghyHN0); a local information and dissemination 
campaign on the importance of preserving the European legacy for each country (February 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wVCJwBtmoMY) and a flipped teaching and learning activity 
followed by an on-site workshop and exhibition of student-created posters to promote the cultural 
heritage of Europe and develop positive attitudes and values (March 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0_g_0f5eXQ&feature=emb_logo). 
 The eTwinning project entitled “Renewing European Values for Social Inclusion and 
Democratic Citizenship” initiated in January 2020 is also the foundation of stepping stones to a 
2020 Erasmus+ strategic partnership between the four European schools.  

                    
 If our application is approved, the main objectives of the future project will be: to promote 
the fundamental values on which the EU was built, to celebrate its main achievements, the most 
successful policies and initiatives, to develop democratic citizenship attitudes and beliefs, to 
increase awareness and interest in the educational opportunities available for the EU citizens, to 
learn first-hand about different cultures, traditions, customs and lifestyles, to develop the 
participants' critical and creative thinking and cooperative skills, to improve the participants' self-
confidence, linguistic competences and digital skills and to implement innovative approaches, 
teaching strategies and learning activities in the partner schools. 
 All Erasmus+ projects change lives, open minds and hearts, and we believe ours will be no 
exception. By the end of the project, we expect better-informed and more knowledgeable members 
of the school communities located in the four European countries as far as the topics of European 
values, social inclusion and democratic citizenship are concerned, more inclusive and developed 
schools with more (trans)national initiatives promoting active citizenship of young people 
belonging to minorities, vulnerable and disadvantaged groups, improved civic and social skills and 
democratic participation, increased awareness of social inclusion and active democratic citizenship 
as well as better understanding of social and cultural diversity and four European communities 
involved in genuine, strategic international cooperation for education.  
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PRESCHOOL TEACHER- 
 

CIORNEI IULIA ANDREEA- 
GRADINITA SIGMIR-ROMANIA 

 
The Romanian society is undergoing a stage of spectacular changes, which impose to the 

contemporary man a rhythm of life as alert and spectacular. Due to its primordial role, that of the 
form of people capable of integrating and actively participating in society, the school, with all 
segments they have to restructure their "on the go" vision of how to approach this task. The "new 
man" must be able to face all the challenges that life will face. Therefore, the educational approach 
involves the preparation of the new generation with as many means, skills, which can be 
prerequisites for success in the "great battle" with the future. And as the future is so unpredictable, 
how else should our children be prepared, rather than stimulating their ability to creatively solve the 
small problems we propose, so that, over the years, when they will have to face real challenges, to 
have those creative springs that can make their life easier and even more beautiful. Given these 
premises, from the kindergarten, we try to dress any activity in a clothes as attractive as possible, to 
attract the children, stimulating their desire to participate and to contribute themselves to solving the 
different tasks. Step by step, in different contexts, we do nothing but nourish the seed of creativity 
with which each child is endowed. It makes any task easier and easier nice, from building a castle 
from cubes to solving a more complex task, a math problem, for example. We teachers generally 
tend to try to load as little as possible the baggage of the little disciple, in the idea that he has to 
know as much and as early as possible. That is why we sometimes manage to overload this 
baggage, thus obtaining the opposite effect, because the child cannot assimilate, building that bridge 
between previous and present knowledge. A creative child will be able to establish new, unexpected 
connections between previously acquired and new knowledge, making combinations with a certain 
intention. Developing creative capacities involves early initiation into different activities, carefully 
studying the manifestations of each student and stimulating initiative. The multiple possibilities of 
manifesting the child's creativity must be developed by stimulating the imagination, the observation 
spirit, stimulating the forms of expression. All of these contribute to expressing one's personality in 
their own ways. Any manifestation of the creativity of thought, any reasoning, leads to a new 
conclusion. Of course, the characteristics of children's creative personality are influenced by 
different factors, but our duty is to provoke those contexts that stimulate the springs of creativity. 
One of the ways that can offer the possibility of manifesting and realizing the creativity of the child 
is the method of the projects, which through the variety of types of activities it implies, involves the 
preschooler in actions that involve new correlations, associations, knowledge in different fields. I 
would like to emphasize that, using this method, our educational effort can yield the expected 
results, as far as we know how to build our approach, using as an ally the intellectual, affective and 
creative potential of the child. The Romanian society is undergoing a stage of spectacular changes, 
which impose to the contemporary man a rhythm of life as alert and spectacular. Due to its 
primordial role, that of the form of people capable of integrating and actively participating in 
society, the school, with all segments they have to restructure their "on the go" vision of how to 
approach this task. The "new man" must be able to face all the challenges that life will face. 
Therefore, the educational approach involves the preparation of the new generation with as many 
means, skills, which can be premises of  of success in the "great battle" with the future. And as the 
future is so unpredictable, how else should we prepare our children, rather than stimulating their 
ability to creatively solve the small problems we propose, so that, over the years, when they will 
have to face real challenges, to have those creative springs that can make their life easier and even 
more beautiful. In view of these premises, from the kindergarten, we try to dress any activity in a 
clothes as attractive as possible, to attract the children, stimulating their desire to participate and to 
contribute themselves to solving the different tasks. Step by step, in different contexts, we do 
nothing but nourish the seed of creativity with which each child is endowed. It makes any task 
easier and easier nice, from building a castle from cubes to solving a more complex task, a math 
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problem, for example. We teachers generally tend to try to load as little as possible the baggage of 
the little disciple, in the idea that he has to know as much and as early as possible. That is why we 
sometimes manage to overload this baggage, thus obtaining the opposite effect, because the child 
cannot assimilate, building that bridge between previous and present knowledge. One of the 
conditions of success is therefore the gradation of knowledge, their selection, and the other is that of 
using creativity, as a binder in building the knowledge bag and the personality of the child. A 
creative child will be able to establish new, unexpected connections between previously acquired 
and new knowledge, making combinations with a certain intention. Developing creative capacities 
involves early initiation into different activities, carefully studying the manifestations of each 
student and stimulating initiative. The multiple possibilities of manifesting the child's creativity 
must be developed by stimulating the imagination, the spirit of observation, stimulation of forms of 
expression. All of these contribute to expressing one's personality in their own ways. Any 
manifestation of the creativity of thought, any reasoning, leads to a new conclusion. Of course, the 
characteristics of children's creative personality are influenced by different factors, but our duty is 
to provoke those contexts that stimulate the springs of creativity. 

One of the ways that can offer the possibility of manifesting and realizing the creativity of the 
child is the method of the projects, which through the variety of types of activities it implies, 
involves the preschooler in actions that involve new correlations, associations, knowledge in 
different fields. By this paper I want to emphasize that, using this method, our educational effort 
can give the expected results, inasmuch as we know how to build our approach, using as an ally the 
intellectual, emotional and creative potential of the child. 

 
IMAGES FROM THE PROJECT 

“SPRING, THE SEASON OF JOY’” 
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THE ROLE OF THE SCHOOL IN THE MULTICULTURAL AND 
INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION OF THE CHILDREN 

 
Mr. Cristian Dragomir 

Poiana Copăceni High School 
 

The education in the perspective of its openness to multiple values represents a fully justified 
endeavor, since it intends a better insertion of the individual in a polymorphic and dynamic spiritual 
world. This formative approach comes to meet both the desires of the individuality, by valuing 
particular, unique features, which deserve to be recognized or amplified, as well as in the society 
profile, ensuring it with a certain degree of coherence, solidarity and functionality. The solidarity of 
the community is enhanced by the way in which the reproduction of the great symbols within that 
certain socio-cultural space is managed, but also in the way the opening to other socio-cultural 
formations is regulated. 

The concept of multicultural education refers to all of the educational programs that respond 
to the needs imposed by the coexistence in a multiethnic environment. The purpose of a 
multicultural education is to facilitate the accommodation of minority ethno-cultural groups as well 
as to accommodate and open the most part of the society to the cultural models specific to minority 
groups. Multicultural educational programs are based on the principle of cultural diversity and the 
openness of contemporary society; education and intercultural teaching are meant to focus students' 
attention to their own identity, as well as to universal human values, equality of educational 
opportunities for all groups within the society. Multicultural education is considered to be, by 
means of the antiracial, anti-xenophobic, anti-discriminative measures of the existing cultures, the 
guarantor of a viable multicultural society, a factor of democratic stability and of diminishing 
conflict. 

Intercultural education requires a new approach to values. The problems that arise now are 
those related to the negotiation of values, their interpretation, their juxtaposition and 
complementarity. From recognizing the equality of values within cultures, one should not draw the 
conclusion that all values are the same and that some differences or even divergences disappear. 
The school must highlight and cultivate these differences, re-evaluating new cultural expressions in 
the broader context of the community in which each finds its rightful place. 

The main objective of intercultural education lies in preparing people to perceive, accept, 
respect and experience differences.  Intercultural education implies that the educational process 
itself is carried out in an interactional environment, by putting together or face to face those of 
different cultural expressions. 

European multiculturalism is a potential wealth, provided it does not diminish or cancel the 
identity of each culture, and it can become a true interculturalism. Educational and cultural policies 
are required to be opened not only in terms of national values, but also international ones, because 
economic cooperation and politics have become impossible if they do not ally with the spirit of 
understanding and cooperation in the fields of culture and education. An education capable of being 
based on difference and opened to different values is the only one capable of responding to the 
needs of a present and future Europe. 

The task of today's school is to shape a European consciousness to the students. From the 
primary classes it is also necessary to cultivate respect and solidarity with the culture of other 
peoples. In this sense, students must first of all be culturally focused, they must know very well the 
values of their own culture, and then be able to receive information about another culture. So, the 
conclusion is that "the school must first be cultural and then intercultural. The path towards 
intercultural is through cultural. ” 

Inter and multicultural education involves new steps in education, aimed at developing in 
students a European conscience, cultivating respect and solidarity with the culture of other peoples, 
developing inter and multicultural behaviors and attitudes, simultaneously implying the affirmation 
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of each culture with its specific norms, but also the openness to other cultures, with the purpose of 
establishing a new common civilization. 

Creating and approaching education from this double perspective leads to the formation of 
specific behaviors: 

• the ability to communicate effectively; 
• strengthening self-esteem and the respect of others; 
• tolerance of different opinions; 
• continuous adaptation to the diversity of culture; 
• fruition of cultural differences and spiritual values, local and general, for personal and social 

benefit; 
• recognition of the equality of values of cultures. 
In conclusion, we can say that as our society becomes more and more multicultural, inter- and 

multicultural education have a well-defined role in developing the personality of students as 
subjects of Romanian education. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The social realities in which we live are characterized by the coexistence in the same space of 

a cultural diversity: ethnic, linguistic, religious, age, social origin. The differences are often seen in 
a negative way, becoming a source of conflict and justification for discrimination. The construction 
of a democratic society based on the values of democracy must have as a starting point the 
recognition and the valuing of these differences, as a unique source for survival and coexistence in 
peace. 

Through multicultural and intercultural education carried out within the education process of 
the student / young person, we want to make the subject become: 

* a person opened to others, aware of the value that others have and able to contribute to the 
development of the community  he is part of; 

* a person who builds relationships with others, in the spirit of solidarity and tolerance;  
* a person who wishes to communicate with others and seek solutions to problems;  
* a person with principles, able to talk to others, to live together with others in a climate of 

respect, solidarity and acceptance of diversity; 
* a person who knows how to integrate himself/ herself responsibly into the community; 
* a person integrated into the culture of his/her people, opened at the same time to other 

cultures, capable of accepting and respecting others. 
Learning elements of multicultural education, learning skills, attitudes and behaviors based on 

tolerance and mutual respect are real levels of community and social insertion of all individuals. 
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MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION 
 

Mrs. Mădălina Dragomir 
Gura Vitioarei High School 

 
 Multicultural education refers to all the educational programs that respond to the needs 
imposed by coexistence in a multiethnic environment. Its purpose is to facilitate the accommodation 
of minority ethnocultural groups and, to the same extent, to accommodate and open majority society 
to the cultural models specific to minority groups. 
 Multicultural educational programs are based on the principle of cultural diversity and the 
openness/accessibility of contemporary society; education and intercultural teaching are meant to 
focus students' attention to their own identity, as well as to universal human values, equality of 
educational opportunities for all groups within the society. Multicultural education is considered to 
be, by means of the antiracial, antixenophobic, antidiscriminative and relativizing measures of the 
existing cultures, the guarantor of a viable multicultural society, a factor of democratic stability and 
of diminishing the conflictuality. 
 Through education, in general, a better insertion of the individual in a polymorphous and 
dynamic spiritual world is envisaged. This approach comes both to meet the desires of the 
individuality, through the valorization of particular, unique features, which deserve to be recognized 
or amplified, as well as in the company profile, ensuring a certain degree of coherence, solidarity 
and functionality. Cultural diversity is no longer a prejudice, but a reality that must be taken 
advantage of in the school environment. Cultural plurality poses not only the problem of defending 
differences, but of cultural dialogue, which recognizes that each must contribute to the enrichment 
of the human experience and that each of them is an effort to universalize a particular experience. 
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 Multicultural societies are given realities, existent in which people belonging to different 
groups come into contact accidentally when concrete situations of life require it. Moral and 
religious pluralism does not exclude the existence of a common set of values and principles that 
underlie the civic identity in the respective physical-social space. The tolerance developed by the 
groups involved is a passive one. It turns out that more cultures exist in the same space, the same 
environment, without having conflicts, but without developing permanent and consistent 
relationships. 
 European multiculturalism is a potential wealth, provided it does not diminish or cancel 
the identity of each culture, and it can become a true interculturalism. Educational and cultural 
policies are required to be opened not only in terms of national values, but also international ones, 
because economic cooperation and politics have become impossible if they do not ally with the 
spirit of understanding and cooperation in the fields of culture and education. An education capable 
of being based on difference and open to different values is the only one capable of responding to 
the needs of Europe today and tomorrow. 
 Interculturalism involves understanding, appreciating and valuing one's own culture, to 
which is added respect based on authentic information and building curiosity towards the other's 
ethnic culture, interculturality being a process that occurs at the intersection of cultures, not being 
an end in itself, but which it can become a finality when the unnatural transformations or the bad 
behaviors at this level of intersecting cultures are noticed. 
 Inter and multicultural education is constituted in new dimensions of education, aimed at 
the formation of school pupils of a European conscience, cultivating respect and solidarity with the 
culture of other peoples, developing inter and multicultural behaviors and attitudes, simultaneously 
implying the affirmation of each culture with its specific norms, but also the openness to other 
cultures, with a view to establishing a new common civilization. 
 The society we live in is characterized by the coexistence of a cultural diversity in the 
same space: ethnic, linguistic, religious, age, social origin. Often the differences are seen in a 
negative way, becoming a source of conflict and justification for discrimination. The construction 
of a democratic society based on the values of democracy must have as a starting point the 
recognition and the valorization of these differences, as a unique source for survival and 
coexistence in peace. 
 The student / young person becomes through the multicultural and intercultural education 
carried out within the school able to contribute to the development of the community of which he is 
part, to build relationships with others, in the spirit of solidarity and tolerance and at the same time 
open to other cultures, able to accept them and respect the others. 
 Through the acquisition of elements of multicultural education, the acquisition of skills, 
attitudes and behaviors based on tolerance and mutual respect, constitute real levels of community 
and social insertion of all individuals. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDENTS’ CREATIVITY BY THE 
AESTHETIC EDUCATION 

 
Teacher: Dobra Carmen Mădălina  

Gymnasium school no 13 Rm. Vâlcea 
 

The current generation from schools must have some defining traits: inventiveness, initiative, 
spirit of innovation, on a short term creativity, or, transposed on the level of action, competence 
based on a general scientific training of each active citizen. 

The educational activity must be continously adapted to the requirements and conditions of 
the society in order to assure the child from the youngest age the volume of knowledge, skills and 
capacities of active, creative orientation. 

The aesthetic education is one of the most important aspects of education, which aims to 
develop the aesthetic taste of the child, the ability to correctly understand and appreciate the beauty 
and the development of creative skills. I considered that the artistic-plastic activities, fulfill these 
desires, being playful activities, learning and reflection activities, important in the creative 
stimulation of the child whose creative potential is immense at this age. 

Drawing and painting are activities that children like most. It has been observed that when 
coloring, when painting, when using color, the child develops patience, skill, aesthetic sense, traits 
that will fulfill his personality. Drawing and painting, children mirror the essential characteristics of 
objects, beings, express interest in what is unusual, surprising, develop their imagination and give 
them the opportunity to externalize their thoughts. 

The child's encounter with different colors becomes captivating when he is given the freedom 
to discover and practice the "spell" that makes a new hue appear or disappear a basic color, mixing 
them. This curiosity gives the child the opportunity to get started in simple techniques, within his 
meaning. 

The children were led to discover the meanings of the colors, finding titles as appropriate to 
the colors used. Thus, they found out the meaning of the colors specific to the seasons and used 
them in their works. These activities were accompanied by appropriate musical illustrations ("The 
Seasons", by Vivaldi). 

Familiarizing the children with working techniques increases their curiosity and gives plastic 
activities an attractive and creative character. 

Merging the color stains of different shades, lines and dots on a wet stand, in which the plastic 
elements spontaneously interlock, by joining or by overlapping is a technique by which children 
perform special works. They analyzed them, processed them according to their desire and 
imagination and gave them a title. 

The linear imprint left by the woolen thread soaked in the watercolors or the tempera, then 
placed successively on a paper surface, in directions and in ways as different as the position 
(horizontal, oblique, braked, spiral, etc.), over which the paper folds ; And this technique was loved 
by the children, they "saw" in the works "Snake", "Vârtejuri", "Lily flower", "Ciupercuţa", etc. 

The stamp is easy to make from a gum, a potato or a carrot, which is cut in order to obtain a 
flat surface. On the smooth side of one of these materials a small shape is drawn which is cut on the 
outline by using a sharp blade. Then the surrounding surface is removed so that the created shape 
reaches a height of about 3-5 mm. On the surface of the obtained shape, the color will be spread and 
then applied repeatedly over the dry color spots. During the usage of the stamp, the color can be 
changed. 

The technique of folding the paper is done by following these steps: over the color stains laid 
with thick brushes half of the surface of the paper (dense colors are used) bend or fold the paper in 
half and smoothens it by hand to press the colors between the sheets. This results in two identical 
spontaneous forms, facing each other, that resemble visual representations already known. 

The children were delighted to give them a name for the elaborate shapes. Ex .: "Butterflies", 
"Ladybug", "Flower", etc.) 
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There are many techniques and processes for developing students' creativity. I presented a 
part of these, through which we pursued the cultivation of children's creative imagination in 
choosing and carrying out their artistic subjects and works, stimulating the fluency, flexibility and 
originality of creative thinking. 
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RUSU MARIA CONSTANȚA 
COLEGIUL TEHNIC HENRI COANDĂ TG JIU 

 
Classroom instruction and learning are complex processes characterized by intensive 

cognition as to the causal nature of student and teacher outcomes. When a student performs poorly 
on an academic task, for example, he or she might ascribe the failure to lack of effort, bad luck, or 
teaching quality. Likewise, teachers also experience successes and failures with respect to their 
instructional goals concerning student performance and classroom behaviors, with studies showing 
teachers who fail to achieve their personal teaching goals to report a more maladaptive emotional 
profile (Sutton, 2007; Frenzel et al., 2009, 2015; Frenzel, 2014) as well as poorer levels of 
occupational stress, burnout, satisfaction, and commitment (Chang, 2009). Recent findings further 
suggest that teachers’ motivational beliefs may help mitigate the impact of perceived instructional 
failures on their emotional well-being such as intrinsic motivation (e.g., Roth et al., 2007; Roness, 
2011), achievement goal orientations (e.g., Butler, 2012; Wang et al., 2017), and teaching self-
efficacy (Klassen et al., 2011). 

Over the past 50 years, motivation research has also consistently examined the effects of 
individuals’ causal explanations or attributions for failure experiences on their emotions, 
persistence, and achievement in educational settings (e.g., Heider, 1958; Atkinson, 1964). 
According to attribution theory, individuals are particularly motivated to seek specific explanations 
for negative educational outcomes, with these causal attributions, in turn, having important 
consequences for academic development (Weiner, 1985, 2010). Whereas most research applying 
attribution theory to the classroom has focussed on students’ causal attributions for academic 
setbacks (for reviews, see Weiner, 1976; Wilson and Linville, 1982; Ames and Ames, 
1984; Graham, 1984b, 1991; Forsterling, 1985; Graham and Williams, 2009), the nature and effects 
of teachers’ causal attributions for their classroom experiences has also received consistent 
empirical attention (Cooper and Lowe; 1977, study 2; Tollefson and Chen, 1988; Butler, 
1994; Matteucci et al., 2008b; Wang et al., 2015). However, there to date exists no comprehensive 
review article in education literature of empirical research on the prevalence, correlates, and 
consequences of causal attributions for classroom challenges made by teachers. To address this 
unfortunate research gap, the present article provides a systematic review of published research on 
the types of attributions made by practicing teachers’ when faced with student problems and 
teaching obstacles as well as their impact on instructional behaviors, student outcomes, and 
teachers’ own psychological well-bei. 

According to Weiner’s (1985, 2000, 2010) attribution theory, a causal attribution is defined as 
an individual’s perception as to the cause of a success or failure event, with the attribution selected 
able to be classified according to underlying causal dimensions that correspond to specific effects 
on subsequent emotions, decision-making, and performance. The first of these causal 
dimensions, locus of causality, refers to the attribution being either internal or external to the 
individual in origin. For example, attributions having an internal locus of causality would 
prototypically implicate one’s own ability or effort, whereas attributions to external factors might 
instead involve luck or environmental circumstances. In contrast, the second causal 
dimension, stability, reflected the extent to which one attributed an event to causes that were 
temporally persistent, such as low ability, or causes that fluctuated over time, such as luck. In the 
event of failure, although one would expect it to reoccur if an attribution was made to a stable 
antecedent, attributions to unstable causes should be more motivating in allowing for the possibility 
of future success. 

Although Weiner’s initial model included only two causal dimensions, a third dimension referred to 
as controllability – the extent to the perceived cause of an outcome is regarded as personally changeable – was later 
added to distinguish this framework from the “locus of control” construct proposed by Rotter (1966; Weiner, 1979). In 
contrast to Rotter’s model in which the concepts of internality and controllability were conflated (e.g., internal locus: 
attributions to effort and ability), Weiner differentiated between them given the divergent motivational consequences of 
internal attributions depending on their perceived controllability. For example, whereas a failure attribution to lack of effort 
implies the potential for improvement, attributing failure to an intractable lack of ability does not. 
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In addition to differentiating three dimensions underlying causal attributions, attribution 
theory further proposes specific cognitive and emotional consequences of each dimension that occur 
after causal attributions are selected, namely expectations of future performance and perceived 
responsibility for the events. Whereas attributions with an internal locus of causality should lead to 
perceptions of self-esteem and feelings of pride, expectations for future success and the emotions of 
hopefulness/hopelessness should be more significantly impacted by stability dimension of the 
attribution selected (Weiner, 1985, 2000, 2010). Likewise, the controllability dimension is proposed 
to most significantly correspond with perceptions of personal responsibility and the emotions of 
guilt and shame. This theory further proposes the occurrence of mixed emotions, for example, with 
failure attributions to lack of effort contributing to less pride (internal) yet higher levels of 
motivating emotions such as hope (unstable) and guilt (controllable), emotions that, in turn, are 
assumed to directly contribute to achievement-striving behaviors and performance. 

Interpersonal and Intrapersonal Applications of Weiner’s Attribution Theory 
Weiner’s (2001) attribution theory also differentiates between intrapersonal and interpersonal 

attributions for achievement outcomes. The intrapersonal perspective, as described above, refers to 
the attributions individuals make for their own performance, focusing on how expectations for 
personal success and responsibility can lead to self-directed feelings of pride, guilt, hope, or shame 
and, in turn, self-relevant educational outcomes (e.g., persistence). On the other hand, the 
interpersonal approach to Weiner’s theory concerns the attributions made for outcomes experienced 
by others and focuses primarily on how perceptions of another’s responsibility for an outcome 
contributes to other-directed emotions (e.g., sympathy, anger) and behaviors (e.g., punishment, 
assistance; Weiner, 2001, 2003). For example, although teachers may attribute their own 
instructional failures or occupational stress to specific factors (e.g., insufficient resources, lesson 
preparation), their attributions for students’ misbehaviors or poor performance may differ (e.g., 
insufficient student effort, parental support). 

With respect to teacher behavior resulting from attributions for student failure to factors 
implicating student responsibility, Weiner (2003, 2010) further proposed two main goals underlying 
teacher reprimands: utilitarian goals or retributive goals. In contrast to teachers with utilitarian goals 
who use punishment to encourage future behavioral change, teachers with retributive goals focus 
instead on students’ past transgressions and administering negative deserved consequences out of 
fairness (Weiner, 2000). Moreover, early scenario research by Weiner and Kukla (1970) suggested 
that although the degree of reward vs. punishment administered by teachers depended largely on 
student performance, the perceived combination of prototypic attributions (student effort vs. ability) 
could also impact teaching behavior. In this study, poor student performance attributed to high 
ability combined with lack of effort 
was most strongly punished, 
whereas poor-performing students 
perceived as investing effort despite 
low ability were not punished as 
severely. Follow-up research 
by Reyna and Weiner (2001) further 
indicated that retributive 
punishment was more likely when 
students were perceived as 
responsible for their failure due to 
lack of effort, whereas more 
utilitarian punishment was reported 
when students were believed to lack 
ability and not be responsible for 
their performance (Weiner, 2003). 
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ABOUT SOCIO-EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN PRE-SCHOOL 
CHILDREN 

 

Author: Teacher of pre-school education - CIOBOTARU ANAMARIA 
Focșani, Vrancea 

 

Motto: 
Children do not have to work for our love, they must rest in it.  (Dr. Gordon Neufeld) 

 
 
 In the modern world, where relational stress is ubiquitous, in which we are bullied and 
assaulted by a wealth of information from very young ages, in which society is constantly changing, 
we have to permanently adapt to new situations, without having to  know for sure what tomorrow 
brings us. 
 Parents spend less and less time with their children, they constantly seek to maintain a 
balance between family and professional obligations.Thus, early education systems and state or 
private after-school programs face unprecedented requirements. The painful reality is that some 
children spend more than 10 hours in the home they frequent, and on weekends  they often stay in 
the care of their grandparents, neighbors, nannies.  More and more children are being left behind by 
one of the parents, who go abroad to offer them "better conditions", others remain without any 
parents, in the care of relatives. How do children withstand the affective or abandoned distance for 
their „good"? How much time do the children of the modern world spend with their parents? What 
we know for sure is that more and more children have to cope with the pain created by the stress of 
their relationships with their parents. 
 In the preschool period, the child experiences an amplification and diversification of the 
affective states. He experiences increasingly complex and nuanced emotions. Recent studies have 
shown that emotional relationships and emotional states outline what we call „emotional 
intelligence". It is the one that helps us be pleasant at work or in  the community we are part of,  be 
able to communicate effectively,  know how to get closer to those we like or to those we want to 
help. Emotional intelligence is the binder, the connecting factor between the individual and the 
environment he is part of. 
 In this context, one of the objectives of the kindergarten and the family is to educate 
children in the sense of humanity, generosity, empathy, the reception of pain and joy of others. The 
family is the first group for the child to practice social behaviors and discover himself, it is the most 
stable institution, responsible for preserving and developing cultural traditions. 
 Preparing for kindergarten has always been a problem, parents being concerned about 
making the right decision: to go or not to go to kindergarten? According to the law, the child can go 
to kindergarten after reaching the age of 3, whether or not he is ready. 
 The kindergarten offers preschoolers the necessary conditions for a normal development, 
allowing everyone to follow their own path of growth and development. At the same time, it offers 
support for the exploitation of the physical and mental potential of each child, for the interaction 
with the environment, favors the discovery of each child of their own identity and forms a positive 
self-image. 

In this regard, the educator has the  mission to behave kindly, to be calm, attractive, 
encouraging, active in order to mobilize children to participate effectively in different activities. 
The educator should not make negative appraisals, but only positive appraisals. When a child does 
not perform a task properly, no personal observations are made, but all children are encouraged to 
strive harder until they succeed. Children are permanently asked, challenged to express themselves, 
to react positively, to see and understand the good part of the environment, approving the positive 
side and disapproving the negative side. Sometimes the result is not the expected one, but through 
perseverance and collaboration with the family and the community, better results are obtained. 
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The child learns his own behavior, whether or not it is appropriate, following the interaction 
with adults, with the environment and through the process of social education. When interacting 
with young children or adults, the child learns how to react to other people and how to behave in 
various social situations. 

In order to keep up with the current needs of children, parents and educators need to pay 
attention to the socio-emotional environment in which they learn and develop. Reducing stress and 
establishing a positive emotional climate in kindergarten and at home is undoubtedly the first step 
towards emotional intelligence. 

For a healthy socio-emotional development of the little ones, the adults around them should 
encourage the children to talk about their feelings, ask them how they feel, but also to share their 
own experiences, that are to be properly explained to them. It is very important not to tell children 
that there are shameful or unacceptable feelings. 
The more certain feelings are suppressed, the greater and more violent internal conflicts are 
provoked. It is essential that the little ones feel the parents / educators next to them, to know that 
they are understood every time they have a problem. Empathy is born of empathy. The little ones 
need to be taught not to act impulsively, to analyze the problems and only then to make a decision. 

We all know that the first years of life are essential for development, for the success or 
failure of school years, professionally and in everyday life. This is why it is important for parents 
and educators to pay attention to the education and confidence they offer to the little ones. A 
constructive and harmonious socio-emotional development is the primary factor in the formation of 
the adult of tomorrow that our society urgently needs. Thus, highlighting the possible meanings for 
the preschool age, the changes that occur under the influence of environmental conditions, 
education, culture and social roles played on the child is more indicated than their ignorance, 
ignorance that can lead to imbalance and maladaptation in human behavior in the child. relations 
with the social environment. 

 
What matters to the emotional health of children? 
* A family in harmony, without conflicts, quarrels, battles. 
* A parenting style based on reasonable rules and encouragement, not punishment and 

criticism. 
* More quality time spent together. Laugh. Cheerful and optimistic experiences. 
* Daily food: natural, varied, without: sugar, hydrogenated fats, fries, additives, refining. 
* Going to bed early and observing sleep times, according to the needs of the age 
* Free time, playing outdoors, sports, friends, even pets. 
* The human qualities of the surrounding teachers. 
The emotional health of childhood is the key element of a happy life. 
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THE ART OF BEING A TEACHER 
 

           
 

Author: Popescu Zoe-Geanina 
Institution: G.P.P. Nr. 3, Slatina 

 
 Being a teacher does not mean a "tradesman" who works with wood, sheet, building 
materials, it is not a job where you can allow scraps, scraps, etc. 
By analyzing and synthesizing the qualities of a good teacher, the phrase that has "pedagogical 
touch" is so available to us. 
When we say this we think about the general and professional culture of the teacher, his personality, 
his experience. The acquisition of the pedagogical tact is the result of the desire for continuous 
improvement. 
 The kindergarten is the first life experience of the child in society. This institution places it 
in a new framework through its dimensions and content. Here the child is acquainted with activities 
and objects that stimulate his taste for investigation and action, cause him to express himself and 
propose, in its early stages, to engage in group social relations. 
 By adapting its methods to the particular forms of the child's mental life, the kindergarten 
tries to respond to the specific activity of each age and to identify the means and activities necessary 
for a complex development of the infant forces in order to mature them. 
 The family environment plays a central role in the multitude of determinants of the 
evolution of the individual, as Peirot said: "The child is not an adult in miniature, but he is a 
candidate for maturation, especially receptive to the positive or negative influences exerted on him". 
 Parents and educators play an important role in children's education. They become true 
levers between the child and the surrounding world, thus opening up countless possibilities for 
acquiring knowledge. 
 I believe that every human being is born on this earth with a purpose, and the purpose of 
teaching others is predestined. It is said that the teachers did not come by chance in this world, God 
sent them to earth to distribute light and heat through what they have at hand - mind and soul.  
 Teachers are endowed with grace, warmth of soul, and their purpose is to give. Due to the 
competence, the wisdom and the respect towards the children, we manage to grow in their eyes so 
that they get "to raise an existential step, on a pedestal". 
 In time, I learned that to be a good teacher, you have the power to shape yourself after 
each child, to accept the idea that you have to be open to the new and not last, you must never 
forget that the purpose is to we carefully and medically model souls, characters, people. 
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VOLUNTEERING - AN ESSENTIAL DIMENSION OF EDUCATION 
 

Elena-Diana Oprea 
Voievodul Mircea" High School, Targoviste 

 

Social values and common actions are what I consider to be important in social interactions 
between people. Social values consist of a set of common cultural norms plus personal values that 
make up a company's system of values. Social values determine the set of moral and ethical laws 
adopted by culture and often have their roots in religious beliefs. 

Children and young people must learn how to participate in the lives of their communities 
and how to exercise the rights they enjoy: democratic values and practices must be taught and re-
learned to meet the challenges and demands of each generation. In order to become full and active 
members of society, citizens must enjoy the opportunity to work together in the interest of the 
common good; to respect all opinions, even divergent ones; to participate in the official political 
process; to cultivate the customs and values of democracy and human rights in their everyday lives 
and in all activities. As a result, citizens need to feel useful members in their communities, able to 
participate and contribute fully to social life. Students need a learning environment. They need 
methods of teaching and learning that allow them to exercise their essential rights. They also need 
opportunities to participate in school leadership, the exercise of human rights and the fulfillment of 
their responsibilities. They rely on teachers to provide them with models of mutual respect, 
tolerance and peaceful resolution of conflicts. 

The project is such a method designed to strengthen the active involvement of children and 
young people in collective action! "Different but Equal" is a volunteer project that takes place in my 
high school and aims to involve in community life, students need to be aware of aspects of 
democratic citizenship at local level by engaging in a growing society but sometimes forgetting that 
there are also disadvantaged people who need help. 

The learning objectives: 
Students should develop their knowledge and skills related to significant aspects of civic 

education in a pleasant and exciting way; 
Be more involved and more integrated in their local communities and enjoy the development 

of new and personal friendships with volunteers; 
To acquire self-esteem and appreciate their own value and merits, and thus gain the 

appreciation of others; 
To develop their creative and expressive skills by stimulating various physical and mental 

activities; 
To develop their own individual skills and talents or to pursue their own special areas of 

interest. 
Action plan: 
Month Activity Volunteers / 

beneficiaries 
Time Activity description 

October Fruits and 
vegetables of 
autumn 
Painting 
workshop 

16 volunteers 
25 children 

13.00 - 
15.00 PM 

Students will paint different 
fruits and vegetables 
specific to the season and, at 
the end of their activity, 
they will do together fruit 
salad.  
At the end of the activity 
organizes a thematic 
exhibition. 

December  Look, Santa 
comes! 

16 volunteers 
25 children 

13.00 – 
15.00 PM 

Students will paint pictures 
of the different objects they 
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 Painting 
workshop 
Reading club 

want from Santa Claus and 
will fill a boot in the hope 
of fulfilling their wishes. 
Reading or singing carols 
together. 

March Marble 
Workshop 

16 volunteers 
25 children 

13.00 - 
15.00 PM 

Congratulations or objects 
will be made that announce 
spring sips for mothers or 
educators. 

April  Easter Habits 16 volunteers 
25 children 

13.00 - 
15.00 PM 

The eggs will be cured, 
greeting cards with paschal 
theme. 

June  5th - 
Environment 
Day 

16 volunteers 
25 children 

13.00 - 
15.00 PM 

Volunteers and children 
with learning difficulties 
will make decorative 
objects from recycled 
materials together. 

 
Monitoring and evaluation: 
Case studies of children participating in the project and observing the effects of their 

activities on them. 
Questionnaires addressed to students of "Voievodul Mircea" High School in Targoviste. 
Forms of organization of activities 
Activities take place in front, in pairs or in groups 
The sustainability of the project proved to be directly proportional to the relationship of 

those involved with the local community. More and more students want to be involved in the next 
school year, even financially. At the initiative of the high school students, packages were made to 
help the less fortunate than they were, dragging clothes, fruits, toys, etc. 

Also, around the winter holidays, the students made different decorative items that they sold 
in a Christmas market organized by the City Hall. Closed money was donated to disadvantaged 
Roma communities. 

Risks 
Among volunteer students, we may also find poor children who can not donate clothes, 

food, toys, but who want to be actively involved in community life. It may happen that this desire is 
inhibited by the absence of material resources! It is extremely important for the facilitator to 
sensitize these cases and to encourage these students, to value them and to make them aware of how 
important his spiritual involvement is, his desire to spend quality time with the disadvantaged 
children. My thoughts turned to two quotes belonging to King Michael of Romania. And he said:  

”I do not see Romania today as an inheritance from our parents, but as a country that we 
borrowed from our children.” And ”We will have a chance in the future only if we assume our own 
responsibility.” 

By synthesizing, I would argue that we, adults, have to take responsibility for the 
educational patterns we offer our children, create favorable contexts for their voices to be heard and 
their actions to be possible! 
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INCLUSIVE EDUCATION - A CONTEMPORARY NECESSITY 
 

Prof. Alungulesei Elena Cristina 
Şcoala Gimnazială “ELENA CUZA” Piatra Neamţ, judeţul Neamţ, 

 
The role of the contemporary school, in addition to educating the young age, must 

transcend, try and succeed in overcoming the barriers that society generally imposes. 
Inclusion should not be seen only as an attempt to manage the problems raised by the 

appearance of one or more children with ESC in the class group. The inclusion must also be 
"handed over" to the parents of the children in the respective group. How many times, in our 
activity, we did not get hit by the need to mediate conflicts arising from the inability of some people 
(adults or children) to understand the different behavior of some students during class hours! 

Inclusive education should be viewed as a need to change some outdated mindsets, because 
school is not and cannot be for champions only. The changes will have a beneficial effect on all 
children, not just on those with learning difficulties. We cannot exclude from the beginning the 
right of education of one in favor of the other, because all are equal, all must learn together, all must 
have equal opportunities for plenary development, without the differences that are, or may be 
between them. any importance. 

In order to achieve these goals, teachers must make creative use of the resources available to 
them. And the main "resource" is none other than the human resource, that is children, students, the 
class. 

Thus, strategies will be used to help implement the idea that each student is welcome; 
students will always be encouraged to help each other. The active-participative methods must be 
prioritized, the learning being centered on the student and his needs. Will work in small groups, on 
workshops or teams, stimulating mutual respect and cooperation, learning through collaboration. 

Each student will have the same expectations, and the assessment will be done equally, 
without differences or marginalization, so that all students are actively involved in their own 
training process. 
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In the classes where children with learning difficulties are integrated, teachers must use their 
entire experience in order to transform these differences into important resources that stimulate the 
instructional-educational process. 

The desires of inclusive education, as a concept that developed after 1900, bring to the 
attention the need to rethink the old dogmas in order to adapt the school to the demands of the 
children and not vice versa. The new school, the inclusive school, must be able to recognize the 
different educational requirements of children, to adapt to them, to react appropriately in order to 
ensure a qualitative education, accessible to all. Diversity of any kind or nature must be seen as a 
natural, natural thing, a premise of equal and sustainable development, a landmark and at the same 
time a challenge, an incentive to become better at what we do. 

When a teacher observes that in a relatively homogeneous class, the progress is not 
significant or uniform, that there are children who seem to learn harder, who are marginalized or 
excluded for various reasons, at that moment the teacher must understand that at that time 
collectively there are children with CES, because the deficiencies do not have to be visible, but they 
must be perceived most often. 

However, there are factors, other than those related to a certain moral conformity of the 
teacher, that impede any attempt at inclusion. The large number of students is one of these factors 
and also the one that often prevents differentiated treatment. In the same category can be included 
heavy school syllabus, too crowded. 

This is why sometimes effective education cannot be provided for every child… .but not 
always! 

We can improve the effects of these disruptive factors by using active-participatory methods 
in the learning activities. 

The effectiveness of using these methods resides in a list of arguments that validate the 
importance of their use. Those methods offer diversity and value to the educational act. They 
impose respect on the trial process but also on the partners involved in carrying out and completing 
the tasks. The students are encouraged to be spontaneous, they are allowed to make mistakes, the 
mistake being regarded not as lack, but as a way of finding the right answer. Learning is sustainable 
and conscious, students are encouraged to listen to each other, to accept different points of view, in 
a word to accept diversity. They gain confidence in their own strengths, develop their creativity; 
motivation for learning in contexts and with varied partners increases. 

Inclusive education is a complex, long-term process that requires continuous analysis, 
change and construction to achieve inclusive policies and practices and to ensure the foundations of 
an inclusive culture. 

Inclusive education is therefore the solution not only for increasing the chances of equal 
access for all children to education, but also for improving the quality of contemporary education. 
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EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITY TO HISTORY DISCIPLINE 

 
Prof. Filip Anamaria 

Colegiul Tehnic Motru, jud. Gorj 
           

I am a history teacher at a tehnical high-school from a mining town. I would like to share 
from my experience regarding organization of extracurricular activity. Every school year, I propose 
to my students a calendar of these activity, which with small differences, looks something like this. 

First semester: 
- October 9 – Holocaust Remembrances 
- October 18 – The miner's strike-Motru, 1981 
- November – 1 December- A dream come true 
- December 1 - Romanian's National Day 
Second semester: 
- January 24 – The Union of the Romanian Principates 
- March – Contest of history essays 
- May  - May 9-10 – Multiple Meanings in Romanian and Universal History 
- June – Memorial Day. 
Among this diverse activities, I would like to give a little more details related to school 

organised activitity on National Day. Every year, the preparation start at the beginning of 
november, with the announcement of the drawing competition „December 1- A dream come true”. 
Students who wish to participate in these activities, will sign up on existing list to high-school's 
library, in collaboration with which I organise the contest. 

Furthermore, students who show their readiness, has to prepare symbols of the Union, which 
will be shared with the participants at the festive events, and the other high-school students, on 
Decemeber 1.These symbols cand be tricolor cocoonns, flags, tricolore hearts and tricolore bow 
ties. 

On the eve of National Day, students with excellent results to history, make presentation in 
the form of a report or power point presentation, about the steps of the Great Union or personalities 
who played a crucial role in achieving the Great Union. 

Three days before this activity, children's drawing are exhibited on big panels in the school 
library. The jury rewiews the works and shall conduct a hierarchy. The degrees will be handed out 
to the winners during festive activities. 

On the last day of school, before first of december, I ussualy organise festive events with the 
occasion of Romanian's National Day in school amphitheater, in which much more students could 
get in. The activity opens with listenings to the National Anthems. The opening remarks is reserved 
to me, after that we watch small documentary film about the Great Union, picture from National 
Film Archive from the First World War, or the coronation of the great Romanian king's in Alba-
Iulia, 1922. After that, I give the floor to the students. They may present their reports or power point 
presentation. 

In the second part of the activity, take place a small artistic program whith song and poems 
interpreted by gifted students. At the same time, students share the symbols of the Union .  

At the end of activity, the president of the jury of the drawing contest, announce the winners 
and hands out the diplomas. We often organise trips to Alba-Iulia, for our students to get a seat for 
the military parade on National Day, December 1.  

In these extracurricular activities from the specified timetable at the begenning of the school 
year, the the organized excursion are added during educational program  „Different School”, when 
students can visit the museums or other historical sights of the great cities.  

I attach a few photos from the festive activity: „1 December – Romanian National Day”. 
(november 29, 2019). 
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PRIMARY COMPUTATIONAL THINKING “THE BRIDGE”, “THE 
HYDRO-ELECTRIC PLANT” AND “SCOTTIE GO!”  

 
Simonetta Anelli e Monica Boccoli Simonetta- ITALY 

Simonetta Anelli e Monica Boccoli Simonetta&Monica Facebook  
 

For six years we are experiencing in several educational-didactic pathways for the initiation to 
Computational Thinking in our primary school class, "Trento Trieste"- Instituto Comprensivo 
Cremona Uno. The concept of Computational Thinking was introduced for first time by Seymour 
Papert, who in 1996 speaking for LOGO, the programming language he developed at MIT to teach 
programming to children, he used for first time this expression. The expression "Computational 
Thinking" was then reused In 2006 by computer scientist Jeannette Wing. Wing was the one who 
managed to give a definition, perhaps more complete and clear: "It is the mental process that 
underlies the formulation of problems and their solutions,so that solutions are represented in a form 
that can be effectively implemented by an information processor whether human or artificial". 
When we face a problem or have an idea, we often intuit the solution but sometimes we are not able 
to formulate it in an operative way to put it into practice. Computational Thinking is precisely this, 
the ability to imagine and declare a constructive process that leads to the solution of a particular 
problematic situation. To Think in a Computational way therefore means, in our opinion, to activate 
a mental process that allows to solve problems of various nature using instruments, by breaking 
them down first into many steps, trying to find a solution at each stage, in order to get to that end 
more easily. Of course, the solution of a problem must always be verified, through the experience or 
through the simulation of the situation. When an individual provides, in a clear, precise and 
univocal way, to another individual or a machine, the instructions necessary to accomplish an 
assigned task, that he knows computationally. What tools do we use at school for a start to 
computational thinking? In Our experience we have ranged from the activities of educational 
robotics, augmented reality and virtual reality with a variety of tools. Fascinated by the ideas of 
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Professor Resnick of MIT on creative thinking and the spiral of creative learning that he elaborated, 
we have always acknowledged the great value of the game as learning path of our pupils. The game 
is an activity that allows the child to train the mind and the body, develop the imagination, control 
the emotionality... Playing is a kind of exercise, is the "gym" to prepare to life as a grownup. In 
recent years, children's free time is increasingly geared to the use of video games. So Why not try 
using a video game like Minecraft in the classroom? Minecraft is a game where you dig (mine) and 
builds (craft) with different types of blocks in a virtual world. It's a video game from Microsoft, one 
of the world's best-selling video games, is defined as a sandbox, it does not have a plot or path to 
follow, is a game of construction. Microsoft developed the Education Edition for schools. Very well 
known by the children of the age group that we take care of in primary school, has been developed 
as an excellent tool to work for Project Based Learning, which for us has become a Game Based 
Learning. Students build an environment, where they having an experience using the tools made 
available in the virtual world itself. These tools of construction help to give a real look to the 
objects in the environment that you want to realize. We usually start with a driving question, to 
which our pupils must respond by assuming models of construction within Minecraft. Since often 
the guiding question starts with a real problem and certain topics are usually addressed in several 
industry experts. In the case of our project "The bridge", we usually contact a STEAM expert of the 
territory that can give us adequate support on the subject matter. In This case we asked for help 
from a construction engineer who came to the classroom to explain the different types of bridges, 
costs and construction techniques. Then our pupils were divided into groups where they had a very 
specific task, in a climate of great collaboration-conceived, designed and built the various parts of a 
work: The reconstruction of the bridge over the Po River, which crosses our city 
(https://youtu.be/W_POLUTMp5Q ). The Same strategy of work was used for other projects 
realized as the construction of the central Edison in virtual environment, which gave the opportunity 
to deepen the theme of the various sources of energy and transformation of this to one shape to 
another. The representation within Minecraft of all the parts that guarantee the functioning of the 
structure in reality (ex: The turbines, the screens) has allowed to study well the structure of a hydro-
electric plant and its operation (https://youtu.be/dS_SJg_e8sI ). As Seymour Papert said, when 
children construct objects, they "build" new ideas, new projects in the mind, and this leads them to 
be motivated, curious to experiment with new solutions. Working in Minecraft the pupils had a 
mastery of some concepts of science, mathematics, geography that, if will be taught only through 
words read on books, would be very insignificant notions that could be easily forgotten. Instead 
experimental, building and by looking for solutions to reproduce artifacts the students realize the 
importance of some content of the disciplines, because they discover how they are the founding 
elements that must be applied to solve their problem. Thus, the pupils achieved not only to interact 
with the technologies but to use them in a more creative way. Another tool that we recently 
discovered is Scottie Go! Something between a game in a box that allows you to do coding 
activities for the start of computational thinking, working in Real Life with the cartoned blocks with 
which you compose the algorithm. In Virtual Life with Scottie's app, a cute alien who has to solve 
Ben 91 problems proposed, and in Augmented Reality for the verification of the algorithm (framing 
the cardboard blocks the app will read the code and Scottie execute the algorithm).  
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SCIENTIFIC STUDY ON EDUCATIONAL PLATFORMS AND ELEARNING 
 

Grecu Daniela, Teacher at  
“Matei Basarab” High School, Craiova 

 

INTRODUCTION 
Technological innovations such as laptops and smartphones have greatly affected many 

aspects of our lives.  Smartphones have become an essential gadget these days. Since the popularity 
of smartphones, many social networking sites and applications have increased to a great extent.  

Social networking is gaining momentum in the realm of communication and information. 
However, some people consider social networking sites or applications as frivolous time wasting 
and distracting from work, and their effect on physical and mental health such as delaying or 
skipping meals, improper rest, depression and lethargic attitude cannot be over ruled. 

Concurrently, social networking platforms such as WhatsApp Messenger, facebook, and 
twitter are positively impacting learners' progress and knowledge. Social connections between 
learners are considered pivotal to build and share knowledge. 

During the recent eighteen years, social networking applications on mobile phones or 
devices have provided people with a platform to reach and exchange information. The unique 
features of these social networking sites or applications are their compatibility to exchange 
information, enhance communication and relationship. 

E-learning through these social networking sites is a new concept covering novel learning 
processes and methods.  It provides students expanded options and opportunities in the context of 
online learning. 

A variety of applications such as discussion forums, images, audio and video sharing are 
possible through these social networking sites or applications. The activities via social interactions 
between online students construct awareness and knowledge. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
Moodle is an acronym for "Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment." It is 

a free and open-source learning management system (LMS) written in PHP and distributed under 
the GNU General Public License. Developed on pedagogical principles, Moodle is used for blended 
learning, distance education, flipped classroom and other e-learning projects in schools, 
universities, workplaces and other sectors. 

A massive open online course (MOOC ) is an online course aimed at unlimited participation 
and open access via the web. 

 In addition to traditional course materials, such as filmed lectures, readings, and problem 
sets, many MOOCs provide interactive courses with user forums or social media discussions to 
support community interactions among students, professors, and teaching assistants (TAs), as well 
as immediate feedback to quick quizzes and assignments. MOOCs are a recent and widely 
researched development in distance education, first introduced in 2008 and emerged as a popular 
mode of learning in 2012. 

Early MOOCs (cMOOCs) often emphasized open-access features, such as open licensing of 
content, structure and learning goals, to promote the reuse and remixing of resources. Some later 
MOOCs (xMOOCs) use closed licenses for their course materials while maintaining free access for 
students. 

Presented in 23 European languages, the School Education Gateway is a single point of 
entry for teachers, school leaders, policymakers, experts and other professionals in the school 
education field.  Teacher Academy allows teachers to discover a wide range of training 
opportunities and resources for their classroom. It consists of a central course catalogue with 
information on in-service onsite courses by independent course providers, School Education 
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Gateway’s own free online courses, and a selection of teaching materials developed by eTwinning 
teachers, EU institutions and other EU-funded projects. 

 
CONCLUSION 
Through collaborative and networked processes, students who tend to be reserve-natured in 

the classroom setting may improve their knowledge compared to LMS, which is an administrative 
tool. In addition, sending text via WhatsApp messenger and platforms  is an easy and cost-effective 
method to improve in-class attendance of the students. The outcomes of this study are important for 
educational practitioners in improving the connections among the students themselves as well as the 
relation between students and their tutors. 
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RELATIONS  WITH TEACHER AND  STUDENT OUTCOMES 
 

POPESCU GEORGETA CORNELIA, 
 LICEUL TEHNOLOGIC TICLENI 

 
Findings suggest that when teachers attribute student aggression to factors that are internal to 

students and stable over time, they also tend to report more maladaptive teaching behaviors (e.g., 
expressing anger, sarcasm) that, in turn, lead to greater peer dislike of the student (McAuliffe et al., 
2009). Additionally, when teachers believed that students’ behavioral problems as due to student 
intelligence or other factors perceived as beyond the teachers’ own control, they also reported a 
stronger tendency to seek professional consultation or special education services (Soodak and 
Podell, 1994). Concerning teachers’ attributions for student disruptive behavior to factors external 
to themselves (e.g., students’ family-related issues, student internal factors), findings suggest that 
such attributions may reflect lower levels of teacher motivation (i.e., self-efficacy) in dealing with 
behavioral difficulties as well as greater efforts to seek out parental assistance (Soodak and Podell, 
1994). Conversely, teachers who attribute student misbehavior to teaching- or class-related reasons 
have been found to report not only greater sympathy for and confidence in students with emotional 
and behavioral difficulties but also a greater willingness to improve their teaching strategies 
(Soodak and Podell, 1994) as well as to personally intervene and provide assistance (Hughes et al., 
1993; Poulou and Norwich, 2000). Research further suggests that whereas teachers’ attributions for 
student misbehavior to factors internal to students tend to have mixed relations with teacher burnout 
indices (i.e., higher levels of both personal accomplishment and emotional exhaustion), attributions 
to contextual factors (e.g., classroom environment) are associated with lower teacher burnout (i.e., 
lower depersonalization; Bibou-Nakou et al., 1999). 

Moderating Variables 
Similar to research on teachers’ attributions for student performance, findings indicate that 

greater teaching experience tends to correspond with a greater likelihood of teachers perceiving 
students and family-related factors as more important contributors to students’ behavioral problems 
than school- or teacher-related issues (Mavropoulou and Padeliadu, 2002). However, other research 
more specifically suggests that older teachers (>47 years) as well as younger teachers (<35 years) 
are more likely to endorse parenting-related attributions for students’ emotional and behavioral 
problems than middle-aged teachers, with this intermediate group assumed to hold differing 
attributional views due to having more experience than younger teachers yet holding less 
conservative views toward instruction than older teachers (Kleftaras and Didaskalou, 2006). With 
respect to the moderating role of level of instruction, senior high teachers have been found to 
demonstrate a stronger tendency to attribute student misbehavior to non-academic factors beyond 
their personal control than junior high and elementary school teachers (e.g., parental skills, 
community environment; Kulinna, 2007). In addition, elementary school teachers were found to be 
more likely to attribute students’ misbehaviors to poor learning habits, whereas middle and high 
school teachers tended to attribute students’ misbehaviors to low effort (Ding et al., 2010). 

Multiple studies have also examined cultural differences as potential moderators of teachers’ 
attributions for behavioral difficulties. For example, research by Ho (2004) found that whereas 
Australian teachers focused on student ability, Chinese teachers instead placed greater emphasis on 
family issues. Findings from Gibbs and Gardiner (2008) further suggested that British teachers were 
more likely than Irish teachers to attribute challenging student behaviors to factors external to the 
student such as teacher behavior, parental involvement, or class curriculum. As for student 
ethnicity, results from Jackson (2002) indicated that teachers more frequently provided situational 
explanations (e.g., other people) for the misbehavior of Caucasian students, whereas internal 
explanations (e.g., student personal characteristics) were more often reported for non-Caucasian 
American students. Finally, studies have also found student gender to moderate teachers’ 
attributions, with mixed results suggesting that teachers may be more likely to attribute female 
students’ misbehavior to internal and uncontrollable factors (e.g., personality characteristics; Savina 
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et al., 2014), or more inclined to attribute male students’ behavioral problems to unintentional (i.e., 
uncontrollable) factors (Arbeau and Coplan, 2007). 
 
 

EDUCATIONAL PROJECT “TOGETHER AT SCHOOL” 
 

Prof. Drăghiță Rodica 
Centrul Școlar de Educație Incluzivă ”Aurora” Reşiţa 

 
Context 

 
School absenteeism can be defined as a social problem that is more and more often 

explained as a socio-cultural feature of the pupil's environment. It is more common in the urban 
area within poor families. Absenteeism can also be understood as a stable, permanent behavior of 
evasion which reflects an attitude lacking respect, interest, motivation and confidence in school 
education. 

Absenteeism is used by pupils as a form of passive aggression against school without being 
afraid of the possible consequences that could occur coming from their parents. The absenteeism is 
the first factor directly associated with school dropout. 

The pupil tries to avoid failure by preferring to spend time in an environment where, he 
thinks, he can be noticed. Unfortunately, this environment is often the street. Preventing these 
inappropriate acts is a prerequisite for the harmonious development of the entire personality. 

Absenteeism feeds school failure and is a first step towards school dropout and early leaving 
of the educational system. Absenteeism should be monitored, prevented, and reduced. The same 
goal is subordinated to the project "Together at School". 

The objectives we have proposed are to be operationalized so that qualitative and 
quantitative improvements can be observed in the behavior of the pupils who skip classes, but also 
in supporting and developing a harmonious environment as well as positive co-operation between 
the family and the school. 

The project timeline defines the detailed progression of the described activities, trying not to 
load the pupils' schedule, but to orient them towards areas that will give them confidence in their 
aptitude for schooling and develop their social backgroundsphere. 

School - family - community, this is the triad that can reduce the phenomenon of school 
dropout among pupils. 

 
Project team 
Coordinator: 
�  Prof. Drăghiță Rodica 
 
 Educational Partners: 
�  Prof. D. L., M. M., R. S. 
 
The purpose of the project 
� To provide models to fight the "chronic" phenomenon of school absenteeism. 
� To discover the causes that determines it. 
� To become aware of the reactions to stress of the actors involved in the absenteeism 

process. 
� To create a positive self-image, by developing the ability to appreciate and use the pupils' 

own potential. 
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� To make pupils aware of the importance, complexity and functions of the school as well as 
the implications of the absenteeism and the school dropout. 

� To create a responsible behavior of a pupil in a school institution. 
� To optimize the school-family relationship by involving parents in school activities, their 

attendance to school meetings and lectures. 
� Attracting pupils at risk of dropping out of school in activities to stimulate them to attend 

school. 
 

Objectives: 
� Identify the of pupils with more absenteeism; 
� Identify and eliminate the sources of stress at school; 
�  Develop pupils' self-esteem; building a positive self image through self-knowledge and 

personal development; 
�  Increase school motivation by clarifying the long-term goals; 
� Increase trust and relationship between children, parents and school; 
�  Improve the pupils' attendance, following the activities proposed; 
�  Establishing the final rankings after calculating the percentage / pupil in terms of 

attendance at school. 
 

Target group: 
�  Gymnasium pupils from C.S.E.I. "Aurora" Resita; 
�  parents. 
 
Ways of implementation: 
�  developing certain thematic activities proposed within this project; 
�  school competitions; 
�  debates; 
�  popularizing pupils with appropriate attendance average  in the school’s magazine,  

"Clopotel Aurora "; 
�  Awards given to the first three classes with the lowest number of truancies.  
 

Resources 
1. Human Resources: 
�  pupils; 
�  parents; 
�  teachers. 

 
2. Time resources: 
�  school year 2018 – 2019 
 
3. Financial Resources: 
� Contributions of the teaching staff involved in the project; 
� sponsorship. 
 
4. Space resources: 
� classrooms; 
� library. 
 
5. Material Resources: 
�  the venues and equipments of the two schools. 
 

        Evaluation: 
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�  Project Portfolio; 
�  diplomas. 
 
Expected results: 
�  Increasing the school attendance; 
�  Development of new areas of interest that will use the potential of each pupil; 
� Developing both self-confidence and  confidence in the educational framework. 

          Project promotion: 
�  Mass media; 

�  school magazine " Clopoțel Aurora "; 
�  posters made by the pupils involved. 

        Planned activities 

              
 
  
 

No.  Subject of the activity Due date  Place  People in charge 
1. “Stories on guitar rythm” 

- artistic event 
November 
2018 

Şc. Gim. Nr. 2 
Reșița 

Teachers  
involved the 
project  

2.  “Jobs”  
- Role play (competition between the 
pupils from different grades) 

 
December 
2018 

C.S.E.I. ”Aurora” 
Reșița 

Teachers  
involved the 
project 

3. “Together with our parents at 
school” 
-debate; 
- role play. 

January 
2019 

Şc. Gim. Nr. 2 
Reșița 

Teachers  
involved the 
project 

4.  “Karaoke”  
- singing competition 

February 
2019 

Şc. Gim. Nr. 2 
Reșița 

Teachers  
involved the 
project 

5.  “Handball – pupils versus teachers”  
- Games  

March 
2019 

C.S.E.I. ”Aurora” 
Reșița 

Teachers  
involved the 
project 

6. “Walking along the paths of our 
county” 
 - school trip  

April 
2019 

The surroundings 
of Caraș-Severin 
County 

Teachers  
involved the 
project 

7. “We play together” 
- educational games  

May 2019 C.S.E.I. ”Aurora” 
Reșița 

Teachers  
involved the 
project 

8. Conclusions June 2019 C.S.E.I. ”Aurora” 
Reșița 

Teachers  
involved the 
project 

Bucuria de a dărui În pași de dans 
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DISADVANTAGED PUPILS 
INCLUSIVE SCHOOL, A SCHOOL FOR ALL 

 
Prof. Dobre Raluca Monica 

C.S.E.I. SF. VASILE CRAIOVA 
 
 Inclusion is often associated with students who have disabilities, or who have "special 
educational needs." In fact, inclusion refers to the school education of all children and young 
people, according to the "school for all" concept. 
 There is no "right" way to promote inclusive school. The specificity of the school, the 
openness to the new educational values as well as the categories of beneficiaries of the school 
services represent the educational standard that makes it necessary to formulate value judgments 
regarding the school practice of inclusions, the possible ways of using them. It starts from the 
assumption that the inclusion process is initiated and conducted from within each school. However, 
many schools find it useful to turn to an outside assessor to begin the instructional-training process 
of students with disabilities. 
 A first image of the concept of inclusion is change. Inclusion implies change. It is a 
process that can practically increase the level of learning and participation for all students. In fact, 
the inclusion takes place concurrently with the increase of the participation degree. An inclusive 
school is a moving school. 
 In hour school we had an Erasmus+ project – „INCLUSION AGAINST EXCLUSION” 
focused on the problem of social exclusion (in terms of basic skills lack). In order to reach this goal 

Reciclăm  La muzeu 

Volei, profesori versus elevi Spunem NU violenței 
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of inclusion we practiced new strategies and methods of teaching cooperatively and inclusively at 
schools and during leisure time activities. 
 The project included five primary schools from FR,IT,RO,ES,TR, and it was applied with 
the pupils aged between 14-18. 
Objectives 
-to promote the inclusion of excluded students, the ones with lack of basic skills, the risk of 
dropping out, with special needs by helping to promote their integration into the mainstream 
education and society; 
-to apply new strategies for overcoming social exclusion, lack of basic skills and school drop out; 
-to conduct new methods in the field of social and emotional child development as part of students 
with special educational needs’ practical curriculum; 
-to give teachers different methods of education and share the good practice 
Results and impacts 

Through our project the five partners create both short-term and long-term tangible and intangible results and 
achieve the biggest possible impact on future projects and policy processes such as leading students to overcome lack 
of self-esteem, setting up the project website in order to provide continuous access to the general information of the 
project activities, progress and results, writing newspaper reports and creating on-site panels or leaflets to inform other 
people about the project’s background and main results, arranging a multiplier event, communication, and cognitive skills 
of students at risk, cultivating effective partnerships between trainers, educators, and community organizations. 

Our school topic was TEAM TEACHING and we organised a drama club where students 
created the most of the scenery by themselves. Guest students joined the activities of the club. The 
school hall has a true outdoor classroom where the children produced and showed different things. 
Gardening at their eco garden is very popular among the students and students from visiting 
countries experienced working there.  

Furthermore, the school prepared enjoyable musical activities, drama and dances activities 
which were done together with the guest students. With a strong ethnic participation through music 
and dancing, we used this as the way to join different ethnic identities in a common production, 
brought together by the universal language – English. 

The event was realised for 7 days. Pupils  spent their time together with the host 
students.They took an active part in regular school programme observing the classes, joining some 
of the classroom activities and sports games and they used English to communicate. They had all 
main meals together, all in all they need to experience the lifestyle of the host students (peers). 
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PROSPECTS FOR IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF LIFE IN CHILDREN 
WITH SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS THROUGH DANCE 

 

Prof. dr. Kinetoterapie Budeancă – Babolea Oana Bianca 
CSEI „SF. VASILE” Craiova 

 

The concept of quality of life in political discourse occurs in advanced countries by mid-
20th century, when the monopoly of the economic approach to development could not be kept, and 
the other sciences, especially sociology and environmental science, became more reliable in their 
criticism devastating side effects accelerated development, and destruction of the natural 
environment and social relations. Scientific discourse of quality of life is stated as a "corrective 
existing social relations" [1]. 

Quality of life is given by individuals perceptions of their social situations, in the context of 
cultural values systems in which they live and in dependence on their own needs, standards and 
aspirations. (OMS, 1998). More specifically, by the „quality of life" we understand physical 
wellbeing, mental and social, as well as subjects capacity to perform common tasks, in their 
everyday existence. 

Studies on quality of life are particularly useful for medical practice, an assessment of the 
effects of physical, mental and social illness and medical treatment on the daily lives of the people; 
the analysis of the impact of treatment or disease, from the point of view of the patient, as well as in 
determining needs support patient mental, physical and social during sickness. Use instruments for 
the evaluation of the quality of life patients help medical personnel to choose between various 
treatments alternatives to inform patients on possible effects of the various medical procedures, to 
monitor the progress treatment applied, from the point of view of the patient and, finally, allows 
healthcare professionals to design packages from medical treatment effective and efficient. 

The concept of quality of life incorporates all the features of life, based on two variables 
which can be used as indicators: social variables, objectives represented by the environmental 
conditions which satisfy the basic needs of individuals and psychological variables, subjective, 
represented by satisfaction and happiness. 

After Carr Higginson (2001) [3] quality of life shall determine: 
a. Extent to which their own hopes and ambitions are carried out in the daily life. 
b. Position sense in the life of the person, in the context of cultural and axiologic in which he lives 
and in relation to the aims, aspirations, standards and concerns. 
c. Assessment of their own health, by reference to a model ideal. 
d.Things which are regarded as important in the life of persons. 

More defined, it is about the following dimensions of quality of life: 
1. Emotional or mental wellbeing; 2. Interpersonal relationships; 3. Material wellbeing; 4. Personal 
affirmation; 5. Physical well-being; 6. Independence; 7. Social integration; 8. Ensure fundamental 
human rights. 

Few experiences mesh so well person, as a whole, as well as the dance: body, emotions and 
his intellect. Dance is the euphoria that not everyone feels, but one that invests passion in the joy of 
moving to music rhythms . Those who can't hear these rhythms, simply live them, feel them 
vibrating in their flesh, in their mind, trying to develop by moving artistic skills. 

This talent helps to emphasize the beauty of his soul, even through dance. Share whole 
world need to encourage your own, to be valued, to be admired, cultivating skills that seem to some 
incredible, even impossible. 

Leventhal (1991) [4] argues that movement and dance therapy for a child with special 
educationa needs begins with sensoriomotor and perceptual development, and integration of this 
information, and then continues with the formation and development of the concept of body scheme 
itself. Body schema is one of the fundamental concepts in human development. Schilder (1950) 
defines body schema as a three-dimensional image of our own body which we form in mind, the 
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way we perceive our body. No body schema, mental structures necessary symbolic representation 
of other things can not form as long as they depend on previous purchases. 

Schilder (1950) highlights the correlation between movement and body scheme, arguing that 
the move leads to a better orientation in relation to our own bodies. We do not know much about 
your body if you do not move, and the movement is a unifying factor between different parts of the 
body. 

When working with deaf children and children with multiple sensory impairments, different 
methods depends on the need. For deaf children sequencing complex movements is more difficult 
due to the specific characteristics of bodily ownership. We can suggest moves that are absent - 
effective way of increasing the repertoire of movements. Furthermore, it can provide children the 
opportunity to experience different feelings in the body, which is associating with the movement in 
a different direction. In addition to the tools available that uses the therapist, there are aspects of 
dance and improvisation, games, movement development.Movement is a universal means of 
communication. 

All children move in one way or another, and those with disabilities are no exception. Some 
of them have not developed an adequate verbal, maybe not, but have a true language of movement, 
so that nonverbal communication becomes an effective contact. 

Children with multiple sensory impairments are interested in improvised movements in the 
form of play. When a child begins to improvise dance development may indicate a therapeutic 
relationship and providing insight conscious and unconscious material that is emerging but not yet 
realized. Promoting and supporting children with hearing impairments is a unique experience, a 
struggle against the refusal and rejection. These children despite weaknesses that have demonstrated 
that they can provide a successful path in life. 

At the school level I managed to form a modern dance troupe in classes V-VIII students 
were actively engaged, being particularly delighted. The purpose of research is to implement 
training programs to enhance the artistic characteristics of motor movements in children with 
impaired hearing and will develop drive systems whose efficiency is objective evidence offered by 
industrial experiment. 

In order to achieve the objectives proposed experiment research will be a longitudinal, under 
which it would be track progress of children going as far as case studies. 
Research objectives: 
- Develop one recovery program, enabling a significant change in quality of life and motor potential 
of children with hearing disorders and driveability, building on specific complex evaluations; 
- Introduction of specific elements of dance as a means of improving the qualities biometric 
exercise capacity, functional performance and quality of life associated with traditional means of 
physical therapy; 
- Training and development psychomotricity components (body schema and laterality); 
- Promote the development of balance and coordination through dance; 
- Objectiveness of results observed from the implementation by assessment dance complex. 

Sample that will conduct the study consists of 3 groups of students with special needs, 
enrolled in preschool, primary and secondary Special School  "Sf. Vasile" in Craiova. Subjects will 
be tested first, intermediate and final data were tabulated and statistically analyzed. 

Chosen work programs will be implemented six months after interim testing will eventually 
change their content.  

Music and dance can improve the quality of life for children with physical needs, emotional 
and psychological in a variety of ways. When we speak of the therapeutic effects of dance we must 
understand that we are not referring to dance therapy or how often confused with these concepts, 
but the potentiation medical and psychological benefits of dance. 
  Implementation of the beneficial role of body movements, combined with elements of 
physical therapy, medical gymnastics and isometric exercises, and the acquisition of knowledge and 
mastery of dance choreography, are the basic elements when we want to actually get "medical" 
dance [5]. 
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The student learns to dance as it is proposed and also enjoy all the therapeutic benefit dance. 
Dance is an art, and that art is not only for people diagnosed with suffering physical and / or mental, 
but also healthy people for whom prevention is extremely important. Dance promotes body 
awareness - and the environment, developing ways of communicating - and release, very beneficial 
to human health . 

Moreover, the man himself looking over his existence to express thoughts, feelings, and 
dance events. So here is the dance part of human life for so long - and specialists, researchers and 
doctors have learned to use this art on our behalf. 

Dance is the most expressive way of showing injury involving both the driving capabilities 
of each message and expression of emotions, states. "Dance is the most beautiful art, because he is 
not a translation or abstraction of life, it is life itself " ( Havelock Ellis ) . 

Dance means excitement, dancing means the conquest of space, courage to overcome 
mobility. He is totally plastic movements, gestures and steps, which are executed sequentially in a 
specific rhythm music giving emotional content. 
References 
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THE ROLE OF EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES IN IMPROVING THE 

PERFORMANCE OF STUDENTS FROM DISADVANTAGED 
BACKGROUNDS 

 
Luntraru Rodica Crina,  

Școala Gimnazialã sat Cîndești, jud. Buzãu 
 

 School means more than an simple institution, it means preparing children for life itself. The 
challenge comes when these children are not supported by their families and their own 
environment. Next to its primary function, that of information, the school must be a door towards a 
better future, a true model for today's generations. It must offer solutions to anything that might 
become a problem in student’s life.   

I will continue to talk about the activities carried out during “Şcoala Altfel” week, 2018. For 
most of the participants it has Most of them Roma students with disadvantaged social 
backgrounds. Many of these students don't know what going to the cinema means, or visiting a 
museum, a walk in the park, being subject to school drop-out. Together with the other teachers 
we organized a perfect day, in the children's 
vision, a day that started with an animation 
film and  continued with a Boromir 
workshop. By doing these activities, on the 
informational side, we have set ourselves the 
goal of bringing changes in the social 
behavior of the pupils as follows:   

� Training and strengthening their 
values, attitudes and necessary abilities 
for social inclusion and applying them 
outside their homes; 
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� Consolidating their moral and attitudinal values. 
When we choose the extracurricular activities we must always think about the following quote: 

“Let us not educate our children for today's world, this world will no longer exist when they are 
adults and nothing allows us to know how their world will be. Then let us teach them to 
adapt.”.Maria Montessori . The current needs of society require individuals with good education, 
especially in the way of interacting with the others.. A well-trained teacher will know how to 

unblock the potential of any student and can  see beyond the social 
barriers. Through extra-school activities we can notice the students’ 
abilities,  that are there to be discovered, especially when there is no 
guidance to one thing or another in the family. For example, following 
the bakery workshop, many students expressed their desire to work in 
such a field, even if many said they would probably change their minds 
when they grow up.. The simple fact that they were attracted  to this 
workshop showed us how simple it is to guide a child. Beyond the 
development of thinking, the completion of the learning process, the 
development of pupils’ skills, the rational and pleasant organization of 
their free time, extracurricular activities promote examples of good 
practice in the field of education and psycho research – pedagogical, 
knowledge and use of methods and techniques to improve the quality of 
the educational act. Thus, the student is “placed” in the center of the 

educational act, by including the networking and discovery skills within each activity. Thus,  if you 
want to improve the students’ lives you should first answer the questions:  

- What can we do to solve problematic behaviors?  
- What strategies and activities will we use to attract students' interest? 
- How can we stimulate students to become actively involved in school life?   

 The extracurricular activities have their well-established role in the training of the pupils' 
personality, aimed at fostering a civilized lifestyle, as well as stimulating creative behavior in 

different fields. The informal framework in which 
such activities take place help students with 
difficulty in showing their real selves, stimulate their 
intellectual and creative potential.  For example, 
during the workshop where the students learned all 
the stages of baking the pretzels, they worked in 
small teams , each showing their own pattern, and at 
the end, the result of their own work. Each student 
had  the opportunity to model two pretzels: one 
pretzel in the well-known pattern, and the other in a 
form of choice, each of them showing proof of 

originality, in the end being very satisfied with the results.   
 We can always choose to collaborate with specialists from different fields when talking 
about extracurricular activities: bankers, pharmacists,  barbers, dentists, policemen, etc., thus 
directing children to a certain profession, as they have the possibility to ask questions to the persons 
directly involved.  Thus, we will be able to prepare not only students, but also people for a better 
life, starting their integration into the labor market, with a permanent focus on respecting their age 
particularities, in a constant effort to expose them to real-life learning experiences. 
 
Bibliografie: 
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SOCIAL WORK INTEGRATED FOLLOWUPS – SWIF UNDER THE 
ERASMUS + PROGRAM 

 

Prof. Cremeneanu Lorena Luiza 
C.S.E.I „Sf. Vasile” Craiova 

 
  The "SWIF" project is implemented by the Association of the Regional Center for Social 
Economy (CRES), through the ERASMUS + program in partnership with the School Center for 
Inclusive Education "Sf. Vasile" Craiova, involving a number of 8 volunteers from Spain and Italy 
to carry out activities non-formal students with SEN. 
 The SWIF project responds to the need for greater transferability and replicability of 
CRES practices on social inclusion. 
 Volunteers will work with SEN students to develop practices for activities that fall into 4 
areas: linguistic and multicultural development; developing creativity and self-expression; 
development of socializing skills; sports and healthy body. For this stage, volunteers must have had 
previous social work experience, as this will be essential in developing new practices. 
 General objective: 
 Promote the development of new intercultural and transferable practices, and strengthen 
the volunteering methodology for developing social inclusion. 

 Specific objectives 
1. Creating, developing and testing a set of practices to facilitate social inclusion (practice that 
belongs to the four key areas: language and multicultural development, creativity and self-
expression, socialization, sports and healthy body development) which meet the criteria of 
transferability, replicability and cross-cultural multiculturalism with 8 volunteers over 4 months 
(EVS stage 1) 
2. Implementation, development of examples of good practices and testing the replicability and 
transferability of the previously developed practices, with the help of 8 volunteers working in 3 
social institutions for 3 months. 
3. Promoting volunteering and transferring social inclusion practices to at least 30 local volunteers 
from 2 high schools with the help of 8 volunteers within a period of 3 months.  
4. Increasing the opportunities for personal and social development of 90 young people with 
disabilities in Craiova by implementing non-formal workshops (Approximately 68 workshops / 
institutions) on 4 key themes 
5. Offering personal development and development opportunities for 24 volunteers divided into 3 
EVS stages, involving them in the planning, implementation and evaluation of non-formal 
workshops for young people with disabilities. 
 Impact 
 The main impact that the project will have on the volunteers is in the form of the learning 
outcomes that they will obtain by participating in the EVS stages. The learning outcomes are 
described in the section above. 
 The project will also have a significant impact on the beneficiaries of the activities carried 
out by the volunteers, namely the students with disabilities. All volunteering activities will aim at 
providing new development opportunities, reaching development goals and transforming 
beneficiaries into followers of social integration, once they leave their special institutions. Thus, 
through the activities of the project, the beneficiaries are  expected to develop: 
- socializing skills, 
- be able to better identify their needs and feelings, 
- to express themselves more verbally and through creative art, 
- to develop self-esteem, self-confidence 
- development of an increased degree of autonomy 
- to understand better diversity and other cultures 
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- adopt healthy habits, such as sports 
  

 

 
Last but not least, the beneficiaries will have the opportunity to 

have more fun while spending their free time in institutions 

(these are residential institutions) and have certain ways to 

spend their free time after the end of normal hours. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TEACHING FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
 

Teacher: Ţele Lavinia 
Școala Gimnazială Conţeşti 

 
"By not knowing foreign languages, you will never understand the silence of strangers." - 

unknown 
In my opinion a foreign language is an advantage, because you can understand more 

information from outside. I think that the most important language in the world is English, because 
it predominates everywhere, is used as a secondary language in all developed countries and is an 
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important part of most computer languages. We live in a modern world and I think every person 
should know English. I usually use English (a foreign language), if I speak with a person from 
abroad, on the computer or for English at school. I like to learn for myself and when I have time to 
learn Spanish, French and English on the computer. Although English is known, or at least 
understood by many people, there are still people who have no idea how good this knowledge 
would be. Here I am writing this article as a guide for those who still doubt whether or not they will 
learn English. English is the most common language spoken in the world. One in five people can 
speak or at least understand English. 

English is the language of science, aviation, computers, diplomacy and tourism. Knowledge 
of English will increase your chances of getting a well-paid job in a multinational company in your 
country or even abroad. English is the official language of 53 countries. That means a lot of people 
you could meet and talk to. English is spoken as the first language by around 400 million people 
worldwide. It is the language of the media industry. If you know English, you no longer have to rely 
on translations or subtitles to enjoy your favorite books, songs, movies and shows. It is also the 
language of the Internet. Many websites are in English - and knowing the language will allow you 
to understand and participate in forums and discussions. English is based on a simple alphabet, 
which is quite fast and easy to learn compared to other languages. English is not only useful - the 
study process itself gives you great satisfaction. You feel great when you make progress. And every 
hour you spend studying English will bring you closer to perfection. Because English is spoken in 
many countries, there are thousands of schools around the world that offer English language 
programs. If you speak English, there are plenty of opportunities for you to find a school and a 
course that will suit your academic needs. By learning English, you will also learn about other 
cultures. Even the fewest experiences will make you grow more as a person than learning the 
values, habits and way of life in a culture different from yours. 

In a Europe that will always remain multilingual, language learning opens up many 
opportunities for a better career, the chance to live, work or study in another country or simply 
travel. The spoken language becomes an integral part of the identity and cultural background of a 
person. Foreign language learning contributes to understanding other peoples and cultures, it is a 
way to combat xenophobia, racism and intolerance. Knowing a foreign language is important for 
doing well in life because language is the most important means of communication and 
understanding with your peers. In the context of today's modern society, knowing a foreign 
language of international circulation is an essential competence. Under these conditions, the need 
arises that, from the earliest ages, children will be able to communicate in a language of 
international circulation, with English being the most widely used. Given the special importance of 
the ability to express in English in the context of the permanent cultural changes that characterize 
the present society, studying it from an increasingly early age is a method by which the pupils 
acquire linguistic acquisitions that are intended to them. allows to communicate in this language in 
various situations. The acquisition of English at an early age is a controversial topic in today's 
modern and multicultural society. Learning a foreign language is a first step in accepting the idea of 
diversity.  

In order to be able to communicate and be understood by the inhabitants of other countries, 
children will have to speak their language or a language of universal circulation. Knowing another 
language besides the native language is an advantage in today's society and becoming bilingual is a 
performance. We could say without a doubt that our 
school has a second language of study, and more than 
that, it tends to train bilingual children tomorrow. 

In the following, I propose some solutions to turn 
the class time into a pleasant and relaxing experience, all 
derived from the communicative method of teaching. 
This is one of the most appreciated at the moment, as it 
stimulates the fluency of the students, preparing them to 
deal with the daily situations (at the airport, at the 
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restaurant, at the shop, at the office, etc.). 
1. Brainstorming. It is perhaps one of the most common techniques to stimulate creativity, 

but also one of the most effective. This technique can be used most often before a reading activity 
or for solving a particular problem in general.  

The trainer should not be critical, but rather encourage the learners to think of unusual ideas 
and create a constructive atmosphere. New proposals should be supported to obtain a list of ideas as 
comprehensive and original as possible 

.  
2. The role play. It is another interesting activity that makes the students actively involved in 

the debate of a topic. For example, during Business English courses, the trainer can give each 
trainee a card with a role to be played by the trainee (secretary, tour manager, production assistant, 
human resources manager), and then he can give a situation that they should discuss (for example, 
the need for a larger office space). The trainees must enter into the skin of their character and 
"interpret" their role as convincing as possible. 

3. Grammar through songs. Many trainers are thinking of making learning a time and a 
verbal aspect (eg present tense continuous, present perfect tense continuous, etc.) by using 
fragments from a song. Thus, in order to fix the knowledge, as regards the use of verbal time, the 
trainer removes from the text of the song the structures that the learners have to assimilate and, 
while listening to the song, they complete with the correct grammatical element. 

Here is an example that can be used when the trainer is teaching the "present perfect" verbal 
time. One such song is "I still couldn't find what I was looking for" from U2. A worksheet looks 
like this (it can also be used to fix the past participle, which enters the perfect times formation): 

I [have climbed] the highest mountains 
I [have run] through the fields 
Only to be with you 
Only to be with you 
I [have run] I [have crawled] I [have scaled] these city walls 
These city walls 
Only to be with you. 
4. The students "take over" the order. It is another strategy whereby the atmosphere in the 

classroom will be creative. For this, the trainer can invite the trainees to work in pairs / groups and 
to plan, for example, a part of a lesson or the topics for the final evaluation. It is best for the trainer 
and the trainees to set the lesson objectives in advance: grammar, vocabulary, reading, etc. Thus, 
the trainer may be surprised by their involvement. 

In conclusion, it is good to learn as many foreign languages as you can in your life, because 
we can understand more words and can get more information from outside. 
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"ACTIVITY WITH PARENTS" 
 

Prof. Untaru Ștefania Simona 
Kindergarten P. P. "Paradise of children" Craiova 

Lesson plan 
Topic: "Activity with parents 
Total learning time: 50 minutes 
Designed learning time: 50 minutes 
Size of class: 20 
Description: Parents support school activities, either directly with the child or as a resource in the 
classroom, improving the school situation, diminishing inadequate behavior at school, absence from 
classes, preventing school dropout. 
Mode of delivery:  
Aims: 
� Attracting parents to school; 
� Popularizing the idea that the parent is welcome in school if he wants to; 
� Familiarize your parents with a lesson movie; 
� Knowing how to formulate requirements for the child-student, how to develop the teacher-

student relationship; 
� Supporting school children: patience, explanations, exercises, front and individual activities, in 

pairs and groups. 
Teaching-Learning activities 
1. Running the lesson 

Stage I - parents attend classes (one month, freely chosen hours and dates, in agreement with 
the child's teacher) Stage II - Parents discuss, draw conclusions from the assistance, evaluate 
through a file 
2. Familiarizing with kindergarten activity 
A)  "Who's drawing nicer?" Two groups (parents, children) are formed, who will stand face to face. 
They are asked to make a drawing with the theme "Me and my family". The test will take place in 
the form of a competition between parents and children. 
B) How well do we know each other? Questions for children and parents will be made. They will sit 
in two different bowls. 
3. To know each other better 

QUESTIONS FOR PARENTS: 
What is your child's favorite fruit? Name at least three good friends, kindergarten 

colleagues.What is the child's preferred activity in kindergarten? What saddens your child most? Do 
you know what he enjoys the most? What is the last good deed your child did? With what character 
in stories, fairy tales, cartoons would you like your child to look like? What is the most mischievous 
note your child did? Show examples of some activities in the kindergarten that delighted him!How 
do you behave when wrong? 
4. Investigate 

QUESTIONS FOR CHILDREN: 
What profession does your mother have? Where does your father work? Who takes you to 

bed at night? What color are your mother's eyes? What shows are you watching with your parents? 
What cheers your mother? When did the last time your parents scolded you and why? How old is 
your father? Have you ever lied to your parents? What do you think most like your parents to you? 
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5. Conflict resolution 
Difficulties in communication: 
 Ways to overcome them. It will take the form of debate on the basis of examples of attitudes 

that become barriers to communication (threat, humiliation, dissatisfaction, accusation, irony, 
criticism, labeling, indifference, problem minimization). 
Representations of the learning experience 

Learning through 

Minutes 

% 

 Acquisition (Read, Watch, 
Listen) 

0 0 

 Investigation 20 40 

 Discussion 10 20 

 Practice 0 0 

 Collaboration 10 20 

 Production 10 20 

Bibliography: 
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/learning-
designer/viewer.php?uri=/personal/stefaniasimona/designs/fid/675e7a29526e141327be405c508632
254dfa6f1abc17a14bf105d6313dd7d5b4 
      

 
The method "I KNOW - I WANT TO KNOW - I LEARNED" 

 
Teacher: Alexa Mioara - Dania 

Educational institution: "Andrei Mureşanu" National College, Bistrița 
 

The active-participative methods are those that have in the center the instructional-
educational process per student. They offer them the opportunity to discover for themselves what to 
learn and to actively participate in the realization of the mathematics lesson. These methods: 
- stimulates the creative potential of the student, 
- assures her independence of movement, 
- creates a contribution of courage and confidence to use their own strengths, which any teacher 
wants. 
 In the following I want to explain one of the methods used in the classroom, I say 
successfully. Within these lessons, my role is as a mediator or moderator. I always bring additional 
clarifying questions, information, intervene with supplements when necessary or students ask me. 
So the teacher's role is still important. The success of a lesson depends on him because he 
organizes, manages and coordinates the materials used. 

The method "I KNOW - I WANT TO KNOW - I LEARNED" 
This teaching model was developed by Donna M. Ogle in 1986. He assumes that the 

student's previous information should be taken into account when new information is being taught. 
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The algorithm of the "I know - I want to know - I have learned" method involves three steps: 
I know - accessing what we know, I want to know - determining what we want to learn and I 
learned - updating what we have learned. The first two steps can also be done orally, based on 
conversation, and the third is done in writing. The activities can be group or individual. 

Step 1, I know, involves accessing previous knowledge through brainstorming, with 
anticipatory role and categorization activity. Brainstorming is done around a key concept. When 
students have a low level of information about the concept in question, it is recommended to guide 
them with general questions such as "What do you know about ...?". Based on the information 
obtained from the brainstorming, generalization operations are performed. For example, in 
mathematics, formulas can be reproduced that students have applied and learned. 

Step 2, I want to know, involves asking some questions, which arise by highlighting 
different points of view, which are the result of brainstorming or generalizations. The role of these 
questions is to guide and personalize the act of learning. 

Step 3, I learned, is done in writing, by the students, after the content of the lesson was 
taught. 

Description of a concrete case of applying the "I know - I want to know - I learned" method 
in mathematics is part of the mixed lesson from the eleventh grade: "The derivate of the quotient": 
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I KNOW 

Derivatives of elementary functions: 
Derivation rules: 
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LEARNING ENGLISH VIA ICT 
 

Damla SİNMAZ,  
Kocaöz Secondary School,Afyonkarahisar/TURKEY 

 

   My name is Damla SİNMAZ and I have been an English Language Teacher for 14 years. 
This year I work at Kocaöz Primary and Secondary School in Afyonkarahisar/TURKEY. 

   As I have experienced in those years, at first the students are worried about the new 
language they are exposed to, but if you comfort them in the classroom, they start to learn English 
eagerly. As you know, of course there are many different methods to take pupils’ attention during 
the lessons, one of them , I worked on for my master thesis is Communicative Approach. But I met 
e-twinning platform 5 years ago. E-twinning opened a new, enormous door in front of my teaching 
progress. One of the most important elements of eTwinning is collaboration among teachers, 
students, schools, parents, and local authorities. In eTwinning, teachers work together and organise 
activities for their students. They have an active role, interact, investigate, make decisions, respect 
each other and learn 21st century skills. You can also learn from your peers and discover new 
teaching materials through eTwinning's featured events, Professional Development Workshops and 
Thematic and Annual Conferences. In December 2019, I attended eTwinning PDW „Digital 
Competences & IT Didactics for teachers“ - Vienna 2019,too. Etwinning allow all members to grow 
by way on enhancing their knowledge, skills and abilities. 

 
   For these five years, I have learned much from e-twinning events, teacher trainings and 

projects. I realised that the topic of Informatics/ICT is among the most popular in eTwinning 
projects . What we see today is that children get younger and younger when they first use digital 
tools, and it’s up to the teachers not to forget that the future will be even more digital. If we do not 
change the way we teach, we will be in trouble in the future.  So I focused on using Web 2.0 tools 
in education. These tools supply fun in the classroom, fun brings engagement and engagement 
brings learning. I tried to be involved in the projects on teaching English via Web 2.0 tools.  

   Here are some examples of these projects: 
   eTwinning English Olympics ( eTwinning İngilizce Olimpiyatları) 
   The founders of The Project: Fatih TOY, Tuğba SAĞLAM 
   In this project, we aimed to motivate the 8th grade students in English lessons, to develop 

their language skills and vocabulary. In the 8th grade, students have an exam for high scool in 
Turkey, they are getting prepared for it, so we wanted them to acquire the language earnings in 
English Lesson Programme more easily with various online competitions. We used Web 2.0 tools: 
Actionbound and Quizizz for this project. While having fun, they also learned. We organised 
competitions ‘called them olympic games’,  among the students from schools all around Turkey and 
rewarded the winners. 

   Here is a padlet link of all the works we did in the project: 
https://padlet.com/damla_sinmaz03/6fpn6bij3qit 
   TWO STATES, ONE NATION – ‘Using Web 2.0 Tools in Education’ (İKİ DEVLET, BİR 

MİLLET - 'Eğitimde Web 2.00 Araçları Kullanımı') 
   The Founders of The Project: Hasan KARABACAK, Aida ALAKBAROVA 
   We aimed to focus on the cultural features between Turkey and Azerbaijan with this project. 

Also we prepared activities compatible with the lesson earnings and shared these with each other. 
PosterMyWall, Canva, Giphy, Wordart, Biteable, Ourboox, Armoredpenguin, Pearltrees, 
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Storyjumper, Flipquiz, Toontastic, Kahoot are the examples of the Web 2.0 tools we used in the 
Project. 

   Here is a padlet link of all the works we did in the project:  
https://padlet.com/damla_sinmaz03/ixvaryyolaet 

   As I observed my students got fun while learning in this way, I thought that just because 
you grow up among technologies, it does not mean that you know how to use them. And I decided 
to teach them how to use Web 2.0 tools for their lessons. We organized 3-month-course for 
volunteers last year, they prepared games with a variety of Web 2.0 tools and played each other’s 
games.  

      
   Then we joined a project which required activities prepared by the pupils. 
   OYUN GEZEGENİ (THE GAME PLANET) 
   The Founders of The Project: Kenan ÇETE,Mahmut KÜÇÜKOĞLU 
Even if game is always thought as an entertainment, it has an important role in child 

development and education. For this reason, taking part in 21st century skills, learning with games 
was our main target. We provided the integration of both digital and local games with the lessons. 
So we gave students the chance of developing content and also we showed them the way to learn 
while having fun. Every two weeks students were asked to prepare a lesson content using a certain 
Web 2.0 tool: Cram, Armoredpenguin, Jigsawplanet, MJOC2, Flipquiz, LearningApps and 
shared them. 

Here are some links and QR codes of the games my pupils prepared: 
https://www.cram.com/flashcards/games/jewel/8th-grades-unit-1-10209888 
https://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=play&pid=2401ab400fdf 
https://learningapps.org/watch?v=p32cm1ftk19 

 
   Finally, I want to state that we should keep up with the innovation that the century brings for 
education. We need to update ourselves to reach our students. 
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WORKING TOGETHER, ACHIEVING TOGETHER 
 

Alina Maria Duta 
The Demontfort School, Evesham, United Kingdom 

   
Teaching as always been a passion of mine since I was in College where I gained my 

Bachelor’s Degree in Philology and my Graduation Certificate at “Lucian Blaga” University of 
Sibiu. I started teaching in 2007, when I was 23 years old. My first impressions were really positive 
and as a former student it was a very welcoming experience for me.  

I have been working at The De Montfort 
School since June 2019 as a Teaching Assistant 
within the SEND and was delighted to be 
appointed as EAL Coordinator in October 2019. 
I am so proud to be part of this amazing team 
which aims to inspire, teach and promote the 
well-being of each and every child. Children 
joining our school are invited to join us during 
our transition days and we can offer additional 
transition days or a tailored transition program 
for children based on their individual needs. 
Within our SEND, we work with students with a 

wide range of needs, we support them mentally as well as educationally. Children are identified as 
having SEND when their progress has slowed or stopped and any interventions put in place do not 
enable improvement. We have supported and currently support and provide for children with 
sensory impairments (hearing impairment), Autism, Dyslexia, learning difficulties, language 
difficulties and mental health difficulties. We also spend time to find out their specific needs in 
literacy and numeracy so that these can be addressed in all lessons.  In addition, they can be 
provided with 1:1 support to help them make progress. All students have access to a wide range of 
ICT provision to develop their digital competency skills.  If a child finds it hard to express 
themselves in writing, they can explain their views to a teacher or Learning support assistant, who 
will write these down on their behalf. The progress of pupils is carefully monitored and reported to 
parents and the Senior Leadership Team. The classrooms and other learning areas are bright and 
vibrant which provide a stimulating environment where our students are inspired to do their best. 
The learning atmosphere is calm and our high expectations enable the students to display excellent 
attitudes towards their learning. Students learn well when the environment in which they find 
themselves is well ordered and well managed, where there is discipline and clarity about 
expectations. We aim to give them the tools to become good citizens and to think about not only 
their rights but also their responsibilities. As each child is different, we have to plan lessons that 
present information in ways suitable for all. Sometimes students enjoy a lesson so much that they 
go off and find out extra things for themselves, or do some extra work on a topic. The most obvious 
reason for planning our lessons carefully is to ensure that we offer children engaging and 
appropriate lessons. It is important therefore that we use a variety of teaching methods so as to 
match the unique needs of individuals or groups and to secure motivation and concentration. Many 
students choose a pathway that includes sport and drama and really enjoy sharing their skills in 
school and out in the wider community. These activities enable them to develop confidence in their 
physical abilities and meet up with other students from a range of organizations when taking part in 
competitions. In conclusion, children learn best when they are offered challenging learning 
experiences in a secure and supportive environment. 
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Remembrance Day at The Demontfort School   

     

                                                                     SEND 

 

Christmas Jumper Day.                    Students taking part in Democracy Day at                   
 Pershore Civic Centre. 
 

   
 
Cooking Drama Club 

 
 
  Outdoor activities                                       Our students enjoy reading.  
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FUN AND LEARNING WITH ONLINE VOCABULARY GAMES 
 

Prof. Mănescu marinela-Florina 
Școala Gimnazială Petros, Baru, Jud. hunedoara 

 
 Using games in order to teach vocabulary is one of the novel methods that are used 
nowadays, since it is considered as a new trend to strengthen and improve students’ abilities in 
English. Teaching vocabulary through 
games for young learners has some 
purposes: to help students when they 
learn new words in English as foreign 
language, to enrich their vocabulary, and 
to help them to memorize those 
vocabulary items easily. 
 Game as one of young learners 
teaching technique can make young 
learners enjoy the learning process since 
its colorful animated games as well as 
having amazing background music. 
Games are supposed to make students 
enjoy the learning process, as well as easier to understand the meaning of certain vocabulary. Also, 
every time the teacher tells the students that they are going to play a computer game, they usually 
get excited and motivated. The physical movement itself is a stimulus. While playing, students will 
focus on the games and hence absorb the target language subconsciously. As for the teachers, 
however, they need more convincing reasons to achieve what they have planned, and the goals or 
objective of learning. Therefore, teachers need to consider which games will use, when to use it, 
how to link them up with the syllabus, textbook or programs and how, more specifically, different 
games will benefit students in different ways. 
 In addition, games may promote the transfer of learning. In fact, they demand student 
engagement and dynamic participation using the curriculum material in full context, and therefore, 
they promote transfer. When students have the chance to apply the material, such as in a game, it 
can delete the gap between learning ideas given in a classroom and using that data to figure out a 
dilemma outside the school. As a result, to achieve the desired benefits from learning games, it is 
crucial that they are accepted as a learning way, rather than to waste time. 
 There are several sources of online games that we can use in teaching vocabulary, it depends 
on the topic or material of learning, and of course it must appropriate for students. We recommend a 
few websites that offer a variety of activities to engage students in playing with words and word 
meanings:  
1. https://www.vocabulary.co.il/ - This site has a wide variety of games for all students’ levels. 
2. https://learnenglishkids.britishcouncil.org/fun-games - this site offers a great variety of fun 

activities to help young learners to enjoy themselves while learning English. My students prefer 
the word games where they match the words to the pictures and after this activity we always 
have a contest: who recalls the most words wins a smiley face. 
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3. https://learnenglishteens.britishcouncil.org/ - British Council made this site for older learners on 
two levels: beginner and advanced. They have the opportunity to learn English having fun and 
playing games. 

4. https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/games/ - this website was specially created by National 
Geographic for children and includes a few games that children love: quizzes on interesting 
topics, funny fill-ins and games of action and adventure. 
 

5. https://www.eslgamesplus.com/ - The learning games are mostly suitable for teaching ESL kids 
and teenagers. By playing fun educational games, students learn English vocabulary, sentence 
structures, grammar, listening, pronunciation and phonics. 

6. http://www.akidsheart.com/gamesd/wgames/wgames.htm - the creators of this site say that this 
is “A Play and Learn Playground for Kids and Their Teachers”. 

7. http://www.esolhelp.com/ - a free English language learning software for novice and 
intermediate English language learners. This website features an online picture dictionary, fun 
and interactive ESL games, online tests, ESL flashcards with pictures and sounds, and 
printable ESL worksheets. 

8. https://www.english-online.org.uk/games/gamezone2.htm 
9. https://www.spellingcity.com/spelling-games-vocabulary-games.html  
10. https://www.merriam-webster.com/word-games - Classics like Scrabble, jumbles, word 

searches, and crossword puzzles are 
absolutely perfect for adult ESL/EFL 
learners.  
11. http://www.slimekids.com/gam
es/ - SlimeKids is an acronym for 
School library media Kids because it 
combines all of those elements. This 
site provides numerous language arts-
related games in such categories as 
word, literacy, spelling, typing, 
vocabulary and grammar.  
12. http://www.freerice.com/ - 
Free Rice is a free online vocabulary 
game that has attracted millions of 
users, young and old. We believe it 
offers an opportunity to promote 
students' engagement with words 
while contributing to the social good. 
Free Rice presents a word and four 
answer choices on the screen. For each 
correct answer, the United Nations 
World Food Programme donates 10 
grains of rice to countries in need. The 
game adjusts its difficulty level based 
on the response, filling a bowl with 
rice as the player adds to his or her 

score. As a class activity, the teacher could project the website on screen and guide students in 
playing the game for 5 minutes daily, discussing choices (e.g., "I think it must be 'x' because 
'y'…") and strategies. 

13. https://www.learninggamesforkids.com/ - These online learning games and songs for kids are 
fun, teach important skills for preschool and elementary school kids. This site offers the 
opportunity to play the following categories of games. 

14. http://www.crickweb.co.uk/ks2literacy.html- free online education resources & games. 
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15. https://playknoword.com/ - Knoword is a fast-paced word game that challenges your 
vocabulary, tests your typing skills, and stimulates your mind. Loved by logophiles, students, 
and teachers alike, Knoword is sure to give your brain a good workout. 

16. https://www.eslkidstuff.com/gamesmenu.htm - offers a wide variety of resources and materials 
for ESL Kids teachers 

17. https://www.funbrain.com/games - Created for kids in grades Pre-K through 8, Funbrain offers 
hundreds of games, books, comics, and videos that develop skills in reading, problem-solving 
and literacy. 

18. http://www.manythings.org/vocabulary/ - ESL and EFL learners sharpen their skills through the 
usual (but effective!) word scrambles, hangman, and other challenges frequently wielded in the 
classroom. Teachers especially need to point their older students here for a great supplement to 
formal lessons. 

19. https://www.eslgamesworld.com/ - This site is dedicated to helping teachers by providing Fun 
Esl games for Classrooms, Powerpoint Game & Templates, Printable Board Games, Interactive 
Games for Classrooms, Games for ESL Kids & Adults, Grammar Games, Vocabulary Games, 
Reading Games, featuring Snakes & Ladders, Hangman & Wheel Games, ESL Online Games. 

20. http://eslkidsworld.com/Interactive%20games/Vocabulary%20Games/vocabularygames.html - 
offers a rich variety of vocabulary games according to vocabulary topics. Vocabulary games 
include: Basketball, Football, Walk the Plank, Fling the Teacher, Teacher Invaders, T.V Games 
and more to help practise vocabulary. 

21. http://www.learningchocolate.com/ - a vocabulary learning platform 
22. https://www.gamestolearnenglish.com/interactive-whiteboard-games/ 
23. https://www.arcademics.com/ - Get younger kids learning proper spelling as well as how 

vocabulary words fit together with one another through exciting arcade-style games.  
24. http://www.gamesgames.com/games/word 
25. https://www.learninggamesforkids.com/ - These online learning games and songs for kids are 

fun, teach important skills for preschool and elementary school kids and they're free.  
26. http://sheppardsoftware.com/web_games_vocab.htm#wordgames – Clueless CrossWord, 

Crossword Puzzle, Hangman, Letter Blocks, Word Scramble. 
27. https://www.gamesforthebrain.com/ - Whether an ESL/EFL adult wanting some help in classes 

or a native speaker just looking to build on what’s already there, this set of eclectic word games 
might prove invigorating.  

28. https://fun4thebrain.com/english.html 
29. https://www.turtlediary.com/games/vocabulary.html - Interactive Word Games that use 

situations children encounter in their daily lives.  
30. https://www.englishactivities.net/englishgames 
31. https://www.englishclub.com/esl-games/vocabulary/  
32. https://www.gamestolearnenglish.com/ 
33. https://elt.oup.com/student/incredibleenglish/?version=1&cc=id&selLanguage=id 
34. https://englishflashgames.blogspot.com/ 
35. http://primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/interactive/literacy.html#12  
36. http://www.mightybook.com/games.html 
37. http://www.funenglishgames.com/ 
38. http://www.eflnet.com/vocabulary#.U7LCTECrse0 
39. http://www.philtulga.com/Riddles.html - Riddles are an excellent way to practice interpreting 

figurative language, idioms, and homographs. They are gently introduced to similes, metaphors, 
homographs, and idioms, and are provided multiple clues to guide them as they practice and 
reinforce their interpretive skills.  

40. http://www.cookie.com/kids/games/languageeslefllessons.html 
41. https://mrnussbaum.com/games  
42. https://www.pogo.com/word-games?sl=2&filters=word 
43. http://www.hangman.learningtogether.net/ 
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44. https://www.quia.com/pages/havefun.html 
45. http://primarygamesarena.com/Subjects/English 
46. http://www.schoolplus.com/other_subjects 
47. https://www.wartgames.com/themes/languagearts/wordgames.html 
48. http://www.roomrecess.com/pages/WordGames.html 
49. http://toytheater.com/category/language-arts/ 
50. https://www.education.com/resources/spelling/?referral_url=kidsspell.com 
 The vocabulary games are popular for use on smart boards for word games to build 
vocabulary skills in classrooms. Many of the strategies mentioned above use technology to promote 
social learning. They also tap into students' natural desire to create, to participate in communities, 
and to develop strategic competence. 
 

Argument 
 

I chose to participate to this Symposium with a lesson project of a class I had with some of my 
students on 18th November, 2019, during the Global Education Week. This year, the theme was 
about environmental problems and it was entitled: ’’Wake up! This is the final call for climate.’’  

During our class we talked about weather changes, pollution and environmental problems in 
general. The main purpose of this lesson was to raise awareness about the fact that the Earth is in 
danger. Today, environmental problems affect us all. The message of the lesson was: Let`s save the 
planet! Let`s take care of its future – meaning protecting its resources, for instance! Let`s make 
planet a better place to live in!   

As one said in the videos my students watched during the class: ’Our Earth is like a treasure 
chest. We have to watch over and look after it. Our entire world, our entire life depends on us, on 
how we live and act … Its time to care. It`s time to give something back to Earth, because Terra 
matters.’  

Taking into account the topic of the lesson and its utility, I can say that it was an interesting and 
especially a useful activity for my students, and they had something to learn from it.   

 

Lesson plan 

Teacher: Mihălcescu Iuliana 
School: Liceul Tehnologic ,,GRIGORE C. MOISILˮ, Buzău 
Date: 18th  November 2019 
Grade: 10th B 
Number of students: 24 
Level:  Intermediate  
Lesson: ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS - the final call 
Aims of the lesson: 

1. to raise interest in the topic of environmental problems 
2. to improve vocabulary 
3. to make students use the new words correctly  
4. to make students express their opinions related to the topic freely 

Types of activities:   - discovery, identification.   
                                   - conversation, reading, listening, group work. 
Skills: speaking, writing (productive skills), reading, listening (receptive skills) 
Materials: puzzles, worksheets, flipchart, computer and video projector 
Possible problems: - students may not know the meaning of certain words. 
                               - students may not know how to pronounce certain words. 
                               - students may not be able to express their opinions in English    
                                 freely.  
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 Timing: 50 minutes 
 
Procedure 
I. WARM-UP  
Teacher tries to create a relaxing atmosphere by asking students several questions: 
ˮHow are you today?ˮ  ˮAre you ready for a new English class? I hope you are because today we 
are going to have a lot of interesting activities, such as: reading new texts, studying new words, 
watching some videos. English is fun, isn`t it? Therefore, let`s start by solving a puzzle.ˮ      
Interaction: T-C     /     Timing: 2 minutes 
II. LEAD-IN 
Activity 1 (1st, 4th aim) 
In order to get students into groups of 4, the teacher chooses words of 4 kinds of animal, and writes 
each word on a separate piece of paper. Each student gets a word at random. Students get into 
groups with people who have the same category of word. Then, each group receives the pieces of a 
puzzle. They have to rearrange the pieces in order to solve the puzzle (there is an image which 
represents some environmental problems).  
When students have finished, teacher asks them: ˮWhat does the puzzle represent?ˮ Students are 
supposed to describe the picture. 
Teacher introduces the new lesson and writes the title on the blackboard: Environmental problems 
- the final call.  
Interaction: S-S, T-C     /     Timing: 8 minutes 
III. PRE-READING 
Activity 2 (1st aim) 
Teachers asks students: ˮCan you give me some examples of environmental problems?  Teacher 
gives each student a post-it and they have to write their answers on these and then they stick them 
on the blackboard. (Students work in groups to help each other) Then, teacher offers them some 
more examples. 
Students may not have the right vocabulary. Teacher helps them if necessary. 
Interaction: S-S, T-C     /     Timing: 5 minutes 
Activity 3 (1st ,2nd aim) 
Students will watch two videos in order to find out more about the environmental problems. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iwqi0lER7e8    
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhksqkC6WV0  
Interaction: T-C     /     Timing: 5 minutes 
IV. READING  
Activity 4: (1st, 2nd aim)  
Teacher gives students some pieces of paper containing a text entitled: The World in Danger and 
asks some students to read the text. 
They may not read all the words correctly. Teacher will help students if necessary.  
Interaction: T-C     /     Timing: 5 minutes 
V. COMPREHENSION 
Activity 5: (2nd, 3rd aim)  
For a better understanding of the new vocabulary students are going to solve an exercise. Teacher 
gives each group of students a worksheet with the exercise: Match the columns to form compound 
nouns.  
They may not find the right words. Teacher will help them if necessary. 
Interaction: S-S, T-C     /     Timing: 5 minutes 
Activity 6: (2nd, 3rd aim)  
Teacher gives each group of students a worksheet with another exercise: Match the columns to 
make up sentences 
They may not find the right words. Teacher will help them if necessary. 
Interaction: S-S, T-C     /     Timing: 5 minutes 
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VI. PRACTICE 
Activity 7:  (2nd aim)  
Students watch another video about solutions to the environmental problems.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ok8rMT2KCy0 
Interaction: T-C     /     Timing: 2 minutes 
Activity 8:  (4th aim)  
Teacher asks students to suggest themselves some solutions to these problems. Again, teacher gives 
each student a post-it and they have to write their answers on these and then they stick them on the 
blackboard. (Students work in groups to help each other) Then, teacher offers them some more 
examples. 
Students may not have the right vocabulary. Teacher helps them if necessary. 
Interaction: T-C     /     Timing: 8 minutes 
VII. FOLLOW-UP 
Students share their feedback on the lesson. 
Students are appreciated for their contribution during the class. 
Teacher gives homework: students are given a crossword (on natural disasters) to solve. 
Interaction: T-C     /     Timing: 5 minutes 
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TEACHING ENGLISH TO DYSLEXIC LEARNERS  
 

Elena Gabriela Chiriluş 
Technological High School „Sfântul Mucenic Sava” Berca 

 

What is Dyslexia? 
Dyslexiais a disorder involving difficulty in reading or interpreting words, letters and other 

symbols, but not affecting general intelligence. Dyslexia is a language processing disorder that 
some people are born with. Recent research suggests it is an  inherited condition resulting from a 
physical difference in the brain. It presents in many degrees, ranging from mild to severe. Dyslexia 
is not simply a reading disorder. Dyslexics may have special needs in all areas of language. 

A dyslexic person’s brain has difficulty recognizing symbols and patterns and forming them 
into language. People with dyslexia have trouble separating and grouping the sounds that letters 
make. They can learn to read, write and spell, but they process language differently than the average 
person, and thus require different training. Studies suggest that dyslexia is not caused by vision 
problems, and that people with dyslexia typically have normal or above average intelligence. 

 

Dyslexia in the Classroom 
In a classroom, dyslexics may appear to be easily distracted, and because of this are often 

labelled as lazy by teachers and parents who do not understand the learning difficulty. This leads to 
self-esteem problems, which can be the most debilitating longterm effect of dyslexia. Many kids 
with dyslexia may also suffer from attention deficit disorder (ADD). Teachers who understand 
dyslexia are able to use different strategies to help learners succeed.  

Dyslexia in Language Learners 
Learning a new language can be very difficult for people with dyslexia, especially in the 

written form. It can be very stressful for these language learners to be introduced to new patterns, 
sounds and symbols when they already struggle with reading, writing, spelling and vocabulary 
acquisition in their native language. Memorization is also difficult for dyslexics. This does not mean 
that dyslexics should avoid learning additional languages altogether. It does mean that dyslexics 
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with a more severe condition will have to be highly motivated and confident to succeed in learning 
a new language.  

Symptoms and Warning Signs of Dyslexia 
Dyslexia can be diagnosed in young children, but is often not diagnosed until at least the age 

of seven or eight. A student who displays a number of the following warning signs may be a 
candidate for testing: exhibits speech delay as a child (not talking until at least age three); exhibits 
early stuttering; has trouble saying words with more than one syllable; has trouble putting thoughts 
into words; has difficulty rhyming; has trouble with minimal pairs (for example, in English: l/r, m/n, 
sh/ch); uses odd spacing in writing; rarely uses punctuation; often leaves out out vowels when 
writing (remove second out);  rarely uses capitalization (in languages that require it); reads a word 
in context, but not in isolation; has the inability to sound out words (may understand phonics in 
isolation);  

Strategies for Teachers of Dyslexic Learners 
There are many strategies that teachers can adopt to help dyslexics. Dyslexics learn better by 

doing than by reading. This is why dyslexic learners succeed better in an immersion environment, 
such as living in a foreign country, or watching English films and videos. A multi-sensory approach 
has been proven to work well in teaching language to dyslexics.  

Here are a few suggestions for teachers who have a dyslexic learner in the classroom: learn 
everything you can about dyslexia, including the warning signs; share everything you know about 
dyslexia with parents of dyslexic kids; find materials with a large font (and write in large font on the 
board); use a structured approach and find materials with familiar structure throughout; encourage 
the student with praise and understanding; do not expect the student to read aloud in front of the 
class; find out the particular weaknesses that a student has, and help the student recognize these; 
teach spelling, but don’t mark the student on spelling alone; find ways to increase self-confidence; 
seat the student close to the board; provide audio lessons; review regularly; provide multisensory 
lessons; read directions out loud (especially for tests); test verbally; introduce mnemonics and other 
memory training techniques; integrate technology and audiovisual resources; identify learning 
styles that work well for your learner (pairs, groups, tutors, etc.); work with a specialist to develop 
an IEP (Individualized Education Program); help other students understand dyslexia too 
(helps prevent bullying); reduce clutter in the classroom and on the board; provide a calm and quiet 
environment for tests (student may need a private room and extra time); provide instructions for 
assignments and tasks in small steps; consider inviting a visitor with dyslexia into the classroom (or 
discuss the success of some famous dyslexics); provide colour coding for corrections; grade student 
based on schoolwork rather than just tests. 

Teaching tips 
General: give an overview of the lesson at the start of each class/ copying from the board 

is difficult, provide handouts when possible/ use mind maps and visual aids to summarise class 
content/ break down complex tasks: give clear instructions and discuss/demo them to help 
students visualise the task/ pontaneous answers are difficult – give students questions in 
advance and time to prepare. 

Vocabulary: break down words into chunks– colour code syllables, prefixes, root words 
etc/ use visuals, actions, diagrams and colour to create memory anchors with important 
vocabulary, points/ provide other examples of words when rules apply/ flashcards help by giving 
visual aids/ use Mnemonics to help with spelling. 

Reading: use colours to highlight keywords, themes or parts of words/ /use larger 
fonts and wider line spacing/ never ask a dyslexic student to read aloud/ encourage students 
to stop and review after each paragraph (What were the important points in that paragraph?). 

Listening: eliminate background noise when doing a listening exercise/ help students link 
visuals to listening tasks (Look at the pictures in the course book before starting the listening)/ 
use pronunciation exercises with visual cues to differentiate between phonemes, long and short 
vowel sounds. 
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Writing: give strategies for sequencing presentations and writing (Mind maps, numbering 
ideas)/ give extra time to complete task/ don’t underline errors and expect student to self correct, 
write the correct spelling/correct form for them. 

Online resources for dyslexic students 
Principles of accommodations in foreign language teaching 
https://www.readingrockets.org/;https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/Planning.htm;https://www.t

winkl.ro/resources/literacy;https://www.teachyourmonstertoread.com;https://www.phonicsplay.co.u
k/InteractiveResources.htm;http://teacher.scholastic.com/clifford1/index.htm;https://pbskids.org/sup
erwhy/#/game/superwhybingo;https://www.teachingideas.co.uk/subjects/spelling-
patterns;https://www.beatingdyslexia.com/spelling-help.html; 

https://www.freechildrenstories.com/;https://www.biguniverse.com/;https://www.oxfordowl.
co.uk/;http://www.ebooks-for-all.com/;https://naturalreaders.com/; 

http://dimio.altervista.org/eng 
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KEY WORDS TO 21ST CENTURY TEACHING: “CREATIVITY”- 
“DETERMINATION”-“PASSION” 

 
Dinescu Cristina 

Technological High School “Grigore C. Moisil” Buzau 
 
In most of my teaching years so far I’ve had the opportunity to experiment a lot of techniques 

on my students. And , as any other teacher, I’ve gone from using chalk to a simple piece of paper 
and a marker as a blackboard, to whiteboards , video projectors , and not to forget the new trend , 
online teaching platforms.    

The “remarkable level of sophistication”2 that us teachers need to ensure during our teaching 
nowadays , has made me more aware of the fact that I need to be as vigilant as possible to the 
upcoming era and to constantly  adapt to the needs of my students. There are a number of factors 
that made teaching nowadays change so much. If we take into consideration the amount of 
information available online, from free planers to worksheets , videos , all sorts of presentations, the 
fact that everything is so easy to duplicate and share, or that the usage of a PC has shrunk to that of 
a simple app , and all of this in less than ten years , well , I can’t help not wonder “what’s next ? ” 

I ought to have said from the very start that I have been teaching English for the past decade 
or so, and everything I have mentioned came as no surprise to me due to the fact that  

I managed to stay connected to the ongoing changes that we all face.  
I can safely admit that all the schools I have taught so far were full with eager children willing 

to discover a foreign language and with each generation that passed I was surprised to find the same 
curiosity and eagerness in each and every one of my students. And with that in mind I began to 
search all sorts of resources, I began to invest in my training as a teacher , participate to different 
gatherings in which teachers of English shared their experiences. 

But of all the seminars , webinars and so on I found that the most interesting and satisfying 
experience was that in which I was honored to meet dedicated teachers from different countries. My 

                                                 
2 Brown H. Douglas, “Teaching by principles” , 11 
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first Erasmus+ Mobility was in Spain and the very name of course in which I took part is at its best 
the most inspiring of all : “Creativity in Teaching and Learning using ICT: The Digital Classroom” 
. I think that this is when I realized that all those ideas I had when I went to class were good enough 
for a 21st century teacher . 

Determination , on the other hand , was something I came face to face, yet again in another 
gathering of English teachers from Buzau county that took place at “Alexandru Marghiloman” High 
School. I had the opportunity to meet dedicated teachers  from Buzau and their guests from around 
Europe and I was able to see how they dedicate themselves to their jobs, to their students and how 
they try to invent all sort of techniques that better suit their teaching. The ideas they brought to the 
table were pure gold to me and I managed o “steal” some of them and the result was amazing. This 
made me think that no matter where you are as long as you are a determined to show someone the 
right path in life it will also ensure you the “teacher status” that everyone likes to have. 

Last but not least, passion is a must. It brings up inspiration to us all, it consumes us to a 
certain extent that drives us in the direction of progress and at the same time it assures the amount 
of energy that we teachers need to create meaning in someone’s life. 

In the end I want to show you part of my creative methods used in my activities , the 
determination to which me and my students try to better solve the task at hand and the  passion 
around everything. 

      

 

 

 
    focus on     creating  a mindmap  

    the end of the 
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‘EFFECTIVE TEACHING, EFFECTIVE TEACHERS’ ADSERVIO- ONLINE 
PLATFORM 

 

MARIA VIOIU-GIUBEGAN 
ALEXANDRU MARGHILOMAN’ HIGHSCOOL 

 
Adservio is an online platform that helps us now, during hard times of coronavirus, when we 

have to stay in touch with our students online. Adservio, as an educational management platform, 
helps you organize all your activities effortlessly and get the results you want. It is more than a 
digital catalog. It provides access to complex school information, whether you are in Romania or 
abroad, whether you use a desktop, laptop, tablet or mobile phone.  

It has an intuitive interface and unlimited storage space that allows me to quickly create 
groups and classes, assign and correct topics, schedule control papers and theses, track student 
progress and more. By centralizing everything on one platform, we eliminate bureaucracy and it 
helps us saving time for our didactic activity. 

As a teacher, you are in constant contacts with students, parents and colleagues. And we all 
know that effective communication is the answer to all the problems that may arise in the 
educational path. With Adservio, students get more involved and communicate more easily. As a 
teacher, you can post topics for discussion, receive students' topics directly in your account and 
provide feedback. And all this encourages communication and interactivity in the educational 
process. Therefore, we can use this platform not only when we have to educate students online but 
all the time.  

With Adservio you can: 
- Submit themes and projects online  
- Evaluate and rate  
- Create and distribute tests online  
- Communicate directly with students, parents, teachers and school principals  
- Distribute necessary lessons and teaching resources 

To sum up, this online platform is all that I need. I recommend it! 
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ASSESSING WRITING - STUDENTS’ INITIAL LEVELS OF 
PERFORMANCE 

 
DAVID DANIELA 

Alexandru Marghiloman Highschool, Buzău  
 
     “ What did I do wrong? Didn’t I write enough?” As teacher, we often get these questions from 
our students, especially when it comes to writing. That is why, I think it is so important to let 
students know what we expect from them when dealing with a writing task. They need to know that 
writing a lot is not enough to get a good grade. To establish students’ initial level of performance, a 
pre-test was designed - in terms of a single writing task.  
 
9th Grade 
 
The task was: A local newspaper is holding a story competition and you have decided to enter. Your 
story should start with: ‘I  stood on the deck, staring at the huge waves. …….’. Write your story for 
the  competition. 
Both the task and the response were designed according to the CEFR Grid  for Writing Tasks and 
they can be described as follows: 
Table 1 
Task input/prompt 
Language of input/prompt English 
CEFR level of input/prompt  
Time permitted or suggested for this task Not specified 
Control/ guidance Open 
Content  Not specified 
Genre of input Story 
Rhetorical functions of input Narrating, describing, repoting events 
Imagined audience for input General public 
Mode of input/ prompt Written 
Topic or theme of input Places, daily life 
Integration of skills for input Reading 
 
Table 2 
Response ( description of written response elicited by the prompts/ input) 
Number of words expected Not specified 
Rhetorical functions expected Narrating, reporting events, describing 
Text purpose Emotive, referential 
Register  Informal 
Domain  Public 
Grammar competence expected Mainly simple structures 
Lexical competences expected Only frequent vocabulary 
Discoursal competence expected Extremely limited use of cohesion devices 
Authenticity: situational Medium 
Authenticity: interactional Low 
Cognitive processing Knowledge transformation 
Content knowledge required General/ non specialized 
 
The task rating method was that of descriptive scale and the assessment criteria were: content, 
organisation and cohesion, accuracy, range, appropriacy of register and format and target reader. 
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Table 3 
 Content 

20 p 
Range 
20/30p 

Accuracy 
10p 

Register and 
Format 
10p 

Organisation 
and Cohesion 
20p 

Target reader 
10p 

Grammar  Vocabulary 

0-10 points       
A1 11-30p       
A2 31-60p       
B1 61-80p       
B2 81-100p       
 
Commentary: 
The level of performance was lower than expected in the sense that none of the students were able 
to reach a B1/B2 level(according to the marking scheme I presented) and more than half were 
unable to produce a coherent message. When asked why they simply said they didn’t know what to 
write – they couldn’t come up with any idea. Those who did manage to write something had 
difficulties in almost all the criteria mentioned above. 
 
In terms of content, the task was partially completed. The students understood that they had to 
narrate something, but the reading requires effort by the reader due to incorrect use of grammar, 
vocabulary and linking devices. Though there was not a number of words expected, most of the 
students managed to write just a few lines, insufficient to complete the task appropriately. There 
were situations of the task being misunderstood: “Thanks to read our newspaper, and I wish you a 
nice day.” 

 
In terms of organisation and cohesion, there is seldom evidence of organisation or use of linking 
devices, the text is not clearly paragraphed. Where there is use of linking devices, most of the times 
these are used incorrectly. The sentences are either too short or too long, difficult to follow in 
places. Few students thought of a title. 
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In terms of accuracy, there are errors that impede communication, both grammar and vocabulary. 
There are some awkward expressions as well. 

 
In terms of range, there is a limited range of structures and vocabulary within the task set. There is 
repetition in almost all the texts. 

 
In terms of register and format, the register is generally appropriate. 
In terms of target reader, there isn’t a positive effect on the reader. 
 
In conclusion, once students understand what the assessment criteria are, they can improve their 
writing and it is easier for us, teachers, to help them understand what they didn’t do right. 
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A LETTER FROM THE PAST 
 

Prof. Georgiana- Daniela Anica 
Alexandru Marghiloman Highschool, Buzău  

 
For some years now I have encountered a certain amount of resistance on behalf of my 

students when it came to teaching them how to write an informal letter. They generally have little 
interest in the idea, as they consider it is outdated. Their preferred method of communication is the 
short text and as a result they are not convinced that this type of transmitting information is still 
useful. Most of them have argued that they have never sent an actual letter to anyone in their life 
and that it is not likely that they might in the near future. They mostly associate letters with emails 
which are also seen as too much trouble when they have so many other means of keeping in touch 
with their friends. Year after year I have tried to come up with interesting topics in order to revive 
their interest. 

 Not much worked until this year when I told them that they are going to write a real letter, 
that we are going to actually send - but there is a twist. They are going to be the writer and the 
receiver as well, but ten years from now. As a result they had to write the letters to themselves, put 
then into envelopes with stamps and address and I took it upon myself to keep them safe for ten 
years and send them in 2030. This awakened a lot of curiosity.  

We decided together what the structure of the letter was going to be. We agreed that first 
they should talk about the present. They should describe their current life, habits and recent events. 
This had the purpose of awakening nostalgia ten years later when they read it and were reminded of 
much simpler times. 

There were students who chose not to write about some aspects of their life because they did 
not want to expose themselves to everyone. It made them feel vulnerable to share with the class 
details about topics such as relationships. However, others were glad to. As a result we agreed that 
the draft that they read in class should only contain the facts that they are comfortable sharing. 
However, in the real letter, which they were supposed to give me in a sealed envelope they were 
encouraged not to leave out those details.  

In the second part they had to imagine what their life might be like in ten years time. More 
specifically, what they hope they will have accomplished by then and what event they hope to have 
lived. They proved to be quite creative in this stage which gave me the feeling that they had 
invested time and thought into it. I tried to keep them on track as some students were too vague 
when giving details. It is important for them to be as specific as possible when imagining their 
future in order for the content of the letter to be relevant when they receive it. They were supposed 
to describe it not just enumerate.  

As they made the effort of reflecting on what may come, they talked to their future self and 
encouraged themselves to fallow their dreams and to keep on trying.  I was surprised that they 
refrained from being too harsh on their selves if they did not necessarily succeed. Although some of 
their goals were nearly impossible to accomplish, they revealed the dreamer personality of the 
student so they were not censored, regardless of the unlikeliness of them happening. 

It came as a surprise for me to find out that although they knew the basic structure of an 
informal letter, they did not practically know how or where to post one. As we brainstormed in the 
beginning they were able to suggest all the essential elements that the written part had to contain. 
However, they were unaware where they were supposed to purchase envelopes and stamps from. As 
they stated from the start, they had never actually sent or received a real letter and it seems that 
although they had previously discussed its structure, this was the first time they had reached stage  
of sending it. 

This experiment can be considered a success as far as I am concerned. Not only did it 
awaken their interest in writing informal letters, but it also made them reflect upon their life. They 
had to ask themselves real questions and by doing so, they found out a bit more about who they are 
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and who they hope to become. I intend to keep my word and to further perpetuate this method until 
I to transform it into a tradition. I am sure the letter will bring joy when received. 

 
 
 

THE VIRTUAL EXPERIMENT - ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 
 

Prof. ANGHEL ADRIANA - MIHAELA 
THEORETICAL HIGH SCHOOL "AL. MARGHILOMAN” BUZĂU, ROMANIA 

  

Theme unit of learning: The Chemical Equilibrium 
Lesson topic: Le Chatelier’s Principle. Factors that Affect Chemical Equilibrium  
Type Lesson: Lesson of communication / knowledge acquisition 
Specific competences 
1.1. Description of the behavior of the chemical species studied in a given context. 
2.2. Collecting information through qualitative and quantitative observations. 
2.3. Formulation of conclusions using information from sources of documentation, graphics, charts, 
data experimental which to respond assumptions made.   
3.1 Analysis of problems for the stable context, relationships relevant, steps to solve. 
3.3 Assessment of strategies to solve the problems for the taking decisions on conditions      
analyzed. 
4.2 Correct use of chemistry specific terminology. 
The operational objectives of the lesson 
At the end of the lesson, students need to be able: 
O1: To state the Le Chatelier’s principle. 
O2: To determine the influence of various factors on the systems in equilibrium, knowing the Le 
Chatelier’s principle. 
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O3: To determine the sense in which moves a system chemically under action of a disturbing factor 
after performing experiments virtual. 
O4: To register your experimental in table of experimental activities. 
O5: To conclude, examining the results recorded in table of experimental activities. 
Software acquis education: AEL - Siveco; platform escoala.edu.ro 
Type / types of experiments virtual used: objects expository, interactive applications. 
Teaching strategy 

Didactic method used: the virtual experiment, the problematization, the guide                   
discovery. 
Materials and technical resources: cards for individual activities, computer, projector 
device.  

Carrying out the activity 
1. Organizing moment: 
- Noting absences and organizing the activity. The activity will take place in groups of two 
students. Each group will access a computer and they will note the comments in the table of 
experimental activities. 
 2. Catching the attention: 
              State of equilibrium is maintained constant as long as not vary the conditions of the 
reaction. When changing a parameter (concentration, temperature, pressure), there is a change in 
the composition of the system, thus a shift of the chemical equilibrium. Thus, in industry, the yields 
of some processes can be improved if certain external parameters are modified. 
 3. Statement of objectives to the students 
 4. Carrying out the didactic activity 
The teacher notes the title of the lesson on the board - Le Chatelier’s principle. Factors that 
Affect Chemical Equilibrium  
Le Chatelier’s principle: If an equilibrium system undergoes a constraint, the 
equilibrium will shift in meaning to decrease it. 
Factors that Affect Chemical Equilibrium  

a. temperature;   b. concentration;   c. pressure 
We will use the platform escoala.edu.ro and AEL - Siveco 

 a. The influence of temperature on the chemical equilibrium 

 2 HgI2                            Hg2 I2 + I2 - Q      

  red                         green 

  

         The direct reaction (→) is endothermic. The reverse reaction (←) is exothermic. 

When the temperature rises, the formation of green Hg2 I2 will be observed, the 

endothermic reaction being favored (the reaction that takes place with heat absorption).  The 
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change brought to the system is the increase of temperature, and the system, in order to reach the 

initial equilibrium conditions, will consume the excess heat, favoring the endothermic reaction. 

When temperature drops, the formation of red HgI2 will be observed, the exothermic 

reaction being favored (the reaction that occurs with heat release).  The change to the system 

is decrease of temperature, and the system will need to heat to reach the original equilibrium 

conditions; the favored reaction is exothermic reaction. 

  Conclusion: 

When the temperature rises, the equilibrium will shift in the sense of favoring the 

endothermic reaction. 

When the temperature drops, the equilibrium will shift in the sense of favoring    the 

exothermic reaction.  

 Application:  

2 NO2 (g)                    N2 O4 (g) + Q   

   brown - red                  colorless   

When the temperature rises, it is observed that the gas in the vial gets a more intense 

coloration, due to the formation of a larger number of NO2 molecules, favoring the reaction that 

takes place with heat absorption (the endothermic reaction). 

When the temperature drops, it is observed that the gas in the vial becomes colorless, as a 

result of the formation of N2O4, being favored the reaction that takes place with the release of heat 

(the exothermic reaction).  

b. The influence of the concentration on the chemical equilibrium 

 CuCl2 ( aq ) + 2 KI ( aq )                   CuI ↓ + 

2KCl ( aq ) + 1/2I 2                        

  By adding a nonpolar organic solvent, iodine is 

extracted from aqueous layer, serum is obtained and 

will  make the appearance of a  purple layer where is 

the iodine, and the yellow color of the precipitate 

intensifies; the reaction has shifted to the formation of 

CuI (a low concentration iodine, and the system shift 

to produce a new quantity of iodine) . 

 When adding a solution of NH3, ions of Cu2+ will 

reactin with it and will form [Cu(NH3 )4 ]
2+ , a blue 

solution ; it will  observ  the loss 
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of color intense yellow of precipitate;  decreases the concentration of ions Cu2+ , the 

equilibrium shifts toward the formation Cu2 +. 

 Conclusion: 

When the concentration of a component of a system at equilibrium increases, the  

chemical equilibrium will move in the sense of consuming that component. 

When the concentration of a component of a system at equilibrium decreases, the  

chemical equilibrium will move in the sense of forming that component. 

 Application : 

Cr2 O7 
2- 

( aq ) + H2O (l)                    2 CrO4
2- 

( aq ) + 2 H+ 
( aq ) 

                              orange solution                                                   yellow solution  

  

 

    When a basic solution is adding, it will observ the displacement of the equilibrium towards 

the solution yellow of chromate CrO4
2- . The basic solution neutralizes the H+, decreases the 

concentration of H +, being favored the formation of ions H+, respectively, CrO 4
2- . 

When a solution of acid hard is adding, it will observ the movement of the equilibrium to 

the solution orange of chrome Cr2O7 
2- . The added acid caused the increase of 

the H+ concentration, being favored the reaction in which H + is consumed, that is, the one in which 

the Cr2O7 
2- ions are formed (orange solution). 

c. The influence of pressure on the chemical equilibrium 

The pressure affects only the gaseous systems that occur with the variation of 

the number of moles (Δ n ≠ 0). From the the ideal gas state equation, we know that 

the pressure is directly proportional to the number of moles. 

CO (g) + Cl2 (g)                     COCl2 (g)  

                              2 moles                                                    1 mol 

Conclusion:  

When the pressure increases, the 

equilibrium will shift in the sense of 

reaction that occurs with the reduction 
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of the volume (by decreasing the moles). When the pressure decreases, the equilibrium will 

shift in the sense of reaction movement takes place with the increase of 

the volume (by decreasing the number of moles). 

Application: 

Synthesis of ammonia 

N2 (g) + 3 H2 (g)                    2 NH 3 (g) + Q 

1. The reaction is exothermic and is influenced by the decrease of temperature, but it can not be less 

then 500°C, for it will decrease the rate of reaction, 

2. The use catalysts of iron oxides in mixture with oxides of alkaline. 

3. As a reaction that takes place with the decrease in number of moles, it is favored by             increa

sing the pressure (350 atm). 

Exercise: 

Specify the conditions for obtaining the yields of SO3, according to the equation of chemical 

reaction below: 

2 SO2 (g) + O2 (g)                   2 SO 3 (g) + Q 

T descreases (reaction is exothermic); [SO2] and [O2] increase; [SO3] descreases;                           P 

increases (the reaction occurs with the decrease in the number of moles). 

6. Homework  

The following chemical equilibrium is considered: 2A (g) + B (g)                  C (g) - Q 

                                                                        

Specifies in what sense the chemical equilibrium will move if: 

a) reactant A is introduced; b) product C is removed; c) the pressure increases;     

d) the temperature drops. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

   ADVANTAGES of   the lesson based on virtual instrumentation / educational software 

� Can be made a series of experimental activities that can not be achieved in laboratory. 

�  Interactive activities give students feedback immediately and able to correct, in the 

case in which wrong, the resumption of these activities.  

� Students can assess themselves more easily. 

� The computer is an attractive means for students, the lesson becoming more interesting. 

� The proposed applications are easy to access, the steps are very well explained.          

� Through the proposed activities, the student is more active during the lesson (there is an 

active participation in the act of teaching-learning of a larger number of students).      

DISADVANTAGES of the lesson based on virtual instrumentation/educational  
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software  

� Time than installation of some programs or to access the platform AEL. 

� Sometimes, not having enough computers, the groups of students are larger and only a 

part of them work, the others being spectators.             
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BOOKS THAT SMILE AT YOU  
 

Author: Dr. Juan De Lucas Osorio 
Institution: Arrabal-AID , SPAIN 

 

Live Library, a project within the framework of Erasmus + and the Spanish National Agency, 
aims to challenge prejudice and discrimination, approaching positions through a dialogue that 
perhaps would not have arisen otherwise. Our library is made up of human books, people who can 
share the lived experiences challenging prejudices towards questions of the readers such as sex, age, 
disability, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion / beliefs, lifestyle, or of other aspects that 
create prejudice or discrimination. 

The methodology is structured in a group of five young people, who take the roll of readers, 
and a guest person, the one called as a book, who talks for thirty minutes in complete freedom, is 
not a monologue, it is about creating conversation. During the talks, there is a person from the 
organization, whose mission is to take notes, present the book, comment on the rules (such as not 
disrespecting), and ensure that dialogue exists, and nobody, for example, abuse the word. After 
thirty minutes, a book change is made, and readers have the opportunity to learn about a new book. 

The objective of this methodology is to offer a free space, the opportunity to ask questions to 
someone who perhaps otherwise would not dare or would not have the opportunity to speak with 
her. For this reason, Live Library, started in 2016 favoring the rapprochement between youth and 
politics, since youth is usually more distant from political aspects, they naturally know the agents 
who favor change from the administrations and institutions, resulting in young people who see 
politics as a tool to participate in, or people behind the scenes to write to to ask when they can put 
bins in their neighborhood playground. 

Thus, with this first experience, mixing politics and youth, we continue to apply the 
LiveLibrary methodology, showing youth cooperating books, people deprived of liberty, social 
entities of all groups, homeless people, entrepreneurs, such has been the interest of this 
methodology, that we got to carry out a LiveLibrary, within the framework of the Malaga Film 
Festival, to show youth all those professions that are not that of actors or directors, those that do not 
appear on the red carpet, discovering a world of talent and opportunities to pursue. 

Each edition, has been adding experiences and creating ties, expanding the minds of youth, 
reaching the ninth edition of 'Live Library' in 2019, a total of 150 participants whose horizon is to 
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face prejudice and discrimination of the rights of the woman through dialogue. The indisputable 
protagonism was gender equality, thirteen women who carry out their work activity in highly 
masculinized sectors, a topic on which the "good readers" or participants raised their doubts. In 
order to guide attendees, the project has the figure of librarians, who make the rules clear and 
encourage the dialogue between the speakers and the public to be established. An experience where 
youth heard experiences like: 

"When someone sees you dancing Break Dance, the first thing they do is put on a weird face. 
They ask what we do, which is only for boys, that we would have to be very strong for that. These 
types of barriers exist socially nowadays", two breakdance dancers related. 

But beyond the loss of jobs and opportunities, as women, the harshest part of discrimination 
against women in the world of work is represented by sexual harassment. And the clearest example 
was related by the military guest and deputy Zaida Cantera, who lived it within the Armed Forces 
by a superior, who finally decided to denounce getting the military court to agree with him in an 
unprecedented sentence. 

LiveLibrary is the perfect space to share, listen, and above all forget what has been learned 
and learn new concepts, read new realities, and above all, you should not judge a book by its cover. 
www.livelibrary.org 

LiveLibrary, es el espacio perfecto para compartir, escuchar, y sobre todo olvidar lo 
aprendido y aprender nuevos conceptos, leer nuevas realidades, y sobre todo que no hay que juzgar 
a un libro por su portada. www.livelibrary.org 

 
 

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES IN THE CLASSROOM 
 

Bilal Yavas –Konya,Turkey 
 
Digital technologies in the classroom 
In recent years reference to ‘digital technology in the classroom’ (DTC) can be taken to mean 
digital processing systems that encourage active learning, knowledge construction, inquiry, and 
exploration on the part of the learners, and which allow for remote communication as well as data 
sharing to take place between teachers and/ or learners in different physical classroom locations. 
This is an expanded notion of technologies that recognises their development from mere 
information delivery systems and also clarifies their role in classrooms in contrast to their wider use 
across schools and learning centres. 
Flexible, cost effective and well planned ICT design is required to meet the pedagogical needs of 
learners and to enable teachers and administrative staff in education institutions work effectively. 
What other terms are associated with digital technologies in the classroom? 

1. Bring your own device (BYOD) 
2. E-portfolios 
3. Flipped classroom 
4. Personal Learning Network (PLN) 
5. Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) 
6. Interactive Whiteboards (IWB) 
7. Software Applications (Apps) 
8. Web 2.0 

What are the benefits of digital technologies in the classroom? 
1. The potential benefits of DTC are that it can foster dialogic and emancipatory practice. 
2. Emancipatory practice 
3. Different technologies can improve learning by augmenting and connecting learning activities. 
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4. • Digital technology can often also be exciting for learners and offers a potentially more engaging 
alternative. 

5. Digital technology offers immediate feedback for both the learner and the teacher (1) 

Learning Styles and Learning Strategies 
The term “learning styles” has no one definition – in much of the literature it is used loosely and 
often interchangeably with terms such as “thinking styles”, “cognitive styles” and ‘earning 
modalities” In addition, a significant number of theorists and researchers (e.g. Kolb) have argued 
that learning styles are not determined by inherited characteristics, but develop through experience. 
Styles are therefore not necessarily fixed, but can change over time, even from one situation to the 
next.  
Each learning style uses ICT hardware and software in different and multifaceted ways. The key 
message is that the ICT designs need to take account of these differences. Teachers and Learners 
can select from a range of multimedia and digital applications to match their preferred learning style 
and strategy and to experiment and investigate different approaches. Advantage can be taken of the 
opportunity current and future VLE/LMS and other ICT systems can provide, to support 
personalised learning paths. Thus there is a benefit in enabling learners to reflect on how they learn. 
Encouraging metacognition (being aware of one’s own thought and learning processes) is therefore 
perhaps the most important advantage that can be claimed for applying learning styles theory to 
learning and teaching.  
The following numbers shows some examples of ICT applications supporting varying learning 
styles. 

1. Visual– learning by seeing: Digital photography and video enhances learning and provide rich 
presentation. Teachers can present concepts and ideas using rich visual media, capturing the 
learners attention Interactive whiteboards bring this visualisation alive for the whole classroom. 

2. Auditory- learning by hearing: High quality sound and editing capability enables deeper learning 
and creative presentations Collaboration with other schools and peers using video and audio tools 
deepens knowledge. 

3. Kinaesthetic- learning by doing: Advances in gaming technology and policies that support the use of 
this technology in school will enhance the student’s numeracy, literacy, logic skills and self-
confidence. Live data from a physics practical experiment can be captured for a measuring device 
directly to the learner’s notebook, which they can analyse using the PC tools available. Graphic 
design software and animation tools provide the kinaesthetic learner with the environment for 
knowledge creation. 

21st Century Skills and Key Competencies for the Knowledge 
1. Creativity and innovation  
2. Critical thinking  
3. Problem solving  
4. Communicatin  
5. Collaboration  
6. Information fluency  
7. Technogical literacy (2) 

Conclusion 
Research data of the extent to which students, not teachers, are actually using technology for 
learning— show that even as more sophisticated technology tools have become commonplace in 
schools, they are still doing little to change how students learn on a day-to-day basis. Findings come 
from an analysis of three years of data from its Effective Learning Environments Observation Tool 
(eleot), which measures and quantifies active student engagement through learner-centric classroom 
observations, to determine how extensively technology is being used to engage students in learning. 
Instead of just indicating the mere presence of technology in the classroom, an analysis of eleot 
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classroom observations was conducted to determine how extensively technology is being used by 
students as part of efforts to engage students in learning. The study’s findings present educators and 
the community at large with an opportunity not only to use technology more effectively for learning 
but also to measure student engagement, find ways to enhance curriculum relevance and interact 
with students in different ways. 
Support for use of technology is crucial. Teachers typically lack support and in-service and 
preservice training on how to effectively integrate technology into lessons and to use it for teacher 
and student collaborations. And educators are often reticent to “allow” technology to be broadly 
used for fear of inappropriate use (a genuine concern but one that has been discussed for over a 
decade); concern about creating increased opportunities for students to cheat on tests (more easily 
done when there is only one correct answer); and encouraging off-task use and technology, which is 
often seen by educators as a distraction from learning. Equally important, there may be a deep 
underlying belief among educators that technology tools are useful only in certain contexts for 
certain students or not at all. 
We need to ensure that teachers are provided support and training so that they know how to 
integrate students’ use of technology into their classrooms and create a student-centric learning 
environment. Until teachers and administrators are convinced that technology can be a help not a 
hindrance to learning, the shift will not happen. The teacher is the key to students successfully using 
technology as a learning and problem-solving tool. Students thrive when the teacher requires 
students to use technology not only for researching and writing but also to solve problems, work 
collaboratively and develop creativity. 
With new technologies available to observe classrooms and study student engagement, educators 
and the community at large can look more closely at the extent to which they are using technology 
more effectively for learning and to explore ways to increase student engagement, enhance 
curriculum relevance and interact with students in different ways. When students are genuinely 
engaged in their learning around topics that connect to their lives and interest them, they are much 
less inclined to engage in off-task behaviors with or without access to technology. It is when 
students lose themselves in their learning that we have accomplished what we set out to do for them 
in the first place.(3). 
 
Research: 

1. https://www.cambridgeinternational.org/Images/271191-digital-technologies-in-the-classroom.pdf 
2. P. Hamilton, E. O’Duffy. Digital education usage models for the classroom of the future. 
3. L.Broekhuizen. The Paradox of Classroom Technology: Despite Proliferation and Access, Students 

Not Using Technology for Learning 
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COLOR IN NATURE. CONNECTING DISCIPLINES 
 

Miguel Angel Queiruga Dios, Jesus Maria School 
Color in Nature. Connecting disciplines. 

Miguel Ángel Queiruga Dios 

Institution = Jesús María School 

María Diez Ojeda

Institution = Burgos University

 

Color in Nature is the name of a STE(A)M project developed at the Jesús-María School from
Burgos (Spain). 

In this project the students, based on the word “color”, extracted different meanings and 
worked on the related content from different disciplines. They used very visual resources, such 
as photography and painting. 

A group of seven students (the same number as the number of colors of the rainbow, 
according to Isaac Newton in 1704) were the main actors of the project and they coordinated
all the other students in the class. In addition, although the project was directed by the science
teacher, other teachers of literature and art collaborated. 

Connecting disciplines 

The different points of view from which the color was treated can be seen according to the 
sections in which they were distributed: 

- Light, waves and color. In this section, the aspects of color most related to wave physics are 
analyzed, and the phenomenon of white light decomposition in its spectrum is mentioned.

 

- Color perception. The physiology of the human eye is described and how color perception 
occurs. Not all animals perceive the same colors! 

 

- Chemistry and color. This section shows a very interesting aspect of some chemical reactions, 
such as those that occur in fireworks. 
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- Color and poetry. Something as everyday as color, is also evident in poetry. Some very 
popular that maybe we all know: 

Verde que te quiero verde… [Green I love you green] Federico García Lorca. 

Tu pupila es azul, y cuando ríes… [Your pupil is blue, and when you laugh...] Gustavo Adolfo Béquer 

 

- Color in music. The painters used music to be inspired and to be able to explain more clearly 
their vision of the newly painted painting, the terms tone and harmony were an inheritance 
that music gave to painting. 

 

Subsequently, in this study, each of the 7 colors was analyzed separately, indicating some 
physical characteristics and curiosities, using photography as an artistic element. 
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Project outreach activities 
 

To bring Color in Nature STE(A)M content to society, social networks were used. 
 
A photo contest was organized through Facebook. The following image shows all the photographs 
sent by users: 
 

 
In addition, a project blog was built in which all student collaborations were posted: 
https://colorinnature.wordpress.com/ 
 
At the end of the project, the most relevant contents were collected in a magazine, which can be 
accessed directly from the following link: 
https://issuu.com/miguelangelqueiruga/docs/colorinnature  
 
The project developed allowed students to establish a connection between different disciplines 
(Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Art, Literature, ICT, etc.) and develop many skills (social interaction, 
teamwork, organization, decision making, etc.). 
 
Note: all the photographs and images used in this article have been taken from the project. 
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